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The present volume, Advances in Formal Slavic Linguistics 2016, marks a delec-
table double premiere: It initiates both the book series Open Slavic Linguistics as
a whole, and its sub-series of collective volumes on formal Slavic linguistics.
Open Slavic Linguistics aims at publishing high quality books with a focus on
Slavic languages on the empirical side, which at the same time reflect the state
of the art and current developments in general linguistics. Its core principles are
strict adherence to a genuine Open Access policy and to quality control through
double-blind peer review. The series takes a broad linguistic perspective and in-
vites monographs and topical collective volumes from virtually all subdisciplines.
This may include theoretically oriented work on Slavic linguistic phenomena, ad-
vanced empirical/experimental work on Slavic languages, as well as handbooks,
introductions and companions to the linguistic analysis of a given language. The
defining characteristics of the series is that it seeks a solid grounding in up-to-
date theoretical and empiricalmethods, fostersmutual understanding of linguists
across object languages and subdisciplines, and seeks to contribute both to nar-
rowly defined Slavic linguistics and to general linguistics and linguistic typology.
Advances in Formal Slavic Linguistics 2016 presents a selection of high quality
papers authored by young and senior linguists from around the world and con-
tains both empirically oriented work, underpinned by up-to-date experimental
methods, and more theoretically based contributions. The volume covers all ma-
jor linguistic areas, including morphosyntax, semantics, pragmatics, phonology,
and their mutual interfaces.The particular topics discussed range from argument
structure, word order, case, agreement, tense, aspect, and the left clausal periph-
ery to segmental phonology. The thematic breadth and analytical depth of the
contributions reflect the vitality of the field of formal Slavic linguistics and tes-
tify to its relevance for the global linguistic endeavor.
Early versions of the papers included in this volume were presented at the
conference on Formal Description of Slavic Languages 12 or at the satelliteWork-
shop on Formal and Experimental Semantics and Pragmatics, which were held
in Berlin on 7–10 December 2016 – the year referred to in the title of the vol-
ume. Half of the submitted abstracts made it into the 44 presentations of the
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Chapter 1




This article investigates the syntax of doubly filled COMP patterns in Czech and
Slovenian interrogatives from a cross-linguistic perspective, concentrating on the
differences between Germanic and Slavic doubly Filled COMP. In Germanic, di-
alects that allow the doubly filled COMP pattern do so to lexicalize a C head speci-
fied as [fin] with overt material, which is regularly carried out by verb movement
in main clauses (e.g. V2 in German, T-to-C in English interrogatives) and by the
interrogative complementizer in embedded polar questions. The insertion of the
complementizer has no interpretive effect on the clause and is restricted to embed-
ded clauses. By contrast, in Czech and Slovenian a complementizer can be inserted
even in main clauses, and while its presence is optional, its insertion triggers an in-
terpretive difference, resulting in an echo reading. I argue that while in Germanic,
the C head is specified as [wh] and is checked off by the wh-element, in Slavic the C
is not specified as [wh] and the type of the clause hence matches the properties of
the inserted declarative head. In turn, the wh-element moves because it is focused:
echo questions are closer to focus constructions than to ordinary questions.
Keywords: complementizer, doubly filled COMP, echo questions, finiteness, inter-
rogative clause, wh-movement
1 Introduction
Doubly filled COMP patterns and especially their absence from the standard va-
rieties are well known in the literature on West-Germanic languages.1 In order
1TheWest-Germanic languages to be discussed here include English, German, and Dutch. Note
that there have been claims in the literature, notably by Emonds & Faarlund (2014) that English
is not a West-Germanic but a North-Germanic language. However, as shown convincingly by
Bech & Walkden (2016), this claim has serious problems and it cannot be maintained.
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to illustrate the phenomenon, consider first the following interrogatives from
Standard English:
(1) a. Which book did she buy?
b. Did she buy a book?
c. I don’t know which book (*that) she bought.
d. I don’t know if she bought a book.
The ban on the insertion of that in (1c) is traditionally referred to as the “doubly
filled COMP filter”, which is supposed to prohibit lexical material in both the
specifier and the head of the same XP projection (Chomsky & Lasnik 1977: 446,
see also Koopman 2000). Hence, the wh-element which book cannot co-occur
with the complementizer that in embedded constituent questions.The same issue
does not arise in embedded polar questions containing if, since the interrogative
marker is the complementizer in these cases: the impossibility of the sequence
if that follows from the two elements being in complementary distribution and
need not be accounted for by an additional filter rule.
One problem that arises with the doubly filled COMP filter as a general rule
is that it is not obeyed in main clause constituent questions. As can be seen in
(1a) and (1b), the verb moves up to C in main clause questions in English (and
more generally in Germanic), and this results in the co-occurrence of an overt
wh-element in SpecCP with the verb in C in main clause constituent questions,
see (1a). While one could in principle argue that main clause questions with verb
movement are subject to different requirements, another problem arises in con-
nection with various non-standard dialects (as indicated by van Gelderen 2009,
Bayer 2004 and Bayer & Brandner 2008, such dialects are found across West Ger-
manic without a very clear geographical restriction), which show clear violations
of the doubly filled COMP filter (cf. the data in Baltin 2010):
(2) I don’t know which book that she bought.
As can be seen, the co-occurrence of the wh-phrase and that is allowed in the
non-standard pattern; this is attested across Germanic. This obviously raises the
question why doubly filled COMP patterns arise in Germanic and, if applicable,
cross-linguistically.
In this article, I propose the following. First, doubly filled COMP patterns in
Germanic arise when a finite complementizer is inserted in addition to a wh-
element in SpecCP and the complementizer serves to lexicalize [fin] in C. In prin-
ciple, lexicalization can be carried out by other elements, too (such as verbs in
main clauses), and the insertion of that causes no interpretive differences com-
pared to that-less interrogatives. I argue that the lexicalization requirement on
2
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[fin] is more generally attested in the syntactic paradigm and is related to V2
and to T-to-C movement. Second, there is no such lexicalization requirement in
Slavic languages and the insertion of a complementizer causes an interpretive
difference (namely, the clause is interpreted as an echo). I argue that this differ-
ence is related to syntactic features as well: while wh-movement in Germanic
doubly filled COMP structures is driven by a [wh] feature on the C head, there
is no such feature on C in Slavic doubly filled COMP structures.
2 Doubly filled COMP in Germanic
I adopt the general idea of Bacskai-Atkari (2018a), according to which a C with
[fin] specification is regularly lexicalized in Germanic, with some inter-language
variation. English is somewhat exceptional as it is not a V2 language: the lexical-
ization rule applies to interrogatives and ismanifest in the phenomenon of T-to-C
movement. In German, it applies to declaratives as well and results in the matrix
V2 configurations. Consider the following matrix interrogatives in English:
(3) a. Which book did she buy?
b. Did she buy a book?















In either case, the C head is lexicalized by way of the verb moving up to C via
head adjunction, and the SpecCP position is filled by an operator element. Note
that there is a distinction between [wh] and [Q], following the idea of Bayer
(2004), whereby [Q] essentially stands for disjunction; wh-elements are [Q] but
not all elements with a [Q] specification are [wh] (see Bacskai-Atkari 2018a for
[Q] in Germanic). Further, the operator in (4b) is a covert polar operator. The
polar operator can in principle be overt (e.g. English whether) or covert, and it
3
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marks the scope of a covert or (Larson 1985). This operator is inserted directly
into SpecCP (Bianchi & Cruschina 2016).
Consider now the following English embedded interrogatives:
(5) a. I don’t know which book (% that) she bought.
b. I don’t know if she bought a book.











The interrogative feature has to be marked overtly in embedded questions (there
being no distinctive interrogative intonation) and it is done either by an overt
complementizer or by an overt operator. Accordingly, the interrogative feature
on C can be checked off by inserting an element into C (if ) or by inserting an
element into the specifier (which book in (6a) above). By contrast, [fin] can be
lexicalized only by an element inserted into C (that and if in (6) above, but not
by e.g. which book in the specifier).
Regarding the lexicalization of [fin] in C, the following can be established.
In matrix clauses, as shown in (4), [fin] in C is lexicalized via verb movement,
2Contrary to Baltin (2010), I assume that doubly filled COMP structures are literally doubly filled
COMP, that is, there is only a single CP involved; see Bacskai-Atkari (2018b) for arguments on
this. Essentially, Baltin (2010) assumes that the ban on overt material in C in sluiced clauses
(Merchant 2001) follows directly from the fact that the ellipsis position is located in the highest
C head, eliding the complementizer in a lower C position. However, this is in fact not a sound
argument since the lack of a complementizer in these cases can be due to phonological factors
as well (the complementizer cliticising onto the clause in the languages he examined), which
may indeed be subject to cross-linguistic variation. In Slovenian, for instance, wh-sluices can
contain a complementizer (e.g. da ‘that’ but apparently also če ‘if’), see Marušič et al. (2015),
indicating that the generalization does not hold. Note that the Slovenian data contradict the
judgements given byMerchant (2001: 76), who suggests that while doubly filled COMP patterns
are possible in Slovenian in the sameway they are attested in other languages (see, for instance,
the Danish and Irish data given by Merchant 2001: 76–77), the sluiced version of doubly filled
COMP clauses (containing an overt complementizer) is uniformly rejected.
4
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whereby the verb adjoins to C (head adjunction). In embedded clauses, a comple-
mentizer is inserted:3 there are two possible ways here. One is to insert an inter-
rogative complementizer, see (6b), which also checks off the [Q] feature. Further,
the insertion of the regular finite subordinator is possible if [wh] is checked off
by an overt operator, hence in structures like (6a): this option can be observed in
nonstandard varieties. Since, as the structures above demonstrated, lexicalization
of [fin] in C is generally attested in the syntactic paradigm, standard varieties in
West Germanic have an exception in (6a) by not lexicalising the C head,4 while
nonstandard varieties are completely regular in this respect. Note that the inser-
tion of an interrogative complementizer is not a viable option in cases like (6a)
since the insertion of the complementizer would check off the active interroga-
tive feature on the C head,5 and hence there would be no feature attracting the
wh-element to move to the CP (since [Q] is a subset of [wh], an interrogative
complementizer would not be incompatible with the feature specification of the
head) and thus prevent the movement of the wh-element.
The insertion of the complementizer is thus in line with the general V2 prop-
erty of Germanic languages and with T-to-Cmovement in English interrogatives.
Further, the insertion of the finite complementizer causes no interpretive differ-
ence, and several dialects show optionality with respect to the insertion of the
complementizer.6
3While [fin] is lexicalized by verbmovement inmain clauses, this is generally not possible in em-
bedded clauses: certain verbs in German allow embedded V2 and there are certain dependent
clauses (such as hypothetical comparatives and conditionals) that likewise allow verb fronting.
As argued by Bacskai-Atkari (2018a), this is due to restrictions from the matrix predicate.
4According to Bacskai-Atkari (2018a), this has to do with licensing conditions on zero comple-
mentizers (i.e., they are licensed in these environments in the standard language). In addition,
the “doubly filled COMP filter” is rather the consequence of an economy principle against mul-
tiple elements with overlapping functions, which interacts with a principle favouring overt
marking, see van Gelderen (2009). This question cannot be examined here in detail.
5The C head is specified as [wh] and the complementizer has the feature [Q]. The two features
are not fully incompatible, though, as [Q] is a subset of [wh] (cf. Bayer 2004). The problem
with inserting the complementizer is the deactivation of the feature, as described above, not
feature incompatibility.
6Optionality arises in certain dialects with head-sized wh-phrases that may be inserted into ei-
ther the specifier or the head, see Bacskai-Atkari (2018b), following Bayer & Brandner (2008).
Not all dialects have optionality, though. As there is no interpretive difference between con-
figurations with and without the complementizer, it is actually expected that at least some
dialects show optionality; note that while optionality is considered to be problematic for mini-
malist approaches, dialect data and diachronic data in fact support the view that at least some
optionality is allowed in language, to allow gradual variation and change. These issues cannot
be pursued here in detail.
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Doubling is possible in polar interrogatives as well if the operator is overt.
In English, the operator whether can appear in embedded clauses overtly and
doubling with that can be observed both historically and synchronically (see van
Gelderen 2009 for modern substandard varieties); in main clauses, its appearance
is restricted to historical examples.7 Consider:
(7) a. Whether did he open the Basket?
(The Tryal of Thomas Earl of Macclesfield; source: Salmon, Thomas and
Sollom Emlyn (1730) A complete collection of state-trials, and
proceedings for high-treason, and other crimes and misdemeanours:
1715–1725)
b. I wot not whether that I may come with him or not.
‘I do not know whether I may come with him or not.’
(Paston Letters XXXI)
As can be seen, whether is similar to ordinary wh-operators in triggering verb
movement to C inmain clauses and in allowing the insertion of that in embedded
clauses; hence, its behaviour contrasts with that of if. Importantly, just like in
constituent questions, there is no interpretive difference between the version
with that and the version without that of the same sentence.
Regarding the separation of [wh] and [Q] mentioned above, it must be men-
tioned that the co-occurrence of two interrogative elements is possible in certain




















‘She knows who he wanted to call.’
(Bayer 2004: 66, ex. 17, citing Hoekstra 1993)
As can be seen, in this case three overt elements appear in the CP-domain: the
wh-operator itself, the Q-element of ‘if’ and the finite complementizer dat ‘that’.
Again, no interpretive difference can be attributed to the insertion of multiple ele-
ments: clauses with the combination wie dat ‘who that’ and clauses with a single
wie ‘who’ have the same interpretation, too. The structure for the CP-domain in
(8) is shown below:
7As mentioned above, verb movement to C in embedded clauses is subject to restrictions (due
to the matrix predicate).
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The polar operator is in the scope of a wh-operator, and the clause is ultimately
specified as [wh]: hence, even if the Q-element of is inserted into the lowest
SpecCP, [wh] is not checked off and the CP projects further (essentially, the [wh]
feature of the lower C is inherited by the higher C).
To conclude this section, it can be established that doubly filled COMP pat-
terns in Germanic interrogatives follow from a requirement on lexicalising [fin]
on C, which ultimately follows from the V2 property of Germanic languages,
whereby English is slightly exceptional in that V2 is no longer attested, but the
same applies to T-to-C movement in interrogatives. The expectation is therefore
that genuine doubly filled COMP patterns should be different or not available in
languages where there is no lexicalization requirement on [fin] in main clause
interrogatives.8
3 Czech
In this section, I am going to overview the possible patterns in Czech main and
embedded questions. I will show that doubling is possible, yet while the resulting
combinations are in part surface-similar to their Germanic counterparts, they are
associated with a particular (echo) interpretation.
8Note that while V2 (or T-to-C) is probably necessary for genuine doubly filled COMP, it is not
true the other way round: it is indeed possible that the lexicalization of [fin] does not hold in
all constructions and a language may be V2 without showing doubly filled COMP effects: for
instance, Standard German (and any variety of German lacking doubly filled COMP patterns)
is such a language.
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Just like in English, constituent questions in Czech contain an overtwh-element














‘She asked who arrived.’
I assume that the wh-element moves to SpecCP, following Rudin (1988) and Kas-
par (2015).
Regarding doubly filled COMP patterns, the insertion of že ‘that’ is possible.
However, this results in an interpretive difference from ordinary questions and
essentially renders echo questions where the speaker asks for the value of the


















‘She asked who was said to have arrived.’
9Note that I am only considering questions involving a single wh-phrase in this paper and
do not venture to examine multiple wh-fronting. As argued by Bošković (2012), multiple wh-
questions actually involve the movement of a single wh-phrase due to a [wh] feature, and the
remaining wh-elements are either located in situ or are fronted as focused phrases: crucially,
the CP does not contain multiple [wh] features attracting various wh-elements. See also Gruet-
Skrabalova (2011) on Czech and Mišmaš (2016) on Slovenian. In this sense, further wh-phrases
and their position in the clause are not relevant to the present discussion, which is centred on
clause-typing issues.
10As Jiri Kaspar (p.c.) informs me, constituent questions with že can be interpreted as canonical
echo questions (where the value of the wh-element was inaudible), reminder questions (the
speaker has forgotten the value), verification questions (the speaker is unsure about the value),
and surprise questions (the speaker assumes a different value). Since all these types have been
subsumed under the umbrella term “echo questions” in the literature, as opposed to ordinary
questions, I will simply use the label “echo questions” in this paper but it should kept in mind
that this term subsumes various subtypes (this applies to the Slovenian data, too).
8
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The sentence in (11a) is an appropriate reaction to a statement such as ‘Peter
arrived’. The sentence in (11b) is the embedded version thereof; its markedness
stems from the fact that it is relatively difficult to find contexts in which an em-
bedded echo is felicitous. As far as the status of že is concerned, I follow Kaspar
(2015) in assuming that this element is located in C;11 hence, its co-occurrence
with the wh-element in SpecCP makes the doubly filled COMP effect possible.
















‘She asked if Mary arrived.’
As can be seen, the embedded polar question in (12b) is introduced by jestli ‘if’,
while its matrix interrogative counterpart in (12a) has no morphophonological
marker.













‘She asked if Mary arrived.’
The elements že and jestli are in complementary distribution regarding their syn-
tactic position (but not their function12); hence, since že is in C, it can be con-
cluded that jestli is in C, too. This is in line with the etymology of jestli, a gram-
maticalized form of the question particle li and the verb ‘be’: in Czech, if C is
filled by the clitic -li, the verb moves up to C to host the clitic (Schwabe 2004).
In addition to the constructions so far, it should bementioned thatwh-elements
may appear in polar questions headed by jestli, rendering an echo reading:
11As Kaspar (2015) shows, there is in fact more than one že element in Czech, see also Gruet-
Skrabalova (2012); I will only concentrate on the declarative complementizer appearing in the
clauses under scrutiny.
12This means that while they occupy the same position, C, in syntax, they do not have the same































‘She asked about whom the question arose whether they arrived.’
The sentence in (14a) is an appropriate reaction to a question such as ‘Did Pe-
ter arrive?’, and hence is an echo of a polar question.13 As can be expected, the
insertion of že ‘that’ is again impossible:14





















‘She asked about whom the question arose whether they arrived.’
Regarding the interrogative patterns in Czech, the following points can be estab-
lished. First, doubly filled COMP effects are possible with že ‘that’ and with jestli
‘if’: both render echo questions (though these echo questions are licensed in two
different kinds of context) and the elements že and jestli cannot occur together.
Second, the insertion of the complementizer (in addition to the element in the
specifier) is not attested in ordinary constituent questions. Third, the insertion
of either complementizer (in addition to the wh-element) triggers an echo inter-
pretation. Fourth, the complementizer is available in main clause echo questions,
contrary to ordinary main clause questions, and in this way the echoed state-
ment/question is surface-similar to an embedded clause, in line with the fact
that it is dependent on a particular context in order to be felicitous.15 This is con-
trary to what was seen in Germanic, where no echo interpretation is attested and
13The impossibility of embedding such an echo, as in (14b), may well have pragmatic reasons, i.e.
such a sentence is not felicitous in any context. Note that if the Czech pattern were an ordinary
doubly filled COMP pattern, such as in (substandard) West Germanic, then (14b) should be
grammatical and (14a) should be ruled out.
14Note that the impossibility of the combinations discussed in this paper is not merely due to
their relative order: changing their relative order (e.g. že jestli) results in an ungrammatical
configuration, too.
15Note that there are other instances of subordinating C-elements appearing in main clauses, as
is the case for German ob ‘if’ in V-final main clause questions that are pragmatically distinct
from ordinary questions, see e.g. Zimmermann (2013). Naturally, the discussion of this issue
would go far beyond the scope of the present paper.
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where complementizers are not inserted in main clause constituent questions.
Fifth, the patterns in Czech suggest that the clause type reflects the properties
of the complementizer, not those of the wh-element (see the discussion in §5);
this is again contrary to Germanic, where the presence of a wh-element indicates
that the clause is a true interrogative.
4 Slovenian
This section is going to overview the possible patterns in Slovenian main and
embedded questions. I will show that doubling is possible in similar ways to
what was attested in Czech; again, the resulting combinations are in part surface-
similar to their Germanic counterparts, yet they are associated with a particular
(echo) interpretation.
Just like in English and Czech, constituent questions in Slovenian contain an














‘He asked who was coming.’ (based on Hladnik 2010: 14, ex. 1116)
I followGolden (1997) andHladnik (2010) in assuming that thewh-elementmoves
to SpecCP.
Just like in Czech, the insertion of da ‘that’ is possible; this renders echo ques-
tions (see Hladnik 2010):17
16As noted, the data are essentially taken from Hladnik (2010); however, the translations have
been changed in accordance with what my informants gave as more natural translations.
17Just like in the Czech examples, the verb immediately follows the wh-element; however, this is
not an effect of V2 in either language. In Slovenian, certain clitics, including auxiliaries, appear

















‘The boy that I met yesterday, recognized me.’ (Marušič 2008b: 266)
As can be seen, the clitic je follows the element me, and is hence the second element in the





















‘He asked who was said to be coming.’
(based on Hladnik 2010: 14, ex. 11)
The sentence in (17a) is an appropriate reaction to a statement such as ‘Peter is
coming’; the sentence in (17b) shows the embedded version and is marked for
pragmatic reasons, just as was the case for its Czech counterpart. Regarding the
status of da, I follow Hladnik (2010) in assuming that it is located in C; hence,











Since je appears after the elements kdo and da, one might wonder whether kdo da is a con-
stituent or whether kdo is in a higher clause. However, both options are unlikely: an element
in the specifier cannot form a constituent with the C head, and postulating a higher clause to
locate a single element would be highly problematic, too. I assume that kdo is in SpecCP and
da in the C head of the same CP, whereby the two elements neither form a constituent nor
are they located in different clauses. There is in fact no need to assume a strict surface second-
position requirement on Slovenian clitics. As shown by Marušič (2008b), analyses assuming a
fixed syntactic position such as C for clitics, as by Golden & Sheppard (2000), face a number of
problems and the relative position of the clitic should rather be considered phonological in na-
ture (in line with general “Wackernagel” phenomena). In this case, the clitic naturally follows
the element in the C head even if the specifier of the CP is filled by some additional element
since there is no way of inserting the clitic in between the element in the specifier and the
element in the head of a single CP projection. If the wh-element and the complementizer were
located in separate projections, one might expect the clitic to intrude, which is not the case.
Note that, strictly speaking, the same holds even if one assumes a fixed syntactic position for
the clitic (a projection below CP or another CP, resulting in a split CP) since the filling of the
specifier in a higher projection does not influence the realization of the clitic in some lower
projection.
18Again, one might wonder whether the wh-element is indeed in the same CP as the comple-
mentizer da. In Slovenian, a null complementizer is licensed only if the wh-element is in the
relevant specifier: it is not possible if the wh-phrase undergoes long distance movement, and
in these cases da is inserted, see Golden (1997), Marušič (2008a). Hence, one might think that
the doubly filled COMP effect in echo questions arises merely because the complementizer
has to be overt if the wh-element is in a higher clause. However, as shown by Mišmaš (to ap-
pear), echo questions in Slovenian are in fact possible even without da, which indicates that
the wh-element does not move out of the clause where it is base-generated.
12
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‘He asked whether he was coming.’
(based on Hladnik 2010: 15, ex. 12)
As can be seen, a question particle – a or če – is licensed both in main clause and
in embedded interrogatives. The insertion of da ‘that’ is possible in both cases


















‘He asked whether it was true that he was coming.’
(based on Hladnik 2010: 15, ex. 12)
The sentence in (19a) is an appropriate reaction to a statement such as ‘He is
coming’. Importantly, da and a/če are not in complementary distribution, which
suggests that a/če are not in C, contrary to Czech jestli. Instead, in the given
constructions they are rather operators located in SpecCP, similarly to English
whether.20
Finally, it must be mentioned that wh-elements may appear in polar questions;
this renders an echo interpretation, similarly to what was observed in Czech.
Note that the acceptability of these constructions in Slovenian is dependent on
the dialect/idiolect, as also indicated by Hladnik (2010) in connection with all the
doubling patterns, and this seems to be especially true in the case of the triple
19Again, I cannot examine the distribution of a and če beyond the constructions under scrutiny
and will discuss only the differences within the given syntactic paradigm.
20Note that če can appear in conditional clauses, too; however, the discussion of this falls outside
the scope of the present paper.
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combination in (20b) below (this was not accepted as grammatical by my main
informant).21 Consider the following examples:















‘Is it true that WHO is coming?’ (based on Hladnik 2010: 15, ex. 13)
The sentence in (20a) is an appropriate reaction to a question such as ‘Is Peter
coming?’, and the sentence in (20b) is an appropriate reaction to a question such
as ‘Is it true that Peter is coming?’. Crucially, in both sentences in (20), the Q-
element is če and not a, as opposed to ordinary main clause interrogatives.22 This
indicates that the difference from ordinary questions is encoded morphosyntac-
tically, too.23
Regarding the interrogative patterns in Slovenian, the following points can
be established. First, doubly filled COMP effects are possible with da ‘that’ and
a/če ‘if’. Second, the complementizer (in addition to the element in the specifier)
is not inserted in ordinary constituent questions and may be inserted in ordi-
nary polar questions. Third, the insertion of either complementizer (in addition
to the wh-element or the Q particle in the specifier) triggers an echo interpreta-
tion. Unlike Czech, the echo of a question (a “double echo” in Hladnik 2010) is
21Unfortunately, since the focus of Hladnik (2010) is relative clauses, the exact geographical distri-
bution of the interrogative patterns cannot be recovered from his thesis, and it remains unclear
whether the acceptability of (20) shows relatively clear regional differences or whether the dif-
ferences hold rather between idiolects. As Hladnik (2010: 6–8) describes in the introduction,
he conducted a larger pilot study of Slovenian dialects, whereby the focus was on syntactic
doubling and on variation in dialects. Altogether, over 70 responses were collected from 55
test locations; further, since Slovenian speakers acquire a regional dialect as a rule, the data
are quite reliable in that they reflect regional varieties rather than the standard language.
22As one of the reviewers informs me, this is true also if the clause is sluiced: the element kdo
can be followed by če but not by a. This is expected if sluiced clauses are derived from regular
interrogatives. Note also that in cases like (20a), the wh-element may remain in situ, in line
with the assumption that the movement involved here is not genuine wh-movement but rather
focusing (which preferably involves fronting); see the discussion in §5.
23As was noted before, certain contexts license clauses that are surface-similar to ordinary em-
bedded clauses, such as matrix questions with ob ‘if’ in German. The pattern in (20) again
indicates that the particular echo constructions are discourse-dependent and cannot appear in
the same environments as ordinary main clause questions.
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Table 1: Clause typing and Germanic doubly filled COMP
Sequence Clause-typing feature Clause type Examples
WH Q FIN [wh] constituent question (8)
WH Q [wh] constituent question –
WH FIN [wh] constituent question (2)
WH [wh] constituent question (1c)
Q FIN [Q] polar question (7b)
Q [Q] polar question (1d)
possible in Slovenian (at least dialectally, see (20) above). Fourth, the complemen-
tizer is available in main clause echo questions, contrary to ordinary main clause
questions, and in this way the echoed statement/question is surface-similar to an
embedded clause, in line with the fact that it is dependent on a particular context
in order to be felicitous.This is similar to Czech and contrary to what was seen in
Germanic, where no echo interpretation is attested and where complementizers
are not inserted in main clause constituent questions. Fifth, the patterns in Slove-
nian, just like in Czech, suggest that the clause type reflects the properties of the
complementizer, not those of the wh-element (see §5); this is again contrary to
Germanic, where the presence of a wh-element indicates that the clause is a true
interrogative.
5 The analysis
The present paper investigates various patterns involving wh-elements, Q ele-
ments and finite subordinators in Germanic and in Slavic languages. In this sec-
tion, I am going to overview the behaviour of these combinations first.
The combinations observed in Germanic are given in Table 1; these combina-
tions are attested in embedded clauses only.
As can be seen, the type of the clause always matches the leftmost element in the
linear sequences. That is, once a wh-element is inserted, the clause can only be
a constituent question. If there is no wh-element but a Q element is present, the
clause can only be a polar interrogative. Naturally, a clause is always typed by
the C head but certain features on the C head are checked off by elements moving




Table 2: Clause typing and Slavic doubly filled COMP
Sequence Clause-typing feature Clause type Examples
WH Q FIN [FIN] declarative, double echo (20b)
WH Q [Q] polar question, echo (14a), (20a)
WH FIN [FIN] declarative, echo (11a), (17a)
WH [wh] constituent question (10b), (16b)
Q FIN [FIN] declarative, echo (19a)
Q [Q] polar question (12b), (18b)
The combinations observed in Slavic (Czech and Slovenian) are given in Ta-
ble 2; these combinations are attested both in embedded and in matrix clauses.
As indicated, the type of the clause always matches the rightmost element in the
linear sequences, contrary to the Germanic pattern. That is, once the finite com-
plementizer is inserted, the clause is typed as a declarative, but the presence of
the interrogative elements leads to an echo interpretation. Consequently, there is
a split between form and function that is not attested in Germanic. If there is no
finite complementizer but a Q element is present, the clause is a polar interroga-
tive, but the presence of the wh-element leads to an echo interpretation. Again, a
clause is always typed by the C head but the Slavic pattern is crucial because the
insertion of an operator into the specifier does not involve feature checking with
the head: the C head lacks the features associated with the operator. Ordinary
questions are possible only when a single interrogative element is present.
Regarding Germanic doubly filled COMP patterns, the following can be estab-
lished. On the one hand, the movement of the wh-operator or the insertion of the
polar operator into SpecCP take place for clause-typing reasons and can be thus
drawn back to question semantics and to the requirement on feature checking
with C. On the other hand, the insertion of the finite complementizer takes place
in order to lexicalize [fin] in C.
By contrast, regarding Slavic doubly filled COMP patterns, the following can
be established. On the one hand, the insertion of the operator (either a wh-oper-
ator or the polar operator) into SpecCP takes place due to an [edge] feature on
the C head containing the elements introducing the echoed question, and there
is no feature checking with C (given that there is no interrogative feature to be
checked, as echo questions are not typed as interrogatives, see Bošković 2002:
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363).24 On the other hand, the insertion of the complementizers into C takes
place because they type the echoed clause.
As far as echo questions are concerned, I assume that they are not true ques-
tions and are closer to focus constructions (cf. Bošković 2002, Artstein 2002).This
is in line with the analysis of Bošković (2002), who claims that the fronting of
echoed wh-phrases, as well as that of non-first wh-phrases in multiple fronting
constructions, are independent of a strong [wh] feature on C. Accordingly, Boš-
ković (2002: 359–364) analyses the relevant constructions as instances of focus
fronting. Hence, the interrogative interpretation arises locally, similarly to En-
glish, where there is no wh-movement in echo questions, indicating that there is
no [wh] feature on the C head (cf. Bošković 2002: 363).
We saw earlier that Slavic languages may allow embedded echo questions,
even though these configurations are marked compared to their matrix counter-
parts. That is, the clause can be taken by a predicate taking interrogative com-
plements (e.g. ask), which is normally possible if the clause is typed as [wh]. I
assume that in echo clauses this is related to feature percolation: namely, the fea-
tures of the element in the specifier can percolate up and hence the interrogative
property, which is interpretable on the wh-element itself, is visible to the matrix
predicate.25 However, there is no percolation downwards, and hence the echoed
clause itself is not affected.
Consider now the structures for WH FIN sequences in Germanic (here: En-
glish) and Slavic (here: Czech), respectively:
24Note that the WH Q sequence is special in this respect because the clause is typed as a polar
interrogative by the Q-element, just as the declarative clause is typed as declarative by the rele-
vant element in C. However, this configuration is also regular in the sense that the wh-element
itself does not type the clause. Importantly, there is no incompatibility between an interroga-
tive clause type and an echo reading, provided that the interrogative is typed independently
of the echoing wh-phrase.
25The idea of feature percolation is well known in the syntactic literature and is subject to debates
concerning its exact application and restrictions. As described by Heck (2008: 5–7), pied-piping
has been treated in terms of feature percolation of the wh-feature since Chomsky (1973: 273),
whereby the wh-feature projects to the DP-level and then percolates up to the PP level, that is,
it is allowed to cross a phrase boundary. Essentially the same is proposed here in terms of the
wh-feature percolating up to the CP, without causing changes in the C head itself (just like in
the case of PPs, where feature percolation does not change the properties of the P). Naturally,
this again raises the question how far a feature is allowed to percolate, the discussion of which













As can be seen, both configurations result in a doubly filled COMP pattern. How-
ever, the C is specified as [wh] only in (21a), which is a true interrogative, while
the Slavic pattern in (21b) is an echo question. The complementizer is inserted in
certain dialects in Germanic to lexicalize [fin], while Slavic complementizers are
inserted to type the clause.26
Consider now the structures for Q FIN sequences in Germanic (here: English)











Again, the surface doubling configuration results in doubly filled COMP patterns
in both cases. The C is specified as interrogative, this time as [Q] , only in Ger-
manic, see (22a), while in Slavic the question is merely echo, see (22b). Further,
the complementizer is inserted in certain dialects in Germanic to lexicalize [fin],
while Slavic complementizers are inserted to type the clause.
Finally, consider the structures for WH Q FIN sequences, in Germanic (here:
Dutch) and Slavic (here: Slovenian), respectively:
26Note that this does not mean that the complementizer is always overt. Declarative complemen-
tizers tend to have zero counterparts cross-linguistically and the same applies to e.g. že and da,
too. This means that echo questions are possible without the insertion of an overt že, too. This
option has not been discussed in detail here because the present paper is devoted to doubling
patterns in the CP-domain.
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As can be seen, the CP is split in both cases,27 yet the C head is specified as
[wh] only in the Germanic case, see (23a), while the Slovenian configuration
represents an echo, see (23b). In (23a), the [wh] feature of the lower C head is
not checked off, since the polar operator in SpecCP ismerely [Q], a subset of [wh];
hence, the CP projects further. In (23b), there is no feature checking associated
with either of the operators; they are inserted to render the echo reading. Again,
the finite complementizer is inserted in certain dialects in Germanic to lexicalize
[fin], while Slavic complementizers are inserted to type the clause.
The differences between Germanic and Slavic essentially go back to differ-
ences in the requirement of lexicalising [fin]: since this requirement is present in
Germanic, the finite complementizer is inserted merely due to this requirement,
while its appearance in Slavic doubly filled COMP constructions contributes to
the echo reading by way of typing the clause merely as [fin] but not as [wh] or
[Q].
6 Conclusion
This paper investigated doubly filled COMP effects in Germanic and Slavic (to be
more precise, Czech and Slovenian). It was shown that while the two language
groups represent similar surface configurations, they differ crucially in the dis-
tribution and the interpretation of these structures. In Germanic, doubly filled
COMP arises due to a requirement on filling a C head specified as [fin]; this is
in line with the general properties of V2 (e.g. in German) and T-to-C (English).
27In the model adopted here, based on Bacskai-Atkari (2018b), the CP is split if certain features
have to project further to be checked off but there is no predefined cartographic template in
the sense of Rizzi (1997). However, the assumption that there can be multiple CPs (similarly to
VPs) is widespread in the literature.
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Importantly, the insertion of the finite complementizer takes place only in em-
bedded questions and it brings interpretive differences from complementizer-less
clauses. In Slavic, doubly filled COMP arises in echo questions and the comple-
mentizer is inserted to type the clause, while the element in the specifier does
not check off its features with the head. The insertion of the complementizer
involves an important interpretive difference from complementizer-less clauses,
since the lack of the complementizer is associated with ordinary questions, while
the presence of the complementizer triggers an echo interpretation. Taking all
this into account, it can be concluded that the differences between Germanic and
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On the (im)possibility of the small
clause analysis
Tatiana Bondarenko
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
In this paper I use the interpretation of the repetitive adverb opjat’ ‘again’ in Rus-
sian to argue that ditransitive structures in this language do not involve a small
clause structure (Kayne 1984; Beck & Johnson 2004; a.o.). Under the syntactic ap-
proach to the semantics of repetitives that I adopt (von Stechow 1996; Beck 2005;
a.o.), the interpretation of repetitives is determined by their attachment in the syn-
tactic representation. I show that in Russian ditransitives, unlike in English ones
(Beck & Johnson 2004), only the repetitive reading of ‘again’ is possible, and argue
that no reason other than a difference in the syntactic structures of ditransitives
in two languages can account for that. I also observe that unlike datives that are
found in ditransitives, “higher” dative arguments and locative applicatives in Rus-
sian can occur in constructions where there is a syntactic constituent denoting the
resultant state, and thus the restitutive reading of repetitives is available.
Keywords: ditransitives, repetitives, datives, small clauses, Russian
1 Introduction
In this paper I will discuss applicability of the small clause analysis (Kayne 1984;
Harley 1996; Beck & Johnson 2004; Pylkkänen 2008, among others) that has been
proposed for the English double object construction (1) to constructions with
dative arguments in Russian (2).1
1All examples in this paper are either in English or in Russian, unless explicitly indicated
otherwise.
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‘Vasja gave Masha a letter.’
The small clause analysis involves the idea that in ditransitive constructions a
direct object and an indirect object are merged together forming a small clause
excluding the verb. This idea is shared by a variety of approaches (Kayne 1984;
Pesetsky 1995; Harley 1996; 2002; Cuervo 2003; Beck & Johnson 2004; Jung &
Miyagawa 2004; McIntyre 2006; Pylkkänen 2008; Schäfer 2008; Lomashvili 2010;
Harley & Jung 2015, among others), which diverge on the exact nature of this
formation (small clause/low applicative/PP/HaveP) and a few other details of the
derivation. The tree in Figure 1 (adapted from Harley 2002) illustrates a version
of this analysis for the English double object construction in (1): the direct object
(a letter) and the indirect object (Mary) are combined with the help of a special












Figure 1: Double object construction (adapted from Harley 2002: 4)
The small clause analysis makes use of lexical decomposition in syntax: dif-
ferent subevents of a predicate are represented by different projections in syn-
tax (vDO/CAUSP for a causing subevent, SC/ResultP/HaveP/PP for a result state
subevent, among some others). Under such approach to the syntax-semantics in-
terface, indirect objects differ with respect to where they are introduced in the
syntactically represented lexical decomposition of a given verb (Cuervo 2003;
Schäfer 2008; among others).Their positions account for different interpretations
and different syntactic properties. Indirect objects in the English double object
construction are participants of the result state subevent under the small clause
analysis.
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2 Russian datives again: On the (im)possibility of the small clause analysis
The aim of this paper is to argue that Russian ditransitive verbs like otdavat’
‘give’ in (2) should not be analyzed as involving a small clause structure. While
English might decompose ditransitive verbs in syntax (give as CAUSE to HAVE),
Russian does not exhibit the decomposition of this sort. My argumentation em-
ploys the idea that repetitive morphemes like again single out subevents in the
semantics of a predicate, and thus, are able to detect the exact placement of indi-
rect objects in syntactic structures with lexically decomposed verbs. If an indirect
object denotes a participant of some subevent e1, then it should be in the scope
of a repetitive adverb that singles out that subevent e1. I will try to show that
Russian has constructions where a dative argument is a participant of a stative
subevent of a predicate, but ditransitive sentences are not among such construc-
tions.
The crucial observation formy proposal is that the restitutive reading of again
is available in English ditransitive sentences – in both the double object con-
struction, see (3), and the to-PP construction, see (4), but not in Russian, no
matter if the dative argument precedes the accusative one, as in (5), or conversely,
see (6).2, 3
(3) Thilo gave Satoshi the map again. double object construction
a. Repetitive: Available
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and Satoshi had had the map before.’
(Beck & Johnson 2004: 113)
(4) Thilo gave the map to Satoshi again. to-PP construction
a. Repetitive: Available
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and Satoshi had had the map before.’
(Beck & Johnson 2004: 116)
2I do not want to imply that (5) and (6) are equivalents of English double object construction
and to-PP construction correspondingly. The sentences in (5)-(6) just show that the availability
of the restitutive reading does not depend on the relative word order of dative and accusative
arguments in Russian.
3I use again to refer to this kind of repetitive adverbs generally and words in italics (English















‘Masha gave Vasja the book, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable













‘Masha gave Vasja the book, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable
‘Masha gave Vasja the book, and Vasja had had the book before.’
Under the restitutive reading, the subevent that is singled out by again is the
state of possession between the indirect object and the direct object. For exam-
ple, in (3) and (4) it is the reading when a state of Satoshi having the map is
being repeated.4 This reading is impossible for Russian ditransitives: in (5) and
(6) again cannot single out the state of Vasja having the book. The example in
(7) illustrates that providing more context does not increase the availability of
the restitutive reading in Russian ditransitives.
4An anonymous reviewer asks whether the presence of the restitutive reading entails the small
clause analysis for the PP datives, given the logic of Beck & Johnson (2004). While the analysis
for the PP datives is not spelled out in detail in Beck & Johnson (2004), one can infer from
the discussion therein that the authors propose distinct syntactic structures for the double
object construction and the to-PP construction, both of which include a small clause. Given
the logic of Beck & Johnson (2004), the double object construction includes a small clause that
consists of the two objects merging with the help of a functional projection (XP), which is then
combined with the verb. The to-PP construction under their view presents a subcase of a more
general NP + PP pattern. In sentences of this sort V merges directly with a PP and takes an
NP as its specifier. The PP under consideration contains a null PRO as its subject that corefers
with the NP that is the specifier of the verb. Thus, as the authors themselves put it, the PP
becomes in effect a small clause (Beck & Johnson 2004: 118). In other words, the presence of
the restitutive reading in (4) under the logic of Beck & Johnson (2004) does entail the presence
of a small clause in the syntactic structure but does not necessarily entail that the syntactic
structures of the double object construction and the to-PP construction are identical.
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(7) Context: Vasja had always had the book Two captains by Kaverin; he had




















Intended: ‘And then Masha gave / sent / returned Vasja the book,























Intended: ‘And then Masha gave / sent / returned the book to Vasja,
and Vasja had had the book before.’
Why does Russian differ from English with respect to the availability of the resti-
tutive reading in ditransitives? Does this difference reflect different syntactic
structures of ditransitive sentences in these languages? Does Russian have con-
structions with dative arguments where again is able to single out the stative
subevent of a predicate? These questions will be central to the forthcoming dis-
cussion.
This paper is structured as follows. In §2 I will introduce the syntactic approach
to the meaning of again and discuss how the availability of the restitutive read-
ing in English ditransitives argues for the small clause analysis. In §3 I will argue
against Russian ditransitives involving a small clause structure. I will consider
different potential reasons for the unavailability of the restitutive reading in Rus-
sian ditransitive sentences and conclude that it has a syntactic explanation. In §4
I will discuss constructions with higher dative arguments and show that in these
sentences the stative subevent can be singled out, but the dative argument is not
a participant of it. In §5 I will provide evidence that dative arguments in Russian
can in principle be participants of the stative subevent of a predicate and that a




2 The small clause analysis of ditransitives: Evidence
from again
In this paper I will assume the syntactic approach to the ambiguity of repetitive
adverbs (von Stechow 1996; Beck & Johnson 2004; Beck 2005; Alexiadou et al.
2014; Lechner et al. 2015; among others), according to which different readings
of again are attributed to different attachments of again in the syntactic repre-
sentation. Under this approach the semantics of again is taken to be always the
same and involve repetition of some event:5
(8) JagainK(e)(P)
a. = 1 iff P(e) ∧ ∃e ′[e ′ <T e ∧ P(e ′)]
b. = 0 iff ¬P(e) ∧ ∃e ′[e ′ <T e ∧ P(e ′)]
c. undefined otherwise
The semantics in (8) states that again takes an event e and a property of events
P as its arguments and returns 1 if the property is true of the event and 0 if
the property is not true of the event. The crucial part of again’s meaning is
a presupposition that there is another event that temporally precedes (<T) the
event under consideration of which the property is true. If the presupposition
is not met, the meaning of again is undefined. Under the syntactic approach
different readings of again arise due to its modification of different subevents in
the syntactically represented lexical decomposition: the subevent that ismodified
by again is understood as being repeated.
Beck & Johnson (2004) claimed that the presence of the two readings of again
with the double object construction provides support for the small clause analy-
sis of English ditransitives. If ditransitive verbs such as give are lexically decom-
posed into the subevent denoting the action undertaken by an agent (represented
in syntax by v) and the stative subevent (represented in syntax by a small clause
– HaveP), then again should be able to attach to both vP and HaveP and mod-
ify the respective subevents, giving rise to the repetitive-restitutive ambiguity.
This expectation is borne out, as we have observed in (3) (repeated here as (9)).
The fact that indirect objects are understood as participants of stative subevents
of ditransitive verbs suggests that they are inside a small clause that represents
5There is a competing semantic approach to the ambiguity of repetitives (Fabricius-Hansen
2001; Jäger & Blutner 2000; among others), according to which different readings of again
emerge due to the lexical ambiguity of repetitive morphemes. In this paper I will not discuss
the applicability of the semantics approach to the data under consideration.
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a given stative subevent syntactically. The analysis that Beck & Johnson (2004)
propose for sentences like (9) is sketched out in (10) and (11) (for the repetitive
and the restitutive reading, respectively).6
(9) Thilo gave Satoshi the map again.
a. Repetitive
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive
‘Thilo gave Satoshi the map, and Satoshi had had the map before.’
(Beck & Johnson 2004: 113)
(10) Repetitive reading
a. [vP [vP Thilo [give [BECOME [HaveP Satoshi HAVE the map]]]] again]
b. λe . again (e ) (λe1 . give(e1)(Thilo)
∧ ∃e2[BECOME(e2)(λe3 . HAVE(e3)(the map)(Satoshi))
∧ CAUSE(e2)(e1)]
)
c. ‘Once more, a giving by Thilo caused Satoshi to come to have the
map.’
(Beck & Johnson 2004: 114)
(11) Restitutive reading
a. Thilo [give [BECOME [HaveP [HaveP Satoshi HAVE the map] again]]]
b. λe . give(e)(Thilo) ∧ ∃e1[BECOME(e1)(
λe2 . again (e2)(λe3 . HAVE(e3)(the map)(Satoshi))
)
∧ CAUSE(e1)(e)]
c. ‘A giving byThilo caused Satoshi to come to once more have the map.’
(Beck & Johnson 2004: 114)
In (10) again attaches to the vP denoting the whole event of Thilo giving Satoshi
the map, giving rise to the repetitive interpretation. In (11) again attaches to the
small clause that denotes the stative event of Satoshi having the map, thus the
restitutive reading arises.
For Beck & Johnson (2004) there are no elements CAUSE and BECOME in the
syntactic representation of ditransitive sentences. Syntax provides a verb that
6Smallcaps in semantic formulas indicate metalinguistic translations of object language. For
instance, JSatoshiK = Satoshi. This means that again in semantic formulas equals JagainK
(the meaning of the word again) and not the cover term for English again and Russian opjat’,
used elsewhere in the body of the paper.
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takes a small clause as its complement, and it’s the semantic component that
is responsible for introducing components like CAUSE and BECOME that are
required for deriving the correct interpretations. It was proposed by von Stechow
(1995) (and further employed in Beck & Johnson 2004 and Beck 2005) that the
following special semantic principle is at work in structures with small clauses:
(12) Principle R
If α = [V γ [SC β]] and β is of type 〈s, t〉 and γ is of type 〈e, . . . 〈e, 〈s, t〉〉〉
(an n-place predicate), thenJαK = λx1 . . . λxnλe . Jγ K(e)(x1) . . . (xn)
∧ ∃e1[BECOME(e1)(JβK) ∧ CAUSE(e1)(e)].
(adapted from Beck 2005: 7)
This principle ensures that a verb (an n-place predicate) is properly “glued” with
a small clause (a property of events) by inserting CAUSE and BECOME compo-
nents into the semantics representation.
This line of reasoning (Beck & Johnson 2004), which makes use of the syntac-
tic decomposition of ditransitive verbs into a verb and a small clause and of the
syntactic approach to the ambiguity of repetitive morphemes, allows naturally
to explain the possible interpretations of English again in the double object con-
struction.7 In the next section I will discuss why a similar logic is not applicable
to the case of Russian ditransitives.
3 Russian ditransitives: Against the small clause analysis
There could be potentially different reasons for why restitutive readings are not
available in Russian ditransitive clauses. The first hypothesis that I will explore
is that the Russian repetitive adverb opjat’ has different properties than English
again. It has been observed that not all repetitive morphemes across languages
have the ability to access different subevents inside decomposition structures
(Rapp & von Stechow 1999; Beck 2005; Alexiadou et al. 2014; Lechner et al. 2015).
7There has been another attempt to explain the repetitive-restitutive ambiguity of again in the
English double object construction by Bruening (2010), who argues for the asymmetrical ap-
plicative analysis of English ditransitives: a verb merges with a direct object first, and then the
VP combines with an applicative head that introduces an indirect object as its specifier. Unlike
under a small clause analysis, under this syntactic analysis the two interpretations of again
do not fall out for free: special assumptions about verb head movement, object movement and
interpretation of copies are required in order to obtain both repetitive and restitutive readings
in ditransitive structures.
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For example, the German repetitive adverb erneut ‘again’ cannot have restitutive
readings with lexical accomplishment verbs like öffnen ‘open’, unlike another














‘Maria opened the door, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable
‘Maria opened the door, and the door had been open before.’














‘…that Ali Baba opened Sezam, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable
‘…that Ali Baba opened Sezam, and Sezam had been open before.’
(German; adapted from von Stechow 1996: 3)
This variation with respect to the ability of adverbs to single out different sub-
events in the syntactically represented lexical decomposition of predicates was
captured by the Visibility Parameter (Rapp & von Stechow 1999; Beck 2005):
(15) The Visibility Parameter for decomposition adverbs
A D(ecomposition)-adverb can/cannot attach to a phrase with a
phonetically empty head.
(Rapp & von Stechow 1999 via Beck 2005: 13)
8Note that the unavailability of the restitutive reading in (13) cannot be due to its verb form
(which is different from the one in (14)), since the use of the same form as in (14) does not lead















‘…that Maria opened the door, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable
‘…that Maria opened the door, and the door had been open before.’
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Under the assumption that lexical accomplishments in (13) and (14) involve a
small clause with a null head that corresponds to the stative subevent of the
door/Sezam being open, the Visibility Parameter states that the difference be-
tween German wieder and erneut is that the former, but not the latter can attach
to a phrase with a phonetically null head, hence only the former can have the
restitutive reading in sentences with lexical accomplishments.
The following question can then be asked about Russian opjat’: Is it an adverb
that can attach to a phrase with a phonetically empty head? It turns out that
opjat’ can single out the stative subevent of lexical accomplishments, see (16)
and (17), thus classifying as a decomposition adverb that can “look inside” the
decomposition structure and modify subevents that are not expressed by overt











‘Vasja opened the door, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available










‘Vasja emptied the bottle, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Vasja emptied the bottle, and the bottle had been empty before.’
(18) Ali Baba opened Sezam again.
a. Repetitive: Available
‘Ali Baba opened Sezam, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Ali Baba opened Sezam, and Sezam had been open before.’
Note that unlike wieder and again, Russian opjat’ occurs preverbally, see (5)–(7),
(16), and (17), which does not prevent it from being able to have restitutive read-
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ings see (16) and (17).9 The fact that opjat’ generally allows for restitutive readings
when it precedes the verb suggests that the word order in (5)–(7) cannot be the
reason for the unavailability of restitutive readings in ditransitive clauses. To
sum up, it seems highly unlikely that the properties of opjat’ prevent restitutive
readings in Russian ditransitives.
A second hypothesis that I will consider is that restitutive readings are unavail-
able in Russian ditransitives due to the absence of a stative subevent in semantics
of ditransitive verbs. I will argue that this hypothesis is also wrong: ditransitives
have a stative subevent in their semantics, which can independently be detected
by another Russian adverb, namely obratno ‘back’/‘again’, and can be introduced
into syntax with the help of an eventive goal PP. Crucially, I will argue that the
stative subevent is not represented in the syntactic decomposition of ditransitive
verbs that take just an accusative argument and a dative one.
The Russian adverb obratno ‘back’/‘again’ (glossed below simply as obratno),
although similar in its meaning to opjat’, has different semantics, which involves
a return to a state in which an entity had been before (as observed already by
Tatevosov 2016). As a consequence, it can modify only descriptions with a target
state in the sense of (Kratzer 2000) and allows for restitutive readings only (19).
9The situation is different for English and German, where the pre-object position of repetitive
adverbs makes the restitutive reading unavailable, see (i) and (ii).
(i) Ali Baba again opened Sezam.
a. Repetitive: Available
‘Ali Baba opened Sezam, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable















‘… that Ali Baba opened Sezam, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable
‘… that Ali Baba opened Sezam, and Sezam had been open before.’
Unlike English again and German wieder, Russian opjat’ is generally not very good in a
sentence-final position and is mostly used in the preverbal position.
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(19) Context (after Lechner et al. 2015): Three students – Masha, Vasja, and
Petja – were studying in the library. They wanted the window in the
library to be open, but the librarian wanted the window to be closed.
Masha opened the window, but the librarian closed it. Vasja opened the
window, but the librarian closed it. Petja opened the window, but the













‘Exactly one student opened the window again.’
i. Repetitive reading: Unavailable
‘There exists a student that opened the window and had opened it
before, and it is not true that other students opened the window
and had opened it before.’
(exactly one x > again > x opened the window > the window was open)
ii. Restitutive reading: False
‘There exists a student that opened the window and no other
student opened the window and the window had been open
before.’













‘Exactly one student opened the window again.’
i. Repetitive reading: True
‘There exists a student that opened the window and had opened it
before, and it is not true that other students opened the window
and had opened it before.’
(exactly one x > again > x opened the window > the window was open)
ii. Restitutive reading: False
‘There exists a student that opened the window and no other
student opened the window and the window had been open
before.’
(exactly one x > x opened the window > again > the window was open)
(adapted from Tatevosov 2016: 31)
Alexiadou et al. (2014) and Lechner et al. (2015) observed that the repetitive and
the restitutive readings exhibit different truth conditions in contexts with non-
monotone quantifiers like ‘exactly’ or ‘only one student’. For the context in (19),
sentences with subjects that are non-monotone quantifiers are true only under
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the repetitive reading of again, see (19b-i) vs. (19b-ii). While opjat’ can have
repetitive readings and thus (19b) is appropriate in the context provided, obratno
is illicit in this context because it cannot have repetitive readings.
Obratno “looks into” the semantics of a verbal phrase with which it merges
and searches for a target state in this semantic representation that it can modify.
As the sentence in (20) shows, obratno is able to find a target state in the semantic















‘Masha gave / sent / returned Vasja the book, and Vasja had had the book
before.’
Elaboration of the analysis of properties of Russian obratno is beyond the scope of
this paper. What is important for us here is that obratno can serve as a diagnostic
for a stative subevent: it shows us that a result state is present in semantics of
ditransitive predicates.10
Another piece of evidence that Russian ditransitive verbs have a stative sub-
event in their semantics comes from the comparison of ditransitive constructions
with a dative and an accusative argument with constructions with the same verbs
that take an accusative argument and a goal PP. Consider the following two sen-
tences with the verb otpravlyat’ ‘send’:
10There could be different plausible explanations for the unavailability of repetitive readings
with obratno. For example, it could be the case that obratno is actually not a VP-level adverb
but a PP modifier which in some cases signals the presence of a silent PP. Some support in
favor of this hypothesis is provided by examples like (i) and (ii), where obratno seems to form
a constituent with an overtly realized PP (the examples involve a movement of obratno + PP –


























‘What city did they go back to?’
If obratno is a PP modifier, then it follows that it can have exclusively restitutive readings.
Under this hypothesis, obratno signals the presence of a silent goal PP in (20), which introduces
the stative subevent into the syntactic representation that was otherwise not present. I will not

















a. Available: ‘Masha sent Vasja the toy, and that had happened before.’














a. Available: ‘The manager sent the employee to Moscow, and that had
happened before.’
b. Available: ‘The manager sent the employee to Moscow, and the
employee had been in Moscow before.’
When this verb takes an accusative argument and a dative one (21), the restitutive
reading of opjat’ is unavailable. When, however, it takes an accusative argument
and a goal PP (22), opjat’ is able to single out the subevent that denotes the state
of the theme argument (the employee) being at the location specified by the goal
PP (Moscow).
This difference can also be observed with PPs headed by k ‘to’, which can take
animate noun phrases as their complements. Sentences with ditransitive verbs
that take a direct object and a k-PP, see (24), seem almost synonymous to those
with ditransitive verbs that take two objects, see (23); but the restitutive reading












‘Masha sent the book to Katja, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable














‘Masha sent the book to Katja, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Masha sent the book to Katja, and Katja had had the book before.’
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If we assume that ditransitive verbs like otpravljat’ ‘send’ have uniform seman-
tics across their uses, then it follows that they should have a stative subevent in
their semantic representation, since it is visible in some clauses with these verbs.
Why does the presence of a goal PP make the restitutive reading available in
sentences with ditransitive verbs? I would like to suggest that the reason for that
is that PPs, unlike dative arguments, can be eventive (see McIntyre 2006) and
introduce subevents that are present in the semantics of a predicate into the syn-
tactic representation. This difference between dative arguments and goal PPs, as
well as the fact that they can co-exist in the same clause, see (25) (cf. English (26)),



































‘I threw a ball to Vasja, into his hands.’
(26) a. * They sent her a doctor into the building.
b. * I threw Fred a ball into his hands. (McIntyre 2011)
To sum up, sentences with Russian ditransitive verbs can have restitutive read-
ings in two cases. First, the adverb obratno can access a target state in the seman-
tic representation of a verbal phrase. Second, a goal PP can introduce a target
state into the syntactic representation, making the restitutive reading available
even with the repetitive adverb opjat’, which requires a syntactic constituent cor-
responding to the result state. This suggests that the unavailability of restitutive
readings with dative arguments cannot be explained by the absence of a stative
subevent in the semantics of Russian ditransitives.
If Russian opjat’ has the same properties as English again and Russian ditran-
sitives have a stative subevent in their event structure, then we have to conclude
that for some reason this stative subevent is not represented in syntax. In other
words, no small clause (or HaveP/PP/LowApplP) is present in Russian ditransi-
tive sentences with dative arguments. Why is it the case that such a small clause
cannot be built? I will first explore a semantic hypothesis: the relevant structure
can be built, but cannot be interpreted due to absence of the interpretation Prin-
ciple R in Russian.
It has been argued (Snyder 2001; Beck & Snyder 2001; Beck 2005) that the inter-
pretation Principle R is not universal: languages differ with respect to whether
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they have a principle allowing to successfully interpret the combination of a verb
and a small clause, and this variation is responsible for the (un)availability of a
number of constructions, including resultatives, verb-particle constructions, put-
locative constructions, make-causative constructions and the double object con-
struction, among others. Could it be the case that Russian is one of the languages
that do not have the Principle R?
This hypothesis is dubious, since Russian seems to require some version of this
principle independently for interpreting other constructions.11 One example of a












‘Vasja threw the ball into the goal.’
Svenonius (2004) has proposed that lexical prefixes in Russian, such as za in (27),
enter the derivation as heads of small clauses that are complements of verbs.
Under this view, lexical prefixes head their own projections and take PPs as their












Figure 2: Lexical prefixes as heads of small clauses
This analysis receives additional support from the fact that opjat’ can have the
restitutive reading in sentences with verbs with lexical prefixes. Consider (28):
11As an anonymous reviewer points out, Russian does have resultative constructions. For ex-
ample, one type of Russian resultatives is discussed in Tatevosov (2010). I am grateful to the
anonymous reviewer for this observation, which provides an additional argument against the
inaccessibility of Principle R in Russian.
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(28) Context: This ball was lying inside the goal for as long as we can














‘Vasja threw the ball into the goal, and the ball had been in the goal
before.’
Opjat’ in (28) has the interpretation under which an event that has occurred
before is the event of the ball being inside the goal. Under the syntactic approach
to the ambiguity of again, this suggests that there is a syntactic constituent – a
small clause, which represents the stative subevent of the predicate and to which














Figure 3: The small clause analysis of Russian zabrosit’ ‘throw’
If Russian did not have means of interpreting the combination of a verb and a
small clause (the Principle R or its equivalent), then the sentence in (28) should
be uninterpretable and thus lead to a derivation crash. This implies that uninter-
pretability cannot be the problem that prevents building a small clause structure
for sentences with ditransitive verbs in Russian.
This brings us to the conclusion that ditransitive sentences with dative argu-
ments in Russian do not contain a small clause for syntactic reasons: the struc-
ture with SC/HaveP/LowApplP/particular kinds of null P/R cannot be built. As a
consequence, under our assumption that the availability of the restitutive read-
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ing entails lexical decomposition in syntax,12 the syntax of ditransitive clauses
in Russian significantly differs from the syntax of similar sentences in English.
If English might decompose give syntactically as CAUSE to HAVE, this sort of
decomposition does not take place in Russian. A more general consequence fol-
lows from this difference between the two languages: the lexical decomposition
for a given predicate cannot be universal; languages differ with respect to how
they map event structures of similar predicates onto syntactic representations.
4 Restitutive readings with Russian datives: Higher
datives
Dative arguments can differ with respect to how they are related to a result state
of a given predicate. In this section I will show that restitutive readings of opjat’
are available in sentences with higher, non-subcategorized dative arguments, but
that in these clauses dative noun phrases do not denote participants of stative
subevents singled out by opjat’.
Clauses with non-subcategorized dative arguments and predicates like otkryt’
dver’ ‘open the door’ do not exhibit the restitutive reading when dative argu-
ments follow the verb (29), but are able to escape the scope of again when they

















‘Vasja opened the door for Masha, that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Unavailable












‘Vasja opened the door for Masha, and that had happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Vasja opened the door for Masha, and the door had been open before.’
12An anonymous reviewer reasonably points out that that this assumption is not shared by ev-
eryone working on double object constructions. The conclusions that I argue for in this paper
follow only if this assumption is retained.
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As can be seen from the restitutive reading of (30), the dative argument is not
interpreted as a participant of the stative subevent of the predicate otkryt’ dver’
‘open the door’. The interpretation in (30b) states that Vasja did some activity for
Masha that resulted in the repeated state of the door being open. This suggests
that non-subcategorized datives are introduced higher than the syntactically rep-
resented stative subevents.
Note that scrambling of dative arguments to the left of opjat’ in ditransitive
sentences does not feed the restitutive reading:
(31) Context: Vasja had always had the book Two captains by Kaverin; he had




















Intended: ‘And then Masha gave / sent / returned Vasja the book, and
Vasja had had the book before.’
This means that stative subevents are not represented in the syntax of ditransi-
tives with dative arguments. If they were present in the syntactic representation,
they could be singled out at least in cases when datives are scrambled.
The fact that the restitutive reading of opjat’ is available in sentences with
non-subcategorized datives, in contrast to ditransitive sentences with datives, is
concordant with the proposal that non-subcategorized dative arguments are in-
troduced higher than VPs (Boneh & Nash 2017). One piece of evidence for this
comes from the fact that sentences with non-subcategorized datives show asym-
metrical binding: only the dative argument can bind the accusative one, but not
the other way around:








































(Intended:) ‘The shaman jinxed the hunters for each other.’
(Boneh & Nash 2017)
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It can be shown that evidence from binding and from the scope of opjat’ go hand
in hand: sentences with non-subcategorized datives, in which the dative argu-
ment asymmetrically binds the direct object, exhibit restitutive readings when
the dative argument is scrambled outside the scope of opjat’:
(33) Context: Two hunters have been born jinxed and have been this way for a
long time. One day a good witch relieved them from the jinx. But after
some time, they had a huge fight and were very angry with each other.













‘Shaman jinxed the hunters for each other, and the hunters had been
jinxed before (but the shaman had never jinxed them before).’
Thus, non-subcategorized datives are introduced higher than VPs and cannot be
understood as participants of stative subevents of predicates. But if a predicate
has a stative subevent, it can be successfully singled out by opjat’ in case the
dative argument is scrambled to the left of the repetitive adverb.
5 Restitutive readings with Russian datives: Locative
applicatives
In the previous section I have discussed a case of the restitutive reading in struc-
tures with a dative argument which was not a participant in the stative subevent
singled out by opjat’. In this section I will show that Russian also has a construc-
tion in which a dative argument is a participant of the stative subevent detected
by the restitutive opjat’.
The construction under consideration, which I will call the locative applica-
tive construction (“N-applicatives” in the terminology of Pshekhotskaya 2012),

















‘Masha put the book on the table for Vasja, and that had happened
before.’
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b. Restitutive: Available
‘Masha put the book on the table for Vasja, and Vasja had had the
book on the table before.’
In (34) the dative argument is interpreted as a possessor of the small clause that
represents the stative subevent “the book is on the table”: Vasja’s having the book
on the table is being repeated.
The locative applicative construction is not found exclusively with motion

















‘Vasja seated the daughter on the chair for Masha, and that had
happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Vasja seated the daughter on the chair for Masha, and Masha had
















‘Masha whitened the wall in the room for the mother, and that had
happened before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Masha whitened the wall in the room for the mother, and the mother
had had the wall white in the room before.’
The dative argument in this structure is merged lower than the direct object,
as the evidence from binding suggests: the dative reciprocal can be bound by
















‘Vasja seated the girls – A and B – in such a way that A has B sitting
on A’s chair and B has A sitting on B’s chair.’

















Intended: ‘Vasja seated the girls – A and B – in such a way that A
has B sitting on A’s chair and B has A sitting on B’s chair.’
(Literally: Vasja seated each otheri to the girlsi on the chairs.)
The example in (38) shows that the dative reciprocal that is bound by the direct


















‘Vasja seated the girls – A and B – in such a way that A has B sitting
on A’s chair and B has A sitting on B’s chair, and that had happened
before.’
(Literally: Vasja seated girlsi to each otheri on the chairs, and that
had happened before.)
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Vasja seated the girls – A and B – in such a way that A has B sitting
on A’s chair and B has A sitting on B’s chair, and there was a
situation before where A had B sitting on A’s chair, and B had A
sitting on B’s chair.’
(Literally: Vasja seated girlsi to each otheri on the chairs, and the
girlsi had sat by each otheri on the chairs before.)
It can also be demonstrated that the dative argument forms a constituent with
the locative phrase. When a dative argument is a wh-word, it can pied-pipe the







































‘Which person x is such that Masha gave her son to x , to x ’s school?’
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I would like to propose that in the locative applicative construction the dative
noun phrase is an applicative argument that is introduced on top of the PP that
introduces a stative subevent into the syntactic representation. Since applica-
tive heads introduce an abstract HAVE relation between the applied argument
and the complement of Appl (Cuervo 2003; McIntyre 2006; among others), the
fact that the dative argument in Russian locative applicatives is interpreted as
a holder of the state that the PP denotes is expected if the dative argument is
















‘Vasja hung the picture for Katja on the wall, and that had happened
before.’
b. Restitutive: Available
‘Vasja hung the picture for Katja on the wall, and Katja had the
picture on the wall before.’
The restitutive reading of opjat’ in this construction arises when opjat’ attaches
to an applicative phrase (Figure 4) and takes scope over the stative subevent
denoted by a goal PP. The dative argument falls inside the scope of opjat’ since
it is an applied argument of an eventive PP and not an argument of the verb.
6 Conclusions
In this paper I have argued against the small clause analysis of Russian ditran-
sitives. I have observed that although Russian repetitive adverb opjat’ has the
same ability to look inside the decomposition structure as English again, it can-
not have the restitutive reading in clauses with ditransitive verbs that take two
objects, in contrast to again in the English double object construction. I have
shown that Russian ditransitives have stative subevents in their semantics and
that the unavailability of a small clause structure for Russian ditransitives cannot
be explained by a semantic restriction, since the Principle R or its equivalent that
13The structure in Figure 4 feeds the relevant (restitutive) interpretation. In order to derive the
attested word order, cf. (40), I assume that later in the derivation the lexical verb povesil ‘hung’
undergoes further movement to Asp (see Harizanov & Gribanova 2018 for discussion), and the
repetitive adverb opjat’ moves to a position before the verb (the arguments for a movement
analysis of repetitives that were proposed in Xu 2016 for Chinese hold for Russian as well),




















Figure 4: The locative applicative construction (40)
allows to interpret a combination of a verb and a small clause is independently re-
quired for other constructions of Russian. I have concluded that the small clause
structure is not present in Russian ditransitives due to syntactic reasons: the syn-
tax cannot build such a structure. The unavailability of the restitutive reading in
Russian ditransitives suggests that they are not equivalent to the English double
object construction or the to-PP construction. They also cannot be analyzed as
involving a silent (incorporated) P, since the structure with a PP would make
the restitutive reading available. Although the new empirical data discussed in
this paper is compatible with several analyses of ditransitives (for example, with
applicative analysis (Bruening 2010) or non-derivational analysis along the lines
of (Boneh & Nash 2017) and does not settle on a particular one, it clearly shows
that Russian ditransitives do not involve a small clause structure and differ from
English ditransitives significantly.
I have also examined two other constructions with dative arguments in Rus-
sian, both of which allow for the restitutive reading of opjat’. In sentences with
“high” datives the restitutive reading is available if the dative argument escapes
the scope of opjat’. The dative does not denote a participant of the stative sub-
event in this case, which means that it cannot be introduced into the structure
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lower than the first subevent of the predicate. In the locative applicative construc-
tion, the dative argument is a participant of the subevent introduced by a PP and
is inside the scope of the restitutive opjat’. I have argued that in this construction
the dative is an applied argument to the PP, and therefore is always lower than
the direct object, forms a constituent with the PP and can be inside the scope of







Many thanks to Sergei Tatevosov for his feedback and to the audience of the
FDSL12 conference.
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Contra the received view that Russian past passive participles (PPPs) can only be
derived from perfective verb forms, we show that imperfective (IPF) PPPs can be
found in corpora as well. A substantial subset of these should receive a composi-
tional analysis, given that they can be used in periphrastic passive constructions
with predictable meaning contribution. However, these IPF PPPs commonly re-
quire a modifier and occur with a particular information structure, often accom-
panied by a marked word order, where the event described by the PPP is back-
grounded (occurs first) and focus is on the modifier (appearing somewhere after
the PPP). We propose an analysis, under which such uses of the IPF are parallel
to definite descriptions, in the sense that the IPF signals an anaphoric link to a
previously introduced or inferable eventive discourse referent, and the modifier
provides new information about this event.
Keywords: presuppositional imperfective, passive, past passive participle, Russian
1 Introduction
In Russian, as in other Slavic languages, there are two types of passives. The
reflexive passive is formed by the reflexive marker/postfix -sja, whereas the
periphrastic passive combines a past passive participle (PPP) with a form of
byt’ ‘be’. It is generally assumed for Russian (but not necessarily for other Slavic
languages; see §4) that the two types of passives are aspectually restricted (e.g.,
Olga Borik & Berit Gehrke. 2018. Imperfective past passive participles in Rus-
sian. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.),
Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 53–76. Berlin: Language Science Press.
DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545513
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Babby & Brecht 1975), in the sense that imperfectives only appear in reflexive (1),













































In this paper, we show that this is an oversimplified view. In particular, we ad-
dress the occurrence of imperfective PPPs in Russian periphrastic passives, such
as (3), which, according to the generalization exemplified above should either not























’They were sewn with birch or heather roots and were very tough.’
From a purely morphological perspective, and also from a cross-Slavic perspec-
tive, nothing is wrong with imperfective PPPs per se. While (4) shows that PPPs
are regularly derived from perfective verbs, we can see in (5) that imperfective
ones exist as well.2
1There are also possibly exceptional examples for reflexive passives of perfective verbs; see, e.g.,
Schoorlemmer (1995) and Fehrmann et al. (2010) for relevant examples.
2In this paper we set aside long form PPPs and focus on short form PPPs only, such as those in
(4) and (5), since these are the ones used in passives (see Borik 2014 for further discussion).
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(4) a. sdelat’ ‘make.pf’ > sdelan ‘made.pf’
b. rasserdit’ ‘make.angry.pf’ > rasseržen ‘made.angry.pf
c. zakryt’ ‘close.pf’ > zakryt ‘closed.pf’
(5) a. delat’ ‘make.ipf’ > delan ‘made.ipf’
b. slyšat’ ‘hear.ipf’ > slyšan ‘heard.ipf’
c. krasit’ ‘paint.ipf’ > krašen ‘painted.ipf’
Nevertheless, the received view is that imperfective PPPs like those in (3) and in
(5) are rare, idiomatic or frozen forms that function like adjectives (e.g. Švedova
1980; Schoorlemmer 1995). A common strategy in the discussion of periphrastic
passives in Russian is therefore to completely ignore such participles (Babby &
Brecht 1975; Paslawska & von Stechow 2003). A non-standard and somewhat
more refined view, and one that we share, is found in Knjazev (2007), who notes
that imperfective PPPs are somehow restricted in use, in comparison to more
“regular” perfective ones. However, he does not give a formal account of their
semantics, nor a detailed description of when and why such participles appear.
Our goal in this paper is to show, based on naturally occurring data in a corpus,
that imperfective past passive participles are indeed participles, not only by name
and by their morphology, but also by their distribution.We show that they can be
participles, not adjectives, based on their predictable compositional semantics, as
well as their occurrence in regular periphrastic passive constructions, both verbal
and adjectival. We argue that a subgroup of such participles constitutes a case of
the presuppositional imperfective (in the sense of Grønn 2003), a subtype of the
so-called general-factual imperfective, which expresses the sheer fact that an/the
event took place.
Among the readings generally associated with the imperfective aspect in Rus-
sian, the general-factual reading, which we will have more to say about in §2.3, is
the most well-studied one. It is usually characterized as a non-canonical reading,
in which the imperfective aspect is in “aspectual competition” with the perfective
aspect (a term that goes back to at least Mathesius 1938). Canonical imperfective
meanings that in Russian are expressed almost exclusively by imperfective forms
are process and habitual readings.
As a side note we want to emphasize that we reserve the terms (im)perfective
for morphological forms of a given verb, regardless of the semantics associated
with such forms in a given context. In particular, we study imperfective forms
used in contexts that might semantically be called perfective, namely completed
bounded events in the past.
The paper is structured as follows. §2 outlines the empirical generalization
from our corpus study and establishes that imperfective PPPs appear in regular
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periphrastic passives. We also show that the imperfective contexts that such par-
ticiples are found in express non-canonical imperfective meanings, and we hy-
pothesize that they always involve either the existential or the presuppositional
subtype of the general-factual imperfective. §3 provides an analysis of presuppo-
sitional imperfective PPPs and provides further arguments in favour of such an
analysis. Finally, §4 concludes and gives an outlook on further research questions
and open issues.
2 The data
We extracted data from the Russian National Corpus (RNC)3 of 109,028 docu-
ments, which contained 22,209,999 sentences and 265,401,717 words. Based on
the grammatical features partcp,praet,pass,ipf, we focused on imperfective past
passive participles directly preceding or following a finite form of byt’ ‘be’ (BE).
Respectively, we found 2,632 and 17,015 contexts, and this reflects the unmarked
word order status of BE preceding the participle. Our search thus excludes par-
ticiples with non-finite or a null form of BE (i.e. present tense), participles as
second conjuncts in coordination with, e.g., other participles, etc. Since we used
the non-disambiguated corpus version, we manually excluded biaspectual forms,
which are marked as imperfective in the RNC, such as obeščan ‘promised’, velen
‘ordered’, and verbs in -ovat’ (e.g. ispol’zovan ‘used’, realizovan ‘realized’). We
furthermore excluded all long form participles, given that only short form partici-
ples canonically appear in Russian periphrastic passive constructions. Finally, we
excluded errors in tagging, such as Sezan (the French painter Cézanne), strašen
‘terrible/scary.adj’ (tagged as a participle), or perfective participles erroneously
tagged as imperfective (e.g. otvečen ‘answered.pf’). Given these limitations, we
will not provide a quantitative analysis.
In the following, we will show that imperfective PPPs are not limited to id-
iomatic expressions, but that we find regular, repeated forms with predictable
compositional meaning (§2.1) that occur in both adjectival and verbal passives
(§2.2).Wewill therefore conclude that such participles (both adjectival and verbal
ones) need to be accounted for, uniformly, and not just discarded as exceptions.4
3http://ruscorpora.ru/
4A reviewer points out that our data sound archaic. However, we carefully separated all the truly
archaic examples (e.g., 17th–18th century and before); only one of those appears in the paper,
in (10), and we state explicitly that this is an archaic example. All the other examples here are
mostly from literary sources from the 1950s–60s, so they cannot be classified as ‘archaic’. We
think that the reviewer might not be used to these kinds of examples because they are not part
of the literary norm.
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In §2.3 we will conjecture that imperfective PPPs always involve the general-
factual meaning of the imperfective aspect.
2.1 Non-idiomatic, regular imperfective past passive participles
A first research question was to see whether the wideheld assumption, briefly
outlined in §1, according to which all imperfective PPPs are idiomatic or frozen
forms that should be analyzed as adjectives, withstands closer data scrutiny. Of
course we found idiomatic participles, such as the idiom ne lykom šit, which is
literally ‘not sewnwith bast fiber’ butmeans ‘not simple(-minded)’.There are also
fixed expressions, such as rožden/kreščen ‘born/baptized’, and genuine adjectives,
such as viden, literally ‘seen’ but actually meaning ‘visible’.
However, we found a number of regular, repeated forms with predictable
meaning. A non-exhaustive list of such participles is given in (6).
(6) pisan ‘written.ipf’, čitan ‘read.ipf’, pit ‘drunk.ipf’, eden ‘eaten.ipf’, delan
‘made.ipf’, šit ‘sewn.ipf’, čekanen ‘minted.ipf’, bit ‘beaten.ipf’, strižen
‘haircut.ipf’, myt ‘washed.ipf’, brit ‘shaved.ipf’, kormlen ‘fed.ipf’, nesen
‘carried.ipf’, govoren ‘said.ipf’, prošen ‘asked.ipf’, zvan ‘called.ipf’, kusan
‘bitten.ipf’, kryt ‘covered.ipf’, njuxan ‘smelled.ipf’
We take these forms to be regular because we found various occurrences (tokens)
of a given participle (type), in combination with different types of arguments.
We furthermore take them to be compositional because we could not detect any
idiomatic or idiosyncratic meaning in the contexts we found them in, when com-
pared to the base verbs they are derived from. In particular, their meaning is
composed of the meaning of the underlying verb and the meaning of the past
passive participle (under any account of such participles; see §2.2 for further dis-
cussion).
To get a first impression of the data, some relevant examples in context are
given in (7–9), which we leave uncommented at this moment but will come back





















‘Due to a delicate situation the guests were invited upon careful selection.’
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‘(Things) were drunk, (things) were eaten, tears were shed.’
As (6–9) show, compositional imperfective past passive participles are not limited
to one particular verb class. Nevertheless, our manual check reveals that they
are often formed from verbs of saying (‘say’, ‘ask’, etc.) and incremental verbs
(‘write’, ‘sew’, etc.), though not exclusively. This suggests that there might still
be lexical restrictions, but this could also be due to limitations of the corpus. In
§4 we speculate why this might be the case.
We furthermore found no contemporary participles derived from secondary
imperfectives. The ones we did find are all archaic, i.e. at least from before the




































‘In the summer of 7010 on August 6th, on the day of the transfiguration of
our Lord Jesus Christ they begun to decorate the walls of the church (lit.:
the church was begun to be painted).’
We therefore conclude for now that PPPs formed from secondary imperfectives
are at most extremely rare, and in §4 we will provide some informal discussion
as to why this may be.
To sum up, there are clearly compositional imperfective PPPs, which cannot
simply be discarded as exceptional but need to be accounted for. Let us then turn
to the kinds of passives that imperfective PPPs occur in.
2.2 Imperfective past passive participles in periphrastic passives
In this section we address the question whether imperfective PPPs can be found
in all kinds of passives. For example, if there were only adjectival participles, pro-
ponents of a lexical approach to such participles could still maintain that they are
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adjectives, not related to imperfective verbs. This would then still be in line with
the widespread assumption that there are no imperfective PPPs in periphrastic
passives, which are then always verbal. It should be noted, however, that we do
not take adjectival participles to be non-decomposable adjectives, so ultimately
we would want to provide a compositional account that also covers adjectival
participles.
Let us give some general background on verbal vs. adjectival passives. We
follow the, by now, standard assumption that adjectival participles involve ad-
jectivization and combine with a copula, whereas verbal participles ‘stay’ verbal
and combine with an auxiliary. For languages like English, German, and Span-
ish, it has been argued (see Gehrke 2011; 2015; Gehrke & Marco 2014; Alexiadou
et al. 2014: and literature cited therein) that unlike with verbal passives, the un-
derlying event in adjectival passives lacks spatiotemporal location or referential
event participants, and only the state associated with the adjectival participle can
be located temporally. Therefore, spatiotemporal event modifiers, referential by-
/with-phrases, and similar such expressions that need to access an actual event,
can only appear with verbal participles. In (11), this contrast is illustrated with
examples from German, which makes a formal distinction between verbal and
adjectival passives: the former appear with the auxiliary werden ‘become’ and









































‘The computer {#is / has been ∼ was (being)} repaired three days ago.’
The modifiers in (11) relate to a spatiotemporally located event token with refer-
ential event participants, and we assume, following the above-mentioned litera-
ture, that only verbal participles make available such an event token. In contrast,
non-referential by-phrases, (12a), andmannermodifiers, (12b), which, we assume,
derive an event subkind, are acceptable with adjectival participles.
5These and the following German examples are based on examples discussed in Gehrke (2015)
and literature cited therein.
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‘The hair was (being) combed in a rather sloppy way.’
Finally, since adjectival passives always make available a state, any state-related
modification is acceptable as well (see op.cit. for examples).
For Russian, we follow Schoorlemmer (1995) and Borik (2013; 2014) in taking
short form perfective PPPs to be either verbal or adjectival; in principle, this
should also hold for imperfective ones. We take the same modifier restrictions
illustrated for German in (11–12) to hold for Russian adjectival participles, even
if we cannot see from the form of BE alone whether we are dealing with an
adjectival or a verbal participle. For example, the temporal modifier in (13) (dis-
cussed in Borik 2014, after an example from Paslawska & von Stechow 2003) does
not locate the state associated with the participle but the underlying event, and
therefore, irrespective of the presence/absence of BE, we have to be dealing with













‘The house was built last year.’
Thus, if we find such event-related modifiers in our data with imperfective PPPs,
we can take these to be verbal. This would then refute (or at least seriously jeop-
ardize) the claim that they can appear only in adjectival passives.
As the examples in (14) show, we indeed found imperfective PPPs co-occurring
with such event-related modifiers, highlighted in boldface. In (14a) we find a tem-
poral modifier that locates the underlying event. (14a–14c) contain by-phrases (in
Russian: instrumental-marked nominals), which are referential, since they con-
tain a proper name, a personal pronoun, and an (inherently definite) possessive













‘That was written by Dostoevskij in 1871.’
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‘…on the same path on which the body of the Mother of God was
brought to Gethsemane for the burial’
We thus conclude that imperfective PPPs can appear in unambiguously verbal
passives and can therefore not be reduced to adjectives.
On the other hand, it is also not the case that all imperfective PPPs are ver-
bal. The following two examples illustrate adjectival PPPs: (15a) involves a non-
referential instrumental case-marked NP that characterizes the state that the
house is in,6 and the adverbial manner modifier in (15b) can only describe a re-






















‘We were both shorn / we both had shaven heads.’
We therefore conclude this section by stating that imperfective PPPs appear in
both verbal and adjectival passives in Russian, and that their distribution is not
limited to a specific passive construction. In the next section, we turn to the
meaning expressed in such passives, namely the general-factual meaning of the
imperfective aspect.
2.3 General-factual imperfective past passive participles
In this section, we discuss the imperfective contexts that the participles in ques-
tion appear in. We could corroborate Knjazev’s (2007) generalization that they
6We take ‘cover’ here to be used as a stative extent predicate, rather than an eventive change-
of-state predicate; see Gawron (2009).
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are found in non-progressive imperfective contexts only. In particular, we hy-
pothesize that all the examples with imperfective PPPs that we found can be
analyzed as one or the other type of the general-factual meaning of the imper-
fective. In the following, we give a brief introduction to this kind of reading.
2.3.1 The general-factual meaning of the Russian imperfective
The term general-factual (obščefaktičeskoe) goes back to Maslov (1959) (for
recent discussion see Mehlig 2016). While this is a well-discussed imperfective
meaning, there is no real consensus in the literature (see Grønn 2003: chap-
ter 4 for an overview and references) as to the precise empirical delineation
of this meaning, the question whether or not there are subtypes and if there
are, how many, or the theoretical account: Is this an imperfective meaning in its
own right, or is it a subtype of core imperfective meanings (i.e. process or iter-
ative/habitual)? What most authors agree on, however, is that factual imperfec-
tives are in aspectual competition with their perfective counterparts, in the sense
that in many such contexts the imperfective can be replaced by the perfective,
with only subtle meaning differences. In particular, if we are to find a meaning
difference at all, it has nothing to do with, e.g., a completed event for the PF and
an incompleted one for the IPF. We illustrate this with some of Padučeva’s (1996)

































‘Where did they/you buy the(se) oranges?’
In both these examples, we are dealing with one-time completed events in the
past (cleaning the room and buying oranges), no matter whether the IPF or the
PF is used.
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Grønn (2003) discerns two subtypes of the general-factual meaning: existen-
tial and presuppositional.7 Existential imperfectives often (but not always)
have intonational focus on the verb and are incompatible with precise tempo-
ral expressions locating an event. Thus, if we find temporal modifiers at all, these
have to be rather vague, or they are temporal frame adverbials specifying a larger
interval within which a (series of) event(s) happened (at some point in time or
other). There are also contexts which actually require existential imperfectives,



















‘Have you ever read a novel by Proust to the end?’ (Grønn 2003: 73)
Since we will mostly focus on the other type of factual meaning, the presuppo-
sitional one, we will not discuss theoretical accounts of existential imperfectives
here. Informally this reading can be characterized as ‘there was (at least) one
event of that type’, or, under negation, ‘there was no (∼ never any) event of
that type’ (see Mehlig 2001; 2013; Mueller-Reichau 2013; 2015; Mueller-Reichau
& Gehrke 2015). We follow a more general assumption in the literature that the
use of existential imperfectives is due to the non-uniqueness, or temporal indef-
initeness / non-specificity of the event; when this is marked explicitly, e.g. by
kogda-nibud’ in (18), the use of the perfective becomes impossible (see op.cit. for
further discussion).
Presuppositional imperfectives, in turn, come with a different information
structure: The verb is never accentuated, and focus is on some other constituent
in the sentence. This imperfective use is found in the examples in (16) and is fur-
thermore illustrated by the boldfaced verb form in (19), where focus is on the

































‘Anna openly accused him: It was you who killed them, and you used me
to achieve your goal!’ (after Grønn 2003: 131)
7These roughly correspond to Padučeva’s (1996) existential/concrete general-factual vs. actional
distinction.
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The second sentence in (20) (attributed to Forsyth 1970) is another case of the pre-
suppositional imperfective, as discussed in Grønn (2003: 192f.). The first sentence
introduces the completed past event ‘write my first love letter’ with a perfec-
tive verb form (napisal). The second sentence is still about this very same event,
picked up by the imperfective ‘write’; the event, however, is backgrounded and





















‘In this tavern, I wrote my first love letter. I wrote it with a pencil.’
Grønn assumes that at the VP level this information structure leads to
a background–focus division (in the sense of Krifka 2001). Backgrounded ma-
terial is argued to be transformed into a presupposition, following The Back-
ground/Presupposition Rule in Geurts & van der Sandt (1997). Grønn’s DRT for-
malization of the semantics of the VP in this second sentence in (20), after ap-
plication of the Background/Presupposition Rule, is given in (21) (Grønn 2003:
193).8
(21) JVPK = λe[x | INSTRUMENT(e,x), pencil(x)] [ |write(e)]
The subscripted part of (21) is argued to introduce presupposed content into the
DRS: thewriting event is in the background and thus presupposed, whereas ‘with
pencil’ is in focus and part of the assertoric content. According to Grønn (2003:
192), “the verbal predicate has an eventive argument, an instantiation of which
is presupposed, i.e. given (more or less entailed) in the input context”. Presuppo-
sitions are treated as anaphora, which can be bound to an antecedent, e.g. the
8Instead of the probablymore familiar box notation for DRSs, Grønn employs a linear simplified
notation: To the left of | are the discourse referents one normally finds at the top of a DRS box
(x in (21)) and to the right of it are the conditions on such discourse referents, separated by
commata (for further discussion see Grønn 2003: 43).
The VP in (21) is further embedded under AspP. Grønn (2003) argues for an underspecified
meaning of the imperfective, with the event time overlapping the reference time (building on
Klein 1995). He assumes that this meaning can be strengthened, in the right context, to the kind
of perfective meaning we get with factual IPFs. In a more recent paper, Grønn (2015) refrains
from giving the Russian IPF a uniform denotation, and factual IPFs are argued to have the same
denotation as PFs (the event time is included in the reference time). For the full formalization
of this example, which also takes into account the contribution of Aspect, Tense and the overall
discourse, see op.cit.
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perfective napisal in the first sentence in (20), or justified by the input context,
as in (22).
(22) Dlja bol’šinstva znakomyx vaš [ot”ezd] (pseudo-)antecedent stalPF polnoj
neožidannost’ju…Vy [uezžali IPF]anaphora v Ameriku [ot čego-to, k
čemu-to ili že prosto voznamerilis’PF spokojno provestiPF tam buduščuju
starost’]F?
‘For most of your friends your departure to America came as a total
surprise … Did you leave for America for a particular reason or with a
certain goal, or did you simply decide to spend your retirement calmly
over there?’ (Grønn 2003: 207f.)
The nominalization vaš ot”ezd ‘your departure’ (lit. ‘off-drival’) in the first sen-
tence of (22) introduces a (one-time, completed) departure event by the addressee.
This event is picked up again by the imperfective verb form uezžali ‘away-drove’
(lit.), which contains a semantically related prefix and the same verbal root
(‘drive’). In this second sentence, the departure event is backgrounded with re-
spect to the focused elements that inquire about the reason or purpose of the
departure.
Returning to imperfective PPPs, a crucial indication that they express a (sub-
type of the) general-factual imperfective meaning is the following. Recall from
the beginning of §2.3.1 that it holds for the general-factual meaning more gen-
erally that (in most cases) both imperfective and perfective word forms can be
used, with only subtle meaning differences. When we compare our imperfective
participles with their perfective variants (in those cases where a perfective op-
tion exists), we get the same effect. This is true of both verbal and adjectival
participles, hence we classify them as factual imperfectives. (23) illustrates this
for some of the examples in (14) and (15) (other examples that we identified as






































‘We were both shorn / we both had shaven heads.’
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The meaning differences between imperfective and perfective participles are, as
expected, very fuzzy and difficult to describe, since in all these cases we have
one-time, completed events or states located in the past.
In the following, we will first briefly describe existential imperfective PPPs,
although an account of this class is left for future research. Then we zoom in on
the presuppositional ones and their analysis.
2.3.2 Existential imperfective past passive participles
Typical imperfectivity-inducing contexts discussed in the literature include nega-
tion, repetition, and habituality. Some of the contexts in which we found im-
perfective participles could, in principle, be described as such. For example, (24)
illustrates negated or negative events.




































‘The sink was overflowing with unwashed dishes. The dishes had not
been done in a long time.’
The following examples involve event repetition (in the broadest sense), evi-

































‘[I] experienced it all – I starved, and I was full to the top, I was beaten,






























‘For what she was beaten more than once.’
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We propose that all these contexts have the informal characteristics of existential
imperfectives, outlined in the previous section. In particular, they state that ‘there
were no events of that type (at some point in time or other)’ (for the negated
examples) and ‘therewere events of that type (at some point in time or other)’ (for
the other examples). We conjecture that among our previous examples, also (8)
(negation) and (9) (event repetition) contain existential imperfectives, but wewill
leave this for further research. The main focus of this paper are presuppositional
imperfective PPPs, to which we turn now.
2.3.3 Presuppositional imperfective past passive participles
We argue that a prominent subset of the imperfective PPPs we found should
be analyzed as presuppositional imperfectives, because they display hallmark
properties of presuppositional imperfectives: Intonational focus is never on the
verb but on some other element in the sentence, and a completed event is back-
grounded and presupposed. In focus we find modifiers specifying the manner,
quality, purpose or other aspect of the event itself (and not its culmination).9 In
fact, removing the modifiers sufficiently decreases the acceptance of these exam-
ples, though it might be possible to leave them out in the right context. Relevant




























‘The notes were written not for print, but …’
The kind of background–focus division typical for presuppositional imperfec-
tives, as described in the previous subsection, is thus also found in our examples.
This information structure is frequently accompanied by a marked word order
that has the participle (i.e. the backgrounded material) in sentence-initial topic
position and the modifier (i.e. the focused material) at the end, after BE, or in
some other prominent position, see (28a). This word order is marked with re-
spect to the unmarked order of the participle following BE, which is otherwise
much more frequent (recall our context count in the beginning of §2). More such
examples are given in (28).
9An anonymous reviewer pointed out that our corpus only contains written texts so that we
cannot know where focus is in these sentences. We are reporting here the native Russian
intuitions of the first author of this paper.
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‘The famous deceased was carried in arms until the grave.’
We also find this word order in examples already discussed, namely (7), (14a–14c),
(15a), and (27a), which, we argue, also involve presuppositional imperfectives, ev-
idenced by the focussed additional modifiers. However, this marked word order
is not obligatory for presuppositional imperfective participles, as we see in (27b);
what is relevant is the background–focus division described above. Finally, this
marked word order is also found not only with presuppositional imperfectives.
For example, in (25), which was argued to involve an existential imperfective,
we find the same marked word order. This example is crucially different from
the presuppositional imperfectives discussed here, though, in that there is no
modifier in focus and instead the intonational focus is on the predicate.
3 The semantics of presuppositional imperfective past
passive participles
We propose to extend Grønn’s (2003) account of presuppositional imperfectives,
which originally only covered active cases and which was illustrated in (21), to














‘It was built badly, lamely, with holes.’
10Note that Grønn (2003) acknowledges that factual IPFs are not restricted to past tense contexts
but that he only concentrated on such contexts for convenience. In Grønn (2015) he briefly
mentions other IPF forms that could be analyzed along the same line, including, e.g., past
active participles like čitavšij ‘having read’. Our contribution in this respect is that we broaden
the empirical coverage to include the passive data that has previously gone unnoticed, due to
the (we hope to have shown) erroneous assumption that IPF PPPs do not deserve a proper
compositional analysis.
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(30) JVPK = λe[ |bad(e), lame(e),with holes(e)] [ | build(e)]
Under this analysis, the completion/culmination of the event is not part of the
asserted meaning, and the imperfective shifts the focus to another aspect of the
event, expressed by the modifier, instead of the culmination of the event itself.
The presuppositional account makes a number of predictions. One is that pre-
suppositions project, in the sense that, e.g., negation affects only the asserted but
not the presuppositional content. Thus, if the existence of a completed event is
presupposed in the positive counterpart, as illustrated in (27), the same holds in

































‘It is not the case that the notes were written not for print, but …’
From both the original and the negated examples we infer the existence of a
(completed) event, and what is negated in (31) is only the contribution of the
modifier.11
Furthermore, if our imperfective PPPs are indeed presuppositional, the pre-
supposed events should be bound to a perfective in the context or justifiable by
the input context, as we briefly discussed in §2.3.1. It is important to note at this
point that many of Grønn’s presuppositional imperfective examples in context
do not pick up an identical perfective verb form, as in Grønn’s (20), rather they
seem to be merely ‘justifiable in context’, as in Grønn’s (22). What does it mean,
then, to be justifiable in context?
In the nominal domain, anaphora to previously introduced discourse referents
can be expressed by pronouns or by definite descriptions. For example, in (32),
the indefinite a sister in the first sentence introduces a new discourse referent.
The second sentence shows that this discourse referent can be picked up by a pro-
noun, by a definite description with identical lexical material (sister), but also by
a definite description that merely contains a related lexical noun, the hyperonym
girl.
11Thenegated examples in (31) (in particular (31b) with the double negation) sound somewhat un-
natural, due to the fact that sentential negation usually negates the whole predicate, including
the event. Nevertheless, to the extent that they are ok, they still imply event completion.
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(32) Bruno has a sister that lives in London. He loves {her / his sister / the girl}
a lot.
Definite descriptions (but not pronouns) can also be used as bridging anaphora,
such as the window screen in (33).
(33) Carla was driving to work. The window screen was full of dead bugs.
In the verbal domain, pronominal (i.e. pro-verbal) anaphora do not really exist,
apart maybe from the event kind anaphora so/such. Thus, presuppositional im-
perfectives have to be the event counterpart of definite descriptions. These pick
up previously introduced event referents, either with identical lexical material
or with a hyperonym or a hyponym. Alternatively, they are “justifiable by the
context”, which we then take to be parallel to bridging.
Do we find such anaphoric relations of our presuppositional imperfective par-
ticiples in the broader contexts they appear in? Some examples showing that we











































‘It wasn’t me who did that, it was orchestrated by me (lit. led by my
hand)!’
Example (34a) is similar to Grønn’s (22), in the sense that here the presupposi-
tional imperfective participle plačeny ‘paid’ refers back to the event inside the
related nominalization ‘payment’. In (34b), the imperfective ‘led’ does not lexi-
cally repeat the perfective ‘did’; nevertheless, we argue that semantically this is
a subtype of doing event and thus a hyponym, so that we are again dealing with
an anaphoric relation.

















‘His letters were written in black and round letters.’
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We suggest that in (35), the created object pis’ma ‘letters’ can serve as anaphor for
the writing event. In this case, pis’ma also happens to be morphologically related
to pisat’ ‘write’ (similarly za-pis-ki ‘notes’ in (27b)), though this is obviously not
a general requirement, see (14a) and (14b).
A future task will be to check the contexts more thoroughly and systematically
to see which of our imperfective PPPs really involve presupposed events, and
furthermore to provide an analysis of other occurrences of such participles that
do not lend themselves to an analysis in terms of presuppositional imperfectives.
As we hypothesized in §2.3, they might very well turn out to all be instances
of the existential meaning of the imperfective aspect, but this will have to be
confirmed in further research.
4 Conclusion and open issues
In this paper we have shown, based on naturally occurring data, that there are
fully compositional imperfective past passive participles in Russian, which oc-
cur in regular periphrastic passives (both adjectival and verbal). We therefore
refuted the widespread assumption that such participles are non-compositional
and should rather be analyzed as adjectives.We have shown that a representative
subset of these participles comewith a special information structure in which the
verb is not accentuated but focus lies on a quasi obligatory modifier; this often
comes with a marked word order in which the participle appears in sentence-
initial position or at least in a position before BE, and the modifier in focus after
BE. We implemented these findings in an account of such participles as involv-
ing the presuppositional imperfective aspect, where the event (completion) is
presupposed and thus backgrounded, signalled by the use of the imperfective.
Several issues remain. First, if the empirical finding reported in §2 is indeed
correct, why are there no (contemporary) secondary imperfective past passive par-
ticiples? According to Grønn (2003), there are no morphological or lexical restric-
tions on factual imperfectives, so that both simple as well as secondary imper-
fectives should be possible. An impressionistic view in the literature, however
(see also discussion in Grønn 2003, ch. 4), is illustrated by the following quote
from Comrie (1976: 118): “The use of the Imperfective as a general-factual is par-
ticularly common with non-prefixed verbs, and rather less common with Imper-
fective verbs that owe their imperfectivity to a suffix that derives them from
a Perfective.” At this point we can only speculate that presuppositional imper-
fectives are most common with simple imperfectives because these verb forms
are morphologically the least marked for grammatical or lexical aspect, and pre-
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suppositional imperfectives generally do not focus on any aspectual meaning in
particular. This line of argumentation, however, would not necessarily extend to
existential imperfective participles. Another possibility could be that factual im-
perfectives historically first arose with a core group of imperfectives (which are
all simple) and then spread to others; since imperfective PPPs are already quite re-
stricted, maybe only the core verbs are affected. Yet another option could be that
there is a real grammatical/morphological restriction on secondary imperfective
PPP formation in Modern Russian (as opposed to earlier stages, as evidenced by
our data), though we do not really know why that would be.
A further open issue iswhywe do not findmore cases of imperfective past passive
participles, i.e. why the number is so low, and why we find them more frequently
only with a handful of verbs, as tentatively suggested in §2. The impression that
many verbs of creation appear in this context could be due to the fact that we can
infer the event already from the objects themselves, as alluded to at the end of
§3. In addition, we have the intuition that passives are generally not that widely
used in Russian, thoughwe do not have statistical data to back this up. A potential
(informal) explanation for this could be that in languages with a fixed word or-
der, such as English, passives take on particular information structural functions
that languages with a freer word order, such as Russian, can express in active
sentences with different word orders. This, then, could lead to a more restricted
use of the passive, so that it is only limited to aspectual/event structural functions
(see Abraham 2006 for argumentation along these lines). Another restricting fac-
tor which is suggested by our analysis comes from the specific licensing require-
ments for the presuppositional imperfective passives: if the anaphoric treatment
of the presuppositional meaning is correct, these passives can only appear in
contexts which can provide a discourse antecedent for the passive sentence.
Finally, there is the issue of cross-Slavic variation in the expression of passives.
From a cross-Slavic perspective, the aspectual restrictions on the formation of
PPPs reported for Russian but partially refuted in this paper, is rather surpris-
ing. If we look at Czech, for example, PPPs can be derived from both imperfec-
tive and perfective verbs, across the board, and without the limited productivity
of imperfective ones that we clearly find in Russian. Furthermore, such partici-
ples express verbal or adjectival passives, including passive “events in process”
when we are dealing with imperfective ones (Radek Šimík, p.c.).12 We can think
of several possible research questions to be explored in this domain. One could
be that languages with “fully productive” imperfective and perfective PPPs (e.g.
12Similarly, there are cross-Slavic differences in the properties of reflexive passives, which should
also be taken into account; see Fehrmann et al. (2010) and Schäfer (2016) for further discussion.
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Czech) form regular periphrastic verbal passives with all imperfective and per-
fective meanings. For languages like Russian, then, two options are conceivable.
According to the first, combinations of BE with PPPs are adjectival, and only
reflexive passives are verbal. Given the availability of event token modification
(recall §2.2), we find this option less convincing.The second option is that combi-
nations of BE and past participles are either verbal or adjectival, but can only ex-
press result states (Kratzer’s 2000 target states). Reflexive passives, then, which
are always verbal, fill the gap, for verbs that do not have target states, as well as
for passive event-in-process readings. Under this hypothesis, though, it is still
unclear why the Russian periphrastic passive cannot have a process meaning,
especially in the cases of verbal/eventive passives. However, there is a split in
“imperfective meanings” conveyed by different passives, in the sense that the pro-
cess meaning is only conveyed by reflexive passives but other, sometimes called
“peripheral” imperfective meanings, specifically habituality/iterativity and (all
types of) factivity, are expressed by periphrastic passives (and then usually with
perfective participles). What seems to be needed to explain this distribution is a
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Chapter 4
Event and degree numerals:
Evidence from Czech
Mojmír Dočekal
Masaryk University in Brno
Marcin Wągiel
Masaryk University in Brno
In this paper, we bring in novel data concerning the distribution and semantic prop-
erties of two classes of adverbs of quantification in Czech, i.e., event numerals such
as dvakrát ‘twice/two times’ as opposed to degree numerals such as dvojnásobně
‘doubly/twofold’. We explore the contrasts between the expressions in question
including the interaction with comparatives and equatives as well as scope asym-
metries. We propose that degree numerals target values on a provided scale and
are, hence, best analyzed as predicates of degrees whereas event numerals have a
more general semantics which primarily allows for quantification over individu-
ated events, but also enables to operate on degrees.
Keywords: numerals, comparative, equative, degrees, scales, events, Czech
1 Introduction
Lexicons of many natural languages distinguish between two types of expres-
sions involving quantification which correspond to English adverbs such as twice
and doubly, see (1). Surprisingly, though cardinal numerals have received a lot
of attention in the semantic literature on quantification (Landman 2004, Ionin
& Matushansky 2006, Hofweber 2005, and Rothstein 2012 among many others),
expressions such as those in (1) remain strikingly understudied both from a de-
Mojmír Dočekal & Marcin Wągiel. 2018. Event and degree numerals: Evidence from
Czech. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.),
Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 77–108. Berlin: Language Science Press.
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scriptive and theoretical perspective (with notable exceptions of Landman 2006,
Bhatt & Pancheva 2007, and Donazzan 2013).1
(1) a. twice/doubly (English)




The aim of this paper is to present novel data concerning the distribution and
semantic properties of such expressions in Czech, exemplified in the text by (2).
In recent years the meaning of different types of Slavic derived numerals has
attracted considerable attention (see Dočekal 2012; 2013 for Czech, Wągiel 2014;
2015a for Polish, and Khrizman 2015 for Russian), and thus the analysis of the
presented data regards a broader enterprise intended to examine numeral quan-







In this paper, we will refer to Czech adverbs of quantification such as (2a) as
event numerals (ENs), whereas expressions like (2b) will be called degree nu-
merals (DNs). Our goal is primarily empirical, hence we will focus our attention
on discussing novel data. More particularly, we will concentrate on construc-
tions in which the degree argument is being manipulated, specifically on the
interaction with comparatives and equatives. We claim that ENs are best ana-
lyzed as adverbs of quantification whose semantics is general enough to allow
for counting distinctive events in terms of iteration as well as operations on de-
gree intervals. On the other hand, DNs are in fact degree predicates which makes
their distribution more restricted.
The article is outlined in the following way. In §2, we will discuss the distribu-
tion of Czech ENs and DNs based on the corpus study we have conducted. In §3,
we will examine the key environments in which such expressions occur. In §4,
we will focus on categorial and typal differences and we will bring in additional
contrasts involving ENs and DNs whereas §5 will discuss the properties of adjec-
tival and nominal DNs. §6 will summarize the data and in §7, we will propose a
1Wągiel (to appear) proposes an analysis of Slavic adjectival multipliers similar to English dou-
ble, however, we are not aware of any semantic treatment of adverbial expressions correspond-
ing to English doubly.
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predicative semantics for DNs as well as suggest an analysis of ENs. §8 concludes
the paper.
2 Distribution
At first blush, Czech numerals such as dvakrát ‘twice/two times’ and dvojnásobně






























‘The prices here are two times higher than there.’
However, a more careful investigation reveals that there are multiple environ-
ments in which they are not. In order to determine the distribution of ENs and
DNs and to define the properties of the contexts in which they occur, we con-
ducted a corpus study based on the Czech National Corpus (CNC).2 The selected
corpus samples contained 100 random occurrences of the EN dvakrát and the DN
dvojnásobně, which were reduced to 98 and 99 occurrences, respectively, after fil-
tering. Figures 1 and 2 present the preferred environments in which the numerals
in question appear in the samples.
The results show a significant difference in the distribution of ENs and DNs that,
in our opinion, unveils the real nature of these expressions. Whereas in 77% of
occurrences, dvakrát targets event-denoting VPs as well as temporal AdvPs and
PPs,3 dvojnásobně tends to modify comparatives, APs, and secondary predicates
as well as degree-related VPs.4 In total, it targets scales in 90% of the studied cases.
The observed contrast suggests that dvakrát naturally favors event-denoting en-
vironments (though it can appear in comparatives and equatives) whereas dvoj-
násobně exhibits a very strong tendency to select for degree expressions.
2The CNC is a representative corpus of contemporary Czech. We have selected the SYN2015
subcorpus (Křen et al. 2015), which is the largest reference corpus of contemporary written
Czech consisting of more than 100 million tokens. We searched for the lemmas dvakrát and
dvojnásobně.
3Following Doetjes (2007), we assume that adverbials such as dvakrát denně ‘twice a day’ and
dvakrát za týden ‘twice a week’ are similar to frequency expressions in the sense that their
interpretation is dependent on the time interval they introduce.
4Out of 30 VPs modified by dvojnásobně 9 were headed by deadjectival verbs, e.g., zvětšit ‘en-
large’ and zvýšit ‘raise’, whereas 11 involved predicates inherently associated with scales in-
cluding verbs operating on degrees such as zvednout and vzrůst ‘increase’. The remaining 10
examples involved predicates such as platit ‘pay’, trestat ‘punish’, and jásat ‘rejoice’ which
arguably at least to some extent also pertain to the notion of gradability.
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Figure 1: Distribution of dvakrát









Figure 2: Distribution of dvojnásobně
In the following sections, we will examine two contexts we assume to be cru-
cial for understanding the character of the EN/DN alternation as well as further
contrasts and differences between those expressions.
3 Key contexts
3.1 Degrees and differentials
The first environment to be discussed is constituted by degree constructions in-
volving comparison. Both ENs and DNs can appear in comparatives as differen-
tials, as attested by the examples from the CNC corpus in (4).
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‘… and thus they can heat or cool down two times faster than
ordinary irons.’











Nevertheless, an interesting contrast arises when we consider equatives.Though
Czech ENs are perfectly fine in such an environment, see (6), DNs are signif-
icantly less acceptable in equatives than in comparatives, as witnessed by the










































‘Petr is two times taller than Marie.’
5ENs may appear as superlative modifiers, e.g., in the past tense. However, a sentence such as
Petr byl dvakrát nejvyšší ‘Petr was the tallest twice’ has only an event readingwhich states that
there were two occasions on which Petr was the tallest one among the compared individuals.
Therefore, it seems that in such cases the EN modifies the whole phrase, i.e., the copula and
the superlative, rather than the superlative alone.
6A similar contrast between twice and two times in English has been observed in Gobeski (2011).
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This property of DNs corresponds to the behavior of standard differentials, which,





































These data seem to suggest that though both ENs and DNs can operate on scales,
they differ in that they employ distinct strategies tomodify the degree they target.
On the basis of the presented evidence, we assume it is plausible to hypothesize
that DNs share core semantic properties with differentials. On the other hand, the
compatibility of ENs with equatives seems to imply that they are expressions of
a very distinct type.
3.2 Count events
The second key environment to be discussed here involves VPs referring to in-
dividuated count events. Multiple examples attested in the CNC corroborate the
well-known fact that ENs can combine with VPs in order to quantify over even-
tualities. Interestingly, as witnessed by the ungrammaticality of (9b), DNs cannot































Not surprisingly, neither ENs nor DNs modify VPs denoting homogeneous even-
tualities such as static states, as demonstrated in (10). As expected, no such ex-
amples were found in the CNC samples.
7As an anonymous reviewer points out it seems that (8b) is out because equatives need to apply
the AP internally, before the degree variable d is bound, for instance by the POS operator (e.g.,
Kennedy & McNally 2005).
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Another observation concerns VPs referring to values on scales. While both ENs
and DNs can modify verbs such as vzrůst ‘increase’, there is an asymmetry with
respect to possible readings of sentences containing such phrases. Let us con-
sider the contrast between (11b) from the CNC and the corresponding example
in (11a). As indicated in the translation, (11a) is ambiguous between the quantified-
degree and the quantified-event interpretation, i.e., it is either true of a scenario
where the demand increased by two times irrespective of the number of times
it increased, or of a situation where there were two events of increasing the de-
mand, irrespective of the value by which the demand was increased. Crucially,
(11b) lacks the quantified-event interpretation and can only be true of a scenario























‘The demand for subsidies increased doubly.’
The discussed observations further support the semantic nature of the EN/DN
alternation. At this point, it seems innocuous to state that the distinction relies
on the strategy the expressions in question make use of in terms of quantifica-
tion. Whereas DNs are unable to count events and are restricted to operations on
degrees, ENs seem to employ a more general semantics which allows for quan-




Another difference between Czech ENs and DNs concerns their derivational po-
tential. Both classes involve morphologically complex expressions derived from
a numeral root, e.g., dv- (corresponding to English tw-), by different suffixes, i.e.,
-krát and -násobn-.8 However, the contrast between (12) and (13) indicates an ap-
8In fact, -násobn- can be further decomposed at least to -násob-, as attested in násobit ‘multiply’,
and -n-. For the sake of simplicity, we will ignore the morphological complexity here.
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parent categorial asymmetry. Unlike DNs, which employ distinct morphology
to display a broad range of syntactic categories including adverbial, adjectival,
and nominal forms (all derived from the same stem), ENs are defective in the
sense that they have only adverbial forms and cannot appear in syntactic con-







































Although the categorial asymmetry provided in (12) and (13) may suggest that
ENs and DNs are exponents of distinct semantic objects, as such it is, of course,
insufficient to draw a typal distinction between the two. In the next section, we
will investigate such a possibility in more detail.
4.2 Typal compatibility
A further observation concerns the fact that ENs andDNs inCzech can be stacked,
as witnessed by the grammaticality of examples such as (14a). This suggests that
Czech expressions of those kinds are compatible in terms of their semantic types.
Moreover, the reversed order of numerals, as provided in (14b), is not possible,













‘For Petr it paid off doubly three times.’
9It should be noted that the inability of ENs to take adjectival and nominal morphology seems to
be a Czech idiosyncrasy since, for instance, Polish allows for forms such as dwukrotny ‘twice.A’
and dwukrotność ‘twice.N’. Similar, there is adjectival dvukratnyj in Russian and dvakratni in
Slovenian. However, a detailed cross-linguistic comparison of ENs andDNs is beyond the scope
of this paper and constitutes a challenge for further research.
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Furthermore, there is solid evidence that unlike ENs, DNs are anchored to a par-
ticular event. Let us consider possible interpretations of a sentence such as (15) in
which the conjoinedNP in subject position denotes a plurality of entities whereas
the modified VP refers to a plurality of events. As indicated in (15a) and (15b), the
sentence can either have a distributive reading where the events of paying off
doubly are distributed equally onto each of the individuals, i.e., Petr and Honza,
or a collective reading inwhich it payed off doubly three times for Petr andHonza
as a group. Moreover, a cumulative interpretation as in (15c) is also possible. In
such a scenario there was a total of three events of paying off doubly and Petr and
Honza share the total gain disproportionately. Nevertheless, (15) cannot have a
meaning such as the one in (15d) or in (15e). It is impossible to understand the
sentence in such a way that the total gain corresponds to six units, similar to (15b)
or (15c), but the total number of events is less or greater than three. Such cumula-
tions are simply unaccessible which implies that DNs cannot outscope the event

















‘For Petr and Honza it paid off doubly three times.’
a. for Petr: 3 × (it-paid-off × 2) + for Honza: 3 × (it-paid-off × 2)
b. for Petr+Honza: 3 × (it-paid-off × 2)
c. for Petr: 2 × (it-paid-off × 2) + for Honza: 1 × (it-paid-off × 2)
d. * for Petr+Honza: 2 × (it-paid-off × 3)
e. * for Petr: 4 × (it-paid-off × 1) + for Honza: 1 × (it-paid-off × 2)
The data clearly demonstrate that adverbial ENs and DNs differ with respect to
their semantic type and scopal properties. The following sections will explore
some additional semantic phenomena related to adjectival and nominal forms of
DNs.
5 Adjectival and nominal degree numerals
5.1 Quantification over amounts and values
Let us now consider Czech adjectival DNs such as dvojnásobný ‘double/two-time’.
The CNC data confirm our intuition that such expressions often modify amount
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nominals and nouns implicitly associated with scales like those in (16).10 In those
contexts, the DN appears to multiply a contextually provided value on a particu-
lar scale. As a result, the predicates in (16) are true of a twice as high volume and











Interestingly, adjectival DNs are not compatible with container nouns, as the
contrast between (17a) and (17b) shows. This property differentiates them from
basic cardinal numerals, since in order to quantify over amounts determined by
container nominals Czech requires cardinals to do the job, see (17c). Czech car-
dinals, however, are unable to combine with amount nouns to count quantities,



























The data discussed above show that DNs and cardinals are in complementary
distribution with respect to container and amount nouns. This fact suggests that
the two types of expressions in question make use of distinct quantificational
strategies and should be analyzed differently.
10In the CNC, among the 15 most frequent collocation candidates for the lemma dvojnásobný
(1,567 occurrences in SYN2015) one can find the followings nouns: počet ‘number’, množství
‘amount’, cena ‘price’, and rychlost ‘speed’.
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5.2 Events and social roles
Amount nouns do not exhaust the combinatorial potential of adjectival DNs since
they can also modify two other classes of expressions, specifically nominals re-
ferring to events, as exemplified in (18a), as well as nominals denoting social
functions such as, e.g., family roles and public capacities, see (18b).11 Neverthe-
less, the interpretation of such phrases differs from the meaning of, e.g., (16), in
which the DN seems tomerelymultiply the value indicated by the implicit degree
argument of the amount nominal. For instance, (18a) refers to a set of murdering
events involving two victims in each such an event, i.e., the DN seems to access
an internal argument of the deverbal nominal. On the other hand, similar to what
was observed inWągiel (2015b) examples such as (18b) denote a set of individuals












Further evidence that amount NPs and nominals implicitly associated with scales
substantially differ from nominals denoting events or social roles modified by
adjectival DNs comes from the distribution of nominal DNs such as dvojnásobek
‘double.N’. As demonstrated in (19), such nominalizations cannot take expres-
sions referring to events or social roles as their complements though they fre-












11The CNC collocation candidates list includes, among others, the following examples for the
first class: vražda ‘murder’, přesilovka ‘power play’, and radost ‘joy’, as well as vítěz ‘winner’,
matka ‘mother’, and účastník ‘participant’ for the latter.
12Notice that such behavior seems to be a Czech idiosyncrasy since many other languages make
use of a different adjective to express such a meaning, e.g., see the English translation in (18b).
13For instance, the CNC lists the following among the 15 most frequent collocation candidates
for the lemma dvojnásobek (845 hits in SYN2015): cena ‘price’, částka ‘sum of money’, počet
‘number’, and velikost ‘quantity’.
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Moreover, the asymmetry is further supported by the contrast in (20). In such
examples, je ‘is’ is not used as a copula of predication, but rather it seems to es-
tablish the identity relation between the denotation of its complement and that of
the subject NP.14 In (20a), the definiendum, i.e., the modified degree noun, is asso-
ciated with the definiens comprising the comparative construction. On the other
hand, (20b) and (20c) are odd since neithermistr ‘champion’, nor sebevražda ‘sui-
cide’ provides a degree argument to be accessed by the DN, and thus the subject
NPs are not equivalent to the corresponding comparatives. In other words, since
the subjects and the nominals within the matrix predicates in (20b) and (20c)


























c. #Dvojnásobná sebevražda je dvakrát větší sebevražda.
double suicide is twice bigger suicide
The contrasts described above indicate that adjectival and nominal DNs display
heterogeneous behavior in interaction with NPs implicitly associated with scales
on the one hand and with event and social role nominals on the other. Possibly,
the relationship between the two types of phrases is much less straightforward
than it might initially seem. In this paper, however, we are primarily concerned
with examples such as (16a) and we assume that use of adjectival DNs to be the
basic one.
5.3 Predicate position
Finally, the last observation concerns the attributive and predicative use of ad-
jectival DNs. In all the examples provided in the previous sections, dvojnásobný
appears as a nominal modifier which seems to be the most natural syntactic con-
text for such an expression. Nevertheless, it is not unusual to find dvojnásobný in
14Note that (20a) is ungrammatical with the instrumental rychlostí ‘speed.ins’, which is com-
monly associated with predication.
15This property seems to resemble some sort of a monotonicity constraint, as discussed
in Schwarzschild (2002). However, the exact nature of this phenomenon requires further
investigation.
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predicate position as well, as attested in an CNC sentence in (21). Here, the DN
serves as the main predicate of a sentence and assigns a property to a subject de-
noting an amount, i.e., hodnota ‘value’. In particular, it is predicated of the value
of saved property it is twice as high relative to the value corresponding to the
























‘… the damages reach approximately 50 000 CZK. The value of saved
property is twice as high.’
Sentences such as (21) are far less frequent in the CNC than examples with ad-
jectival DNs in attributive position. However, we regard their existence as an
important piece of evidence, supporting the predicative nature of DNs.
6 Data summary
Before we move on to the analysis of the EN/DN distinction, let us briefly reca-
pitulate the empirical findings. Table 1 summarizes the observed contrasts.16 In
brief, ENs are able to target both events and degrees. They have only adverbial
forms and tend to appear in eventive environments though they can also modify
degree constructions including comparatives and equatives. On the other hand,
DNs cannot scope over events and they heavily favor scalar contexts excluding
equatives. Not only can they take adverbial and nominal, but also adjectival mor-
phology and as such they can quantify over amounts, arguments of events, as
well as time intervals associatedwith social roles specified by nominals theymod-
ify. In the next sections, we attempt to account for at least some of the puzzling
differences between the two classes of expressions in question. We will propose
an analysis of adverbial DNs and suggest possible directions of development to
account for the meaning of ENs as well as adjectival DNs.
16The most frequent environments based on the CNC corpus study are in bold.
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Table 1: Properties of event and degree numerals
Property Event numerals Degree numerals
Morphology Adv Adv/A/N
Degree yes yes
Differential in comparatives yes yes
Differential in superlatives no no
Differential in equatives yes no
Modify count events yes no
Modify degree events yes yes
Events (N) no yes
Roles (N) no yes
7 Proposal
7.1 Degree numerals
On the basis of the distributional evidence, we argue that the comparative exam-
ples introduced in §3.1 reveal the true nature of DNs. Let us now consider more
closely the example in (7a), repeated here as (22). The truth conditions of the sen-
tence are specified informally in (22a) and (22b) gives an exemplary situation in













‘Petr is two times taller than Marie.’
a. True in all situations where the height of Petr is qual to the height of
Marie multiplied by 2
b. µHEIGHT(Petr) = 180 ∧ µHEIGHT(Marie) = 90
Building on the observations discussed in §3.1, we acknowledge that DNs seem
to behave similarly to differentials in that they define the difference between
compared values on a scale provided by the comparative. Nonetheless, we argue
that the underlying mechanism which yields such a result is distinct. DNs differ
from typical differentials in that they do not determine the gap in terms of some
absolute value, e.g., 10 cm as in (8a). Instead, they provide information about the
degree corresponding to a correlate in terms of the value related to a standard of
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comparison. For instance, in (22) the DN specifies the height of the correlate, i.e.,
Petr, in terms of the multiplied height of the standard of comparison, i.e., Marie.
We are now ready for the first approximation. Based on the observation dis-
cussed in §5.3, namely that dvojnásobný can occur in predicate position, see (21),
we propose that the primary interpretation DNs have is the predicative one. Fur-
thermore, based on themorphological evidence examined in §4.1, we assume that
Czech DNs are compositional. We posit that numeral roots simply refer to num-
bers modeled as abstract entities and as such are expressions of type n. On the
other hand, the suffix -násobn- introduces an operation involving multiplication
of a degree by a number denoted by the root. Therefore, we model DNs as degree
predicates, i.e., expressions denoting a characteristic function of degrees (type
〈d, t〉). We posit that such a function yields the truth value True iff a selected
degree d is two times higher than some contextually determined value д. The se-
mantics for dvojnásobný is proposed in (23a) whereas (23b) gives the abstracted
meaning of DNs in general.
(23) a. JdvojnásobněK = λd[d = 2 × д] type 〈d, t〉
b. JDegree NumeralK = λnλd[d = n × д] type 〈n, 〈d, t〉〉
Let us now consider how (23a) accounts for themeaning of (21).The denotation of
the subject NP (an expression of type d), i.e., the value of saved property, has the
property of being equal to the value corresponding to the damages multiplied by
two. The logical type of the DN is 〈d, t〉, hence the composition of (21) proceeds
via the standard rule of Function Application. The predicate of degrees is applied
to the degree denoting subject (type d) and after the degree variable is saturated
a truth value is obtained.
7.1.1 Comparatives
Before we demonstrate how the proposed semantics fits into the big picture in-
volving comparatives and equatives, let us introduce several assumptions con-
cerning gradability and comparison. First of all, we adopt the standard view and
assume an ontology including degrees, i.e., objects of a primitive type d , which
are ordered into scales. A scale is modeled as a triple 〈D, >,DIM〉 where D is a
set of degrees, > is an ordering relation on D, and DIM represents a dimension
of measurement such as height or weight. Notice, however, that we embrace
the interval-based approach to degrees (e.g., Kennedy 2001 and Schwarzschild &
Wilkinson 2002).
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Second, following Solt (2015) we assume that individuals are associated with
scales via measure functions that map an entity to the unique degree on the scale
corresponding to the particular dimension. For instance, the measure function
µHEIGHT yields the measure of an individual with respect to the dimension of height.
Thus, the semantics of a gradable adjective such as tall looks like (24).
(24) JtallK = λdλx[µHEIGHT(x) ≥ d]
However, we slightly diverge from the standard semantics for comparatives (e.g.,
von Stechow 1984, Heim 2000, and Schwarzschild 2008) in that we model the
comparative marker in constructions such as (22) as involving the ≥ (rather than
>) relation between maximal degrees corresponding to compared entities on a
provided scale, as in (25) (a similar treatment of -er in English percentage differen-
tial comparatives was assumed by Gobeski & Morzycki 2017). What is important
is that the ≥ relation may be pragmatically strengthened to = unless a suitable
context prevents strengthening. We will discuss this issue in more detail below.
(25) J-er×K = λD ′λD[MAX(D) ≥ MAX(D ′)] type 〈〈d, t〉, 〈〈d, t〉, t〉〉
Furthermore, we assume the standard syntactic analysis of comparatives. In par-
ticular, we adopt the so-called small DegP view onwhich the comparativemarker
-er and the than-clause form a constituent at LF and the entire DegP serves as an









Finally, following Pancheva (2006) we assume that Slavic comparatives such as
(22) involve an elided clause introducing the maximal interval corresponding to
a standard of comparison on a proper scale. Within such an approach, Czech
clausal comparatives like (27a) are analyzed as in (27b).
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‘Petr is taller than Marie.’
b. LF: [IP [IP Petr is d1-tall] [DegP -er1 [PP than [CP Marie is d-tall]]]]
In the assumed structure, the comparative morpheme is interpreted as a quanti-
fier over degrees, i.e., it that takes a set of degrees and returns a function from
a set of degrees to a truth value (type 〈〈d, t〉, 〈〈d, t〉, t〉〉). As discussed in detail
in Pancheva (2006), such typing is incompatible with the denotation of the than-
clause since as a free relative it is interpreted as a definite description, i.e., a
degree denoting expression of type d (Heim 2000). To remedy such a type clash,
some approaches (e.g., von Stechow 1984 and Rullmann 1995) attribute a non-
trivial semantics to than.17 We follow this line of analysis. In particular, we adopt
Pancheva’s (2006) treatment of than as a partitive preposition in the domain of
degrees which in clausal comparatives gets the semantics in (28).
(28) JthanK = λd ′λd[d is part of d ′] type 〈d, 〈d, t〉〉
In prose, than takes a denotation of a free relative clause, i.e., a degree d , and
yields a set of degrees which d is member of. For instance, if the standard of
comparison in (27a), i.e., Marie, corresponded to, e.g., 170 cm, then the entire
than-clause would denote a set of degrees in the interval between 0 and 170 on
the scale of height calibrated in centimeters. In terms of semantic types, the result
of than being applied to the standard of comparison is an expression of type 〈d, t〉
which can serve as the first argument of the comparative morpheme. We assume
that the same mechanism applies to the Czech preposition než ‘than’.
With all the ingredients in place, let us now consider how the pieces fit to-
gether. Assuming that Heim & Kratzer’s (1998) rule of Predicate Modification
applies also to degree predicates, the adopted analysis creates a plausible attach-
ment site for DNs. Since they are expressions of type 〈d, t〉, we propose that they
can modify the PP node resulting in a syntactically more complex argument for
Deg, as illustrated in the tree in (29). Crucially, the derived expression is also of
type 〈d, t〉 which is suitable for the interpretation by the comparative morpheme.
17This contrasts with the standard view assuming that than is semantically vacuous (e.g., Heim
2000, Kennedy 2001, and Schwarzschild & Wilkinson 2002).
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The composition proceeds as follows. The preposition než takes the maximal
interval to which Marie is tall as its input and yields a set of degrees which are
part of that interval. Subsequently, the DN combines with the PP via Predicate
Modification, and thus multiplies each member of the set by two. The output is
a set of intervals that are two times bigger than the intervals corresponding to
Marie’s height and can serve as the first argument of the comparative morpheme
-ší. The comparative morpheme applies the maximization operation MAX which
picks the degree, i.e., the maximal interval, to which Marie is tall multiplied by
two. As a result, the whole sentence is true iff the degree on a scale of height cor-
responding to the correlate, i.e., Petr, is equal or exceeds the value corresponding
to Marie, as stated in the truth-conditions in (30a). However, this is not the way
one would normally understand a sentence such as (22). In order to account for
that deficiency, we propose that (30a) gets strengthened to (30b), i.e., the ≥ rela-
tion is replaced by =, which finally gives rise to an expedient result. We assume
that the pragmatic enrichment results from a scalar implicature, a consequence
of the competition between dvojnásobně and higher DNs similar towhat has been
proposed in the neo-Gricean theories of cardinals (e.g., Horn 1972).
(30) J(22)K =
a. MAX(λd[µHEIGHT(Petr) ≥ d]) ≥ MAX(λd ′[d ′ = 2 × µHEIGHT(Marie)])
b. ↝ MAX(λd[µHEIGHT(Petr) ≥ d]) = MAX(λd ′[d ′ = 2 × µHEIGHT(Marie)])
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On the other hand, in a sentence such as (31a) where aspoň ‘at least’ prevents
from the pragmatic inference the unstrengthened meaning unearths and we ob-
tain the at least interpretation given in (30a). The lack of pragmatic enrichment
in such examples is parallel to well-studied cases likemore than three boys where
themodified numeral never gives rise to a scalar implicature (see, e.g., Krifka 1999
and Schulz & van Rooij 2006). Another observation concerns the disappearance
of scalar implicatures in downward-entailing contexts, as in (31b). Unlike (22),
(31b) does not suggest that Petr’s height cannot correspond to Marie’s height
multiplied by three or more. We regard it as an argument in favor of the compe-




























‘Petr is not two times taller than Marie.’
The developed account seems to deliver desirable results. Not only have we pro-
vided an explanation of the semantic composition of DNs within the structure
of the DegP but also we have proposed a plausible analysis of how comparatives
modified by DNs are being interpreted.
7.1.2 Equatives
So far we have demonstrated how our proposal accounts for the interaction be-
tween DNs and comparatives. Let us now turn to one of the main puzzles of the
paper, namely the incompatibility of DNs with equatives, as witnessed by the















We assume that similar to comparatives equative sentences involve a CP with
elided material. Unlike comparatives, however, equatives lack an element such as
than which would shift the type of a free relative of degrees to 〈d, t〉. Therefore,
at LF an equative sentence such as (33a) gets the structure in (33b) where the
DegP takes the CP as its argument directly (see Gobeski & Morzycki 2017 for a
similar analysis of equatives).
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‘Petr is as tall as Marie.’
b. LF: [IP [IP Petr is d1-tall] [DegP as… as1 [CP Marie is d-tall]]]
Additional evidence suggesting that the proposed analysis is on the right track
comes from the morpho-syntax of Slavic equatives. In Czech, the equative con-
tains only the wh-element jako ‘how’ and the non-obligatory demonstrative pro-
noun tak ‘so’ (lit. ‘like this’) which precedes the adjective. Unlike in the compar-
ative, there is no preposition or complementizer.
The final assumption concerns the denotation of the equative marker. We fol-
low the standard view that the meaning of as… as differs from the semantics of
the comparative morpheme. However, we argue that it is not the case that the
only difference between the two lies in employing the= or ≥ relation instead of >,
as often assumed (see Rett 2015). On contrary, we propose that unlike -er which
requires a set of degrees as its first argument, see (25), as… as yields a function
from sets of degrees to truth values for a particular degree (type 〈d, 〈〈d, t〉, t〉〉),
see (34). In other words, the equative operates on the maximal interval associ-
ated with a standard of comparison rather than on a set of degrees. This seems
intuitively correct since equative constructions appear to evaluate values with
respect to a particular degree rather than to a set of intervals. We assume the
same applies to Czech tak… jako ‘as… as’.
(34) Jas… asK = λdλD[MAX(D) = d] type 〈d, 〈〈d, t〉, t〉〉
Given the components discussed above, the reason why DNs are incompatible
with equatives is simply because of type mismatch. Consider the structure of the
DegP illustrated in (7.1.2). Since the equative does not involve the node of type
〈d, t〉 but rather the CP of type d , the DN cannot combine with any expression
within the DegP via Predicate Modification. In principle, Function Application
would still be applicable. Nevertheless, if a definite description denoted by the
CP saturated the degree variable, the resulting expression could not combine
with the equative marker. In any case, the derivation of (7b) would inevitably
crash.
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At this point, we consider the main puzzle of the paper solved. The (in)compa-
tibility of DNs with comparatives and equatives is essentially type-driven. DNs
are of type 〈d, t〉, and thus in comparatives they modify the than-clause of the
same type. On the other hand, since there is no such node available in equatives,
DNs cannot find a plausible attachment site which leads to type mismatch and
unacceptability of sentences such as (7b). In §7.2.2, we will demonstrate that ENs,
unlike DNs, can appear in both comparatives and equatives due to the fact that
they are of a different semantic type. However, before we move to dvakrát, let us
briefly discuss adjectival DNs such as dvojnásobný.
7.1.3 Adjectival degree numerals
So far, the proposed semantics for DNs seems to work well. However, it is insuf-
ficient to account for the data which involve adjectival dvojnásobný modifying
event and social role nominals, as discussed in §5.2. Inspired by Rett’s (2014) M-
Ope and M-Opd operators, we propose that the analysis of DNs can be extended
by adopting operations which introduce mappings between entities, events, de-
grees, and time intervals.
In general, quantified NPs exhibit an individual/degree polysemy (Rett 2014).
This is also true of Czech NPs modified by cardinal numerals. (36a) has an indi-
vidual reading in which five individuated portions (or sorts) of beer were such
that they were top-fermented. On the other hand, (36b) refers to an amount of




























‘For Karel, five beers were enough.’
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For DNs, we assume that the degree interpretation is the primary one, as in (37)
where adjectival dvojnásobný modifies the amount nominal plat ‘salary’ in order
to multiply the relevant degree.18 Apart from the data already introduced in fa-
vor of such a claim, further evidence comes from the fact that DNs can target
gradable nouns such as idiot (see Morzycki 2009), as indicated in (38) which is
an example attested in the CNC. The second clausal conjunct asserts that the
speaker attributes to themselves the level of idiocy which is twice as high as the
contextually relevant value. It is the internal degree argument of the predicate































‘Frater Čuchraj is an idiot and a liar and I am a double idiot…’
Similarly, in the case of modified measure nouns such as dvojnásobný objem ‘dou-
ble volume’, see (16a), we assume that the DN quantifies over the degree though
it does not supply the dimension µ. The relevant dimension always seems to be
provided by the modified predicate. For instance, in a phrase such as dvojnásobně
velký ‘twice as big’ (lit. ‘doubly big’) it is the adjective that feeds the adverbial
DN with the dimension of size. Likewise, in NPs such as dvojnásobná délka ‘dou-
ble the length’ and dvojnásobný idiot ‘double idiot’ the measure noun and the
gradable noun supply the dimensions of length and idiocy, respectively. In such
examples, the DN simply multiplies values on a proper scale, hence it seems
that the proposed degree semantics can be extended straightforwardly to cap-
ture such cases. We assume that the core of the analysis of dvojnásobně given in
(23) would carry over to examples such as (38). In such cases, the DN predicates
of a degree supplied by the adjective, measure noun, or gradable noun. However,
due to the lack of space we have to postpone a thorough implementation of the
general idea. Instead, in the next section we will try to suggest a way of dealing
with the data that pose a more serious challenge.
18We assume that the composition involves at least the following steps: (i) modification of the
amount noun (type 〈d, t〉) by the DN via Predicate Modification and then (ii) type-shifting of
the entire phrase to the type d via the ι operation.
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7.1.4 Events and social role interpretations
In order to account for examples such dvojnásobná vražda ‘double murder’ and
dvojnásobný mistr ‘two-time champion’, see (18), we assume mappings between
events and entities on the one hand and entities and times on the other. Let us
start with proposing a treatment for the social role interpretation. In such cases
there is no internal degree argument the DN could target. Therefore, in order to
approach, e.g., (18b), we adopt the notion of time trace function (e.g., Krifka 1989
and Lasersohn 1995). A standard time trace function is an operation which maps
an event onto its running time, i.e., the smallest time at which it occurs. For our
purposes, however, this is insufficient since in order to explain the behavior of
phrases such as (18b) we need to relate events with entities.Therefore, we assume
a mapping of a property P , in this case, the property of being a champion, onto
its running time, i.e., the time of being a champion. Consequently, the DN counts
the introduced running times which results in the predicate true of entities that
repetitively gained the property of being a champion.
The proposed approach predicts that the time reading can only be obtained for
nominals denoting properties which are constrained in time, i.e., either lower-
bound, as in the case of champion, or bilaterally bound in the case of, e.g., presi-
dent. In other words, adjectival DNs are only possible with nominals denoting a
property which can be felicitously associated with fluctuation within the dimen-










However, the interpretation of modified deverbal nominals such as dvojnásobná
vražda ‘double murder’, see (18a), cannot be explained in terms of time trace
function. In this case, we assume a mapping between properties of events and
entities related to those events as themes, i.e., such a function for a particular
event would return its themes. As a result, the two victims reading is obtained.
7.2 Event numerals
Our proposal concerning ENs builds on the classification developed by Doetjes
(2007) who on the basis of French data draws a distinction between two classes of
adverbs of quantification, namely degree expressions such as a lot and frequency
adverbs such as often. According to this view, the division follows from the fact
that the first involve degree modification whereas the latter quantify over times.
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7.2.1 Frequency and scope
At first sight, ENs seem to be similar to frequency adverbs since they both imply
iteration and, unlike degree expressions, can scope over indefinites. The data in
(40) illustrate the distinction between frequency and degree adverbs in Czech.
Since a similar contrast regards ENs and DNs, as demonstrated in (41), it might












































According to von Fintel (1994), frequency adverbs including ENs can be ana-
lyzed as expressions which quantify over situations and contain a hidden domain
anaphor. Following Doetjes (2007) in assuming an abstract restrictor times, it is
possible to analyze ENs as in (42).The example in (41a) would then be interpreted
as (43) which is true of two buying events in which Petr is the agent and beer is
the theme of that event.
(42) LF of dvakrát: 2 [restriction times][nuclear scope VP/IP]
(43) ∃ex[µ(e) = 2 ∧ buy(e) ∧ θ1(e) = Petr ∧ θ2(e) = x ∧ beer(x)]
However, as Doetjes (2007) herself observes, there is a scopal asymmetry be-
tween expressions such as often and ENs, specifically frequency adverbs can have
a relational reading whereas ENs cannot. For instance, in (44) the frequency ad-
verb často ‘often’ can be interpreted either as having a wide or a narrow scope
relative to když ‘when’. The relational reading in (44a) could be paraphrased as
‘often when he was in Budapest, Karel visited Gellért’. On the other hand, the
non-relational reading in (44b) would be interpreted as ‘Whenever he was in Bu-
dapest, Karel often visited Gellért’. Crucially, (45) has only the interpretation in
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‘When Karel was in Budapest, he often visited Gellért.’
a. often > when





















‘When Karel was in Budapest, he visited Gellért twice.’
a. # twice > when
b. when > twice
Doetjes (2007) attributes the lack of relational reading to the incompatibility
of ENs with the stative interpretation. However, ENs differ significantly from
frequency adverbs in yet another respect, i.e., they are compatible with com-
paratives and equatives and can access internal arguments of degree verbs, as
discussed in §3.1 and §3.2. On the other hand, frequency adverbs cannot target
scales of degrees, e.g., (46) cannot mean that the height of Petr exceeds/equals the
height of Marie multiple times.The only possible reading would be that there are
many happenings in which Petr is taller/as tall as Marie which is a very strange
interpretation. Similar, (47) can only mean that there were multiple events lead-





























‘The demand for subsidies increased often.’
In light of the discussed data, we argue that the assumption that ENs simply
quantify over times (which implies iteration) is insufficient to explain all the
observed contrasts. Instead, we propose that there is a scale of adverbs of quan-
tification with respect to how wide scope they can take, see Table 2. In particular,
degree adverbs including DNs have the narrowest scope, ENs rank in the middle
since they can scope over indefinites, and finally frequency adverbs can have the
widest scope resulting in the possibility of relational readings but cannot access
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internal arguments of degree predicates. Here we see a promising correlation,
specifically, the scope of an expression seems to correspond to its sortal poly-
morphicity. At this point, we can only speculate on what the cause and what
the consequence is, and hence we remain agnostic with respect to the nature of
the relationship in question. Nevertheless, we intend to investigate this issue in
future work.
We propose that the semantics of ENs is more general than that of frequency
and degree adverbs. Essentially, we assume that they are basically able to tar-
get totally ordered sets of an unspecified type. Since non-stative eventualities
comprise time scales which share core properties with degree scales, ENs are,
thus, able to modify both events involving duration and degree expressions such
as comparatives and equatives. On the other hand, frequency expressions such
as often can operate only on a specified scale, i.e., a time scale, whereas degree
adverbs including DNs target a scale of degrees.
7.2.2 Comparatives and equatives
Finally, let us discuss how ENs differ from DNs in equatives. Consider the ex-
amples in (6), repeated here as (48). We propose that in equatives ENs do not
measure the gap between the degrees associated with the standard of compari-
son and the correlate as standard differentials. Instead, they multiply the degree



















‘Petr is two times taller than / as tall as Marie.’
We assume that in comparatives and equatives, ENs are simple operators of type
〈d,d〉. They take a degree and return a value multiplied by the number corre-
sponding to the numeral root, see (49a) for the semantics of dvakrát and (49b)
Table 2: Scopal properties of adverbs of quantification
Property Degree adverbs Event numerals Frequency adverbs
Access degrees yes yes no
Scope over indefinites no yes yes
Relational readings no no yes
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for the generalized meaning of ENs. As a result, they are less sensitive to a partic-
ular structure of a phrase of comparison in which they can appear. We propose
that within the DegP ENs pick CPs as their arguments. We hypothesize that their
wider scope follows from that fact.
(49) a. JdvakrátK = λd[2 × d] type 〈d,d〉
b. JEvent NumeralK = λnλd[n × d] type 〈n, 〈d,d〉〉
Such a semantics fits nicely both with comparatives and equatives. In (50), the
EN adjoins to the CP denoting the maximal interval corresponding to the stan-
dard of comparison, i.e., Marie’s maximal height, before the partitive preposition
applies. The EN returns the maximal degree to which Marie is tall multiplied by
two and it is not until then that než yields a set of degrees the maximal degree
corresponding to Marie is part of. The resulting 〈d, t〉 expression is compatible







































In the case of equatives, see (51), the composition proceeds in a parallel man-
ner, the only difference being that there is no partitive preposition to shift the
denotation of the CP to 〈d, t〉. As a result, the equative marker selects the degree
provided by the outcome of the multiplication operation introduced by the EN.
Assuming pragmatic enrichment, as discussed in §7.1.1, in both cases we finally
obtain the same truth conditions, as specified in (52). This corresponds to our
intuition that both sentences are actually equivalent and would be judged true
iff the maximal interval to which Petr is tall is equal to the maximal interval to
which Marie is tall multiplied by two.
(52) J(48)K = MAX(λd[µHEIGHT(Petr) ≥ d]) = 2 × µHEIGHT(Marie)
Theproposed analysis seems to derive the desirable truth conditions and explains
different behavior of ENs and DNs in constructions of comparison. Though our
approach does not answer the question why ENs can be used to both modify
degrees and count eventualities, we would like to speculate that a possible ex-
planation lies in their type requirement. ENs seem to be polymorphic operators
whose both domain and range consists of expressions of a primitive type d or v
which allows then to target free relatives of degrees as well as event-denoting
clauses. However, this hypothesis requires careful consideration and we leave
this issue for further investigation.
8 Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented novel evidence from Czech concerning the dis-
tinction between two classes of adverbs of quantification, i.e., event numerals
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such as dvakrát ‘twice/two times’ and degree numerals such as dvojnásobně ‘dou-
bly/twofold’. We have discussed their distribution and examined multiple con-
trasts in various environments including equatives and modification of count
events. According to our proposal degree numerals denote properties of degrees,
which explains their occurrence in predicate position as well as their ungram-
maticality in equatives. On the other hand, event numerals have a more general
semantics which results in wider scope as well as the ability to target both events
and degrees. We have hypothesized that event numerals in comparatives and
equatives behave as simple operators that yield a multiplied value of an input
degree which allows for the compatibility with both comparatives and equatives.
Furthermore, we have suggested a treatment for adjectival degree numerals such
as dvojnásobný ‘double/two-time’. Nevertheless, many questions remain open.
The exact and systematic representation of the meaning of event and degree nu-
merals poses a challenge for further research. It would be also exciting to pursue
a cross-linguistic investigation to explore even more properties of the discussed
alternation.
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Chapter 5
A thought on the form and the
substance of Russian vowel reduction
Guillaume Enguehard
Université d’Orléans, CNRS/LLL
This paper is an attempt to formalize the Russian vowel reduction within a sub-
stance-free approach. My contribution consists in arguing that Russian vowel re-
duction is a strict quantitative phenomenon (not a qualitative phenomenon). Fi-
nally, I propose a motivation based on the representation of stress in different au-
tosegmental frameworks.
Keywords: Russian vowel reduction, phonology, substance-free, Element Theory
1 Introduction
[…] our mission is closer to one of revelation than of perfection.
(Hamilton 1980: 132)
Russian vowel reduction is known to be a complexmechanism showing strong
variations both in the realization and the neutralization of vowel phonemes.This
paper is amodest contribution to the understanding of this phenomenon.My aim
is to stress the difference between the substance and the form of Russian vowel
reduction. In the line of Hjelmslev (1943/1971), I will assume a clear separation
between the realization of distinctive units (which I call substance or phonet-
ics) and their abstract relations (which I call form or phonemics). Such a strong
dichotomy was also recently renewed in Hale & Reiss (2000) and Dresher (2008)
(among others). The aim of this paper is not to compete on the same field as
very valuable studies addressing the realization of Russian unstressed vowels
(e.g. Crosswhite 2000a,b; Padgett 2004; among others). These deal with phonetic
realizations which are not central to the present paper. I rather propose a parallel
Guillaume Enguehard. 2018. A thought on the form and the substance of Russian
vowel reduction. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich
(eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 109–125. Berlin: Language Science
Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545515
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– substance-free – approach suggesting that the form of Russian vowel reduc-
tion is more consistent than its phonetic realization. More specifically, I argue
that Russian vowel reduction can be interpreted as a quantitative phenomenon
motivated by a length distinction between stressed and unstressed syllables.
In §2, I introduce the various substantial and formal manifestations of Russian
vowel reduction. In §3, I propose to analyze Russian vowel reduction as a quan-
titative – rather than qualitative – phenomenon. Finally, in §4, I suggest that
this quantitative phenomenon can be motivated by the representation of stress
in some autosegmental frameworks.
2 The variation of Russian vowel reduction
Russian phonological inventory has five vowel phonemes in stressed syllables
(1). Following Garde (1998: §19), I admit that [i] and [ɨ] are allophones of the
same distinctive unit /i/: [ɨ] occurs after hard consonants (except velars) and [i]
occurs elsewhere (Avanesov 1968: §8; Garde 1998: §95). The definition of vowel
phonemes in terms of acoustic or articulatory features is not relevant for the
substance-free approach advocated in this paper. For the time being, I simply
define e.g. /i/ as a variable with relational properties ¬/u/, ¬/a/, ¬/e/ and ¬/o/.1




The inventory in (1) undergoes a vowel reduction process in unstressed syllables.
This process is manifested by (i) a phonetic difference between stressed and un-
stressed vowels and (ii) a neutralization of some phonological oppositions. Fur-
thermore, both these substantial and formal aspects can vary according to the
factors in (2).




1I use the negation symbol ¬ in order to represent oppositions: x = ¬y should be read as x ⊕ y
or “x is right only if y is wrong.”
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2.1 Phonological factors
Russian vowel reduction is conditioned by two phonological factors: (i) the seg-
mental context (after hard consonants vs. soft consonants vs. š, ž or ts) and (ii)
the prosodic context (first pretonic syllable vs. non-pretonic syllables).2 I base
the following description on the Standard Russian variety depicted in Avanesov
(1968) and Garde (1980/1998).
2.1.1 After hard consonants
Russian vowel reduction after a hard consonant is illustrated in (3). In substantial
(i.e. phonetic) terms, we observe a centralization of /a/ and /o/. The resulting
vowel is realized as [ɐ] in the first pretonic syllable (3a) and [ə] in other pretonic
















In formal (i.e. phonemic) terms, the two centralization processes illustrated in
(3a) and (3b/3c) result in the same neutralization of /a/ and /o/, represented by
the merged box in (4). The place of /e/ (gray box) in this reorganization cannot be
determined. Lexically, a stressed /e/ never occurs after a hard consonant (Garde
1998: §103). Even in (rare) loanwords, it never alternateswith an unstressed vowel
(e.g. mér, mér-a, mér-u, mér-om, mér-e, mér-y, etc. ‘mayor’). Regardless the place
of /e/, the Russian vowel inventory is reduced to three distinctive units in un-
stressed context.
2Soft consonants are palatal or palatalized consonants. Hard consonants are non-palatal or non-
palatalized consonants. Consonants š, ž and ts belong to a third category.
3However, a word-initial non pretonic /a/ or /o/ is unexpectedly realized as [ɐ] (e.g. [ɐ]tdavát’
‘to give back’; see Avanesov 1968: §14), not [ə].
4Default grammatical information (such as nominative or singular) is not glossed.
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(4) Vowel reduction after hard consonants (Standard Russian)
[ɨ]a, [i]b [u] a. after a hard consonant (except velars)
[ɐ]c, [ə]d b. after a velar and in initial positionc. in first pretonic syllable
d. in other unstressed syllables
2.1.2 After soft consonants
Russian vowel reduction after a soft consonant is illustrated in (5). Substantially,
/a/, /o/ and /e/ are fronted and raised to [i] in first pretonic (5a), in other pretonic


















vý-t’[i]-n-u ‘I will pull out’
v’és’[i]l-o ‘happily’
pró-s’[i]d’ ‘graying hair’
Formally, the opposition between /a/, /e/, /o/ and /i/ is neutralized both in pre-
tonic and non pretonic syllables (6). It results that the Russian vowel inventory
is reduced to two distinctive units in this context.
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2.1.3 After š, ž, and ts
Russian vowel reduction after š, ž, and ts is represented in (7). Substantially, /a/ is
centralized to [ɐ] in pretonic syllables (7a) and [ə] in non pretonic syllables (7b).
As for /o/ and /e/, they are centralized to [ɨ] in pretonic syllables (7c) and [ə] in
non pretonic syllables (7d).
(7) Stressed
a. ž[ˈa]rk-ij ‘hot.m’












Formally, the mechanisms observed in pretonic and non pretonic syllables are
distinct. In pretonic syllables, a neutralization applies between /e/, /o/ and /i/
(8a). In non-pretonic syllables, a neutralization applies between /a/, /e/ and /o/
(8b). In both cases, it results that the Russian vowel inventory is reduced to three
distinctive units.








The reduction patterns observed in inflectional suffixes (only after soft conso-
nants and š, ž or ts) differ from the generalizations of §2.1.2 and §2.1.3, both sub-
stantially and formally.
Substantially, /a/ and /o/ are centralized to [ə] after soft consonants (9a) and š,
ž or ts (9b). As for /e/, it is raised to [i] after a soft consonant (9c), and [ɨ] after š,

















These reduction patterns have the same formal representation after a soft con-
sonant and after š, ž or ts (10). A neutralization applies (i) between /i/ and /e/
and (ii) between /a/ and /o/. Again, it results that the Russian vowel inventory is
reduced to three distinctive units in these contexts.
(10) Reduced vowels in inflectional suffixes
[ɨ]a, [i]b [u] a. after a soft consonant
[ə] b. after š, ž, or ts
2.3 Dialectal factors
The reduction patterns described above concern the Standard Russian variety and
are not shared by all dialects. In what follows, I give a brief overview of relevant
dialectal features concerning the phonology of unstressed vowels.
Concerning the phonology of unstressed vowels after a hard consonant, Rus-
sian dialects can be divided into three groups: dialects with Akanye (Avanesov
1949: §47), dialects with Okanye (Avanesov 1949: §42), and dialects with Ukanye
(Avanesov 1949: §43); see (11). I do not discuss subtypes such as varieties with
Dissimilative Akanye (Avanesov 1949: §49) and Mixed Okanye-Akanye (Ava-
nesov 1949: §46).
(11) Dialectal variations after a hard consonant
a. Akanye: neutralization of /a/ and /o/
b. Okanye: no neutralization of /a/ and /o/
c. Ukanye: neutralization of /o/ and /u/
Concerning the phonology of unstressed vowels after a soft consonant, Russian
dialects can be divided into three other groups: dialects with Yakanye (Avanesov
1949: §60), dialects with Okanye (Avanesov 1949: §56), and dialects with Ikanye
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(Avanesov 1949: §59); see (12). Subtypes such as varieties with Ekanye (Avanesov
1949: §57) or Dissimilative Yakanye (Avanesov 1949: §64) are not relevant to this
paper.
(12) Dialectal variations after a soft consonant
a. Yakanye: neutralization of /a/, /o/, and /e/
b. Okanye: no neutralization of /a/, /e/, and /o/
c. Ikanye: neutralization of /a/, /o/, /e/, and /i/
A schematic geographical distribution of the dialectal features in (11) and (12) are
represented in Figure 1 (source: Bukrinskaja et al. 1994).
(a) After a hard consonant (b) After a soft consonant
Figure 1: Distribution of dialectal variants of Russian vowel reduction
Dialects with proper Okanye have no vowel reduction (some subtypes can
show some neutralizations in specific segmental contexts; see Avanesov 1949:
§46, §56). Akanye and Ikanye refer to the reduction patterns illustrated in (4) and
(6) respectively. In what follows, I address the remaining Ukanye and Yakanye
patterns.
2.3.1 Ukanye
Substantially, Ukanye is manifested by a raising of /o/ in both first pretonic syl-
lables (13a) and other pretonic syllables (13b). A raising of /o/ can also be found
in post-tonic syllables of several central and southern dialects (Avanesov 1949:













Formally, this raising results in a reorganization of the vowel inventory into three





Yakanye is substantially manifested by a lowering of /o/ and /e/ after a soft con-
sonant in pretonic syllables (15). Such a lowering of /o/ and /e/ can also be found
in other pretonic syllables (see Avanesov 1949: §96) and in post-tonic syllables






p’[a]t-ók ‘set of five’
n’[a]s-ú ‘I carry’
l’[a]s-ók ‘wood’
Formally, this lowering also results in a reorganization of the vowel inventory
into three distinctive units, due to the neutralization of the opposition between




5The variation of post-tonic vowels is known to be very complex due to, e.g., morphological
factors (Avanesov 1949: §107). Thus, it is only mentioned here.
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2.4 Summary
To conclude this section, we saw that the Russian vowel inventory is reduced
to three distinctive units in unstressed syllables (except after a soft consonant in
dialects with Ikanye; see (6)). These three distinctive units are represented with
/A/, /I/ and /U/ in (17).6
(17) Russian unstressed vowels
/I/ /U/
/A/
Now, if we assume that distinctive units are exclusively defined by a set of ab-
stract relational properties, then the three distinctive units found in unstressed
context (17) should not be assimilated to a subset of the five distinctive units
found in stressed context (1). Each distinctive unit of the stressed context is de-
fined by a set of oppositions to four other units (e.g. /i/ = ¬/u/, ¬/a/, ¬/e/, ¬/o/).
But each distinctive unit found in unstressed context (17) is defined by a set
of oppositions to two other units only (e.g. /I/ = ¬/U/, ¬/A/). In that sense, /I/,
/A/, and /U/ are less specified than /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, or /u/. They thus represent
archiphonemes. This notion will be discussed and defined below.
I suggest that the main formal aspect of Russian vowel reduction lies in this
underspecification of vowel phonemes, not in the realizations that result from this
underspecification.
3 Formal representation of Russian vowel reduction
In a substance-free approach, it could be tempting to interpret Russian vowel
reduction as a simple redistribution of the five vowel phonemes into a reduced
ternary inventory. Following such a hypothesis, every stressed vowel could freely
alternate with every archiphoneme of the unstressed context. But this is not the
case.
Table 1 outlines the various alternations between stressed vowels and their un-
derspecified counterparts in unstressed syllables. It can be observed that these
alternations are constrained: e.g., /i/ and /u/ never alternate with the same archi-
phoneme. In order to formalize this constraint, we need to distinguish the behav-
iors of vowel phonemes by referring to their respective properties.
6These symbols do not correspond to phonetic properties. They could be represented with fea-
tures |A|, |B|, and |C|, or |X|, |Y|, and |Z|, etc.
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Table 1: Alternation between stressed vowels and their underspecified
counterparts
Stressed Unstressed
Type A Type B Type C Type D Type E Type F
(4) (6) (8a) (8b), (16) (10) (14)
/a/ /A/ /I/ /A/ /A/ /A/ /A/
/e/ – /I/ /I/ /A/ /I/ –
/o/ /A/ /I/ /I/ /A/ /A/ /U/
/i/ /I/ /I/ /I/ /I/ /I/ /I/
/u/ /U/ /U/ /U/ /U/ /U/ /U/
I propose to determine the formal properties of vowel phonemes based on the
definition of archiphonemes in (18). According to this definition, two phonemes
can alternate with the same archiphoneme iff they share a relevant feature. Thus,
if /i/ and /u/ never alternate with the same archiphoneme, we can suppose that
they do not share any relevant feature. The issue is that /i/ and /u/ seem to share
some distinctive properties. Substantially, /i/ and /u/ are [+high]. Formally, they
share relational properties such as ¬/a/, ¬/e/, and ¬/o/.
(18) Definition of the archiphoneme (Akamatsu 1988: 201)
The archiphoneme is a distinctive unit whose phonological content is
identical with the relevant features common to the member phonemes of
a neutralizable opposition, which is distinct from any of these member
phonemes and which occurs in the position of neutralization.
One possible solution is to assume that the relational properties of phonemes
are primitively organized into indivisible sets (e.g. {¬/a/, ¬/u/, ¬/o/, ¬/e/} for /i/
and {¬/a/, ¬/i/, ¬/o/, ¬/e/} for /u/). In this trivial example, /i/ and /u/ do not share
any property. Such a representation of distinctive features by means of complex
sets is defended in several models like, e.g., Particle Phonology (Schane 1984)
or Element Theory (Kaye et al. 1985). Element Theory assumes that distinctive
features are organized into complex properties represented by |A|, |I| and |U|.7
Each vowel can be defined by one or several of these properties.
7A substance-free reinterpretation of these features could be {¬|I|, ¬|U|}, {¬|A|, ¬|U|} and {¬|I|,
¬|A|} respectively.
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Thus, based on the alternations in Table 1 (sketched in Figure 2) and the defi-
nition of archiphonemes in (18), it is now possible to determine the underlying
representation of each stressed vowel in terms of abstract features |A|, |I|, and
|U|, representing the indivisible properties of the three archiphonemes found in
unstressed syllables.8
/i/ /e/ /a/ /o/ /u/
/I/ /A/ /U/
Figure 2: Outline of the neutralizable relations between vowel
phonemes
First, we saw that the vowels /i/ and /u/ never alternate with the same archi-
phoneme. Thus it can be supposed that they do not share any property. For con-
venience, I represent the distinct properties of /i/ and /u/ with |I| and |U| respec-
tively. Second, /e/ and /i/ can alternate with the same archiphoneme (Types B,
C, E). Thus /e/ contains |I|. Third, /o/ and /u/ can alternate with the same archi-
phoneme (Type F). Thus /o/ contains |U|. Fourth, /e/, /o/ and /a/ can altogether
alternate with an archiphoneme opposed to /I/ and /U/ (Types A, D). Thus they
all share a property that is not |I| nor |U|. I represent this property with |A|. The
resulting representation of stressed vowel is outlined in (19).




One can observe that /o/ and /a/ can also alternate with /i/ after a soft consonant,
š, ž and ts (Types B, C). Accordingly, we should assume that they both contain
an |I|. However, this leads to an important issue: in this case, both /e/ and /a/
would be defined by |IA|. Fortunately, it can be argued that the |I| found in this
context is inherited from the preceding consonants. From the substantial point
of view, these are palatal or palatalized segments that trigger a fronting and a
8Types B and C are not taken into account in this outline. They will be discussed below.
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raising of /o/ and /a/ via assimilation. From the formal point of view, it is more
difficult to argue that soft consonants share an |I| feature with the archiphoneme
/I/. Nevertheless, I already mentioned that /e/ is lexically found after soft con-
sonants only (see §2.1.1). In other words, /e/ contains a feature that neutralizes
the opposition between hard and soft consonants. This feature can be |I| or |A|;
see (19). The vowel /a/ can be indistinctly preceded by a soft or a hard conso-
nant. However, there is a correlation between /i/ and the hard/soft contrast: e.g.,
the verbal suffix -i always triggers a softening of the preceding consonant (e.g.,
bro[s]-át’ ‘throw.ipfv’ vs. bro[sʲ]-ít’ ‘throw.pfv’). Thus, it can be supposed that
the opposition between these two consonant classes is due to the presence of a
property shared by /e/ and /i/, namely |I|.
The representation in (19) raises another issue concerning the definition of
archiphonemes. Following the definition (18), the result of a neutralization pro-
cess is a new phonological item defined by the set of relations common to the
member phonemes of a neutralized opposition. In this respect, |A|, which is the
representation of the archiphoneme /A/, cannot be the representation of the fully
specified vowel /a/. Indeed, the phoneme /a/ has something more than the archi-
phoneme /A/: it contrasts with /e/ and /o/. This property should be represented
by an additional feature in /a/ distinguishing it from /A/. The only possible fea-
ture, distinct from |I| in /e/, |U| in /o/ and zero in /A/, is the |A| feature. Thus, if we
want to represent the formal distinction between /a/ and /A/, we should assume
that /a/ is a complex vowel made of two |A| features. Such a repetition of distinc-
tive properties in the structure of vowels was already proposed in the Particle
Theory of Schane (1984), developed in Carvalho (1993; 1994). Extending the same
reasoning to the representation of /i/ and /u/, I now assume the representation
of stressed and unstressed vowels in (20a) and (20b), respectively.








Following this representation, Russian vowel reduction can be interpreted as a
quantitative phenomenon. Stressed vowel have more distinctive properties than
unstressed vowels. I propose to represent this distinction with the rule in (21a).
This rule purposefully does not refer to the quality of distinctive properties. In-
deed, such an ambiguity is likely to derive variations. According to this mech-
anism, /e/ can be reduced to |A| or |I|, and /o/ can be reduced |A| or |U|. This
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parametrical choice depends on the phonological, morphological and dialectal
contexts. In order to account for the regularity of this choice in a given language
variety, I propose the principle in (21b). The term “configuration” refers to (i) the
representation of a given segment and (ii) both its phonological and morpholog-
ical contexts. As an example, a pretonic /a/ and a non-pretonic /a/ represent two
distinct configurations. They may or may not have two different interpretations.
(21) Principles of Russian vowel reduction (first attempt)
a. Unstressed vowels lose a distinctive property.
b. For a given speaker, a configuration A always has an interpretation B.
The principle in (21a) concerns the form of distinctive units, and the principle
in (21b) concerns the substance of distinctive units. Following Hjelmslev (1936)
(here cited from Hjelmslev 1973), these principles refer to different components
of the language: “phonematics” and “phonology”:
One and the same phonematic system may be pronounced by means of
very different phonological systems. (Hjelmslev 1973: 159)
The contribution of this analysis consisted in suggesting that Russian vowel re-
duction can be analyzed as a strict quantitative phenomenon if we do not refer to
substance. In the following section, I suggest that this quantitative phenomenon
can be motivated by the representation of stress.
4 Motivation of Russian vowel reduction
In the previous section, we saw that the formal representation of Russian vowel
reduction is strictly a matter of complexity (i.e., quantity of information). But one
can ask: Why should an unstressed vowel have less distinctive properties than a
stressed vowel?
Interestingly, Russian vowel reduction is related to another quantitative phe-
nomenon conditioned by stress: Russian stressed vowels are phonetically longer
than unstressed vowels (Zlatoustova 1953; Vysotskij 1973; Al’muhamedova &
Kul’sharipova 1980: 47; Svetozarova 1982: 155–158; Crosswhite 2000a: 5–7; Cross-
white 2000b: 116–117; Knjazev 2006: 43). Such a correlation between stress and
vowel length can be observed in several languages, and it was represented with
an extra time unit provided by stress in Chierchia (1986), Larsen (1998), Ségéral &
Scheer (2008), Crosswhite (2000a,b), Bucci (2013), and Enguehard (2016), among
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others. In what follows, I represent this extra unit with an x-slot on the right of
the stressed nucleus (22).9
(22) d[ˈɔ]m ‘house’
x x [x] x
stress
d o m
The relation between vowel length and vowel reduction was already formalized
in Crosswhite (2000a,b). Crosswhite proposed that the sonority of vowels is con-
ditioned by the presence of a mora in stressed and pretonic syllables. Here, I
propose to take the additional step of unifying length and Russian vowel reduc-
tion with the following generalization: the amount of realized vowel features
is proportional to the amount of available skeletal slots. If a vowel stands in a
stressed position, it has two available slots and all its distinctive properties are
manifested (23a). If a vowel stands in an unstressed position, it has one available
slot and only one of its distinctive properties can be manifested (23b). It turns
out that Russian mid vowels are abstractly represented as sorts of diphthongs.10
(23) a. d[ˈɔ]m ‘house’






x x x x [x]
stress
d A m A
(U) A
Note that the distinctive property that is manifested in (23b) is not necessarily
|A|. In a dialect with Ukanye, the realized property is |U| (e.g., d[ɐ]mój vs. d[u]mój
‘home’).
9One could object that length belongs to the substance while stress belongs to the form. Alter-
natively, Enguehard (2016) proposed that the relation between them could be inverted: stress
is a possible substantial realization of length.
10Note that this would be an issue if Russian had real diphthongs. But it does not have any.
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5 Conclusion
As a conclusion, this paper is an attempt to formalize Russian vowel reduction
without referring to substance. I suggested that Russian vowel reduction does
not handle the quality of vowel phonemes, but the quantity of their distinctive
properties. Then, I proposed that the quantity of distinctive properties is condi-
tioned by the quantity of skeletal slots. In that sense, Russian qualitative distinc-
tion between stressed and unstressed syllables is not very different from length
distinctions observed in languages like Italian (see Parmenter & Carman 1932).
Such a generalization supposes an interesting convergence (for further studies)
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This paper aims to show that perfective verbs in Russian can – contrary to com-
mon sense – be used in performative utterances without lacking the performative
meaning of the sentences. In Russian, performative utterances are generally built
with an imperfective (ipv) verb in present tense, first person singular or plural. Ac-
cording to the Slavistic literature, the perfective (pv) verb is at most used in marked
contexts and with a few selected performative verbs. In our contribution, we will
show experimentally that the use of present perfective verbs in performative utter-
ances is considerably more widespread than supposed so far. In two experiments,
Russian native speakers located events in time, providing evidence, first, for the
temporal interpretation of the sentence depending on the verbal aspect, and sec-
ond, concerning whether the temporal interpretation differs depending on how
much context is given.
Keywords: Russian, verbal aspect, speech act, performative verbs, interpretation,
experimental evidence
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1 Introduction
1.1 General remarks
Aspect use in performative utterances in Russian is the core issue of the present
paper. We adopt the terminology of Eckardt (2012) and define a performative
utterance as a sentence that is used to issue a speech act by applying a speech
act verb. Since the present tense of the verb is a precondition for a performative
utterance, the ipv verbal aspect is preferred in Russian. However, the Slavistic
research literature describes cases where a performative speech act is expressed
by a pv verb. This is interesting, because the pv aspect is thought of being unable
to appear in present tense. Example (1a) shows a sentence expressing an ordinary
correct performative speech act, whereas the corresponding version (1b) with
pv predložu is unacceptable. Example (2) demonstrates the same mismatch with














Intended: ‘I propose to go home.’
(2) Ja bol’še nikogda ne budu krast’,


















Intended: ‘I swear with all my heart.’
Different from the verbs in (1) and (2), there are other speech act verbs allowing


































‘I ask you to speak loudly and one by one.’
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Dickey (2000), for example, has noticed that for some speech act verbs in perfor-
mative utterances both ipv and pv aspect can be used. Thus, his study is limited
to some particular verbs like the pv verba dicendi skazatʾ ʿto tellʾ, priznatʾsja ʿto
confessʾ, zametitʾ ʿto noteʾ, pribavitʾ ʿto addʾ, poprositʾ ʿto ask forʾ, povtoritʾ ʿto re-
peatʾ, doložitʾ ʿto reportʾ (Dickey 2000: 179). In his opinion, some pv verba dicendi
are not allowed, like predložitʾ ʿto proposeʾ and pokljastʾsja ʿto swearʾ; see (1) and
(2).
We want to show that pv speech act verbs can perform performative utter-
ances to a larger extent than previously expected. We do not assume that the pv
and ipv performative utterances are used interchangeably. In our opinion, a pv
speech act verb has an influence on the pragmatic interpretation of the speech
act. We will not investigate interpretation differences in depth in this paper, but
rather we want to experimentally establish that both aspects can indeed be used
to utter a performative speech act.
In the following, we give a short overview of the Russian aspectual system
(§1.2). Afterwards we explain the peculiarities of performative speech acts and
how aspect use is related to it (§1.3). Then, the phenomenon of the present per-
fective is described, which has been intensively studied in the Slavistic literature
(§1.4). Subsequently, we discuss the present perfective in performative speech
acts and present the relevant literature on Russian performatives (§1.5). These
theoretical issues are followed by the presentation of two experiments that we
have conducted in St. Petersburg in 2016 (§2). Finally, we discuss our results and
give an outlook for future research (§3).
1.2 The Russian aspectual system and tense
In Russian, aspect is a grammaticalized category. Nearly every Russian verb has
two aspects that are morphologically distinguished and differ in grammatical
function: the imperfective aspect (ipv) and the perfective aspect (pv). These verb
pairs are derived by prefixes or suffixes: pisat’ ‘to write.ipv’ and napisat’ ‘to
write.pv’; otkryt’ ‘to open.pv’ and otkryvat’ ‘to open.ipv’.1 The ipv aspect is used
for (i) habitual or iterated actions, (ii) single, incomplete actions in progress, and
(iii) actions which do not emphasize the result.The pv aspect is used (i) for single,
1Other verb pairs are opposed by suffix only: kričat’ – kriknut’ ‘to cry‘ or by suppletion brat’
– vzjat’ ‘to take‘. A smaller group of verbs do not form pairs: (i) biaspectual verbs: kaznit’ ‘to
punish’, (ii) imperfectiva tantum: sidet’ ‘to sit’, and (iii) perfectiva tantum: rinut’sja ‘to pounce
on’.
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completed actions or (ii) ongoing actions intended to be completed.2
Morphosyntactically there exist only three tense categories: preterite, present,
and future. Not all three categories are represented in both ipv and pv aspect.
Whereas ipv verbs conceptualize all three tense categories, pv verbs appear only
in preterite and future, because present tense is not compatible with the concept
of completeness. The lack of present tense marking for pv verbs plays a key role
in our investigation. Table 1, a simplified version of Swan (1978), summarizes the
(semantic) categories resulting from crossing aspect with tense in Russian.
Table 1: Tense and aspect in Russian
Past Present Future
ipv 3 3 3 (with ‘be’ + infinitive)
pv 3 7 3
1.3 Performatives
A speech act is called performative when the utterance and the action named by
a speech act verb take place simultaneously. The utterance is part of the action
(Austin 1962) and performs it. Performative utterances are not statements that are
true or false, but concrete, unique actions. In Russian, by default, performatives


















‘Thank you for understanding.’
2There is a huge range of works on verbal aspect and its meaning to which we cannot refer
in this paper. Therefore we limited our selection to pure Slavistic or Russian works that are
generally accepted among Slavists and in Russian aspectology: Anstatt (2003); Avilova (1976);
Bondarko (1971); Breu (1980; 2000); Comrie (1976); Dickey (2000); Galton (1976); Klein (1995);
Lehmann (1999); Maslov (1984); Mehlig (1981); Padučeva (1996); Petruchina (2000); Rassudova
(1982); Zaliznjak & Šmelev (2000); etc.
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‘I deeply apologize, that we didn´t meet you.’
We share the opinion with Apresjan (1988), Padučeva (1994), and Petruchina
(2000) that performative verbs in Russian can only express a punctual event
and not a process. They do not describe an ongoing event, because the action
expressed by the verb is accomplished once the speaker finishes the utterance
(Petruchina 2000). Therefore, it would be incorrect to translate one of the above
examples, for instance (4), with the English continuous form: *I am promising
you to go to grandmother.3
As pv cannot get a present tense marking in Russian, we would expect that
only the ipv speech act verbs can be used in performative speech acts. However,
we have found examples with pv speech act verbs in performative speech acts,









































‘We congratulate our labor activists and also the president for the
amazing success.’
In (7a) the pv speech act verb pozdravim ‘congratulate.pv.1pl’ is used to perform
a speech act. In (7b) we replaced the pv verb of the original sentence with the cor-
responding ipv verb pozdravljaem ‘congratulate.ipv.1pl’. (7b) is a properly built
performative sentence with the ipv verb meeting all three conditions for a suc-
cessful performative speech act: speech act verb, first person, and present tense.
We find it plausible to assume that (7a) expresses a performative speech act, too.
It is interesting for us whether a pv speech act verb changes the sentencemean-
ing compared to the corresponding ipv verb, for instance with respect to our
3Harnish (2007) discusses the English present progressive in performatives and shows that per-
formative utterances favor the simple present.
4Interestingly, pv speech act verbs systematically fail the ‘hereby’-test, which is only feasible
with ipv verbs: S ėtim ja prošu[ ipv] vas govorit’ gromko. ‘Hereby I ask you to speak loudly’ vs.
*S ėtim ja poprošu[pv] vas govorit’ gromko (Eckardt 2012).
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variants (7a) versus (7b). The occurrence of present perfective speech act verbs is
documented in many works, but we don’t know of any experimental investiga-
tion addressing the interpretation of performative utterances as a function of the
verb aspect. Are utterances with pv speech act verbs actually understood as per-
formative speech acts? If yes, what does this imply for the temporal localization
of the event denoted by the pv speech act verb? In our study we presuppose that
the localization of an event denoted by a speech act verb in the present indicates
a performative interpretation. We feel confident that sentences with pv speech
act verbs are performative utterances only in the case that they express an event
that proceeds simultaneously with the utterance time.This is only possible, when
the pv speech act verb is interpreted as present perfective.
In the next section we will present arguments for a pv in performative utter-
ances in Russian and invoke the debate on the present perfective.
1.4 The present perfective in Russian
The debate on the present perfective started with Koschmieder (1929). He de-
clares, initially only for Polish, that present perfective is possible in non-future
meaning solely when the action time coincides with the utterance time andwhen
the verb is in first person form. Forsyth (1970: 120) even claims: “Their use in
non-future meanings, however, is extremely common and not on the least excep-
tional.” Švedova (1980) supports this view and notes that under certain syntactic
conditions the pv verb can denote actions that take place in the present and not
in the future with nuances of meaning. Rathmayr (1976) goes even further. She is
of the opinion that the present perfective is equal to ipv present plus some stylis-
tic function; yet the stylistic properties are difficult to identify: Even if they are
identified by a survey of native speakers they are anticipated to strongly diverge.
Dickey (2000), as before him Bondarko (1971) and Galton (1976), calls the phe-
nomenon of present perfective “the temporal coincidence of a situation that is
referred to a pv present form in the moment of the utterances”. The present per-
fective does not refer to the future but to the time of utterance and, simultane-
ously, to the time at which the action denoted by the pv verb takes place. De
Wit (2017) dubs the phenomenon differently, “the present perfective paradox”,
because the meaning of the temporal localization that belongs to the pv aspect
should prevent the use of present perfective in Russian. Additionally, the occur-
rence of present perfective in Russian is explained in terms of the aspectual func-
tion of the pv aspect. De Wit (2017) agrees with Breu (2000) who notices that the
aspectual meaning of the present perfective is stronger than the temporal mean-
ing. In present perfectives, the aspectual meaning should be stronger than the
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temporal meaning of the aspect, because the meaning of temporal localization
that is expressed by the pv aspect would prevent the use of present perfective.
We will discuss this view at the end of the paper.
So far we have argued for the availability of a present perfective in Russian.
But it still remains open, however, what kind of influence perfective present has
in contexts where it substitutes the ipv.
1.5 The range of present perfective in performatives
Like others, we accept the present perfective as means of expressions with the
above mentioned readings. We argue that the high acceptability of present per-
fective implies that pv speech act verbs are able to fulfill a performative speech
act. This is a purely theoretical assumption and based on the mentioned theo-
retical works, empirically supported only in a few cases by way of corpus data
(Łaziński 2014; Wiemer 2014). Before we present our experimental work, it is nec-
essary to mention some aspects concerning the type of speech act verbs that are
used in ipv and pv as well as to give possible conceptual differences between the
use of ipv and pv speech act verbs that are offered in the research literature.
In the Slavistic research literature several works attest the occurrence of pv
speech act verbs in performative speech acts. But the use of pv verbs, according
to these works, is limited to special verb types. For example, Rjabceva (1992) and
Dickey (2000) claim that only a few pv verba dicendi can be used in competition
with ipv performatives. Only for those verbs the pv verb may be used and only
those pv verbs may perform a performative utterance. Contrary to Rjabceva and
Dickey, Wiemer shows that the use of pv speech act verbs is also possible for
some social performatives like request, desire, thanks, refusal and approval, see
example (8). Łaziński (2014) agreeswithWiemer and demonstrates similar corpus























‘When you use this methods, I assure that you will easily learn Russian.’
(Wiemer 2014: 107)
The corpus findings of Wiemer and Łaziński lead us to the question, whether the
range of pv verbs in performative utterances is wider than Rjabceva and Dickey
assume. Some more detailed consideration is given by Israeli (1996; 2001). She
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classifies speech act verbs into three groups depending on the verbal aspect that
a speech act verb can take to perform a speech act (Israeli 2001: 84): (i) verbs
performing a speech act only with ipv (see (1) and (2)), for example prikazyvat’
‘to order.ipv’, trebovat’ ‘to demand.ipv’, blagodarit’ ‘to thank.ipv’, pozdravljat’
‘to congratulate.ipv’ etc., often the ipv speech act verb has an iterative mean-
ing; (ii) verbs performing a speech act both with ipv and pv (see (3)), for example
prosit’/poprosit’ ‘to request.ipv/.pv’, sovetovat’/posovetovat’ ‘to advise.ipv/.pv’, že-
lat’/poželat’ ‘to wish.ipv/.pv’, etc.; (iii) verbs performing a speech act only with
pv; in the latter case, the verb functions as structuring element, like perejdëm k
novoj teme ‘let’s open.pv a new future topic’, otmetim ‘we note.pv’, zametim ‘we




























‘Even more, there’s no sadder story in the world.’
According to Israeli (2001), ipv and pv performative utterances of the second
group cannot be used interchangeably. This makes the aspectual competition
particularly interesting for us. Although the alleged semantic or pragmatic dif-
ferences in the interpretation of ipv and pv speech act verbs are not the central
issue of this paper, we would like to shortly address Israeli’s account. Whereas
we believe that her account provides a promising perspective for future inves-
tigation, the first task accomplished here is to provide evidence that pv verbs
actually can be used in carrying out a performative speech act.
Israeli argues that ipv and pv speech act verbs differs with respect to authority
marking in performative utterances. A typical example for the authority marking
in performative utterances in her sense is seen in (11a) from the oral corpus of
the RNC. According to Israeli, the sentence shows, in comparison with (11b), how
the different aspect use can influence the speaker’s position of authority:

















‘I ask you to speak loudly and one by one’ (RNC, oral corpus)











‘I ask you to tell nobody.’ (RNC, oral corpus)
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The use of the pv verb poprosit’ ‘to ask.pv for’ in (11a) can be connected with the
communicative situation. The pv speech act verb stresses the authority of the
teacher [+authority] towards the student. In (11b) the ipv verb prosit’ ‘to ask.ipv
for’ is used in a communication between a young man and a museum attendant.
We might argue with Israeli that the ipv verb in (11b) is pragmatically neutral
or even a polite request.5 In §2 we will now present our two experiments that
give evidence that sentences with a pv speech act verb are interpreted as present
tense utterances.
2 Experimental evidence
We have provided instances of present perfective in performative speech acts in
Russian from the literature as well as from the RNC. The interpretation of the
pv speech acts has not yet been demonstrated experimentally. Rathmayr (1976)
mentions that she has asked four (sic!) informants and every one of them has
given her another interpretation. Others work with their own intuition or sup-
port their arguments by presenting examples from corpus investigation (Wiemer
2014; Łaziński 2014). The main concern is to study if sentences like (11a) are inter-
preted as performative speech acts or not. In (11a) the verb has the grammatical
form 1sg pv aspect. The additional meaning that refers to the aspect function of
pv aspect would be ‘will ask for’. In future meaning the sentence is not a per-
formative speech act but a statement about an event in the future: In the future
there will be a situation in which I am saying I ask you to speak loudly and one
by one. Our aim is now to investigate the temporal alignment of pv performative
verbs in morphological present.
Our assumption is that in performative context the use of the present perfec-
tive is becoming more widespread than it is reflected in the literature so far. We
even tend to assume that every pv speech act verb can principally be used to ex-
ecute a performative speech act. Our experiments reported below compare the
temporal interpretation of speech act verbs with perfective versus imperfective
aspect: Are pv speech act verbs never or reliably less often interpreted as present
tense ipv speech act verbs? We assume that:
5The examples (11a) and (11b) do not only differ in aspect use. In addition, the [+authority]
marked utterance (11a) has an overt subject ja ‘I’ whereas in (11b) there is a null subject. We also
agree with one of the reviewers that the sentences improve with overt subject. Our own corpus
investigation leads us to the assumption that an overt subject encourages the [+authority]
marker. We did not yet test sentences with overt subjects experimentally, but consider it a
future task to do so.
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• A future tense interpretation indicates that the event denoted by the pv
verb does not coincide with the time of utterance, that is, the tense is not
considered present perfective and the sentence is not understood as a per-
formative speech act.
• A present tense interpretation indicates that the event denoted by the pv
verb coincides with the time of utterance and, therefore, the tense is con-
sidered present perfective. The performative reading is thus available. In
the case of performative utterances the context can also be a pragmatic
presupposition. The hearer expects the honesty of the speaker who cares
about the success of the rules.
The two experiments that are presented in this section test our hypothesis that
pv speech act verbs used in performative utterances may substitute ipv verbs.
2.1 Method
2.1.1 Participants
41 native speakers of Russian participated in Experiment 1without Stop-reading
(as explained in §2.1.3 below), a different sample of 40 Russian native speakers
took part in Experiment 2 with Stop-reading. All participants were students of
Saint Petersburg State University. They were paid 10 e for their participation.
2.1.2 Material
20 verbs were selected from a pool of 28 speech act verbs, based on acceptabil-
ity scores gathered in a web-based pilot study:6 uverit’ / uverjat’ ‘to assure sth.
to so’, izvinit’sja / izvinjat’sja ‘to apologize for sth.’, poprosit’ / prosit’ ‘to ask for
sth.’, potrebovat’ / trebovat’ ‘to demand sth. from so’, poželat’ / ženat’ ‘to wish
sth. to so.’, poblagodarit’ / blagodarit’ ‘to thank so. for sth.’, priznat’sja / prizna-
vat’ja ‘to admit sth. to so.’, priglašat’ / priglasit’ ‘to invite so. to sth.’, razrešit’ /
razrešat’ ‘to allow so. to do sth.’, objazyvat’sja / objazat’sja ‘to commit oneself
to sth.’, pochvalit’ / chvalit’ ‘to praise so. for sth.’, predupredit’ / predupreždat’ ‘to
warn so. of sth.’, predstavit’ / predstavljat’ ‘to introduce so. to so.’, poprivetstvo-
vat’ / privetstvovat’ ‘to welcome so.’, priznat’ / priznavat’ ‘to recognize so. as so.’,
prikazat’ / prikazyvat’ ‘to order so. to do sth.’, otklonit’ / otklonjat’ ‘to reject sth.’,
643 Russian native speakers judged performatives containing the verbs without preceding con-
text on a scale from 0 to 6 (= most acceptable); mean acceptabilities of the 20 selected verbs
were 3.7 (SD 0.96) and 1.7 (SD 0.96) for performatives with ipv and pv verb aspect, respectively.
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pozdravit’ / pozdravljat’ ‘to congratulate so. for sth.’, prostit’ / proščat’ ‘to forgive
sth. to so.’, otkazat’ / otkazyvat’ ‘to refuse sth. to so.’
Two variants of a performative target sentence (in short: performative) were
constructed for each verb.The variants differed only in the aspect of the sentence
initial verbwhichwas either imperfective or perfective present in the first person
singular, exemplified in (12a) and (12b). Both performative variantswere preceded
by the same context consisting of two or three sentences.7
(12) Context: Vere predlagajut novuju dolžnost’ na rabote. Ona dolgo
kolebletsja, no eë načal’nik govorit:














































‘I assure you, that this position is a great step towards success.’
In addition to the performatives, two variants of non-performative, declarative
target sentences (in short: declaratives) were constructed for each of the twenty
verbs, serving as control items. Again, the target variants differed only in the
aspect of the verb which was either ipv or pv past in the third person singular,
as exemplified in (13a) and (13b). Both declarative variants were preceded by the
same context which differed from the one of the performatives.
(13) Context: Terapevt zaxodil v palatu k pacientam po utram.





















7The complete list of stimuli can be found here: http://hdl.handle.net/11022/0000-0007-CB0A-
A@Appendix.pdf.
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‘The doctor assured them, that they will all recover soon.’
In addition to the performatives and the controls, 40 fillers were added to the
material. The two variants of the performatives and the controls were assigned
to two lists such that each item variant was assigned to one of the lists and either
list contained 10 performatives and 10 controls with ipv and pv aspect. About the
same number of participants was tested with either list, hence all participants
worked on a set of 80 items consisting of a context followed by a target.
2.1.3 Procedure
Participants were tested separately in a quiet room at the Laboratory of Cognitive
Studies at the State University of Saint Petersburg. Participants were randomly
assigned to Experiment 1 without Stop-Reading or Experiment 2 with Stop-
Reading. Participants were seated in front of a PC and instructed about the task
to be performed. In each experiment participants worked on three practice trials
to get familiar with the procedure before they moved on to the experimental
block of trials.
In Experiment 1 without Stop-Reading, a trial began with a full presentation
of the context. Participants read the context until they understood what hap-
pened and then pressed the space bar. Now the context was replaced by the target
sentence displayed left-aligned in the centre of the screen. Participants read the
target sentence to understand what happened next; their task was to indicate by
means of three cursor keys, where the event described in the target sentence was
located in time: ‘←’ =^ past, ‘↑’ =^ present, ‘→’ =^ future (Response 1). For the sake
of congruence with Experiment 2, the whole sentence was presented again im-
mediately after Response 1, prompting participants to indicate the location again
by pressing one of the cursor keys (Response 2). In order to encourage partici-
pants to read the contexts and targets carefully, half of the trials ended with a
yes-no comprehension question that was answered by means of two designated
keys (mean accuracy: 91%). A session lasted for about 20 minutes.
Trials in Experiment 2 with Stop-Reading began with a full presentation of
the context, too. Once participants understood what was told in the context they
pressed the space bar. Now the context was replaced by the target sentence dis-
played left-aligned in the centre of the screen, yet masked except for the first
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word; masked characters other than blanks were substituted by underscores. Par-
ticipants could then read the target sentence from left to right in a word by word
fashion (moving window technique): with the first press of the space bar the
first word was masked and the second word was uncovered; with each subse-
quent press the current word disappeared and the following word showed up.
In this way participants could proceed until the end of the sentence. However,
beginning with the presentation of the first word of the target sentence, partici-
pants could stop reading at any time by pressing one of the cursor keys instead
of the space bar if they felt able to indicate where the described event is located
in time: ‘←’ =^ past, ‘↑’ =^ present, ‘→’ =^ future (Response 1). Immediately after
Response 1, the sentence was presented as a whole, prompting participants to
indicate the location again via a cursor key (Response 2). Half of the trials ended
with prompting an answer to a yes-no comprehension question (mean accuracy:
91%). A session lasted for about 30 minutes.
2.1.4 Main objectives
It was of main interest where events described by performatives are located in
time. Events described by performatives are expected to be located in the present
if they are interpreted as a performative speech act; non-performative interpre-
tations should lead to localizations in the future. Performatives with ipv verb as-
pect should therefore generally lead to localizations in the present. Performatives
with pv verb aspect are expected to also lead to a substantial amount of localiza-
tions in the present. The greater the loss of performative power due to the pv
aspect, the more reduced should be the frequency of localizations in the present.
If the localization in time depends to a large extent on the verb aspect, i.e., on
verb morphology, the localization should be quite insensitive to the remaining
content of the target sentence. In particular, localizations should be unaffected
by the possibility to stop reading.
2.2 Results
The data were subjected to a generalized linear mixed model (GLMM) with a
binomial link function, using the lmer function of the lme4 package (Bates et
al. 2015) for the R software for statistical computing (R Core Team 2014). When
preparing the data for analysis, we had to realise that the performative target
sentences for five of the 20 verbs deviated crucially from the stipulated structure
in that the speech act verb was placed later than sentence-initially (see items 8,
13, 14, 18 und 20 in the stimuli; see link in footnote 7). One additional item, 6, had
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to be dropped due to a wrong stress marking. The analysis is thus based on 14
performatives, with 6 and 8 items instantiating the same condition on the two
lists. α-errors for z-values are marked as follows: *** if p < .001; ** if p < .01; * if
p < .05.
2.2.1 Response 2 in Experiments 1 and 2
Localizations in the present or future are valid if occurring after performatives
(98% and 96% valid in Exp.s 1 and 2); localizations in the past are valid if occurring
after declaratives (88% and 89% valid in Exp.s 1 and 2). The proportions of valid
localizations in the present are 81% versus 70% for ipv and pv aspect in Experi-
ment 1 and 78% versus 52% in Experiment 2. The GLMM converged for random
intercepts for participants and random intercepts and slopes for items. In addi-
tion to the two main effects of Aspect and Experiment, the interaction was also
significant [Asp: z = 4.50***; Exp: z = 2.54*; Asp×Exp: z = 2.69**]. Localizations
in the present decreased from ipv to pv aspect more strongly with than without
Stop-Reading (Exp. 2: 77 to 51%; Exp. 1: 81 to 70%), as shown in Figure 1.
Figure 1: Response 2 (present versus future) in Experiments 1 and 2 as
a function of verb aspect
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2.2.2 Early versus late responses in Experiment 2
Figure 2 shows how valid localizations in time accumulate across the regions of
target sentences with ipv (left panel) and pv verb aspect (right panel). Numbers
indicate the proportions of localizations in the present within the valid responses,
i.e., disregarding continuations. Whereas we recognize no trend for the ipv as-
pect, it appears that for the pv aspect these proportions remain around 41% until
they rise in the last region up to 51% for Response 2. To determine whether the in-
crease is substantial, Response 2 was categorized as Early (if it matched Response
1 given earlier than region 8) or Late (if it matched Response 1 given on region
8 or revised earlier Response 1) and was subjected to a GLMM analysis with the
fixed factors Aspect and Time (Early vs. Late). The GLMM converged for random
intercepts (participants and items) and random slopes for Aspect (items). In addi-
tion to a strong effect of Aspect, Aspect interacted with Time [Asp: z = 3.61***;
Asp × Time: z = 3.40***]. We take this interaction to show that the proportion
of localizations in the present is indeed substantially larger for late compared
to early responses in case of a pv aspect (71 vs. 41%; total n: 91 vs. 177); no such
difference is obtained in case of an ipv aspect (74 vs. 78%; total n: 89 vs. 181).
Figure 2: Responses 1 and 2 in Experiment 2 as a function of aspect
dependent on sentence position
In sum, the results substantiate the claim that the pv aspect on a speech act
verb reduces its performative force compared to the ipv aspect, i.e., it reduces the
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probability that a native speaker interprets the sentence containing it as to per-
form a speech act. However, the performative force of the verb is often preserved
nevertheless, in that speakers frequently interpret the utterance of the sentence
as a speech act. In addition, given a pv verb aspect, there is evidence that speakers
more likely opt for a speech act interpretation after having processed the uttered
sentence as a whole. This claim is supported by much more speech act inter-
pretations in Experiment 1 without Stop-Reading than in Experiment 2 with
Stop-Reading; further evidence comes from Experiment 2 in which speech act
interpretations were more frequent if participants read the whole sentence com-
pared to when they stopped reading before the end of the sentence.This might be
taken to indicate that the aspect morphology of the sentence initial pv verb is in
conflict with a speech act interpretation, with the latter prevailing in particular
if based on a full interpretation of the sentence. In line with this, we observe that
a valid Response 1 often persists in Response 2 in particular for localizations in
the present, 95%, compared to localizations in the future, 82%.
3 Discussion and outlook
The results of the experiments confirm our hypothesis that pv speech act verbs
can be used in performative utterances, and may in principle substitute the ipv
speech act verbs. Our investigation does not explain the restrictions of the class of
pv verbs that can occur in performative utterances. Like Wiemer (2014) we tend
to the opinion that pv performatives are lexicalized to a certain extent. For our in-
vestigation the evidence that pv speech act verbs are interpreted as present tense
verbs is the most important result. In both experiments taken together about 60%
of the pv speech act verbs were interpreted as present perfective. As not all of our
speech act verbs were verba dicendi (for example ‘to thank’, ‘to invite’, ‘to wel-
come’, etc.), we may conclude, that not only verba dicendi but also other speech
act verbs can be used in performative speech acts. Following our hypothesis, we
have strong evidence that the present perfective speech act verbs own perfor-
mative force. This is shown by the frequent present tense localizations of events
denoted by our pv speech act verbs. Localization based on the full sentences pro-
moted the localizations of the pv performatives in the present tense.We infer this
from the comparison of the two experiments. Moreover, we found a late increase
of locations in the present tense in Experiment 2 and a persistence of early local-
izations in the present. Therefore, we conclude that the sentence context plays
an important role for the temporal localizations in the case of pv speech act
verbs. The verbal aspect is thus not the decisive factor for the well-formedness
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of performative utterances in Russian. The interpretation as performative is also
influenced by the particular semantics of the speech act verbs, the sentence em-
bedding the speech act verb, and maybe the preceding context.
Summing up, we reach the following conclusions, which are in part prelimi-
nary and need further support:
First, pv speech act verbs can be used in performative speech acts, because, due
to the available present tense interpretation, they fulfill condition ‘present tense’
that is inevitable to carry out a performative speech act. Second, the information
conveyed by the sentence information following the pv speech act verb has an
influence on the interpretation of the verb if it bears pv but not ipv aspect. Third,
given the very low ratings of pv performatives without preceding context (see
footnote 5), we suspect that the speech act interpretation also benefits from the
preceding context. Evidence for this comes from the fact that the results with
pv verbs in Experiment 2 increase in late present localization nearly to the rates
for the ipv verbs. In the case of pv speech act verbs, we can even speak of an
interaction between the successive enhancement of context information and the
localization in the present. The pv speech act verb by itself may be crucial for
present localization, but a more reliable localization is reached when the speech
act verb is embedded in a wider context. The stronger performative power of
the pv aspect in Experiment 1, where the whole speech act appeared before the
decision, confirms how the quantity of the sentence information has influence
on the decision.
As far as we know, this is the first experimental investigation on aspect use in
Russian performatives showing that pv speech act verbs can be used in performa-
tive utterances. A next step would be to answer the question, whether and how
the use of pv speech act verbs influences the sentence meaning in comparison
to ipv speech act verbs. Like Israeli we tend to hypothesize a pragmatic differ-
ence between ipv and pv performative utterances; see example (12). It would be
interesting to check whether an overt subject even strengthens the marking of
authority in performative utterances. Another important consideration is the ver-
bal semantics of ipv and pv speech act verbs. When we argue with Breu (1980)
and De Wit (2017), we must also look at the verb immanent aspectual functions
in which ipv and pv speech act verbs are different from each other. Following
this line of reasoning, ipv speech act verbs would name and perform the perfor-
mative event, whereas a pv speech act would emphasize the completion of the
performative speech act. Both approaches are well worth pursuing and will give
motivate further experimental investigation.
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Chapter 7
The nature(s) of syntactic variation:
Evidence from the Serbian/Croatian
dialect continuum
Peđa Kovačević
University of Novi Sad
Tanja Milićev
University of Novi Sad
The paper reports on a study of the variation inside the Serbo-Croatian dialect
continuum with respect to clitic placement, complements of modal verbs (infini-
tive/da+present) and the use of trebati ‘need’ as either an experiencer verb or a
simple transitive. Region and ethnicity accounted for a large portion of variation
in the use of infinitives and da+present with many speakers using these structures
interchangeably. Next, we found that clitics are almost uniformly placed after the
first phrase. The variation in the use of lexical trebati was confined to the Croatian
portion of the sample. Our findings suggest that (i) infinitives and da+present after
modal verbs should be treated as roughly the same syntactic structure; (ii) varia-
tion in clitic placement should not be analyzed as an instance of sociolinguistic
variation and deeper (linguistic) causes of variation should be pursued; (iii) trebati
as a transitive verb appears in the Croatian variety only.
Keywords: syntactic variation, Serbo-Croatian dialect continuum, clitic placement,
non-finite complements
1 Introduction
1.1 Syntactic variation: Theoretical framework
Recent theoretical approaches to syntactic variation have enabled us to form
a more fluid picture of syntax (Adger 2006; Adger & Trousdale 2007; Adger &
Peđa Kovačević & Tanja Milićev. 2018. The nature(s) of syntactic variation: Evidence
from the Serbian/Croatian dialect continuum. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer,
Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 147–
167. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545519
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Smith 2005). Updates on the rather rigid classical Principles and Parameters the-
ory (Chomsky & Lasnik 1995) like Kayne’s (2000) Microparamteric approach or
Kroch’s (1994) Competing Grammars have struggled with the fact that syntactic
variation can be quite free and apparently even optional in some cases. More re-
cently, in line with more general theoretical advances, it has been argued that
syntactic variation, with all its apparent fluidity, can be captured within the Min-
imalist Framework (Adger 2006; Adger & Trousdale 2007; Adger & Smith 2005).
This approach provides us with a way of looking at variation which predicts
much greater freedom on the part of speakers to move between two different
structures depending on the context. Furthermore, the approach is freed of the
assumption that some speakers constantly move from one grammar to another
as they produce different constructions.
Instead of relying on parameters and/ormicroparameters as explanatorymech-
anisms, Adger and colleagues assume that syntax is simply a set of uniform core
operations applied to lexical items. What appears as syntactic variation, thus,
arises when (i) there are two or more ways of pronouncing the same structure or
(ii) when there are different uninterpretable morphosyntactic features on com-
peting lexical items. Adger (2006) illustrates this with an example of different T
heads that can be found in Standard English and dialects like Buckie English and
others, which give rise to different spellouts of the auxiliary be. While in Stan-
dard English, T is sensitive to agreement and spells out the agreement patterns
morphophonologically, in non-standard dialects, be is either completely insensi-
tive to agreement (i.e. bears no uninterpretable phi-features) or simply does not
spell out reflexes of agreement in the same way as in Standard English. Either
way, a speaker can have both lexical items (T heads) in their mental lexicon and
depending on which one they choose, the output will vary. The way the speaker
employs these different lexical items is determined by sociolinguistic factors in
the sense of Labov (1972).
This approach provides us with a way of looking at variation, which predicts
much greater freedom on the part of speakers to move between two different
structures depending on the context. Furthermore, the approach is freed of the
assumption that some speakers constantly move from one grammar to another
as they produce different constructions.
The Serbo-Croatian dialect continuum provides very useful testing ground for
theories of syntactic variation. Our primary goal in this paper is to present some
data from an empirical study of three instances of syntactic variation in this di-
alect continuum in order to arrive at a clearer factual description of the phenom-
ena at hand.Wewill also provide sketches of formal analyses of these three struc-
tures, which will show that the approach developed by Adger and his co-workers
is a very useful theoretical tool when it comes to explaining the observed data.
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1.2 Syntactic variation in the Serbian/Croatian dialect continuum
It is a well-known fact that the differences between Serbian and Croatian stan-
dard varieties belongmostly to the lexicon and the domain of pronunciation (Cor-
bett & Browne 2009; Bailyn 2010, inter alia). The most prominent differences in
the realm of pronunciation have to do with the way in which speakers of these
two varieties pronounce words that used to contain the so-called yat sound in
the older varieties of the language. In modern Serbian, this sound is pronounced
as /e/, while in modern Croatian it is either /je/ or /ije/, depending on the length
of the earlier vowel. Based on these different pronunciations, the two standard
varieties are also called Ekavian and Ijekavian. In terms of differences in vocab-
ulary items, one can mention that due to historical factors the Croatian variety
tended to borrow more from German, Czech and other languages of Central Eu-
rope, while Serbian contains more borrowings from Turkish and other languages
of the Balkans (Corbett & Browne 2009).
Syntactic variation in this dialect continuum seems limited to just a few po-
tential cases. One of the best known points of difference has to do with the struc-
ture of non-finite verbal complements. Example (1a) illustrates the option of in-
finitives functioning as complements of modal verbs while in (1b), the modal is
followed by the so-called da+present structure. Standard grammars of Croatian
draw a sharp distinction between the Serbian da+present option and the Croa-
tian infinitives (Katičić 1986). However, Bailyn (2010) provides some empirical
evidence to the effect that both varieties allow both options and infinitives are




















‘Ivan must eat his dinner.’
Another area of potential syntactic variation would be the positioning of clitics.
When it comes to clitics, standard Croatian grammars prescribe placing the clitics
after the first word, a rule that is sometimes referred to as the 2W rule (Katičić
1986; for criticism see Peti-Stantić 2009).This rule is illustrated in (2b). In Serbian,
the most neutral rule is to place the clitics after the first phrase, a rule known
as the 2P rule (2a). Corbett & Browne (2009) suggest that the 2W rule is less
common in the context of the clitic-second phenomenon because under 2W, the
clitic cluster splits a constituent.
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‘A true player has come.’
Regarding the verb trebati ‘need’, we find that Standard Croatian grammars rec-
ognize its existence as a transitive verb (3a), while in Serbian, it appears only as
an experiencer verb (3b). Also, as a modal verb, in Serbian trebati is prescribed
































‘Children need to go.’
Standard grammars of both Croatian and Serbian often focus on essentially elim-
inating the variation and prescribing one option as “more natural” for a given
variety. Therefore, in a sense, they present an overly rigid either–or, binary pic-
ture of variation in these domains.
In order to make sense of the variation in these domains, one needs to have
a clear picture of the underlying facts, which we claim are not correctly repre-
sented in descriptive grammars. Therefore, the primary aim of this research is to
provide some empirical insight into the nature of variation in these three aspects.
Next, we will argue that the data point towards the view of variation proposed
by Adger & Trousdale (2007) and Adger & Smith (2005). Finally, we will suggest
ways of analyzing these constructions formally based on the implications that
arise from this particular view of variation.
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2 Empirical data: Production study
The enumerated instances of potential syntactic variation in the Serbo-Croatian
dialect continuumwere confirmed by a simple production study.1 Theproduction
task consisted of a written survey that elicited structures like (1)–(3). The non-
finite complements of modals were elicited by means of sentences like (5) where
the target verb appears in the first part of a compound sentence in its finite form.
In the second part of the sentence, the same verb is supposed to appear in its
non-finite form after a modal, but a blank is given in its stead. The participants
were instructed to fill in the blank with the form of the underlined verb that
they found most suitable. They were also instructed not to leave out the verb
because those sentences are grammatical even when the verb is elided. There
were 20 sentences in total, and the targeted non-finite structures were placed in
the contexts of modals moći ‘can’, morati ‘must’, the phasal verb početi ‘start’,




















‘Milan ate the salad while Ivan still has to (eat) the dessert.’
When it comes to the variations in clitic placement, the task was to shift sen-
tences like (6a) into past tense (6b). As can be seen in the examples in (6), the
sentence in the present tense does not contain clitics, but in the past tense, the
auxiliary clitic je ‘is’ is necessary. However, the position of the clitic can be varied
as indicated in the example. It can either come immediately after the demonstra-
tive ta ‘that’, or it can come after the subject noun phrase ta gospođa ‘that lady’,
in accordance with 2W or 2P rules respectively. There were 12 target sentences
in total and the sentences were organized into four groups according to the type
of the prenominal modifier (demonstrative, descriptive adjective, possessive or























‘That lady made cookies.’
1A detailed description of the design, including all the experimental items, can be found at
https://osf.io/m5feh.
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Finally, the verb trebati ‘need’ was elicited by means of asking a question where
the most likely response will be a sentence containing this verb. However, the
crucial thing to worry about was avoiding the use of this verb in the question
itself because the way the verb is used in the question would have a great impact
on how it would be used in the answer. Because this was a written task, it was
possible to provide one or two sentences in the way of context and then ask
the question like (7a) using a verb other than trebati, but also state that the verb

























‘Peter needs a pencil.’
The possible answers to the question in (7a) were either (7b) or (7c). The choice
of one over the other would reveal the way the participant uses the verb trebati
in his or her everyday speech. Because we studied the variation in the use of this
one verb only, we had only three target sentences that we wanted to elicit.2
When it comes to the choice of participants, we were interested in the way
in which geographic location and ethnicity influenced the use of these construc-
tions. Our sample consisted of 120 participants from Serbia and Croatia, ages
16–19. They were divided into four groups with 30 participants each. One group
consisted of 30 students attending the so-called gymnasium school (gimnazija)
in Zagreb. One group was located in the town of Ruma, roughly 60 kilometers
west of Belgrade. This group also consisted of 30 gymnasium students. Finally,
there were two groups in the town Subotica, in the north of Serbia, on the border
with Hungary. The reason why we had two groups in this town was because in
Subotica, there was the option of varying the ethnicity of the participants while
controlling for their geographic location. Namely, the gymnasium in this town
2An anonymous reviewer points out that the presence of a dative argument in the elicitation
question could have primed the subjects to also use a dative in the response with the verb
trebati. This might have reduced the number of transitive uses. The fact that the Zagreb group
still largely opted for the transitive trebati (as opposed to groups from Serbia) shows that the
possible priming effect was not nearly strong enough to suppress the transitive use.
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has a Croatian track alongside the Serbian track. What this means is that stu-
dents have the option to enroll in classes that are taught in standard Croatian,
and a number of ethnic Croats choose this option. In order to vary the ethnicity
of the students while controlling for geographic location, we created one group
of 30 students from the Croatian track and one group of 30 students from the
Serbian track.
It is important to note that our sample was constructed in such a way as to
compare the dialect spoken in Zagreb with the dialects spoken in Vojvodina, the
Northern Province of Serbia. Zagreb was taken as a benchmark representing a
dialect close to the Croatian standard (the participants were students of the Clas-
sical Gymnasium in Zagreb, a very prestigious school with a strong focus on lan-
guages). Towns in Vojvodina, on the other hand, were of interest to us because
they represent the kind of gray area between the Croatian and the Serbian stan-
dard where one can zoom in on the speakers who speak neither of the standards
but are quite close to both of them at the same time.
Finally, it should be pointed out that this was a pilot study into the vast realm
of syntactic variation. We believe, though, that it gives a good starting point
towards the understanding of patterns in variationwhen it comes to the syntactic
structures we focused on.
3 Findings
The empirical data that we obtained pointed to quite different patterns of varia-
tion in the three structures under investigation. Concerning the variation in non-
finite complements, we compared our groups based on the number of infinitives
that each participant produced. In Figure 1, mean values for the number of in-
finitives are given for each group. The results from the groups from Subotica are


















Figure 1: The average number of infinitives across groups
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given in the middle of the graph with SerbianClass standing for the group made
up of students attending the Serbian track and CroatianClass stands for students
attending the Croatian track.
As the graph in Figure 1 suggests, there are important differences in the use of
infinitives as non-finite complements across these groups. These differences are
statistically significant (LR p < 0.01, r 2 = 0.63). Despite the fact that the group in
Zagreb used infinitives almost exclusively, we can conclude that these structures
can vary quite freely in the production of a significant number of speakers. The
histogram in Figure 2, which shows how the use of infinitives was distributed
across the entire sample provides a deeper insight into the nature of the variation
in this area.
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Figure 2: Frequency distribution for the number of infinitives in the
entire sample
In Figure 2, the x-axis represents the numbers of infinitives used in the tar-
get sentences while the height of the bar shows how many participants who
produced a particular number of infinitives there were. As the graph shows, a
large portion of the participants either used infinitives throughout, or they sys-
tematically avoided them. The height of the bar above zero on x-axis shows the
portion of participants who did not use infinitives at all while the height of the
bar above 20 on the same axis indicates the share of the subjects who used in-
finitives only. However, there is also a sizable portion of the sample where these
structures are in quite free variation. In other words, for many participants there
were no clear preferences for either infinitive or da+present. A closer look at
the surveys done by some of these participants reveals no discernible pattern or
context-dependent preference for one of the structures.
When it comes to the variation in clitic placement, we obtained very different
results. In our survey, there were 12 target sentences eliciting one or the other
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clitic placement option. In Figure 3, we plotted the mean numbers of sentences
in which 2P rule was observed. The means are given for each of the four groups.














Figure 3: The average number of applications of 2P rule across groups
Simply by inspecting the graph visually, one can notice that the pattern of
variation was different from what was observed with non-finite complements.
The mean values for each of the groups are close to the maximum of 12, and
Linear Regression found no statistical difference among the groups (p = 0.205,
r 2 = 0.0136). Amore detailed look at the surveys reveals that a very small number
of participants did produce several instances of the 2W rule, but thesewere rather
marginal as the preponderance of participants in all four groups used the 2P rule
only.
Turning now to the variation in the use of the verb trebati, we can say that
whatever variation there is in the use of this verb, it is confined to the Croat-
ian variety. All the participants from Serbia (both groups from Subotica and the
group from Ruma), used this verb in its experiencer-like form. There were no
instances of this verb used as a simple transitive in these three groups. On the
other hand, we found that there is substantial variation in the use of this verb
within the group from Zagreb. About a third of the elicited utterances containing
the verb trebati where characterized by the simple transitive use (the mean value
was 1.06 with 3 being the maximum). Curiously, it was not the case that out of
30 participants approximately a third used trebati as a transitive verb exclusively
and the remaining 20 participants used this verb only in its experiencer version.
The instances of trebati as a transitive verb were much more distributed within
the group with some speakers using this verb two times as an experiencer verb
and once as a transitive one. Of course, there were also those who produced two
sentences with a transitive trebati and one with its experiencer-like counterpart.
Crucially, the outcome was that, in fact, only less than a third of the participants
from Zagreb consistently used trebati as an experiencer verb with no instances
of its transitive version.
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4 Analysis
Armed with these empirical insights about the patterns of variation with these
three constructions, we can turn to the question of what these insights can tell us
about their underlying structure. Also, we might be able to derive some sugges-
tions as to the broader theoretical questions dealing with the nature of syntactic
variation hinted at in the introduction. These will be the topics of this section.
4.1 Infinitive vs. da+present
On a general note, one can say that the da+present construction has received
much more attention in the syntactic literature than infinitives (Todorović 2012;
Mišeska-Tomić 2004).The fact that these two structures can be found in virtually
free variation is rarely addressed (see Belić 2005 for exceptions). Todorović &
Wurmbrand (2015) note that the da particle found in da+present constructions














‘Jovan claimed to be reading the book.’















‘Jovan decided to sleep / that he would sleep in the garage.’













‘Marko started doing his homework.’
Even though under certain conditions (9) would also allow an infinitive after the
main verb, our study focused on structures like (10), where infinitive alternates
with da+present most clearly.3 Todorović & Wurmbrand (2015) treat infinitives
3Example (8) does not allow the alternation with infinitives, while the tense of the embedded
clause can be varied, and the reference of the subject of the embedded clause is not tied to the
reference of the matrix clause subject. Sentences like (9) allow infinitives and da+present after
the main verb only if the subjects of the matrix structure and the embedded structure are (ref-
erentially) the same. Having a (referentially) different subject is possible, but with da+present
only. Sentences like (10) never allow referentially different subjects in the embedded and the
matrix part. We leave the variation of infinitives and da+present in sentences like (9) for fur-
ther research.
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as bare VPs based on the fact that they seem to be unable to assign accusative case,
typically associated with the causative v. That way, they postulate a syntactic
difference between these two structures because sentences like (10) contain a
full vP at least. Under their account sentences like (11), where infinitive is used
as the complement of the phasal verb, should have a bare VP in the embedded
part.They claim that the accusative case on the object of the infinitive is assigned











‘Marko started doing his homework.’
However, because the data illustrate the possibility of completely free variation,
we will propose that both “low-da”, corresponding to (10), and infinitives have
the same structure: both are vPs.4 If infinitives and da+present were truly differ-
ent structures, one would not expect to find speakers who use them interchange-
ably, as we did. A deeper structural difference of the vP / VP kind would give
rise to clear preferences for one structure over the other either across regional
varieties or, at the very least, across individual speakers.
There might also be some syntactic evidence against the claim that infinitives
are merely VPs. The main piece of evidence is the availability of accusative case
with infinitives in contexts where it is difficult to argue that the accusative is
assigned by the matrix verb: copular constructions (12) and impersonals (13). If
the ability to assign accusative is taken as a diagnostic, we should conclude that


















‘One was supposed to eat soup.’
Once both infinitives and da+present are reduced to essentially the same struc-
ture (i.e. vP), we can look at them as simply different instantiations of the same
v0. The proposed structures for infinitives and da+present are in (14).
4By using the term “free variation”, we refer to structural alternations that have no conse-
quences for the semantics and pragmatics of the sentence a whole.
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If infinitives and da+present aremerely different instances of the same v0, we can
expect the kind of variation thatwe observed in our study. In linewith the general
view in Adger & Smith (2005), we can assume that there are some speakers whose
mental lexicons contain both of these v heads, which is why they can use them
interchangeably.
The structures in (14) raise one additional problem. Namely, it is unclear what
the status of the embedded subject with infinitives and da+present should be.
Although both da+present and infinitives are subject to the same constraints re-
garding the interpretation of the null subject (obligatory control, sloppy reading
only, etc.), in impersonal constructions, we note a clear asymmetry with respect
to the impersonal (reflexive) morpheme se. With da+present, se (and in fact all
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kinds of pronominal clitics) obligatorily stays inside the vP, whereas with infini-





























‘It was possible to sing.’
While the behavior of se with da+present supports our assumption for the exis-
tence of a null element in SpecvP (which needs to be targeted/“switched off” by
se impersonalization), the fact that se surpasses the infinitive predicate poses a
problem for the uniform structural treatment of the infinitive and da+present,
and brings into the question the postulation of the vP layer in infinitives.5 It is
also possible that infinitives simply lack SpecvP, which would still retain struc-
tural uniformity.
Wurmbrand (2003) and Todorović & Wurmbrand (2015) argue that there is no
PRO with (restructuring) infinitives, i.e. that infinitives lack a syntactic subject
altogether, and that interpretation comes from the matrix subject. However, a
simpler way of capturing the relevant facts would be by postulating a difference
in terms of the presence/absence of SpecvP rather than saying that infinitives
lack the vP layer completely. Again, saying that there is no vP with infinitives
would leave sentences like (12) and (13) unexplained.
Impersonal contexts again provide us with evidence that the interpretation of
the external argument of the infinitive is dependent on interpretation of the ma-
trix predicate subject. Namely, infinitives are only possible with impersonal se. If
se is absent, as in (16), only predicates without a referential subject (e.g. weather
verbs, such as grmeti ‘thunder’ in (16c)) are possible.6 No such restrictions hold
for da+present (16b), where se obviously takes care of getting the proper inter-
pretation for the embedded predicate (indefinite, human).








Intended: ‘One had to / could sing.’
5Krapova’s (1999) analysis of a structure virtually identical to da+present also assumes the
existence of PRO in those contexts.
6Presumably, the subject of these matrix predicates is a kind of expletive pro.
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‘There must / could have been thunder.’
Curiously, copular constructions and impersonal trebati ‘need’, which also lack
an overt matrix subject, show no such restrictions with respect to the infini-
tive (cf. (12) and (13)). It is possible that in these contexts we are dealing with
what Wurmbrand (2003) calls “non-restructuring” configurations. These config-
urations would then be vP infinitives, which are different from the restructuring
(VP) ones found after modals and verbs such as try or begin. At this point, we can-
not provide a definitive resolution of this issue. The crucial test for a true case of
restructuring is the availability of long passive. However, long passive in Serbian
is possible only with impersonal se-passive (cf. Todorović & Wurmbrand 2015),
while be-passive is not allowed in these constructions.The examples in (17) show
the unavailability of long be-passive, see (17a) and (17b), with both infinitive and
da+present complements together with the acceptable se-passive versions.























































‘They started to play that song.’
We leave open the question of obligatory control and whether the “PRO inter-
pretation” of the infinitive requires a syntactic position or not.
It should be noted that some speakers report subtle differences in meanings of
these two constructions. Examples like (18) illustrate some of these subtle differ-
ences. For speakers from central Serbia, these examples canmean simply negated
future. For many speakers from Vojvodina, however, these sentences mean the
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lack of volition with both present and future temporal reference. These speakers











‘We will not do that.’
In sum, once we assume that da+present and infinitive are two versions of the
same v head, it becomes possible to explain the variation between the two as a
consequence of the roughly equal availability of these two heads in the mental
lexicons of such speakers. Also, the reason why some speakers consistently use
one and never the other would be because their mental lexicon contains only
one variety. At this point, the suggestion is to treat them as the same underlying
structure.
4.2 Clitics
Concerning the difference between the 2W and 2P rules in the placement of cli-
tics, one can identify two approaches. In one of the views, these two options
are the same in terms of their underlying form (Ronelle 2006; 2008; Yu 2008).
The difference, then, stems from the application of two different phonological
processes, one of which inserts the clitics after the first word while the other one
inserts the clitics after the first phrase. Crucially, these phonological processes
apply differently across the dialect continuum. The difference, thus, seems to
be understood to be purely sociolinguistic. Anderson (2005), surprisingly, even
suggests that the use of 2W rule is not possible in Serbian, where only the 2P
rule can be found.
Other authors argue that this difference is not purely sociolinguistic in na-
ture. For instance, Diesing et al. (2009) argue that sentences in which the 2W
rule is used have a marked pitch contour, which suggests prosodic focus on the
prenominal modifier. Moreover, such sentences are claimed to be felicitous only
in contexts where the prenominal modifier is contrastively focused. The 2P rule,
on the other hand, is applicable to broad focus contexts and is, thus, interpreted as
unmarked. Bošković (2009) proposes different syntactic derivations for the two
rules. In his view, the 2W rule is derived by left-branch extraction of the prenom-
inal modifier which then functions as an anchor for the clitic. Our own intuitions
suggest that answers like (19b), where the 2W rule is applied, are not necessarily
infelicitous in response to questions like (19a), which are a clear indication of a
broad focus situation.
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‘That man came late.’
In that sense, we do not agreewith the restrictive differentiation given byDiesing
et al. (2009) although we think that at least in the Serbian variety, the 2W rule
carries some additional pragmatic or semantic cues. Crucially, these additional
meanings should not be interpreted in terms of contrastive focus.
The results that we obtained in the study clearly point towards the approach
taken by this second group of authors who disagree with the idea that the dif-
ference between 2W and 2P is merely sociolinguistic. If that were the case, we
would see a clear pattern of difference in the number of instances of the 2W
rule among our four groups similar to what we observed with infinitives and
da+present. However, the results show no statistical significance in the way in
which clitics are placed within the sample. Virtually all participants opted for
the 2P rule. This would not come as a surprise to those who claim that 2W and
2P sentences are different in terms of their syntax (Bošković 2009) and/or se-
mantics and pragmatics (Diesing et al. 2009). The reason why the results are not
surprising under the second set of accounts is because our sentences were given
without additional contextual information, which would be needed to elicit 2W
sentences.
4.3 The verb trebati ‘need’
Our data show very clearly that the variation between transitive and experiencer
trebati ‘need’ is confined to the Croatian variety. What is more, ethnicity does
not play a major role in the use of this verb.This was shown by the fact that there
were no instances of trebati as a transitive verb in the ethnically Croatian group
from Northern Serbia. In that sense, variation is determined by regional factors.
As transitive trebati never occurs in Serbian, the simplest assumption then
is that many Croatian speakers have two different lexical items, which some
of them may use interchangeably, which is again in line with the approach to
variation adopted here. However, before we dismiss the variation with trebati as
uninteresting and too straightforward, we need to point out the change we note
with the modal trebati in Serbian. Even though standard/prescriptive grammars
and practices go to great lengths to preserve its special status as the only modal
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which can occur only as an impersonal, the speakers of Serbian show more and
















‘It was needed / necessary that girls sing this song.’ / ‘Girls should






























‘Girls should have sung this song.’
The source of variation in these examples is very interesting because it might
be linked to the similarities and differences in the structure of infinitives and
da+present complements discussed in this paper. Namely, the Croatian equiva-













‘It was needed / necessary that girls sing this song.’ / ‘Girls should have
sung this song.’
The infinitival complement in (21) is incapable of hosting an overt subject and,
as Todorović & Wurmbrand (2015) argue, it is quite possible that they do not
even project a syntactic position capable of hosting a subject. Therefore, in Croa-
tian, the subject would have to be base generated with trebati, which is why we
observe agreement on the modal. On the other hand, da+present complements
always project a SpecvP position, which is sometimes occupied by PRO and some-
times it hosts an overt subject. In (20a), for instance, we find an overt subject with
da+present, hence, the modal trebati is impersonal. However, if da+present and
infinitives are in the process of becoming the same structure, as we argued here,
the system is forced to accomodate, which is why we are observing the devel-
opment of a personal use of the previously impersonal modal trebati. Based on
these facts, we could speculate that the development of a transitive use of the lex-
ical verb trebati is linked to this difference in the modal use, but further research
is needed to establish this relationship more firmly.
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5 Conclusions
In conclusion, we have provided empirical evidence that some speakers belong-
ing to the Serbian/Croatian dialect continuum can alternate between infinitives
and da+present constructions without any restrictions even in a written produc-
tion task. This fact was taken to mean that these are the same underlying struc-
tures. Additional syntactic evidence pointing to the same conclusion was also
provided. We left open the question of the existence of an active SpecvP position
with infinitives as we found some suggestions that the nature of the embedded
subject with infinitives and da+present might be different in certain respects.
A different pattern of variation was found with respect to 2W and 2P clitics.
Namely, previous accounts that tie the difference between 2W and 2P clitics to
sociolinguistic considerations would predict sharp differences among the four
groups of participants in our sample in terms of the use of these two rules for
clitic placement. However, such differences were not observed and virtually all
participants used the 2P rule exclusively.
Finally, variation in the use of the verb trebati as an experiencer verb and as a
simple transitive was observed only within the group in Zagreb. No instances of
this verb used as a simple transitive have been observed in the groups from Serbia,
including the group made up of students with the Croatian ethnic background.
In this domain, variation is determined by regional rather than ethnic factors.
Also, many speakers who produced sentences with trebati as a transitive verb
used it as an experiencer verb as well. We have suggested that there are two
competing lexical entries for the verb trebati, one specified as a transitive verb
and the other specified as an experiencer verb, in the mental lexicons of many
speakers of Croatian.
The results obtained show a high degree of flexibility in the use of certain
syntactic structures like da+present and infinitives. A significant share of the
participants in the study used these structures interchangeably in a controlled
production study (i.e. a fixed sociolinguistic context) without any obvious con-
sequences for the semantics and pragmatics of the resulting output. Such a high
degree of flexibility is surprising under traditional approaches to syntactic vari-
ation where different output structures are expected to arise from different soci-
olinguistic contexts and/or have different meanings. On the other hand, Adger’s
(2006) approach creates a much more fluid picture where certain speakers are
expected to use different structures interchangeably often without any conse-
quences for the meaning and speaker’s decision to use one structure instead of
the other is not necessarily triggered by a change in the sociolinguistic context.
Since this is precisely what we found with respect to the use of infinitives and
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da+present inmany speakers of Serbo-Croatian, broader theoretical implications
of this study can be found in the fact that it fits into this more fluid picture of
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On the lack of φ-feature resolution in
DP coordinations: Evidence from Czech
Ivona Kučerová
McMaster University
The paper investigates a feature valuation in the context of more than one acces-
sible goal. Concretely, the paper provides novel empirical evidence that there is
no φ-feature resolution in syntactic agree. The apparent feature resolution of gen-
der and number agreement previously reported in the Slavic literature on agree-
ment with coordinated DPs is a side-effect of morphological realization of person
feature that arises at the syntax–semantics interface. Furthermore, the proposal
suggests that even non-default overt morphological marking of agreement might
not faithfully reflect the narrow-syntax feature valuation, a result which seriously
questions the validity of some core generalizations about agreement properties of
natural languages.The core data comes from the agreement with coordinated noun
phrases in Czech.
Keywords: agree, multiple agree, feature resolution, pronouns, copular clauses,
Czech
1 Introduction
TheMinimalist Program (Chomsky 1995) shifted the focus of the syntactic investi-
gation from lexical categories to their feature composition, which in turn yielded
a growing interest in relations among syntactic features themselves, specifically,
the notion of agree (Chomsky 2000; Chomsky 2001; among others). More re-
cently the debate has increasingly concentrated on the status of valued and un-
valued features (Pesetsky & Torrego 2007) and the notion of feature valuation in
and of itself. This paper addresses the question of whether syntactic agree can
only copy and share existing values of features, or whether narrow syntax can
derive new values of syntactic features.
Ivona Kučerová. 2018. On the lack of φ-feature resolution in DP coordinations: Evi-
dence from Czech. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich
(eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 169–191. Berlin: Language Science
Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545521
Ivona Kučerová
The question does not directly arise in the work that investigates structures
with a single accessible goal. There the focus is on the distinction of matching
and valuation (Béjar & Rezac 2003, Pesetsky & Torrego 2007) and the question
of infallibility of these operations (e.g., the notion of failed agree in Preminger
2009). The question becomes more intricate in the domain of investigation of
syntactic structures with more than one accessible goal. While for the work on
Multiple-Agree (Hiraiwa 2005), it is critical that feature values within the same
agree link must match, the literature on agreement with coordinated DPs works
instead with the assumption that narrow syntax may derive new values by com-
bining conflicting feature values within an agree link (Farkaş & Zec 1995; King
& Dalrymple 2004; Heycock & Zamparelli 2005; Marušič et al. 2015).1
The paper provides novel empirical evidence that there is no φ-feature resolu-
tion in syntactic agree. The apparent feature resolution of gender and number
agreement previously reported in the literature is a side-effect of morphologi-
cal realization of person feature that arises at the syntax-semantics interface.
Furthermore, the proposal suggests that even non-default overt morphological
marking of agreement might not faithfully reflect the narrow-syntax feature val-
uation, a result which seriously questions the validity of some core generaliza-
tions about agreement properties of natural languages.The core data comes from
the agreement with coordinated noun phrases in Czech.
2 Feature resolution in the Czech agreement system
StandardCzech2 distinguishes three grammatical genders, i.e, masculine (m), fem-
inine (f), neuter (n), and two grammatical numbers, i.e., singular sg, plural pl. In
addition, masculine gender is marked for animacy, i.e., there is a specialized case
and agreement marking for animate (ma) and inanimate (mi) masculine nouns
and the elements thatmorphosyntactically agreewith them.While the ultimately
four-way distinction is fully preserved in singular agreement and case marking,
there is a partial syncretism in plural. The system distinctly marks neuter plu-
ral and masculine animate plural but collapses the distinction between mascu-
1The existing approaches to agreement with coordinations range from strictly morpho-
syntactic, as in Marušič et al. (2015), to strictly semantic, as in Lasersohn (1995). A majority
of the current approaches combines both morpho-syntactic and semantic derivation, as pio-
neered in Farkaş & Zec (1995).
2I use the label Standard Czech for a non-vernacular variety of an interdialect shared by most
native speakers of Czech and based on the modern codified standard of the Czech language.
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line inanimate and feminine.3, 4 The richness of the morphological marking thus
lends itself easily to investigating agreement with coordinated noun phrases.
According to the existing grammatical descriptions (e.g., Panevová & Petkevič
1997), if nominal conjuncts differ in their φ-features, the agreement with both
conjuncts is resolved along a markedness hierarchy, sensitive to animacy and
gender marking.5 Thus, animate masculine is the most marked feature, with mas-
culine inanimate and feminine ranked over neuter. This means that if one of the
conjuncts is masculine animate, the plural agreement is going to be masculine
animate, as shown in (2).6 If there is no masculine animate noun but one of the
conjuncts is masculine inanimate or feminine, the plural agreement is the syn-
cretic masculine inanimate/feminine agreement, as shown in (3). The order of
the conjuncts does not affect the agreement pattern.7 For simplicity of the pre-
sentation, I refer to the former agreement pattern as animate agreement and
the latter one as gender agreement.
(1) Feature-resolution markedness
animacy (ma) ≻ gender (mi/f) ≻ neuter (n)



















‘The cat/kitten/cattle and the dog ate from the same bowl.’
f/n/mi + ma = ma (animate)
3The fact that feminine is collapsed with masculine inanimate in and of itself provides a strong
indication that animacy plays no role in the syntactic construal of the feminine value of the
gender feature.
4The syncretism pattern plays out somewhat differently in dialects, see, e.g., Karlík et al. (2002:
392–404), for morphological features that distingues Bohemian dialects from their Moravian
counterparts (Central and Eastern Moravian). Discussing the dialectal variation goes beyond
the scope of this paper but a preliminary exploration is attempted in section 5.
5Czech allows both first-conjunct agreement and agreement with both conjuncts. For now I
leave the first-conjunct agreement pattern aside as it does not directly inform the empirical
description of the feature resolution.
6Data with simple agreeement patterns are based on my native speaker intituitions and existing
grammar descriptions (primarily, Panevová & Petkevič 1997; Corbett 1983). Data testing for
combinations of features are based on elicitation of grammatical judgements from 4–6 native
speakers.
7The (b) orders tend to be judged as less natural, a fact related to the asymmetric nature of





















‘The dog and the cat/kitten ate from the same bowl.’
f/n/mi + ma = ma (animate)

















‘The kitten and the cat/cattle ate from the same bowl.’

















‘The cat/cattle and the kitten ate from the same bowl.’
n + mi/f = {mi/f} (gender)
Upon a closer examination the markedness behaviour is rather puzzling. In other
domains that involve a feature resolution along the markedness hierarchy, if
there is a conflict, the system resorts to the less marked feature. This is not the
case here. Not only does the masculine animate systematically emerge as the
winner even though in other domains it is morphologically the most marked
feature, neuter that in other environment behaves as the morphologically least
marked feature, e.g., the feature used in failed-agree environments with no syn-














‘That Peter didn’t came wasn’t good.’
One could argue that neuter cannot participate in a syntactic resolution because
it is in some sense defective. Such a conclusion goes in line with the following
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observation. Not only does neuter never win in a combination with other gender
values, but neuter-plural agreement arises only if both conjuncts are in neuter
plural, as shown in (5). If either or both of the conjuncts are in neuter singu-
lar, the plural agreement cannot be in neuter plural, despite the fact there is a


















‘The kitten and the puppy ate from the same bowl.’

















‘The kittens and the puppy ate from the same bowl.’















‘The kittens and the puppies ate from the same bowl.’
n.pl + n.pl = n.pl
The question of why animate masculine should behave as if it were less marked
than inanimate masculine remains. The overall agreement-resolution pattern is
summarized in Table 1.8
3 The puzzle: Different probe = different feature
resolution
One could dismiss the emergence of the masculine animate plural agreement as
insignificant, if it was not for an additional and much more serious empirical
8For Panevová & Petkevič (1997), the plural agreement for the first conjunct being mi is mi. Since
there is no empirical evidence that mi.pl and f.pl are distinct, I use the descriptive mi/f label
instead. The same for the first conjunct being f.
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Table 1: Agreement-resolution patterns (adapted from Panevová &
Petkevič 1997)
1st conjunct 2nd conjunct plural agreement
ma α ma, where α ∈ {ma, mi, f, n}
mi α mi/f, where α ∈ {mi, f, n}




problem. The generalization reported in the literature are strictly based on ex-
amples in the past tense. The past tense in Czech is morphologically realized by
a finite auxiliary that agrees in person and number and is null for 3rd person
and a past participle that agrees in number and gender with a structural subject
in nominative case. Strikingly, the feature-resolution generalization reported in
the previous section does not extend to other constructions in which we see plu-
ral agreement in gender, i.e., agreement with adjectival predicates and passive
participles.
Agreement with adjectival predicates and passive participles plays out rather
differently. As it turns out, if the gender features on conjuncts do not match, plu-
ral agreement is fully grammatical only if one conjunct is masculine animate and
the other conjunct is grammatically feminine but may be semantically construed






















‘The dog and the cat were tired.’
ma + f = ma (animate)
9The consistency of masculine animate agreement in these patterns have been confirmed in
Adam (2017), a large scale (N = 103) elicitation study testing some of the data from an un-
published version of this paper. Adam tested only animate coordinations and confirmed that
whenever one of the conjuncts is masculine animate, plural agreement is masculine animate,
irrespective of the order of the conjuncts.
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If there is no masculine animate gender, grammatically inanimate gender combi-
nations are strongly degraded even if they semantically denote animate objects.
When the coordination contains an inanimate masculine noun and a neuter, the
expected agreement, i.e., masculine inanimate (syncretic with feminine plural),
is stongly degraded, (7). Speakers I tested strongly preferred colloquial morphol-
ogy (Common Czech), which is completely syncretic in plural, i.e., no gender or





















‘The cattle and the kitten were tired.’
As for the combination of feminine and neuter, no agreement pattern is fully
acceptable either. In a forced written elicitation task reported in Adam (2017),
speakers volunteered feminine plural (62%), i.e., the prescriptively required agree-
ment, neuter plural (about 26%), i.e., syncretic plural in some dialects, or collo-
quial morphology (12%), i.e., fully syncretic agreement, (9). In my original data
collection which was based on a spoken elicitation and a grammatical judgement
















‘The cat and the kitten were tired.’ f + n = ⁇f/n/colloq (gender)
Strikingly, when speakers are inquired about a combination of masculine ani-
mate and neuter gender, irrespective of the number of the conjuncts, as in (10),
they try to avoid the agreement altogether. The switch to the fully syncretic col-
loquial morphology improves the ratings but not as well as in (8). I label this class
of avoidant judgements as agreement gaps and mark them with ⊛.
10Adam’s study was based on data reported in the 2017 manuscript version of this paper. The
judgements reported here thus reflect her finding. Adam didn’t test any of the other feature
combinations as her focus was on animate agreement and agreement with numerals.
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Intended: ‘The dogs and the kittens were tired.’ ma.pl + n.pl = ⊛
Recall that the past-tense pattern was not fully syncretic, yet the feature reso-
lution was always possible.11 Furthermore, if indeed some form of morphologi-
cal syncretism is in place, then the resolution pattern cannot be attributed to a
narrow-syntax valuation as suggested in the existing literature.
To summarize, the fact that the gender-resolution pattern does not extend to
the predicative-adjective and passive agreement shows clearly that whatever the
process behind the seeming feature resolution is, it cannot be a result of narrow-
syntax-feature valuation as part of agree with more than one accessible goal.
Next section proposes a theoretical alternative.
4 You are what you probe
If mismatched gender features on conjuncts were syntactically resolved within a
conjunction phrase (ConjP), agreement with such a phrase should always realize
the same features. As we have seen in the previous section, this prediction is not
borne out. I argue that instead the resolution pattern depends on the unvalued
features of the probe. In order to account for the data I propose the following gen-
eralization: If the value of the gender feature on the first conjunct and the value
of the gender feature on the second conjunct do not match, feature resolution
depends on whether the probe probes (a) only for gender (and number), or (b)
whether it probes for person. If the probe (here, verbal predicate, including the
past tense formation) probes for a valued person feature, we observe a resolution
along an animacy scale. We saw this pattern in §2. If, however, the probe probes
11One could argue that the difference between the animate ending -i and the gender-plural end-
ing -y is no longer preserved in modern Czech as the original phonological distinction does not
exist anymore, i.e., the corresponding past tense forms are homonyms. Yet, the neuter plural
ending is clearly distinct which makes a syncretic explanation untenable.
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only for a valued gender feature, i.e., there is no unvalued person feature on the
probe, feature resolution is severely limited and may even yield agreement gaps.
This is the pattern we saw in §3. The question that arises is why the apparent
feature resolution plays out differently for different probes.
We already concluded that a gender-feature resolution as part of narrow-syn-
tax-agree valuation cannot be the answer. In order to understand the pattern we
need to turn to the question of how the label of a conjunction phrase and its cor-
responding features are determined. I.e., the proposed analysis will implement
two factors: unvalued features on the probe and the feature composition of the
label of the conjunction phrase.
In a nutshell, I argue that the label of the conjunction phrase is determined
in the syntax-semantics interface, and the labelling process is analogical to the
feature resolution attested in split-antecedent pronouns (Heim 2008, Sudo 2012),
i.e., plural pronouns that simultaneously refer to more than one antecedent (e.g.,
you and I gives we), provides an explicit algorithm for how the features of the
referring antecedent are computed from a mixed-feature input. In the present
proposal, the actual agreement is then modelled as a narrow-syntax agree that
targets the conjunction-phrase label as the syntactic representation of the con-
junction phrase, where label is a syntactic representation of all features present
in the corresponding extended projection and relevant for next syntactic build-
ing. There are three components: First, agree is successful only if the label pro-
vides features that match the features of the probe. Second, following Sudo (2012),
I assume that the syntax-semantics interface manipulates semantic indices (i.e.
numerical pointers). Crucially, indices are complex structures, enriched by per-
son, gender, and number information. Third, this complex-index information
can be mapped onto morphology. Fourth, morphology can only realize features
uniquely determined and valued by the label of the probe. The consequence is
that if agree probes for person, agreement reflects the complex features of the
indices. If agree probes for gender, it can only use gender features available to
the narrow syntax component. In other words, while semantics can build new
objects (complex indices), syntax can only copy existing values of features. Con-
sequently, if agree probes for person, it can used the complex structures built
by the syntax-semantics interface. If agree probes for gender, it may only use
features already present in narrow syntax.
4.1 Features of the conjunction-phrase label
The idea that there is a connection between agreement with coordinated noun
phrases and features of split-antecedent pronouns is intellectually indebted to
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Farkaş & Zec (1995) that proposed a striking generalization, namely, that the
morphological features on the predicate agreeing with a nominal conjunction
are always identical to the morphological features of a pronoun anaphorically
referring to the same coordination. To implement this idea I follow Heim (2008)
in her treatment of split-antecedent pronouns and Sudo (2012) in his treatment of
complex indices underlying themorphological representation of split-antecedent
pronouns.
Furthermore, I follow Narita (2011) and Chomsky (2013) in that labelling is a
process triggered by the semantic interface (CI) and argue that the person feature
is crucial in the labelling process in that it provides a formal connection between
narrow syntax (person as a syntactic feature) and semantic representation (per-
son mapped on a (referential) index; Longobardi 2008, Sudo 2012, Landau 2010,
among others). The connection arises via implementing the person feature as
[±participant] (Nevins (2007) and the literature cited there). Furthermore, I fol-
low the literature on coordination that argues that the plurality of a nominal
conjunction is computed as semantic plurality (Munn 1993, Bošković 2009, Bhatt
& Walkow 2013). Technically, I implement a semantic plurality as a conjunction
of person features, more precisely, semantic plurality is a conjunction of non-
matching indices based on the person feature.
For concreteness, I assume the person-feature hierarchy and its morpholog-
ical mapping as exemplified in Figure 1. Note that the implementation via the
[±participant] feature lends itself easily to accounting for the intrinsic mark-
ing of animacy that is critical for the empirical pattern at hand. Next subsection
provides a detailed derivation of the attested patterns.
4.2 Accounting for the resolution pattern
The first case to consider is the agreement patterns in which the probe probes for
a person feature (the data discussed in §2). Based on the person-feature geometry
in Figure 1 there are three basic cases to consider based on the label of the conjunc-
tion phrase: (a) there is a [+person] feature, valued as [+participant], (b) there
is a [+person] feature, valued as [−participant], and (c) there is [−person]
feature. As for number, throughout the section I assume that both conjuncts will
associate with an index and that the indices will not be identical. The assumption
that semantic plurality corresponds to a conjunction of non-matching indices is
motivated by examples such as that in (11). Consequently, the semantic num-
ber will be set as plurality and morpho-syntactically will correspond to a valued
number feature (technically, [−sg]).
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Figure 1: Feature hierarchy & morphological mapping (modelled after
Harley & Ritter 2002 and Bartošová & Kučerová 2015)
(11) a. His best friendi and editorj is by his bedside. i = j ⇒ singular
b. His best friendi and editorj are by his bedside. i , j ⇒ plural
The first case to consider is a case in which the conjunction label will contain the
features [+person] feature, valued as [+participant], and [−sg]. I argue that
this labelling arises whenever one of the conjuncts is syntactically valued as mas-
culine animate. The reason is that the masculine animate valuation corresponds
to the [+person] feature, valued as [+participant]. Since the labelling operation
takes place at the syntax-semantics interfaces, the systemminimally searches the
embedded structure for features binding to the semantic component. Which is to
say, if there is a [+person] feature and if there is a [+participant] in the search-
able domain, these features must be copied (technically, identity-merged) into
the label of the conjunction phrase. Consequently, irrespective of the features of
the other conjunct, the labelling reflects the presence of the semantically marked
features. In turn, morphology copies the feature combination onto the plural an-
imate agreement (traditionally called masculine inanimate plural) (see Bhatt &
Walkow 2013 for an argument in favour of agreement as morphological copying).
This configuration is exemplified in (12), repeated from (2) above. Notice that the
morphological realization does not recognize masculine animate feature as such





















‘The cat/kitten and the dog ate from the same bowl.’
f/n/mi + ma = ma (animate)
Let us now consider the next case which is the case when there is a [+person]
feature but no [+participant] feature in the label of the conjunction phrase.This
case arises if none of the conjuncts is syntactically valued as masculine animate
but one or both conjuncts are syntactically valued as masculine inanimate or
feminine. Since the label is marked as [−participant], the morphological real-
ization resorts to the gender marking in the context of plural, i.e., the syncretic
morphology for masculine-inanimate plural and feminine plural. This feature

















‘The kitten and the cat/cattle ate from the same bowl.’
n + mi/f = {mi/f} (gender)
Now we can finally turn to the last case which is a probe probing for person but
with none of the conjuncts specified for a [+person] feature. Consequently, there
is no participant-feature specification in the label of the conjunction phrase.This
configuration arises when both conjuncts are in neuter. Note that according to
the feature geometry in Figure 1, neuter is syntactically not a gender feature but
it arises as a realization of the [−person] feature. In turn, plural neuter cannot
be systematically computed from the label of a coordination that refers only to
person. Instead, the lack of positive valuation within the syntactic component
means that the morphological realization must resort to the default gender re-
alization (technically, failed agree, Preminger 2009). In Czech this means that
morphology realizes the plural agreement as the syncretic plural gender form
(mi/f). This feature combination is exemplified by (5a) and (5b), repeated below

















‘The kitten and the puppy ate from the same bowl.’
n.sg + n.sg = {mi/f} (gender)
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‘The kittens and the puppy ate from the same bowl.’
n.pl + n.sg = {mi/f} (gender)
The problem we just identified lies in the combinatorics behind the labelling op-
eration. There is a caveat though. While the probe in these cases needs to be
valued for person, it morphologically realizes gender features. Which is to say,
if the label is uniquely labelled for gender from syntax, then morphology could
realize the gender feature in and of itself. However, I argue that this may happen
only if the syntactic features on both conjuncts are identical, i.e., only if narrow
syntax provides n.pl as the common feature of the conjuncts. If this is the case,
no feature calculation is necessary and the system solely copies the neuter plural
label of its parts into the label of the conjunction phrase and this information de-
termines the morphological mapping of the resulting agreement as neuter plural.















‘The kittens and the puppies ate from the same bowl.’ n.pl + n.pl = n.pl
The behaviour of neuter is crucial for our understanding of the overall system.
Notice that there is no optionality in (16). Which is to say, if syntax can uniquely
derive the values of syntactic features of the conjunction phrase label, agreemust
respect these values. If, however, syntax cannot uniquely derive these values (in
our cases, because there is a feature-valuation conflict), then morphology refers
to the features of indices derived by the syntax-semantics interface as the only
available structural information.
We have successfully derived the complete pattern of the seeming gender-
feature resolution by referring only to the person feature. Table 2 summarizes
the features in the label that were relevant in the process and the morphological
mapping they triggered.
4.3 Accounting for the resolution failure
Let us now turn to the data pattern discussed in §3, i.e., the pattern in which the
probe does not have any unvalued person feature but probes for a gender feature
instead. While the derivational procedure described in the previous subsection
crucially relies on the ability of the syntax–semantics interface to construct a
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Table 2: Labelling of the conjunction phrase and morphological
realization: probe = person
features of conjuncts features copied by probe morphology exs
ma & α , [−sg, +person, animate (ma) (2),
where α ∈ {ma, mi, f, n} +participant] (12)
mi or f & α , [−sg, +person, gender ({mi/f}) (3),
where α ∈ {mi, f, n} −participant] (13)
n.sg & n.sg [−sg, −person] default (14)
(∼gender={mi/f})
n.pl & n.sg [−sg, −person] default (15)
(∼gender={mi/f})
n.pl & n.pl [−sg, −person, n.pl] copy (n.pl) (16)
complex semantic index from the person representation in the label of the con-
junction phrase, a probe that probes only for gender cannot use this complex
information but must rely on the syntactically present valuation of gender. In
turn, we expect the agreement patterns to play out differently.
Before we proceed to the individual patterns, let us consider the geometry
of the gender features. According to the feature-geometry of person proposed
in Figure 1, only the masculine inanimate and feminine feature correspond to a
binary gender feature. Masculine animate corresponds to a morphological real-
ization in the context of [+participant]. The syncretic masculine inanimate and
feminine plural is a default realization of the [+person] feature, i.e., without a
[+participant] feature. We have also seen that although neuter should in prin-
ciple appear in the context of [−person], it does not, as it only can be copied.The
core difference between the cases discussed in the previous subsection and the
cases discussed in this subsection is that in the previous cases distinct values of
person and participant features have been resolvable in the process of the com-
plex index formation. The features that were used to value the unvalued person
of the probe were indeed features that were mediated by the formation of the
complex semantic index. The question is what happens, if there is no uniform
person representation mediated by the complex-semantic-index formation?
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I argue that in such a case, an unvalued gender feature on the probe can be
valued only if the conjuncts share the features relevant for the morphological
mapping procedure. It follows that agreement will be successful only if (a) there
is no mismatch of gender features (the trivial case) or (b) both conjuncts are
[+participant]. All other combinations should be degraded. This prediction is
borne out.
As we already saw, if one conjunct is masculine animate, the other conjunct
must also also masculine animate, or feminine that can semantically be con-
strued as animate. This follows from the restriction that both conjuncts must
be [+participant], that is animate, as only animate entities can be modelled as
participants. Consequently, in this feature combination, the plural agreement is
animate, i.e., morphologically realized as ma. An example of this feature interac-






















‘The dog and the cat were tired.’
ma + f = ma (animate)
Note that in this case, although there is no uniform gender feature in the label,
the shared [+participant] feature is sufficient for the derivation to converge.
If gender is not specified for animacy, there is no feature information in the
label of the conjunction phrase that could be used to value the gender feature
on the probe. There are two cases to consider. If there is no [+participant] fea-
ture, the combination is degraded but the speakers have an intuition what the
best form would be. I argue this is because there is no valuation in syntax. Yet,
the speakers can use their knowledge of what the feature formation would be if
there was a person feature as a formal mediator. In other words, this is a case of
syntactic valuation failure, with a partial rescue by morphology. An example of







































‘The cat and the kitten were tired.’ f + n = ⁇f/n/colloq (gender)
The more interesting case is the case when the label combines a [+person] and
a [−person] feature. Without the complex semantic index being computed and
used to value a person on the probe, speakers clearly lack any indication of what
the morphological mapping should be. In turn, there is no morphological form
that could save the failed syntactic valuation. This is what underlies the agree-
ment gaps we saw in (10), repeated below as (21).






























Intended: ‘The dogs and the kittens were tired.’ ma.pl + n.pl = ⊛
5 Predictions
The core property of the system proposed in the previous section is that agree-
ment with coordinated noun phrases is always mediated by the label of the con-
junction phrase. Crucially, we saw that some agreement combinations cannot
be resolved because of a problem with valuation of the agree probe because the
label of the conjunction phrase has not been uniquely resolved. Interestingly, in
the domain of agreement gaps, we saw that even if there is a good morphological
match, the lack of successful valuation yields agreement failure. Consequently,
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if this reasoning is correct, we expect to find problems with valuation elsewhere.
This section investigates two empirical domains that confirm this prediction.
Let us start with agreement gaps. If agreement gaps result from problems of la-
belling, i.e., from the fact there is no unique feature in the label that could value an
unvalued feature of the probe, we expect to find agreement gaps elsewhere. This
prediction is born out in comitative constructions and first-conjunct agreement
constructions. Although in comitative constructions only one conjunct is in nom-
inative, agreement is with both conjuncts. Which means the agreement must be
based on the features of the label of the conjunction phrase. Consequently, we
expect agreement gaps to arise exactly in the same environment as with regu-
lar coordinated phrases. Which is to say, we expect agreement gaps whenever
the probe does not probe for person but only for gender, and whenever the con-
juncts do not share gender features or are not both marked as [+participant].
















Intended: ‘The dog and the kitten were tired.’
Interestingly, even if the predicatemorphologically agrees onlywith the first con-
junct, we predict that the adjectival agreement should be ungrammatical if the
conjunction phrase cannot be uniquely labelled. This prediction follows if the
morphological realization of agreement is post-syntactic but agree targets the
label of the conjunction phrase. As the example in (23) demonstrates, this predic-
tion is indeed borne out. To my knowledge no current theory of first-conjunct











Intended: ‘The dog and the kitten were tired.’
Let us now turn to the second group of predictions. Without saying it explicitly,
I assumed throughout the paper that the predicates probe only after the con-
junction phrase was spelled-out. This assumption follows from the fact that the
relevant notion of labelling is a process that takes at the syntax-semantics inter-
face, which is to say, it is part of the spell-out procedure. The prediction then
is clear: only elements that probe after the spell-out of the conjunction phrase
can agree with both conjuncts. The reason is that without the label, there is no
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syntactic representation of the conjunction phrase that would combine features
of both conjuncts. This prediction is borne out as well, as can be demonstrated
on two agreement patterns.
First, if an adjectival adjunct modifies a conjunction, it must be syntactically
adjoined before the conjoined phrase is spelled-out. Consequently, even a con-
junct that semantically modifies both conjuncts must morphosyntactically agree
with only one of the conjuncts. The example in (24) demonstrates this point. Al-
though the adjective ‘young’ may semantically modify only the man or it may
modify both the man and the woman, it must agree only with the first conjunct.











‘a young man and a young woman’ or ‘a young man and a woman’
This point can be further strengthened by the following fact. In Czech, determin-
ers that semantically select for plurality cannot modify a conjunction of singular
individuals. Thus, for example, oba ‘both’ is ungrammatical within a conjunction











Intended: ‘both the cat and kitten’
6 Conclusions
This paper contributes to our understanding of syntactic agree and its morpho-
logical realizations in four important respects. First, I presented an argument
that narrow syntax cannot resolve a conflicting feature valuation. Syntax can
only copy and share. Second, patterns that seem to involve some form or feature
resolution are mediated by feature resolution at the syntax-semantics interface.
Concretely, I argued that feature resolution arises only as part of semantic index
formation, dependent on person-feature representation in narrow syntax. Third,
I provided an empirical argument that labelling conflicts are fatal to feature val-
uation as agree. There is no morphological rescue. Fourth, I demonstrated that
morphological features realized on agreeing elements do not have to faithfully
match the underlying bundle of syntactic features. Although the final conclusion
is not surprising in the light of the work done in the Distributed morphology
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framework, it raises non-trivial questions about the empirical accuracy of gener-
alizations in the domain of agreement.
The core argument presented in the paper relies on the very existence of com-
binations of features that cannot be syntactically resolved. The fact that there
exist combinations that cannot be syntactically resolved in and of itself pro-
vides sufficient evidence that there cannot be a default syntactic mechanism that
would underlie the seeming resolution patterns. Interestingly, as pointed out by
two anonymous reviewers, there are naturally attested examples with seemingly
parallel combinations of features that are perceived by native speakers as more
acceptable or fully acceptable. Which is to say, there appear to be agreement
strategies that go beyond the mechanics proposed in this paper. Providing an ex-
haustive description and a theoretical account of agreement resolution patterns
in Czech dialects and Slavic in general goes beyond the present work. Yet I would
like to conclude the paper with a couple of observations about the possible nature
of the attested variation and its underpinning.
The data brought by the anonymous reviewers seem to fall into two groups:
examples from colloquial Czech (dialects attested in the eastern part of the Czech










































‘After playing for half an hour, the father and the baby were entirely
exhausted.’
The data and judgements presented in this paper come from Standard Czech, a
prescriptive variety, that overlaps in the relevant morphological features with
eastern Moravian dialects (e.g., Karlík et al. 2002: 401–404). Speakers of these
dialects typically have the same or similar type of morphological syncretism and
range of morpho-syntactic features as preserved in Standard Czech. Speakers of
western dialects or Prague-centered colloquial varieties often lack the full range
of distinct morpho-syntactic patterns. One might wonder whether the distinct
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morphological syncretism underlies examples such as that in (26). If that was the
case, examples of this sort would provide a challenge to the present proposal.
We know, however, that the variation in agreement goes beyond morpholog-
ical syncretism. The dialects fundamentally vary in their semantic index repre-











‘Peter likes his mother.’
While (28) yields a severe Principle B violation in Standard Czech and Moravian
dialects, it is fully acceptable in some Bohemian dialects (Jakub Dotlačil, p.c.). If,
indeed, there is a connection between a person-feature resolution and semantic
index representation and if differences in binding follow fromdifferences in index
representations (Heim 1998, Roelofsen 2008), it is not altogether surprising that
we might find distinct resolution patterns. The same point applies to the inter-
Slavic variation as reported in Corbett (1983) and much subsequent work. We
know that agreement resolution varies in Slavic dialects. But equally there is an
insufficiently studied variation in binding (e.g., Nikolaeva 2014).
The other point concerns an effect of humanness. It seems that at least in some
cases replacing a non-human animate DP with a human-denoting animate DP
improves the resolution pattern.We know independently that humanness closely
interacts with a person representation (e.g., Ritter 2014; Wiltschko & Ritter 2015).
It is possible that we see a related effect here as well.
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in sluicing in Slovenian. These cases are unexpected given the standard under-
standing of sluicing, which is in Ross (1969) described as deletion of parts of the
embedded question that are identical to some part of the antecedent clause, leav-
ing only the wh-phrase, as shown in (1).
(1) I heard somebody, but I don’t know [who I heard].
Despite Ross’ definition of sluicing as a phenomenon in embedded clauses, today,
sluicing is taken to be a type of ellipsis phenomenon “in which the sentential por-
tion of a constituent question is elided, leaving only a wh-phrase remnant” (Mer-
chant 2006: 271) which can occur in embedded or root causes. In what follows,
all Slovenian examples will be cases with sluicing in root clauses.1
The insight that only the wh-phrase remnant appears in sluicing is formal-
ized in Merchant’s Sluicing-COMP generalization, given in (2), in which “opera-
tor” stands for “syntactic wh-XP”, “material” for any pronounced element, and
“COMP” for “material dominated by CP but external to IP” (Merchant 2001, 62).
Given a standard understanding of what CP represents, if one assumes the ex-
panded left periphery à la Rizzi (1997), we assume this generalization was meant
to be read as follows: In sluicing only wh-phrases survive ellipsis as they are the
only elements occupying the left periphery. Apart from the wh-phrase, the left
periphery does not contain any overt elements.2
(2) Sluicing-COMP generalization
In sluicing, no non-operator material may appear in COMP.
(Merchant 2001: 62, (71))
Given this, as observed in Marušič et al. (2015), examples such as (3) are unex-
pected. In all examples given in (3), non-wh-material survives sluicing:3
1While sluicing also exist in embedded clauses in Slovenian, as (i) shows, examples with dis-
course particles, which we are looking at in this paper, are limited to root clauses. This is not
surprising, given that discourse particles are typically a root clause phenomenon, which is re-


















‘Vid met someone. I don’t know who.’
2This seems exactlywhatMerchant’s informal explanation of his generalization says: “The claim
is that only segments directly associated with the syntactic operator – the wh-XP – will be
found overtly in sluiced interrogatives.” (Merchant 2001: 62)
3Wh-elements in Slovenian contain the wh-morpheme k-/č-, the particles, however, do not (cf.







































































































‘Vid met Ana and someone else. Who else <did he meet>?’
As wh-phrases in sluicing can also be complex, as in (4), one can imagine these


















As shown in Marušič et al. (2015) these particles do not form a constituent with
the wh-material, but are rather a part of the extended left periphery (in the sense
of Rizzi 1997) that is not elided in sluicing in Slovenian.4
4Note that examples in (3) are also not instances of swiping (Merchant 2002), as these particles
are not prepositions, or spading (van Craenenbroeck 2010), as these particles are not demon-
strative pronouns.
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In this paper we look at the sluicing examples with particles more closely in
order to better understand where exactly particles are located and where they
originate.We present new arguments against placing particles insidewh-phrases
and show that particles really are part of the left periphery and thus offer further
support for the analysis according towhich non-wh-material in the left periphery
does not have to be elided in sluicing in Slovenian (Marušič et al. 2015).
We start with an assumption that sluicing is the ellipsis of the IP portion of a
constituent question (Ross 1969; Merchant 2001; 2006), which means the exam-
ples in (3) are parallel to the examples in (5).5 Based on this, we discuss the role
of discourse particles in both wh-questions and sluicing. From now on, we gloss






















‘Who did Peter see?’
While examples in (3) show that there are several discourse particles that can ap-
pear in sluicing in Slovenian, we focus only on discourse particles že and pa here.
Some initial thoughts on other particles in sluicing can be found in Marušič et
al. (2015), but since the role of Slovenian discourse particles in wh-questions has
previously not been sufficiently described, we start off by showing some prop-
erties these elements display when they are used as discourse particles (and not
topic or focus particles). Both pa and že have many different uses and meanings,
which we will discuss in §2. In §3 we take examples with sluicing and the par-
ticles pa and že to give new arguments both against positioning these particles
within the wh-phrase and to show that in addition to (complex) wh-phrases non-
wh-material can also survive sluicing in Slovenian. In §4 we discuss the position
of discourse particles with respect to the clitic cluster and the adverbs in the IP
to show that discourse particles appear in the left periphery, higher than IP ad-
verbs, confirming the earlier proposal by Marušič et al. (2015). §5 concludes the
paper.
5We are avoiding the debate on the nature of the ellipsis site in sluicing, particularly whether it
has the same exact structure as the antecedent (which is what we adopt, following Ross 1969,
Merchant 2001, and others) or whether it is structurally empty with its content being supplied
by re-using syntactic structure from some accessible point elsewhere in the discourse (which
is what Chung et al. 1995, 2011, among others are arguing for). Our data do seem to favor the
approach we are adopting, but we do not want to go into this discussion here.
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2 Discourse particles že and pa in Slovenian wh-questions
In general particles že and pa (as do other discourse particles in Slovenian) dis-
play some properties that are typically foundwith discourse particles cross-lingui-
stically. For example, as Zimmermann (2011) notes, discourse particles carrymore
than one function and can also be used as focus particles, discourse markers (i.e.
markers that establish coherence in the discourse) or adverbials.6 This also holds
for pa and že, e.g. že is also an aspectual adverb. Furthermore, discourse particles
in Slovenian are optional (as in other languages, see Bayer & Obenauer 2011 for
German), to a certain extent various discourse particles can appear simultane-
ously in the clause, they are sensitive to clause type, they normally do not bare
stress, and are monosyllabic. And perhaps most importantly, discourse particles
do not modify the proposition, but rather the utterance (Bayer & Obenauer 2011)
as they express speakers’ attitude towards the utterance (Zimmermann 2011). To
further show properties of particles že and pa in Slovenian, we discuss them sep-
arately in this section.
2.1 Že as a discourse particle
Etymologically the origin of Slovenian particle že is closely related to the mor-
pheme -r that one finds in relative pronouns in Slovenian (kdor ‘who’, kar ‘what’,
kjer ‘where’). Both are etymologically related with the Indo-European particle
*ghe/*gho that has developed into particles in several Slavic languages, for ex-
ample že in Russian (see Hagstrom & McCoy 2003 for its interpretation in wh-
questions), and že in Czech (Gruet-Skrabalova 2012) (cf. Mitrović 2016). But de-
spite the common source, languages differ with respect to the actual meaning of
že.
For example, Gruet-Skrabalova (2012) shows that the Czech že is a comple-
mentizer that can be used in declarative and interrogative clauses. In embedded
contexts že combines with the declarative clause and it marks syntactic depen-
dence of embedded clause, but že also triggers an echo-interpretation in Czech.7
That is, in wh-questions, following Gruet-Skrabalova (2012) že indicates that the
speaker has not heard or that (s)he refuses to accept a previous utterance. For
example, (6) is used to check whether the part of the utterance asked by the wh-
word was asserted in the previous context, see Gruet-Skrabalova (2012) for more
on Czech že.
6For further differences between discourse markers and discourse particles see, for example,
Zimmermann (2011).
7Czech particle že is in many respects similar to Slovenian da ‘that’, which can be used as a
complementizer or a discourse particle, see Marušič et al. (2015) for more on this topic.
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‘(I said he went) to a restaurant.’
(Czech; Gruet-Skrabalova 2012: 5, (10))
As McCoy (2003) observes, Russian že can function as a modal/affective parti-
cle, focus marker, marker of contrastive focus, emphasis marker, thematic/ or-
ganizational/ textual že, marker of (re-)activated information, and marker of a
reference point in the activated domain of reference. Hagstrom & McCoy (2003)
and McCoy (2003) observe the following contexts with distinctive occurrences
of že in Russian: yes-no questions, wh-questions, statements with phrasal scope
and statements with sentential/propositional scope. Example (7) shows the use
of že in a wh-question. Crucially, it depicts a situation where the child wants to
sleep in the morning, which seems unreasonable to the mother, as the child is
not supposed to have a reason to feel sleepy at that time. That is, example (7) is
a rhetorical question, where že roughly corresponds to the English in the world.





















‘Well, Varen’ka, why in the world do you need night-night in the
morning?’ (Russian; McCoy 2003: 125)











‘Why on earth should I help you?’
While (8) already shows one meaning of the particle že, že most commonly ap-
pears as an aspectual adverb meaning ‘already’, as shown in (9). Using že as an
8AsMcCoy (2003) observes, in these rhetorical questions the speaker does not expect a possible
reasonable/true answer. Moreover, her conclusion is that že in wh-questions applies to every
member of set of contextually accessible answers to the question, generating presupposition
for each proposition in the set.Therefore, Russian že in wh-questions generates presupposition
that the possible answers from the set in question have already been evaluated as false and the
same applies to Slovenian že under conditions as presented in (8).
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aspectual adverb is very common, and while in some cases že can receive this
interpretation in addition to the discourse particle reading, this is not directly













‘Peter has already left for the vacation.’
While we can also find the aspectual meaning in wh-questions, the use of že in
sluicing or a wh-question more importantly indicates that the speaker knows the
answer to the question but does not remember it. We will refer to this reading as
the ‘remind-me’ reading, following Sauerland & Yatsushiro (2014), and will use
že-r to refer to the morpheme carrying this meaning. The morpheme carrying
the aspectual reading will be referred to as že-a. The former reading is appar-
ent in the following scenario. Imagine we visit our friend Peter in April, but his
mother tells us he is not home, we remember that he is never home in the spring
and we actually know where he always travels in the spring, but at the moment












‘(Remind me) Where does he go every year?’
This meaning is possible in wh-questions and in sluicing, while že in yes/no-
questions (or in declarative sentences), such as (11), can receive the aspectual











Available: ‘Did he already wash the clothes?’
Unavailable: ‘(Remind me) Did he was the clothes?’





























‘True, but I don’t know who ironed them.’
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Interestingly, as shown in (12b), both the ‘remind-me’ interpretation and the as-
pectual reading of že are available when že and the wh-word are not adjacent. In
relation to this, two things need to be noted. First, the availability of že-r in (12b)
implies that kaj ‘what’ and že-r do not necessarily form a constituent, as clitics
do not split syntactic constituents in Slovenian.10 Second, when že precedes the











Available: ‘(I need to remember) who painted Guernica?’











Available: ‘(Remind me) who painted Guernica?’
Available: ‘Who already painted Guernica?’
In a wh-question že-r follows the wh-phrase. Examples in which že-r precedes
the wh-word are unacceptable, as wh-phrases need to appear in a clause initial











Intended: ‘(Remind me) who painted Guernica?
In sluicing, že can only receive the ‘remind-me’ reading, as (14) shows. That is,
(14) can be used in a context where the speaker is playing a game, where (s)he











‘Summer rain stopped the party.’
b. *Poletni je dež prekinil zabavo.
11A note on intonation is needed. That is, when (12b) is interpreted as a wh-question with že-a,
it will also receive a normal wh-intonation. On the other hand, že-r in (12b) is emphasized
and the question ends with a rising intonation (similar to the intonation in yes/no-questions).
Interestingly, (12a) does not receive a true wh-reading if we change the intonation and the only
interpretation it can receive is the ‘remind me’-reading. This implies that the intonation does
not trigger the ‘remind-me’ interpretation of the wh-question.
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needs to name the author of Guernica.The speaker knows the answer, but cannot

















‘Of course I know who painted Guernica? (I need to remember) Who?’
Crucially, in (14) že cannot be interpreted as an aspectual adverb. Given that
aspectual adverbs are located in the IP area and as sluicing is said to delete the
entire IP area, the lack of aspectual reading for že is expected. And as že-r is
available in the structure where IP is supposedly missing, we have an argument
to assume že-r originates inside the left periphery. We return to this questions
below in §4.
2.2 Pa as a discourse particle
Following Snoj (2009), pa (which has counterparts in several Slavic languages, for
example in Serbo-Croatian as pa and pak, meaning ‘again’ or ‘then’, and Czech
pak ‘then, after’) is related to paky ‘again’, ‘also’ in Old Church Slavonic and
originates from Proto-Slavic *pȃkъ, which originally meant ‘differently’, ‘again’,
‘later’, and probably also ‘wrong’ and ‘bad’; see Snoj (2009) for more information
on the etymology of pa.
Today, pa is a very common element in Slovenian, especially in colloquial lan-
guage.The particle pa can be used in regular coordinations (similarly to standard
Slovenian ‘and’), (15), and as a subordination complementizer such as the stan-
dard Slovenian ampak ‘but’. In the latter use pa typically appears in the second










‘Peter and Ana are dancing.’
12In sluicing, že can be used in rhetorical questions, already discussed above. That is, (i) can be













‘Oh, I should help you? Why?’
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‘Peter dances, but does not sing.’
The particle pa can function as a topic marker or as a contrastive focus marker
in declarative sentences. Pa used as a topic marker is given in (17). In the context
where friends are talking about various people dancing and someone asks about
a certain person called ‘Peter’, (17) could be a natural reply. Pa can also be a




























‘While I will be dancing the tango, you should tap dance.’
Pa can be a topic/focus marker in wh-questions as well. In this role, pa interacts
with an emphasized constituent. Based on an emphasis (marked with smallcaps),
the meaning of the question in (19) varies slightly, however, we are here focusing























‘(We know about who dances with the others, but we want to know)
who dances with Peter?’
As a discourse marker, pa is associated with a strongly presupposed context (see
Cheng & Rooryck 2000 for this interpretation of wh-in situ questions in French).
That is, the situation is established and/or is presupposed and we are seeking
details about the situation. Hence, just like what Cheng & Rooryck (2000) claim
for French, a negative answer to a wh-question with the discourse particle pa
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is unexpected. For example, if we ask (20a) we already know that someone was
visiting we just do not know who was visiting. Getting a negative answer (’No-
body.’) is not impossible, but it would be surprising for the speaker to get this
answer. Side note, (20b) shows that pa can appear before or after the auxiliary
clitic, just like že, which again indicates that the particle and the wh-phrase do
























This reading, related to the strongly presupposed context, is also available in
sluicing.13 So, if we hear (21a) and we reply with the sluices in (21b) or (21c), this
means that we potentially already knew (21a) or we fully accept (21a), but we
























Examples in this section show that discourse particles can appear in sluicing in
Slovenian, but more importantly, indicate that not only operator material sur-
vives sluicing, as we would expect given Sluicing-COMP generalization (Mer-
chant 2001). The question is then why discourse particles in Slovenian are able
to do so.
13Pa in sluicing can also be a contrastive focus particle – for example (21b) can also be interpreted
as a response to a context in which we already know what Ana did not eat but we want to
know what she did eat (cf. Marušič et al. 2015). While interesting, we are leaving this reading
aside here.
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3 Wh-phrases, discourse particles and… what else?
While we have only considered particles thus far, we also need to consider in-
stances of the so called contrast sluicing, i.e. cases “where the correlate is a fo-
cused definite expression, rather than an indefinite” (Vicente 2018: 12). We can
find contrast sluicing in English as well (Merchant 2001: 36):
(22) a. She has five cats, but I don’t know how many dogs.
b. We already know which streets are being repaved, but not which av-
enues.
(Merchant 2001: 36, (81a,d))
Cases just like these exist in Slovenian, too, and in Slovenian, just as in English,






































‘We know which streets are being repaved, but not which avenues.’
However, the availability of complex wh-phrases in sluicing in Slovenian, does
not account for instances of discourse particles in sluicing, as already observed in
Marušič et al. (2015).That is, based on the observations that discourse particles in
Slovenian (i) can be separated from the wh-word by parentheticals, shown below
for pa in a wh-question and a sluice, (24) and (25a), respectively, (ii) can appear
after the auxiliary clitic, cf. example (12b) and (20b), which in Slovenian does not
break syntactic constituents and (iii) that particles cannot appear with unmoved
wh-phrases, Marušič et al. (2015) conclude that in Slovenian, discourse particles



































‘What, in your opinion did she eat?’
In fact, the same conclusion can be made based on examples that show that the
same particle cannot appear after all wh-phrases inmultiple sluicing in Slovenian.
That is, while multiple sluicing by itself is acceptable in Slovenian (a multiple wh-
fronting language) and while particles can only marginally appear after each of
the wh-phrases in multiple sluicing, these have to be different particles (we are
not discussing the particle to here, but see Marušič et al. 2015); compare (27b)
with (27e). Imagine a context in which you lend your glasses to a friend who had


























































‘(I want to know) Who (threw the glasses) to whom?’
If particles would form a constituent with each individual wh-phrase prior to
movement, we would expect (27b) to be just as acceptable as (28b) in which the
sluice consists of two complex wh-phrases that only differ in their case features.
But as shown, this is not the case.
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‘Which painter which painter?’
This can then be taken as an additional argument against particles forming a con-
stituent with the wh-phrase and shows that instances of sluicing with discourse
particles are not simply parallel to cases in which a complex wh-phrase survives
sluicing. But, crucially, this shows that discourse particles in wh-questions in
Slovenian are not located within the wh-phrase.
Furthermore, in Slovenian ‘contrast’ sluices are not necessarily complex wh-
phrases, but rather consist of a wh-phrase (simplex or complex) and a non-wh-
























































‘No, (s)he can’t remember where Kekec met Mojca.’
Based on similar examples, Marušič et al. (2015) suggest that in sluicing in Slove-
nian, the non-wh-material in the left periphery is not elided but we can in turn
take it as an indicator that the particles do not have to form a constituent with
the wh-phrase in sluicing examples. In the next section, we maintain the analy-
sis from Marušič et al. (2015) and focus on the position of discourse particles in




4 Position of particles
While particles are well studied in some languages, for example in German, par-
ticles in wh-questions have not been previously studied in Slovenian (at least
not within the generative framework). In what follows we focus on the position
of particles že and pa in Slovenian wh-questions. Focusing on examples with
sluicing we show that the particles are not a part of the clitic cluster in Slove-
nian, despite their lack of stress and what at first glance seems to be simply a
clause second position. Furthermore, we take instances of particles in sluicing as
evidence that these particles are not a part of the IP.
4.1 Discourse particles are not part of the clitic cluster
Traditionally discourse particles pa and že are said to be part of the clitic cluster in
Slovenian, specifically, Toporišič (2000) places them as the last clitics of the clitic
cluster. Similarly, Orešnik (1985) suggests that at least one variety of the particle
pa should be seen as part of the clitic cluster. Toporišič (2000) does not make any
distinction between various types of particles pa and že, he considers all of them
comparable to the negation clitic ne and other particles like še ‘more’/‘still’, da
‘that’/‘yes’, etc. If particles are part of the clitic cluster and if clitic cluster is a
conglomeration of syntactic heads that is adjoined to the C head (as in Golden &
Sheppard 2000), we would expect, contrary to fact, that particles would behave
like clitics and should thus, just like other clitics within the same cluster, not be



















‘Ilija is explaining it to him. (Remind me) Where (is Ilija explaining it to
him)?’
Given the assumptions explained above and the example (31) we cannot but con-
clude that the particles that we observe in sluicing in Slovenian must be DP-
internal, while the particles that we observe in wh-questions originate from a
position inside the IP, as the complementizer is the first clitic inside the clitic
cluster. This goes against the findings of Marušič et al. (2015) and our own con-
clusions about the nature of these particles in sluicing and wh-questions. Our
goal now is thus to show that the “cluster-final” particles are not truly part of
the clitic cluster and that additionally, the (mainstream) assumptions about clitic
placement explained above also need to be (at least partially) revised or discarded.
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First, as claimed by Marušič (2008), clitics forming the clitic cluster are not
adjoined to C as they can easily appear following a word that should be located
lower in the clause (cf. Bošković 2001 for BCS clitics). Orešnik (1985) gives an-
other argument against placing the clitic cluster in the C head. As he puts it,
the complementizer should not be seen as a part of the clitic cluster as focused
phrases can split the complementizer from the rest of the clitic cluster, as in (32b)
taken from Orešnik (1985).

































‘… {and / as / that} Janez can buy it.’
If clitics move in overt syntax, than the clitic cluster that is apparently not ad-
joined to C needs to be hosted by a lower head – a head within IP. So for the
particle at the end of the clitic cluster that would mean its place of origin should
also be somewhere inside the IP, which further suggests our analysis is simply
wrong.We can dismiss this argument saying Slovenian clitics do notmove in syn-
tax (as suggested by Marušič 2008 and Marušič & Žaucer 2017) or that at least
the clitic cluster is not composed in syntax, for which there also seems to be ev-
idence given that the order of clitics inside the cluster is not universal and does
not follow any order predicted by the assumed structure (cf. Marušič 2016), but
let us try and argue against the cluster-internal position of the discourse particles
also within the mainstream view on clitics.
As noted above, the two particles že and pa can actually appear either before
or after the clitic cluster, as shown in (20b) for pa and in (12b) for že, and in (33)
for both. Given that all other clitics forming the clitic cluster have a fixed word-
order (with some variation in the order of dative and accusative clitics), we can
conclude that the two clitics are not part of the clitic cluster but appear either






































‘What did Žodor draw for him?’
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Another argument given above to show these particles do not form a constituent
with the wh-word can be turned around. As shown in (24) repeated here as (34),
pa can follow the parenthetical ‘in your opinion’, but note that pa can also pre-
cede the parenthetical and appear on the other side of the parenthetical separated
from the rest of the clitic cluster, (35). This suggests pa is an element independent
from the clitic cluster that is located structurally higher than the final position






























‘Who, in your opinion, threw them for whom?
Further, in some cases, pa and že can appear also inside the complex wh-phrase
as in (36) and (37). Note that these examples do not constitute an argument for a
wh-phrase-internal position of these discourse particles, as argued by Marušič et
al. (2015), but they do suggest that these discourse particles are different syntactic




























‘Who of Peter’s friends was it that came?’
(Marušič et al. 2015: (38))
And finally, clitics in Slovenian typically follow the first wh-phrase of a multiple
wh-question, (38), while discourse particles can follow the first or second wh-

















‘Who threw them to whom?’
Given all that, regardless of our assumptions about clitics and the way clitic clus-
ter is formed, discourse particles are syntactic elements that behave differently
from clitics, so that we have no argument to posit they originate from the same
region of the clause or that their surface position is in any way dependent on the
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surface position of the other clitics. Discourse particles and clitics behave differ-
enlty in wh-questions, thus it is not unexpected that they behave differently also
in sluicing.14
4.2 Position of particles with respect to adverbs
An argument for the analysis that places discourse particles in the left periphery
of a wh-question (and a sluice) comes from the behavior of adverbs. Specifically,
the incompatibility of high sentential adverbs and sluicing in Slovenian. There
are several suggestions with respect to the position of discourse particles. Zim-
mermann (2011) proposes that, perhaps universally, discourse particles tend to be
realized in the periphery of the clause, but that some languages, such as German,
should be exempt from this (i.e. in German discourse particles do not occur in
the periphery but rather in the middlefield because they do not bare stress and
unstressed elements cannot appear in the prefield in German).15 Facts from sluic-
ing in Slovenian in fact suggest that discourse particles do appear higher than
high sentential adverbs.
Specifically, high sentential adverbs in Cinque’s (1999) hierarchy of adverbs
express speakers’ attitude and are in this respect similar to discourse particles
which express speakers’ attitude towards the utterance (Zimmermann 2011). How-
ever, while particles can appear in sluicing in Slovenian, high sentential adverbs
cannot. This is shown below for the adverb menda ‘allegedly’ (but the same is
true for baje in non-standard varieties of Slovenian) – a relatively high adverb
14An anonymous reviewer suggested our data are fully compatible with a view where the only
relevant criterium for clitic cluster formation is PF adjacency. If we further assume pronominal
and auxiliary clitics are IP clitics whereas discourse particles are CP clitics (as they are located
in the left periphery – in the CP area), then IP clitics and CP clitics would have been adjacent
at PF in the absence of sluicing, but they would have never been syntactically adjacent or part
of the same complex head. And when sluicing would elide the IP, IP clitics would get deleted
whereas CP clitics would survive.
15Ott & Struckmeier (2016), assuming that particles in German are located outside the vP, above
sentential adverbs and negation, argue for a phonological approach to ellipsis in which mate-
rial, which is in the background, is elided. This approach does not necessarily require move-
ment. Crucially, Ott & Struckmeier (2016) show that in German sentential adverbs can appear
in clausal ellipsis, contrary to Slovenian.This implies that while cases of sluicing with particles
in Slovenian and German seem similar at first glance, the two are in fact different.











‘And who did he {presumably / probably / apparently} invite?’
(Ott & Struckmeier 2016: (15b))
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that is compatible with wh-questions (that is, while seemingly higher adverbs






































Available: ‘(Remind me) Who allegedly danced tango?’













‘Who allegedly already danced tango?’











First, the examples in (40) indicate that discourse particles precede high senten-
tial adverbs inwh-questions in Slovenian, since že only gets the aspectual reading
when it follows an adverb such asmenda ‘allegedly’. More importantly, high sen-
tential adverbs cannot appear in sluices in Slovenian, indicating that the material
in the IP is elided.16 And since particles can appear in sluicing, this suggests that
discourse particles in wh-questions in Slovenian are located above the IP.
16The apparent exception are contrastively focused adverbs as example (i) shows:







‘And who (danced) allegedly?’
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5 Conclusion
Discourse particles in wh-questions in Slovenian have not been previously stud-
ied in Slovenianwithin the generative framework. In this paper we take instances
of sluicing in which discourse particles pa and že appear as a starting point to
explore discourse particles in wh-questions (and consequently sluicing) in Slove-
nian. We consider cases with že and pa in wh-questions and sluicing to show
that discourse particles in Slovenian are not in complex wh-phrases nor are they
a part of the clitic cluster or the IP. In fact, all of the properties we explore in this
paper can be captured under the analysis proposed in Marušič et al. (2015), i.e. an
analysis according to which discourse particles are located in the left periphery.
Under this approach the projections hosting wh-phrases are not the only projec-
tions surviving sluicing in Slovenian, but rather what survives sluicing is a larger
portion of the left periphery, hence also the grammaticality of topic and focus
phrases in sluicing in Slovenian.
A natural question that follows (also pointed out by one of the anonymous
reviewers) is why particles can survive IP-deletion in the left periphery, while
auxiliaries like did and do, which end up in the left periphery following T-to-
C movement, do not. The elements that we observe survive sluicing in the left
periphery all originate from within the left periphery, while English auxiliaries
do not; they are moved to the left periphery via T-to-C movement. One option
to resolve this question is to simply state that the deletion of the IP in sluicing
precedes T-to-C movement, as a result of which the auxiliaries never even reach
the C head, where it could survive sluicing. As T-to-Cmovement is an instance of
head-movement and as head-movement is occasionally argued to be an instance
of PF movement, it actually follows quite naturally that elements like did cannot
survive sluicing, as they do not occupy a left-peripheral position at the timewhen
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This paper presents a novel analysis of the Russian Infl domain. Specifically, it is
argued in this paper that in Russian, the past tense, as opposed to the non-past,
is the default, unmarked tense. Consequently, non-past in Russian is marked by
the specification of a privative feature on T0, which associates the event/state ex-
pressed by vP to some anchoring time. This analysis stems from observations of
how subjunctive matrix and complement clauses are interpreted. The analysis cap-
tures how, unlike other languages with the subjunctive mood, Russian allows main
independent clauses to appear in the subjunctive. It additionally furthers work on
features and properties of the Infl domain, showing how languages use different
features, from what appears to be a limited set, to express time and realis contrasts.
Keywords: Russian, tense, subjunctive, Infl, realis and irrealis moods
1 Introduction
This study examines the morphosyntactic features of the Russian inflectional
domain by focusing on the selectional properties of the Russian subjunctive. Tra-
ditionally, the subjunctive is held to be a mood (whether or not there is overt
morphology) that expresses an eventuality as hypothetical, advisable, desirable,
or obligatory with respect to the sentential subject (Harrison & Le Fleming 2000:
142). In Russian, the subjunctive mood is expressed with the particle by and typ-









‘You would {go / have gone} home.’ (Mezhevich 2006: 152)
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Despite co-occurring almost exclusively with the past-tense verb form, how-
ever, constructions containing by show no semantic tense contrasts whatsoever
(Spencer 2001: 298). This is illustrated in (2), where past, present, and future-
oriented temporal adverbs are shown to licitly co-occur with the past tense verb













‘I would {have left yesterday / leave now / leave tomorrow}.’
(Mezhevich 2006: 136)
















‘If only Peter would eat an/the apple tomorrow!’ or
‘If only Peter would have eaten an/the apple yesterday!’
(Asarina 2006: 10)
Non-past finite forms of the predicate, on the other hand, are completely illicit
with by.



















Intended: ‘I would go home.’ (adapted from Mezhevich 2006: 133)
This study stems from these observations. It asks: What can these co-occurrence
patterns tell us about the interpretable features of the Russian inflectional sys-
tem? I argue that by is the phonological spell-out of an irrealis head in the Rus-
sian inflectional domain, whose projection is semantically incompatible with the
specification of any feature that situates a clause at the utterance context. Specifi-
cally, I will claim that this feature is [Coin(cidence)] (cf. Ritter &Wiltschko 2005,
Ritter & Wiltschko 2009), which is hosted in T. A consequence, and perhaps
the main take-away of this proposal is that the contrast between past and non-
past in Russian is distinguished by the specification of [Coin], past tense being
the unmarked tense. This proposal is rooted in Distributed Morphology (Halle &
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Marantz 1993; Embick & Noyer 2007) and builds on the feature geometry work
of Cowper (2002; 2005) and others.
The outline of this paper is as follows. In §2, I describe the data considered
for the analysis to be presented. It describes the tense system in Russian along
with how the subjunctive is expressed in the language. §3 provides a background
sketch of the subjunctive mood cross-linguistically and in the literature. In §4, I
present an analysis of the data presented in §2. §5 expands the analysis presented
to account for Russian subjunctive constructions as complement clauses. Finally,
I conclude in §6.
2 The Russian system
In Russian, most verbs come in aspectual pairs (Mezhevich 2008: 371) – an im-
perfective form and corresponding perfective form – and tense is often defined
with respect to aspect (Mezhevich 2008: 373). In the indicative mood (that of
“independent main assertive clause type[s]” (Wiltschko 2017: 1)), imperfective
aspect allows for temporal distinctions among past, present, and a periphrastic
future; perfective only allows for past and future readings (Mezhevich 2008: 371).
Among non-past forms, aspect plays a role in distinguishing present from future.
The examples in (5) and (6) shows the temporal-aspectual realizations for the




































Unlike Modern Russian, Old Russian made a distinction among four past tenses,
namely, the aorist, the perfect, the pluperfect, and the imperfect (Mezhevich 2006:
38). Perfect and pluperfect constructions contained an inflected form of byti ‘be’
and a form commonly referred to as the l-participle: a verb containing the -l
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suffix. The distinction among the four past tenses was lost over time. What has
remained is the -l suffix as the sole marker of past tense (ibid.).
Although historically it was the case that the -l suffix of the l-participle did
not mark past tense itself, it has been argued that the suffix has been reana-
lyzed as the past tense morpheme in Modern Russian (see Mezhevich 2006 for
a discussion and references). The form’s distribution and interpretation in Mod-
ern Russian contrast with what are considered to be non-past predicate forms. I
therefore treat the -l suffix that attaches to verbs as the past tense form here. In
no way, however, do I assume that it exclusively expresses past tense. As shown
in (2) and to be seen in later examples, when -l co-occurs with by, one inter-
pretation the clause may receive is a past interpretation but in no way is such
a construction restricted to that interpretation. A clause containing both these
morphemes may also receive non-past readings.
Apart from the indicative, Modern Russian has only two formal moods: the
imperative and the subjunctive/conditional (Cubberley 2002: 157). Russian does
not have specific subjunctive verb forms (Mezhevich 2006: 118). Rather, subjunc-
tive clauses are generally formed with the particle by and the l-participle, as in




















‘Liza wanted Philemon to leave.’ (Mezhevich 2006: 148)
Traditionally, the subjunctive is held to be a mood (whether or not there is overt
morphology) that expresses an eventuality as hypothetical, advisable, desirable,
or obligatory (Harrison & Le Fleming 2000: 142), as in (9), with respect to the
sentential subject.
(9) a. They would like [to go]. desirability
b. I should [write to my mother]. obligation
(Harrison & Le Fleming 2000: 142)
In Russian, the subjunctive pattern described above is used to express these se-
mantic notions, for example, in (10) and (11).
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‘I would very much like to go to the theatre tomorrow.’
That is, in (10), the subjunctive is used to express advisability with respect to the
subject and in (11), desirability. (10a) and (10b) illustrate that the imperfective-
perfective distinction is maintained in the subjunctive mood.
Although by derives from the aorist of the Old Russian auxiliary byti ‘be’, it
has been reanalyzed as a marker of the subjunctive/conditional separate from
the Modern Russian form byt’ ‘be’. The main distinguishing property between
by and byt’ is that the latter has a paradigm of inflected forms while the former
does not; rather, it is a frozen morpheme (see Spencer 2001; Mezhevich 2006).
In matrix clauses, by most naturally appears following the main verb (Cubber-
ley 2002: 200). However, it can also follow a focused element, appearing in the
second sentential position (Spencer 2001: 298), as in (12). In theory, though, by
can occur in any position except clause-initially (Hacking 1998, cited in Mezhe-














































(Intended:) ‘You would go / have gone home.’ (Mezhevich 2006: 152)
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It was noted in §1 that by cannot co-occur with a non-past-tense predicate. This
is shown again in (14), repeated from (4).



















Intended: ‘I would go home.’ (adapted from Mezhevich 2006: 133)
Embedded under predicates that license subjunctive clauses, by surfaces clause-











‘Liza wanted Philemon to leave.’ (Mezhevich 2006: 148)





























Intended: ‘Mary wants for Peter to eat an apple.’ (Asarina 2006: 7)
Unlike matrix subjunctive clauses, a past-tense reading is unavailable for a sub-
junctive complement clause, as shown in (17c); while present and future interpre-













































Intended: ‘I want for Mary to have been eating an apple yesterday.’
(Asarina 2006: 8)
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In the case that the subjects of the complement and matrix clauses are coreferen-
tial, however, the subordinate predicate appears in its infinitival form (Cubber-
ley 2002: 160, 236), as shown in (18). When the subjects of the complement and
matrix clauses have disjoint reference, the subordinate clause appears with the
complementizer čtoby and the past tense form of the embedded verb, as in (19).
The disjoint reference requirement for the subject of the embedded subjunctive
clause with respect to the subject of the matrix clause is called “subject obviation”
















































‘We wanted you to do this tomorrow.’
Matrix subjunctives, though, do not differ semantically regardless of whether
the predicate appears with past morphology or in the infinitive (Asarina 2006:
10). Note, however, that the subject of the clause appears in its nominative form















‘If only Peter would eat an/the apple tomorrow!’ or















‘If only Peter would eat an/the apple tomorrow!’ or
‘If only Peter would have eaten an/the apple yesterday!’
(Asarina 2006: 10)




3 The subjunctive mood
The subjunctive mood contrasts minimally with the indicative (Quer 2006: 660;
Wiltschko 2017: 218). However, neither cross- nor intra-linguistically does the
subjunctive mood constitute a uniform category (Quer 2006: 661). Some subjunc-
tive-related phenomena are present in some languages but absent in others that
have the mood (ibid.). For example, Icelandic subjunctive clauses allow long-
distance anaphorswhile UpperAustrianGerman subjunctive clauses do not (ibid.).
Further, within a single language that has the subjunctive mood, there are sub-
junctive-related phenomena that are evident in some subjunctive clauses but not
all (ibid.).
The subjunctive has frequently been considered a defective tense (e.g. Picallo
1984 and Giannakidou 2009) or at least impoverished semantically with respect
to the indicative (see Cowper 2002; Cowper 2005; Schlenker 2003). As a com-
pletely defective tense, the subjunctive is claimed to be dependent on some higher
structure for its temporal interpretation (Wiltschko 2017: 2). Proposals of this
sort stem from the fact that in some languages (e.g. Spanish and Catalan), sub-
junctives cannot be used in matrix clauses; in these same languages, where the
subjunctive appears in a complement clause, the time of the embedded clause is
interpreted relative to that of the matrix clause (Wiltschko 2017).
A problem that has been noted concerning the idea that the subjunctive is
a defective tense/impoverished morphosyntactically is that there are languages
that have been argued to lack tense but have an active indicative-subjunctive
distinction (Wiltschko 2017). For example, Wiltschko (2017) demonstrates that
in Upper Austrian German, there is no dedicated form for the simple past tense

























‘I will cook tomorrow.’ (Wiltschko 2017: 13–14)
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Wiltschko (2017) argues that in Upper Austrian German there is a subjunctive–
indicative contrast active where a tensed language, for example Standard Ger-
man, would employ the past-non-past distinction. For example, as shown in (22),














‘Only you guys would come.’ (Wiltschko 2017: 17)
Wiltschko claims that the subjunctive-indicative contrast is how the language
anchors its clauses. This is evident from the fact that the subjunctive may be
used in main independent clauses in Upper Austrian German, and therefore: a)
subjunctive clauses are temporally independent, and b) the subjunctive does not
create a transparent clause. The proposal, following Ritter & Wiltschko (2005;
2009), is that Infl, the locus of clausal anchoring, contains a [Coin(cidence)] fea-
ture which establishes a relation of either overlap or coincidence between Infl’s
two arguments (in the case of [+Coin]) or disjointness (as in the case of [−Coin]).
It is the substantive (a.k.a. semantic) content of the morphology that determines
the relation between Infl arguments, for example, time. In the case of Upper Aus-
trian German, subjunctive marking values the [uCoin] feature in Infl as [−Coin],
while indicative marking values it as [+Coin].
Thenegatively valued [Coin] feature of Ritter&Wiltschko (2005; 2014) roughly
corresponds to Iatridou’s (2000) exclusion feature: ExclF. ExclF can range over
times or worlds and has the basic meaning presented in (23).
(23) ExclF: T(x) excludes C(x),
where T(x) means TOPIC(x) (“the x that we are talking about”) and C(x)
means CONTEXT(x) (“that x that for all we know is the x of the speaker“)
a. Ranging over times, T(t) is the set of times under discussion and C(t)
is the set of times that for all we know are the times of the speaker
(i.e. the utterance time). What this yields is the interpretation: The
topic time excludes the utterance time.
b. Ranging over worlds, the interpretation the ExclF yields is: The




Essentially, ExclF and the negatively valued [Coin] feature share the property of
establishing that two elements are disjoint.
The analysis to be presented in this paper adopts the feature proposed by Rit-
ter & Wiltschko (2005; 2009), however as a privative interpretable feature of Infl.
It also employs Cowper’s (2002; 2005) feature geometry of interpretable Infl fea-
tures. It will also be explained how ExclF, bearing basically the opposite seman-
tics of [Coin], would be less parsimonious in accounting for the behaviour exhib-
ited by the Russian subjunctive. To give away the punch-line, what surfaces is the
claim that in Russian, the past tense is morphosyntactically unmarked (non-past
being the marked tense) and the Russian subjunctive involves the spell-out of an
irrealis head in Infl that is incompatible with the morphosyntactic specification
of [Coin].
4 The proposal
I argue in this section that by is an irrealis particle that spells out the head of a
functional projection IrrP, which merges with TP in a fully articulated Infl struc-
ture. Despite proposing IrrP as a modified version of Cowper’s (2010) MP, I make
no claims here about modal operators in Russian subjunctive clauses or subjunc-
tive clauses in general.
4.1 Theoretical framework
The analysis to be presented adopts the inflectional system proposed by Cowper
(2010), based on the feature geometry of the inflectional domain proposed in Cow-
per (2005). Her framework and the one presented here are rooted in Distributed
Morphology (DM) (Halle & Marantz 1993; Embick & Noyer 2007; Bobaljik 2017),
a theoretical approach according to which the syntax operates on feature bun-
dles (i.e. lexical items or LIs) taken from the lexicon, combined in terminal nodes.
Vocabulary items (or VIs) spell these features out at the phonological interface.
The interpretable, privative features of the Infl domain proposed by Cowper
(2005) are divided according to mood, narrow tense, and viewpoint aspect, as
shown in (24), where α and β are features in a dependency structure, in α > β ,
β is a dependent of α .
(24) Mood: [Proposition] > [Finite/Deixis] > [Modality]
Narrow tense: [Precedence]
Viewpoint aspect: [Event] > [Interval] (Cowper 2010: 1)
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Figure 1: English Infl domain (Cowper 2010: 2)
The proposed dependency structure from Cowper (2010) for the English Infl do-
main is provided in Figure 1.1
The specification of [Proposition] contrasts propositions from bare events or
states. [Finite] is a syntactic feature that licenses nominative case and verbal
agreement. [Deixis] anchors a clause to the moment of speech. [Modality] car-
ries the semantics of necessity or possibility. [Precedence] encodes the mean-
ing of past versus non-past. [Event] encodes the eventive (as opposed to stative)
property of a predicate. Finally, the specification of [Interval] derives imperfec-
tivity versus perfectivity.These features are realized onmultiple functional heads
which together constitute the inflectional domain of the clause.
Under Cowper’s proposal, English modals merge in M(od) and subsequently
move to T. TP, accordingly, is the projection of the feature [Proposition] given
that only in propositions may the past/non-past distinction be realized.The view-
point aspect features are realized in EP, which is not projected in stative clauses
(Cowper 2010: 2). Moreover, the EPP is a property of the domain as a whole and
is instantiated by the highest Infl head projected.
I assume here the TP, MP, and EP projections from Cowper (2010) along with
the features [Finite], [Modality], and [Event]. [Modality] in my proposal is se-
mantically impoverished in relation to its original proposal: (i) to avoid making
any claims about subjunctivity and some relation with modality and (ii) because
the semantics of by allows for modal interpretations within a superset of addi-
tional irrealis readings. I therefore refer to it simply as IrrP, projected by the
instantiation of [Irrealis]. Another difference between the feature geometry pro-
1While Cowper (2010) proposes heads higher than TP, only the projections relevant to the
present proposal are provided here.
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posed here and that of Cowper’s is that I follow Ramchand & Svenonius (2014),
assuming that propositional content is encoded higher in the clause, namely in
the CP domain, rather than within Infl. For Ramchand & Svenonius, clauses are
comprised of event (VP), situation (TP), and proposition (CP) domains, with tran-
sitional projections establishing relations among the domains. Specifically, AspP
– essentially Cowper’s (2010) EP – establishes a relation between the v/VP and
TP, where an event is converted to a situation, while FinP (the lowest projection
in Rizzi’s (1997) split CP) establishes a relation between TP and CP, where a situ-
ation is converted to a proposition. It is in the CP that the propositional content
of the clause becomes anchored to the utterance context, since that is the domain







Figure 2: Domains & transitional projections
(Ramchand & Svenonius 2014: 164)
I will claim that whereas past is marked relative to non-past in English, the op-
posite holds in Russian. That is, whereas past in English is the spellout of (mini-
mally) [Precedence], Russian does not have [Precedence] in its Infl feature inven-
tory. Rather, Russian has the feature [Coin] (Ritter & Wiltschko 2005; Wiltschko
2017; 2014) as a dependent of [Finite], and does not have [Deixis].2, 3 Unlike in
2The difference between [Deixis] and [Coin] lies in [Deixis] having been proposed as a feature
that in English links temporal and speaker properties to the utterance context, whereas what
[Coin] associates to the utterance context depends onwhere in the syntactic spine it is specified
à la Ramchand & Svenonius (2014).
3[Interval], I claim, is also absent in Russian. Instead, the feature [Atomic] is a dependent of
[Event], as I have argued based on the fact that stative predicates in Russian cannot bear non-
derivational perfective morphology. See Melara (2014) for further discussion.
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Wiltschko (2017), as was previously described, however, [Coin] is a privative
feature. Moreover, while [Deixis] establishes an anchor to the utterance time
relative to which [Precedence] situates the event, I claim that [Coin] anchors a
proposition to the utterance context temporally within the Infl domain and per-
sonally (to the speaker) within the C domain. As a feature in Force, the head that
hosts complementizers like English that and provides information about clause
type, [Coin] associates the clausal content to the speaker’s perspective.
4.2 The Infl system in Russian
Adopting the tools from Cowper (2005; 2010), I propose the fully articulated de-
pendency structure in Figure 3 for the Russian Infl system. Note that here, as
mentioned above, [Irr] heads its own projection rather than being part of T, un-
like in Cowper (2010) (note that my Irr corresponds to Cowper’s Mod). I assume
that a functional head cannot be projected in the absence of any specified fea-
tures. Thus, while for Cowper, the lexical properties of modals also reside in
Mod, I take Irr to be a purely functional head, merged only when [Irr] is speci-
fied. This is where a modal particle such as by in Russian is merged. Similarly, T









Figure 3: Russian Infl dependency structure
The fact that the Russian subjunctive is compatible onlywith the past marker -l
or the infinitive results from the selectional requirements of the functional heads
in the Infl system. As stated earlier, I assume, based on Ramchand & Svenonius
(2014), that the Infl domain temporally situates an event, while the C domain
anchors the situation personally, both with respect to the utterance context.
As in Cowper (2010), EP is projected in non-stative clauses, selecting the vP.
It is in E that non-derivational aspectual affixes reside. TP hosts the features
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[Fin] and [Coin]. [Fin] is the locus of nominative case and agreement. [Coin]
establishes coincidence between the event described by the vP and the temporal
properties of the utterance context. Russian, I claim, lacks any tense features.
Instead, the past/non-past distinction is attributable to the presence or absence
of [Coin]. Specified in Infl – the temporal domain – [Coin] semantically situates
the event described by the clause to a non-past time and is spelled out by non-
past morphology. Both T and E bear a strong uninterpretable V feature [uV],
requiring that v, containing V, move up at least to T to satisfy and check the [uV]
of each head locally. I propose that in Russian, when [Coin] is absent, the past
suffix -l is spelled out on the verb.That is, -l spells out a T specified only for [Fin],
hence the past tense morpheme being unmarked relative to the non-past.
The [Irr] feature that by spells out encodes irrealisness. The irrealis meaning
of [Irr] is semantically at odds with the binding established by [Coin]. When
IrrP is projected, [Irr] scopes over the entire Infl domain (but cf. Cowper 2010
for discussion on how NegP is the highest projection in Infl) and essentially has
the semantics of ExclF scoping over times, proposed by Iatridou (2000). As de-
scribed in §3, ExclF is equivalent to [−Coin] from Ritter & Wiltschko’s (2005;
2014) proposals. Thus, under an analysis according to which [Coin] is a privative
feature, its specification coincides with the [+Coin] valuation and the anchoring
of the proposition described by the clause to the utterance context. In case [Irr]
and [Coin] were to be specified together, the Infl domain would be specified,
in essence, for both [−Coin] and [+Coin]. If the Infl domain is what indicates
whether an eventuality is anchored to the utterance context (temporally) as a
whole, it cannot be both necessarily associated with and not associated with the
utterance context, which is what specifying both+ and− values for [Coin] would
entail. Overall, there must be agreement within the domain with respect to the
clause’s association to the utterance context. Therefore, while Irr must check its
[uV] feature, it cannot do so if [Coin] is specified on T. On the other hand, Irr
may freely merge with a TP lacking [Coin]. In this case, by is spelled out with
past morphology on the verb.
The well-formedness of by with the infinitive form of the verb is predicted in a
similar fashion. In the absence of TP, Irr may merge directly with EP, satisfying
its requirements for [uV]-checking in the same way as it would have in being
merged with TP. As long as [Coin] is absent, Irr can freely merge with EP (or vP
for that matter). Observe that the absence of [Fin] – whose specification licenses
nominative case assignment and agreement – would predict that the subject not
appear in its nominative form and the infinitive form of the verb would arise
without subject agreement marking. This prediction is borne out, at least with
respect to case assignment. Note again in the following example, repeated from
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(20), that the matrix clause containing by and the -l suffix contains a subject in
the nominative case. Conversely, the constructionwith by and the infinitive form















‘If only Peter would eat an/the apple tomorrow!’ or















‘If only Peter would eat an/the apple tomorrow!’ or
‘If only Peter would have eaten an/the apple yesterday!’
(Asarina 2006: 10)
Recall that the subject surfaces in a position higher than by. I assume that the EPP
property holds of the highest head in the Infl domain. I make no commitment to
any particular version of the EPP; for our purposes, it simply requires that the
external argument appear in the specifier of the highest Infl head. I conjecture
that the external argument may move to the specifier of T, where it receives case
and values the uninterpretable phi-features of T. It may then move on further to
the specifier of Irr, where it satisfies the EPP. In by+infinitive constructions, TP
is absent, hence the lack of agreement on the verb.
I speculate that Irr, when [Irr] is specified, bears some sort of feature that
is optionally strong, allowing for the various available positions of by within
the clause. It is unclear what exactly this feature is and why it optionally takes
the verb or the VP more locally. An alternative explanation would be that by is
phonologically a clitic, which would capture why the form cannot appear clause-
initially. In fact, there is no generally accepted theory of Russian word order as
of yet (see Kallestinova & Slabakova 2008 and Bailyn 2011 for discussion), with
subjunctive data muddying the waters even more. What the reader, I hope, has
been convinced of is that by spells out a head in the Infl domain. The form inter-
acts directly with Infl categories/properties, namely tense and finiteness, both in
terms of distribution and interpretation. If by were to spell-out a feature in the
CP domain, one would expect it to licitly appear clause-initially, which it can’t.
While I have discussed only SVO-ordered clauses, work on by in other word or-
ders would shed light on by’s position variability.
In summary, by is incompatible with the non-past tense because the non-past
morphology spells out the feature [Coin], which itself is semantically at odds
with the lack of connection to the utterance context encoded by [Irr], which by
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spells out. It is the lack of [Coin] in infinitival constructions that allows them
to appear with by. Table 1 lists the featural specifications of the indicative and
subjunctive possibilities that have been discussed.4
Table 1: Indicative and subjunctive morphology in Russian
Infl heads Morphological spell-out
1 T: [Fin], (E) Past tense
2 T: [Fin]>[Coin], (E) Present tense
3 Irr: [Irr], T: [Fin], (E) By + Past tense
4 Irr: [Irr], (E) By + Infinitive
Overall, by requires that the event not be bound by the utterance situation,
therefore it cannot be anchored with respect to person or time. This conforms
to Jespersen’s (1924: 319), cited in Cowper (2002: 10) claim that the subjunctive
expresses a perspective other than the speaker’s. Moreover, the semantics ex-
pressed by by, such as obligation, desirability, advisability, hypothesis, are cap-
tured by this analysis in treating by as an irrealis particle.
5 By in complement clauses
Work on by typically makes note of the particle’s tendency to move to second
position in a clause when some sort of complementizer appears in C (Hacking
1998: 29). For instance, there is a strong tendency for esli ‘if’ and by to appear
adjacent to one another in the antecedent of a conditional, as in (26a). An an-
tecedent with esli in which by appears farther from the complementizer, as in









































‘If we had known about this, we would have told you.’ (Hacking 1998: 29)
4Concerning line 3 in Table 1, one could think of by as requiring that the clause within which
it appears is specified for [−Coin] (in both the Infl and C domains). The postulation of binary
features in this analysis, however, would lead to overgeneration.
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Čto ‘that’ also bears a tight relation to by. It has been noted, however, that there
are speakers for which (27a) is interpreted as equivalent to (27b). For those who
do not get the same interpretation, (27a) merely sounds like an incomplete em-



































‘I never thought that Jura would do that.’ (Brecht 1977: 40, fn. 10)
Given the high markedness for speakers, it might be that esli by and čtoby are
separate lexical items from the independent esli, čto, and by. Brecht (1977) shows,
though, that when the embedded clause is comprised of two (and presumably
more) conjuncts, čtoby appears in the first clause and the second conjunct con-






























‘Did you order that I leave for Minsk alone and Vasja remain with you?’
(Brecht 1977: 36)
Furthermore, Barnetová et al. (1979), cited in Hacking (1998), suggest that an el-
ement that appears between esli and by receives a focused reading. In fact, ac-
cording to a consultant of my own, the following receives a reading according to























‘If Nicole had told me, I would have met her at school.’
Suppose čto and esli and other related complementizers appear in Force, assum-
ing Rizzi’s (1997) split CP analysis.The structure of the C domain is shown in (30),
where “>” simply expresses dominance. Suppose that this full-fledged structure
may also be projected in Russian.
(30) ForceP > TopP > FocP > TopP > FinP (Rizzi 1997: 297)
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As previously mentioned, Force encodes information about clause type and FinP
works in tandemwith ForceP to select either finite or non-finite IPs (Rizzi 1997). I
have argued in Melara (2014) that complement clauses selected by propositional
attitude verbs lack a feature that links a clause to the perspective of the speaker,
accounting for cross-linguistic differences in what has traditionally been referred
to as sequence of tense phenomena. For example, in English, a past tense in a com-
plement clause embedded under a matrix past tense will be interpreted either at
or before the time of the matrix clause event (thus, exhibiting sequence of tense).
This is shown in (31). In Russian, the embedded clause in the same tense config-
uration can instead only be interpreted as prior to the time of the matrix event,
not coinciding with it (i.e. it does not exhibit sequence of tense with complement
clauses). This is shown in (32). Crucially for both languages, the forward-shifted
reading in complement clauses is impossible.
(31) John said that Mary was pregnant.
a. Embedded situation coincides with matrix situation
John said: “Mary is pregnant.” available
b. Embedded situation precedes matrix situation













‘Masha said that Petya was sick (i.e., Petya had been sick).’
a. Embedded situation does not coincide with matrix situation
Masha said: “Petya is sick.” unavailable
b. Embedded situation precedes matrix situation
Masha said: “Petya was sick.” available
(Kondrashova 1999: 183, as cited in Mezhevich 2006: 174)
In line with what I am arguing for here, I proposed that indicative clauses must be
both personally and temporally anchored. In matrix clauses, this is accomplished
by a temporal deixis feature in Infl, a personal deixis feature in C/Force, both, or
by default when there is no feature specified to express otherwise. In the absence
of these anchoring features in T or C, perhaps because a language lacks them al-
together, the clause is anchored by default to the utterance time and speaker
in matrix clauses. Embedded clauses lacking these features are temporally and
personally anchored to the time and viewpoint of the (Agent/Experiencer) sub-
ject of the embedding clause. Accordingly, in both of the English and Russian
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sentences above, the embedded clause lacks the personal anchoring feature in
Force and the embedded clauses are interpreted relative to the perspective of the
matrix subject. What makes the temporal interpretations different between the
two languages, though, is that English has an anchoring feature in Infl (Cowper’s
2005 [T-deixis]), while Russian does not, hence the English complement clause
is thus temporally independent while the Russian one depends on the temporal
interpretation of the higher clause.
I claim that in Russian, the same personal anchoring feature is in complemen-
tary distribution with čto ‘that’. Let’s also call this feature [Coin], manifested in
the propositional domain, where anchoring to the utterance context via point-
of-view is established. As I have claimed, by cannot be bound by the utterance
context, due to the irrealis semantics of [Irr]. If Fin is the head that establishes
a transition from situation to proposition (Ramchand & Svenonius 2014), then it
is possible that [Irr] moves into Fin when the CP domain is projected in order
to scope upward within the C domain to ensure that it is not being bound to
the utterance context, in violation of [Irr]. This correctly predicts that it is possi-
ble, though marked for many speakers, to have a focused element between the
complementizer and by. Furthermore, it captures by’s preference for the second
position in the clause when the C domain is overtly projected.
If indeed [Coin] in Force creates a barrier for inter-clausal operations like tem-
poral anchoring, then we can explain why subjunctive complement clauses em-
bedded under a non-past matrix clause cannot receive a past tense interpretation.
(33), repeated from (17), shows that a past tense subjunctive clause under a non-













































Intended: ‘I want for Mary to have been eating an apple yesterday.’
(Asarina 2006: 8)
The presence of čto in Force tells us that Force is not specified for [Coin]. This
means the lower clause is temporally anchored to the time of the matrix situa-
tion. Given that in a matrix non-past context, the higher clause is specified for
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the temporal [Coin], the lower clause may only be compatible with readings that
arise from the specification of temporal [Coin]. In order to get a past interpre-
tation of the subjunctive complement clause, the matrix verb must appear in its















‘I wanted for Mary to have eaten the apple yesterday.’
I claim that Russian present and future tense forms both spellout [Coin], hence
their similar morphological forms.Their interpretation as present or future arises
from their aspectual properties.The future reading in (33a) is therefore licit, since
nothing featurally blocks the reading.
Finally and speculatively, it is possible that čto and by are over time lexicalizing
as a single item, with esli + by lagging slightly in the same process. I leave this
question for future research.
6 Conclusion
This paper has investigated themorphosyntactic properties of what the literature
refers to as the Russian subjunctive. The particle by, which is used to form this
type of construction in Russian, has been argued to be the spellout of an irrealis
head Irr. This functional head was proposed to be the highest head of the Rus-
sian Infl system, taking a TP, EP, or vP as its complement. I have claimed that Irr
encodes irrealis semantics. That is, the projection of this head – the specification
of the feature [Irr] – establishes that the proposition denoted by the clause is not
bound to the utterance context. Its projection is therefore incompatible with the
feature [Coin] in either the Infl or C domains as [Coin]’s specification binds a
clause to the utterance context temporally or personally, depending on where it
is specified. This captures the lack of temporal dependency matrix subjunctive
clauses exhibit and the lack of commitment on the speaker’s part towards the
proposition expressed by the subjunctive clause. Moreover, the fact that by can-
not appear with non-past morphology stems from the proposal that non-past-
tense morphology is the spellout of [Coin]. In essence, then, the subjunctive–
indicative mood (or better yet, the irrealis–realis) distinction in Russian is one
that lies in the projection or non-projection of [Irr].
The analysis presented in this paper ultimately results in the proposal that the
non-past tense is marked relative to the past in Russian. Additionally, by spelling
out a head whose semantics are inherently irrealis, the analysis presented also
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captures the modal-like interpretations of the Russian clauses that contain by,
which namely express obligation, desire, advisability, hypothesis, and so forth
on the part of the subject. Also shown was the fact that by cannot appear in
clause-initial position. This restriction was argued to be due to the fact that by
moves to the head of FinP in the C domain, which itself is selected by one of the
higher heads of an expanded CP layer.
As noted by a reviewer, clearly the analysis presented here runs contra the
literature on the subjunctive. The subjunctive has typically been considered syn-
tactically/semantically impoverished relative to the indicative mood. Under the
analysis presented in this paper, the structure of the Russian subjunctive is struc-
turally more marked compared to the indicative. Ultimately, this analysis sup-
ports Wiltschko’s conclusion that while categories like indicative and subjunc-
tive may be universal, the way in which they are constructed is language spe-
cific. While further work on the morphological closeness of čto and by ought to
be conducted, the analysis presented in this paper has nonetheless proposed a
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Head directionality in Old Slavic
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This paper investigates the issue of head directionality in Old Slavic. This issue has
played an important role in diachronic studies on Germanic, in which a switch
in head directionality was assumed to have triggered word order changes in the
history of these languages. Within Slavic, Old Bulgarian and Old Church Slavonic
have been claimed to partly feature head-final grammars by Pancheva (2005; 2008)
andDimitrova-Vulchanova&Vulchanov (2008), in contrast to contemporary Slavic
languages, which are head-initial. This paper shows that there is little evidence for
head-finality in Old Slavic.
Keywords: directionality parameter, clitics, participle movement, Old Chuch
Slavonic, Old Bulgarian
1 Head directionality
The hypothesis of head directionality has its roots in Greenberg’s (1963) empir-
ical generalizations concerning the position of the verb with respect to the di-
rect object in the verb phrase and the correlation between object placement and
the ordering of other elements. Greenberg observed that the order within VP
has typological implications: VO languages have prepositions, whereas OV lan-
guages have postpositions. Within the framework of Principles and Parameters,
this correlation is straightforwardly captured through the postulate of the head
parameter, which implies that languages show variation concerning the order of
the head with respect to its complement (see Vennemann 1972 and Dryer 1992;
2007 for discussion). On the assumption that in spite of crosslinguistic variation
the head–complement order within a single language is invariant, in head-initial
languages the complement always follows the head, hence the object follows the
verb and the preposition precedes its nominal complements. Correspondingly,
Krzysztof Migdalski. 2018. Head directionality in Old Slavic. In Denisa Lenertová,
Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguis-
tics 2016, 241–263. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545527
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in head-final languages the object precedes the verbal head, the way a nominal
complement precedes its postposition.
It has been observed, however, that not all languages display a consistent set-
ting of the head parameter (see Hawkins 1980; 1982). For instance, a well-known
case of inconsistency is that of German. Although German is predominantly
head-initial, the verb is final in non-finite verb phrases, while adjective phrases
may be both head-final and head-initial. In diachronic studies, it has been postu-
lated that the setting of the head parameter may switch in language history. For
instance, Pintzuk (1991) shows that although Old English (OE) featured mainly
OV (head-final) structures, there were also minor instances of VO orders, as ev-
idenced by exceptional structures involving particles, see (1a), and personal pro-













































‘We want to tell you a parable’ (OE, Fischer et al. 2004: 141)
On Pintzuk’s analysis, the post-verbal placement of particles and objects is indica-
tive of the head-initial setting of VP, which in Old English constitutes a minority
pattern. This pattern is assumed to be in competition with the more common
head-final VP order instantiated by OV structures.
The hypothesis of grammar competition was postulated by Kroch (1989) in or-
der to capture a period of diachronic variation between two structures that are
not compatible with each other within a single grammar. Such two structures
are assumed to represent two contradictory parameter settings (such as head-
final versus head-initial constructions), or, within the Minimalist framework, the
presence of lexical items with contradictory features (see also Pintzuk 2002: 278).
The postulate of grammar competition has resulted in many fruitful analyses of
diachronically unstable structures. For example, Haeberli & Pintzuk (2006) in-
vestigate the position of the main verb and the auxiliary with respect to adjuncts
and complements in verb clusters in Old English and attribute the observed word
order variation to a switch in head directionality of functional projections in Old
English.
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11 Head directionality in Old Slavic
Within Slavic, a switch in head directionality is assumed to trigger a change in
the cliticization in Pancheva’s (2005) analysis. This paper argues for a different
view, and it is organized as follows. §2 examines the arguments for head finality
provided by Pancheva (2005) on the basis of a diachronic modification of cliti-
cization patterns in Bulgarian. §3 overviews Pancheva’s (2008) argumentation
related to participle–auxiliary orders and the position of negation in Old Church
Slavonic.1
2 Pancheva’s (2005) analysis of head directionality in Old
Slavic
Most analyses of Old Church Slavonic syntax (Willis 2000; Jung 2015; Jung
& Migdalski 2015; Migdalski 2016) assume that it was head-initial on a par
with Modern Slavic languages. The exceptions are accounts due to Dimitrova-
Vulchanova & Vulchanov (2008), who postulate that it was X0-final in the VP-
domain and X0-initial in the CP-domain, as well as Pancheva (2005; 2008), who
argues that it was T0-final on the basis of the position of pronominal clitics, nega-
tion, and participles with respect to the auxiliary. However, a challenge that these
analyses face is the fact that a switch in head directionality should have triggered
a major modification of the syntactic structure of these languages. Such a modi-
fication did not occur; moreover, in contrast to Germanic languages, all contem-
porary Slavic languages are strictly head-initial. In view of this, the subsequent
section will show that there is little evidence for head-finality in Old Slavic. In
§2.1 I provide an overview of Pancheva’s analysis of diachronic Bulgarian data.
In section §2.2 I present a criticism of her account.
2.1 Pancheva’s (2005) study the diachrony of cliticization patterns in
Bulgarian
Pancheva (2005) provides a detailed analysis of the diachrony of cliticization
patterns in the history of Bulgarian. She establishes that in the earliest stages
(9th–13th c.), Old Bulgarian displays largely the same distribution of clitics as Old
Church Slavonic. Namely, the clitics occur after the verb, as shown in (2). As
the verb does not need to be located clause-initially, they are clearly not second
position clitics. Although contemporary Bulgarian also features verb-adjacent
cliticization, it normally disallows post-verbal clitic placement.















‘Because a holy man has created them’ (9th c. Bg, Pancheva 2005: 139)
Pancheva assumes, following Kayne (1991), Chomsky (1995), and corresponding
analyses of verb-adjacent cliticization that underlyingly pronominal clitics are
generated as VP arguments. They move from XP-positions in VP and left-adjoin
to T0 as heads. Crucially, the fact that the accusative pronominal clitic precedes
the auxiliary verb in (2) leads her to assume that Old Bulgarian is a T0-final
language, but all the other heads are initial.
(3) [TP [vP [V’ ti V0 ]] [T CLi T0]] (Pancheva 2005: 139)
Another assumption made by Pancheva (2005: 146) is that although in Old Bul-
garian lexical verbs leave vP, they do not reach T0 but only Asp0 located below
T0. This means that her evidence for the final T0 comes from the position of the
auxiliary ‘be’ (such as estь in (2)) located in T0 with respect to pronominal clitics
(such as ja in (2)).
The post-verbal cliticization was the dominant pattern in Bulgarian until the
13th century. Subsequently, Wackernagel (second position) cliticization prevailed
and remained the default type until the 17th century. Pancheva attributes this
change to a switch in the head parameter of T0, which became head-initial. She
claims that as a result of the switch pronominal clitics begin to appear in front of
T0 and their position with respect to the verb becomes reversed, as shown in the
derivation in (4a). Since other elements may now occur between the verb and
the clitic, the verb is no longer analyzed as the clitic host by the speakers. The
clitics remain phonologically enclitic and receive prosodic support from their
new hosts located in SpecTP, see (4b) and (4c), or SpecCP.






















‘She tortured them badly’ (17th c. Bg, Pancheva 2005: 123)
Pancheva notes a syntactic restriction on the lexical elements preceding second
position clitics during this period. She observes that in contrast to contemporary
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Slavic languages withWackernagel clitics, the clitics in the Bulgarian corpus data
from that period occur strictly after the first word, which in some cases results in
Left Branch Extraction.There are no instances of clitics following the first branch-
ing phrase. The same observation is made by Radanović-Kocić (1988: Chapter 3)
for the earliest stages of the development of Wackernagel cliticization in Old Ser-
bian. Second position cliticization with clitics preceded by unambiguous phrasal
elements became available in Serbian only at a later stage. I take this correla-
tion to mean that the Old Bulgarian data analyzed by Pancheva (2005) exemplify
the initial stage of the emergence of second position cliticization, which was not
completed. Incidentally, this syntactic restriction on second position cliticization
cannot be captured by Pancheva’s derivation presented in (4a), given that she
assumes that the pre-clitic element is located in an XP-projection: SpecTP or
SpecCP.2
The third stage of the diachronic change investigated by Pancheva takes place
from the 17th c. onwards, when second position clitics in Bulgarian are reanalyzed
as preverbal clitics. This pattern prevails in the 19th century and continues to be
the default cliticization type in contemporary Bulgarian. Pancheva points out
that this change was contemporaneous with the loss of obligatory topicalization
to SpecTP. The topicalization affected a number of unrelated categories, includ-
ing the demonstrative tova in (4b) and the subject tïa in (4c). Pancheva argues that
the decline of topicalization had repercussions for the syntax of clitics: as SpecTP
became filled less frequently, the clitics were no longer analyzed as hosted in sec-
ond position by a constituent located in SpecCP or SpecTP. Instead, the clitics
started to appear more frequently adjacent to the verb. In syntactic terms this
meant, in Pancheva’s view, that they were reinterpreted as items merged in X0
positions, adjoined to functional heads in the extended projections of the verb,
2In some Slavic languages, such as Serbo-Croatian, the second position clitic li, which func-
tions as a focus or interrogation marker, may also be preceded exclusively by single words, as













‘Does Ana read expensive books?’ (S-C, Bošković 2001: 27)
Bošković (2001: 31ff.) attributes the restriction to the syntactic deficiency of li in Serbo-Croatian,
which is not able to support a specifier, and the focus feature of limay only be checked through
head movement. In fact, this is a special property of “operator clitics” expressing the illocution-
ary force of a clause, which in many Slavic languages display special requirements concerning
the categorial and syntactic status of their preceding element, in contrast to pronominal and
auxiliary second position clitics. See Migdalski (2016: Chapter 3) for discussion.
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see (5a), rather than as XP elements that move from argument positions within
VP and head-adjoin to T0.3 With the loss of second position interpretation, the
clitics could be located lower in the structure, next to the verb, as shown in illus-
trated in (5b) for the reflexive clitic sa, which is left-adjacent to the verb javi.















‘And Archangel Michael appeared to Agara again’
(18th c. Bg, Pancheva 2005: 120)
2.2 Empirical problems with Pancheva’s (2005) analysis
Pancheva’s analysis addresses a remarkably large set of data, covering different
cliticization patterns in the history of Bulgarian. Although her empirical observa-
tions are impressive, the analysis suffers from a number of serious shortcomings.
First, the postulated link between head directionality and a cliticization pat-
tern does not receive any support from synchronic considerations. As is well-
known, contemporary Slavic languages display two distinct patterns of cliticiza-
tion (see, e.g., Franks & King 2000). On the one hand, Czech, Serbo-Croatian,
Slovak, and Slovenian feature second position clitics, which obligatorily occur
after the clause-initial element virtually irrespective of its category. This type of
clitic distribution is illustrated in (6) for a sequence of auxiliary and pronominal
clitics in Serbo-Croatian. The clitics can be preceded by a number of different






































‘Yesterday we introduced her to him.’ (S-C, Bošković 2001: 8–9)
3An anonymous reviewer points out that Pancheva’s account on the reanalysis of clitics fits into
the economic factor assumed in grammaticalization, “Merge as a head, not a phrase.” However,
Jung & Migdalski (2015) show that this factor is challenged by the degrammaticalizaiton of
pronominal clitics into weak pronouns, which occurred in Old Russian and Old Polish.
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On the other hand, two Slavic languages, Bulgarian and Macedonian, have verb-
adjacent clitics, which may not be separated from the verb by any intervening












‘Vera gave it to me yesterday’
b. Včera Vera mi go dade. (Bg, Franks 2010: ex. (111d,c))
The Slavic languages that display these two cliticization patterns differ in a num-
ber of ways. For instance, only the languages with verb-adjacent clitics have
definite articles (see Bošković 2016) and tense morphology (see Migdalski 2015;
2016). Crucially, they are all head-initial irrespective of their cliticization system.
Diachronically, the verb-adjacent pattern of clitics predates second position
cliticization. It has been observed by Radanović-Kocić (1988) and Pancheva
(2005) that in Old Church Slavonic pronominal clitics were predominantly verb-
















‘I had to be in my Father’s house?’













‘If your right hand causes you to sin’
(OCS, Matthew 5:30, Radanović-Kocić 1988: 154)
Although pronominal clitics could occur in second position in Old Church
Slavonic, especially when the clause-initial element was a verb (and hence they
were verb-adjacent), Radanović-Kocić (1988) points out that only three clitics ap-
peared in second position without exception: the question/focus particle li, the











‘For the kingdom of heaven is at hand.’















‘And his mother lived near the gates.’













‘If your eye should be evil’
(OCS, Matthew 6:23, Radanović-Kocić 1988: 151)
I observe in Migdalski (2016) that the second position clitics exemplified in (9a)–
(9c) form a natural class of sentential (operator) clitics. The semantic property
that unifies them is that they all encode the illocutionary force of a clause. The
counterparts of these clitics in contemporary Slavic languages also target second
position, regardless of whether their pronominal and auxiliary clitics also occupy
Wackernagel position or whether they are verb-adjacent. Thus, as shown in (10),
although Bulgarian has verb-adjecent clitics, the clitic li is in second position,



















‘Was it yesterday that Penka gave the book to Petko?’
(Bg, Tomić 1996: 833)
The fact that Pancheva (2005) disregards the categorial status of clitics located
in respective positions in her estimates of the different types of clitic placement
is a major drawback of her analysis. In fact, this problem has been also pointed
out by Dimitrova-Vulchanova & Vulchanov (2008), who, referring to Pancheva’s
(2005) analysis, note that in Codex Suprasliensis (a late Old Church Slavonic
relic) the distribution of clitics is quite consistent and regular, and it does not
seem to be a matter of statistical frequency or choice. Dimitrova-Vulchanova
& Vulchanov observe that in Codex Suprasliensis clitics are found in second po-
sition if SpecCP is filled, otherwise they are post-verbal. Although Dimitrova-
Vulchanova &Vulchanov do not provide any data in support of their observation,
it is likely that that SpecCP is filled in the presence of operator clitics of the type
exemplified in (9), which are uniformly hosted in second position.
In Migdalski (2016) I further observe that Pancheva’s analysis is challenged by
synchronic and diachronic cliticization data from Slavic. On the synchronic side,
a problematic empirical fact is that the clitic forms of the auxiliary verb ‘to be’ in
South Slavic languages occupy a different position with respect to pronominal
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clitics depending on their person feature content. Namely, as indicated for Serbo-
Croatian in (11), the 3rd person auxiliary clitic (such as je in (11a)) is located to the
right of the pronominal clitics, while all the other auxiliary variants (such as the






















‘I gave them to him indeed.’ (S-C, Tomić 1996: 839)
If Pancheva’s account of cliticization were to be adopted to account for the auxil-
iary clitic placement, it would imply that in contemporary South Slavic languages
T0 is head-final in the structures with the 3rd person singular auxiliary, and that
T0 is head-initial with all the other auxiliary forms. This is not a welcome re-
sult given that the auxiliaries assume a different position in the structure purely
depending on their person/number feature specification. The nature of this mor-
phological contrast suggests that it does not involve alleged competition between
two grammars that differ with respect to T0-initial and T0-final placement but
rather that the contrast is entirely synchronic.
On the diachronic side, Pancheva’s proposal of the switch in the head direc-
tionality of T0, which relies on the position of pronominal clitics with respect to
the auxiliary, is seriously challenged by the timing of the diachronic modifica-
tion of the auxiliary placement in the history of Bulgarian. I report in Migdalski
(2016: 283–284), following Sławski’s (1946) observations, that in Old Bulgarian all
auxiliary forms followed pronominal clitics, as in the pattern in (2) above, which
is used by Pancheva as evidence for the T0-final order. Two additional Old Bul-
garian examples in which a non-third person auxiliary follows the pronominal
clitics are given in (12). At first sight theymay seem to lend support to Pancheva’s
analysis, since in contrast to contemporary Slavic languages, all auxiliary forms
























‘Your gold that you have sent to him’ (17th c. Bg, Sławski 1946: 76)
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However, in the 17th–18th century the auxiliary placement in Bulgarian under-
went a modification: the first and second auxiliary forms shifted across the
pronominal clitics, adopting the current distribution (Sławski 1946: 76–77), as ex-
emplified in (13).The timing of the modification is a problem for Pancheva (2005),
as it took place when according to her analysis Bulgarian had featured T0-initial


























‘And they called them Goths’ (18th c. Bg, Sławski 1946: 77)
I observe that the timing of the switch of the auxiliary forms indicates that sec-
ond position cliticization is not related to the alleged loss of T0-finality or the
position of pronominal clitics with respect to the auxiliary. The lack of the corre-
lation between these properties is also independently confirmed by Jung’s (2015)
study of the auxiliary placement in Old Russian data. Jung points out that even
though Old Russian had second position clitics until the 14th century, the first
and second person forms of the auxiliary rigidly followed the pronominal clitics
throughout this period. Furthermore, in Migdalski (2015; 2016) I develop an anal-
ysis of a diachronic switch from verb-adjacent to Wackernagel clitics in Serbo-
Croatian, Slovenian, and Polish, showing that it was contemporaneous with the
loss of tense morphology, analyzed as the loss of TP. It remains to be determined
whether a related analysis can be applied to the Old Bulgarian facts noted by
Pancheva (2005).
3 Pancheva’s (2008) arguments for the final T0 related to
participle-auxiliary orders and the distribution of
negation
This section examines the arguments for the T0-finality of Old Church Slavonic
that Pancheva (2008) provides in her later work. They are related to the syntax
of compound tenses formed with the l-participle and the auxiliary ‘be’ and the
interaction between negation and verb placement.
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3.1 Participle–auxiliary orders in Old Church Slavonic
Most South and West Slavic languages feature a compound tense construction
formed with the auxiliary ‘be’ and the l-participle; see (14a) for Bulgarian. The
















‘I have read the book.’ (Bg)
This operation has received considerable attention in the literature since Lema &
Rivero’s (1989) analysis of the fronting in terms of Long Head Movement, which
on their account proceeds via head raising of the l-participle fromV0 to C0 across
the auxiliary located in I0, as shown in (15).
(15) [CP [C Parti] [IP Aux [VP [V ti] DP]]]
The operation has also been analyzed as head adjunction of the participle to C0
(Wilder & Ćavar 1994), to Aux0 (Bošković 1997), or to a focus projection Delta0
(Lambova 2003). I proposed in my previous work (Broekhuis & Migdalski 2003;
Migdalski 2006) that themovement involves predicate inversion, which proceeds
via XP remnant movement of the l-participle to SpecTP. This proposal accounts
for a number of properties of the movement that had been unexplained in the
previous analysis, such as the dependency of the phrasal movement on the pres-
ence of the auxiliary ‘be’ and the subject gap requirement, a property that will
be important for the analysis presented in the remainder of this article.
Pancheva (2008) addresses similar cases of clause-initial participle placement




























‘because his disciples had gone to the town’
(OCS, John 4.8, Pancheva 2008)
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In principle, the Old Church Slavonic structure in (16b) most likely illustrates a
counterpart of participle fronting attested in Modern Slavic, as has been argued
for byWillis (2000: 325–327). Pancheva (2008) postulates, however, that on the as-
sumption that Old Church Slavonic was T0-final, the ordering presented in (16b)
could be taken to be the basic one, whereas the auxiliary–participle pattern in
(16a) could be derived via rightward participle movement. In order to determine
which order is the derived one, she calculates the ratio of both patterns.
Importantly, Pancheva (2008) notes that the participle–auxiliary order may be
more frequent than the auxiliary–participle when the auxiliary is a clitic that
needs prosodic support to its left. In order to limit the impact of the prosodic re-
quirements on word order, she chooses to restrict her analysis to the structures
involving the past tense auxiliary, which has a strong, non-clitic form. Further-
more, she assumes that the pattern that is a result of an optional operation will
be statistically less common than the one that instantiates the basic order.
The results of her quantitative study show that both orders occur in a bal-
anced proportion in Old Church Slavonic, though the participle–auxiliary pat-
tern is less common than the auxiliary–participle pattern: 41% versus 59%. By con-
trast, in Modern Bulgarian the auxiliary–participle order is considerably more
frequent and constitutes 97% of the data investigated by Pancheva, versus 3% of
the participle–auxiliary orders. Pancheva states that on the assumption thatMod-
ern Bulgarian is T0-initial and that participle–auxiliary sequences are a result of
participle movement to the left, the contrast in the ratio of the two constructions
across the centuries indicates that Old Church Slavonic was a T0-final language.
The diachronic contrast in the ratio of participle–auxiliary orders is certainly
interesting and requires an explanation, though it should be noted that even in
Old Church Slavonic the participle–auxiliary pattern is less frequent. Pancheva
(2008) makes use of additional argumentation to support her analysis. Namely,
she acknowledges the fact that the different ratios of the participle/auxiliary pat-
terns across centuries may have been due to different discourse factors that are
reflected through these two orders rather than due to the switch in the T0-head
parameter setting. Thus, it may well be the case that a particular discourse con-
text started or ceased to be expressed through participle movement at a certain
point in the history of Bulgarian. Yet, she ultimately rejects this possibility, re-
ferring to an observation of different ratios between active and passive partici-
ples preceding the auxiliary. She shows that in Codex Marianus, an Old Church
Slavonic relic, active participles are placed in front of the auxiliary in 16% of
cases, while passive participles precede the auxiliary in as many as 67% of cases.
In Modern Bulgarian the rate is not that high. Pancheva argues that this contrast
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may point to a situation in which two grammars (T0-final and T0-initial) are in
competition, and that the switch in the setting of the T0-head parameter was ini-
tiated among active participles, which as a result gave rise to a higher rate of the
active participle–auxiliary orders.
I would like to propose an alternative explanation of the observed diachronic
frequency contrast in the participle–auxiliary orders. As has been examined in
detail by Lambova (2003), participle fronting in Modern Bulgarian triggers dif-
ferent discourse conditions depending on whether it occurs across the present
perfect auxiliary clitic (see (17a) below as well as (14b) above) or the strong past
perfect auxiliary, as in (17b). Given that the auxiliary in (17a) is prosodically de-
ficient and needs to be supported to its left, the fronting of the participle (or of
some other element) to the position in front of the clitic is obligatory. In contrast,
movement of the participle across the non-clitic auxiliary, as in (17b), is optional.
As wasmentioned above, Pancheva restricts her diachronic analysis to the orders
involving participle fronting across the past tense auxiliary, which correspond
to the one in (17b), and in this way she avoids a potential influence of the clitic




























‘They had watched the movie’ (Bg, Lambova 2003: 111–112)
Lambova (2003) points out that whereas the participle movement across the aux-
iliary clitic illustrated in (17a) is perceived as neutral, the fronting across the past
tense auxiliary exemplified in (17b) necessarily produces detectable semantic ef-
fects and is perceived as “marked.” This fact is reflected in the translation of (17b),
with the main verb capitalized to show a focused interpretation. Lambova (2003:
113) argues that participle fronting across the past tense auxiliary is felicitous
when “the speaker is presenting the activity under discussion as an alternative.”
Thus, the sentence in (17b) can be produced in a situation in which “the discourse
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contains either explicit or implied reference to the movie being in possession, i.e.
rented or owned.” (Lambova 2003: 113). In such a scenario, a potential paraphrase
of this example is ‘They have only seen the movie.’ The main verb is pronounced
with a high tone, as is typical of contrastively focused constituents in Bulgarian.
These properties lead Lambova to suggest that when the participle raises across
the past tense auxiliary, it lands in a higher projection than it does during the
fronting across the auxiliary clitic. She terms this projection Delta Phrase and
assumes it is a discourse-related projection located above CP, where focus is li-
censed.
In Modern Bulgarian participle fronting across the past tense auxiliary results
in a special discourse effect, so it is not surprising that it is not often found in
the corpus examined by Pancheva. What needs to be determined is whether a
related discourse effect was produced by the corresponding participle reorder-
ing in Old Church Slavonic. It is likely that it did not. In fact, in §2.1 above I
refer to a discourse-related syntactic change reported in Pancheva (2005: 153–
154), which occurred in Bulgarian between the 17th and the 19th centuries, and
which involved the decline of obligatory topicalization targeting SpecTP. This
change was accompanied by a reinterpretation of Wackernagel pronominal cli-
tics as preverbal elements. Examples of the obligatory topicalization are given in
(4) above and (18)–(20) below, and they include clauses with a topicalized object,
see (4b), an adverbial participle, see (18), a finite verb, see (19), and an adverb, see




























‘And in response, the old monk told him: … And the next Sunday, the old











‘Thus God accepts your repentance’ (14th c. Bg)
4Dimitrova-Vulchanova & Vulchanov (2008) observe a high frequency of structures of this type
in Old Church Slavonic, which leads them to assume that VP is head-final in this language.
However, they do not exclude the possibility of VP being head-initial, with the topicalization
derived via movement.
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‘The angel went there again for the second time’ (18th c. Bg)
Even though the topicalization data provided by Pancheva (2005: 153–154) does
not include examples with clause-initial l-participles, it is quite likely that they
were also subject to the rule of obligatory topicalization. Broekhuis & Migdalski
(2003) and Migdalski (2006) argue on the basis of Modern Bulgarian that fronted
l-participles target SpecTP. If the same analysis can be applied to Old Church
Slavonic (see Willis 2000) and Old Bulgarian, the historically high ratio of par-
ticiple movement receives a straightforward explanation: it is a product of the
obligatory topicalization to SpecTP.
Another factor that may have given rise to the higher frequency of participle-
initial orders in Old Church Slavonic is the fact that the complex tense structures
formed with the l-participle and the auxiliary ‘be’ were considerably less com-
mon in Old Church Slavonic than they are in the contemporary South Slavic
languages. Thus, Dostál’s (1954: 599ff.) estimates indicate that the l-perfect tense
was used sporadically in Old Church Slavonic, and usually in subordinate clauses.
Dostál’s corpus study lists 10 thousand usages of the aorist, 2300 of the imper-
fect tense, and approximately only 600 instances of the perfect tenses (that is, ap-
proximately 5% of all the tense forms). The scarcity of the usage of the l-perfect
compound tense in Old Slavic has been attributed to a number of factors (see
Migdalski 2006: 26–27 for discussion). For instance, Bartula (1981: 100; see also
Damborský 1967) notes that there are few examples of present perfect structures
in the earliest Old Church Slavonic relics. They become more frequent in later
manuscripts, such as Codex Suprasliensis and Savvina kniga (both from the 11th
century). Most likely, the structures formed with the l-participle may have felt
too novel and innovative for formal biblical texts. The fact that these structures
were far less common in Old Slavic than in present-day Slavic languages may
have repercussions for the different ratios in the participle–auxiliary patterns
investigated by Pancheva (2008).
3.2 The position of negation in Old Church Slavonic
The final observation used by Pancheva (2008) to support of her T0-final anal-
ysis of Old Church Slavonic is related to the interaction between negation and
verb placement. It has been observed in the literature (see e.g. Rivero 1991) that
in Modern Slavic negation may attract and incorporate into verbs, as a result of
which the two elements form a single prosodic word. The process of incorpora-
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tion is evidenced by the placement of second position clitics in languages such










‘I don’t see him’ (S-C, Rivero 1991: 338)
As will be discussed in more detail below, contemporary Slavic languages dif-
fer with respect to whether negation attracts the (finite) auxiliary verb or the
l-participle. Pancheva (2008) shows that in Old Church Slavonic negation may
attract finite verbs, see (22a), including the auxiliary, see (22b), and, in contrast








































‘He couldn’t do anything’ (OCS, John 9.33, Pancheva 2008)
Pancheva assumes that in Old Church Slavonic NegP is located above TP. In view
of this assumption, the fact that negation may attract the l-participle and as a
result produce the negation–participle–auxiliary pattern is taken by Pancheva
to indicate a potential T0-final structure. According to her analysis, a T0-final
structure can also be postulated for negation–auxiliary–participle orders on the
assumption that negation attracts the auxiliary across the participle. Importantly,
Pancheva claims that since Old Church Slavonic shows variation in the verbal
structures involving negation, allowing both negation–participle and negation–
auxiliary orders, it is likely that Old Church Slavonic features two grammars
(T0-final and T0-initial), which are in competition.
I observe that Pancheva’s (2008) hypothesis of the two competing grammars,
posited on the basis of the distribution of negation, is challenged by diachronic
and empirical facts.
Diachronically, the position of negation with respect to the verb exhibits cat-
egorial and semantic contrasts, which suggests that it is not related to grammar
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competition. Thus, Večerka (1989: 34; quoted in Willis 2000: 328) observes that
the negation–auxiliary order is four times as frequent as the negation–participle
order. Correspondingly, Willis (2000: 329) shows that the auxiliary–negation–
participle pattern is not found in matrix clauses. This type of variation is unex-
pected if grammar competition is involved.5
Furthermore, in subordinate clauses the position of the conditional auxiliary bi
is related to the semantics expressed by the complementizer, which in turn may
have a repercussion for the position of negation with respect to the auxiliary and
the l-participle. As observed by Willis (2000: 330), in Old Church Slavonic com-
plementizers may attract the conditional auxiliary.The attraction is obligatory in
the case of complementizer a,which introduces conditional clauses, see (23), but












































‘And they held him, so that he would not leave them’

















‘And they held him, so that he would not leave them’
(OCS, Codex Zographensis, Willis 2000: 330)
It can be assumed then that in subordinate clauses headed by the complemen-
tizer a, there will be no instances of the negation–auxiliary pattern, and that
only the negation–participle order will be observed. Such a contextual, semantic-
dependent restriction would be surprising if the variation were due to grammar
5An anonymous reviewer points out though that embedded contexts may pattern differently in
processes of language change. They may be more conservative than non-embedded contexts
in the case of diffusion of a change.
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competition. Rather, it seems that at least in the environments presented in (23)
and (24), the position of negation with respect to the verb is dictated by a syntac-
tic mechanism, which in specific contexts becomes obligatory.6
Synchronically, Pancheva’s assumption of the potential relation between the
position of negation and the directionality of T0 is challenged by properties of
complex tense structures in contemporary Polish and Czech. Polish, which is
clearly a T0-initial language, permits negation to either precede the auxiliary or
the participle. The type of possible order depends on the type of the auxiliary
involved. For example, negation attracts the future auxiliary (which morpholog-
ically is the perfective form of the verb ‘be’), as shown in (25), but it adjoins to
the l-participle rather than the perfect auxiliary in structures characterizing past











‘You won’t park your car here.’









‘We didn’t park the car here.’
b. * Nie-śmy parkowali tutaj samochodu. (Pl)
A corresponding variation is observed in Czech, which is also a T0-initial lan-
guage. Thus, negation is adjoined to the l-participle, and it may not be adjoined
to the auxiliary ‘be’. However, negation adjoins to the verb ‘be’ when it is used











6An anonymous reviewer provides an additional empirical fact that challenges Pancheva’s as-
sumption of a link between the position of negation, cliticization, and head directionality.
Namely, Old North Russian displayed both the negation–participle order (though negation
could directly precede the copular ‘be’) and second position clitic system until the 14th cen-
tury. On Pancheva’s analysis the co-occurrence of these two properties would indicate that
Old North Russian was simultaneously T0-initial and T0-final.
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Intended: ‘You’re not an idiot / healthy / It’s not your turn.’
(Cz, Toman 1980)
Since in Czech auxiliaries and copula verbs are morphologically identical (except
for the fact that the auxiliary form is null and the copula form is overt in the
3rd person singular and plural), the position of negation is clearly related to the
categorial distinction between these two variants of the verb ‘be’. Thus, in both
Czech and Polish the position of negation and the verb is evidently contextually
dependent.7 It is not a result of statistical frequency and it is not contingent on
the head directionality of TP.
4 Conclusion
To conclude, this paper examined arguments provided in the literature, mainly by
Pancheva (2005; 2008), in favor of head finality in Slavic on the basis of diachronic
changes in the placement of clitics in the history of Bulgarian as well as the
syntax of participles and the position of negation in Old Church Slavonic. It has
showed that there is little evidence in support of head finality in Old Slavic, and
that this claim is also challenged by empirical facts concerning the distribution
of the auxiliary ‘be’ in the history of Bulgarian. Furthermore, the diagnostics
used in favor of the head final analysis have been demonstrated to give wrong
predictions when applied to the same patterns found in Modern Slavic.
7According to an anonymous reviewer, another factor that favors a categorial distinction be-
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Many dialectal varieties of Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (BCS) show some level of
merger of standard BCS alveolo-palatal and hard post-alveolar affricate series.This
paper reports the results of a pilot study of the perception of BCS sibilants by her-
itage speakers in the United States. Twenty speakers were given a forced identifi-
cation task. Results indicate that second generation heritage speakers are worse in
performance than first generation heritage speakers. Additionally, heritage Croat-
ian and Bosnian speakers across generations perform worse than heritage Serbian
speakers.
Keywords: heritage language, phonology, language change, merger, affricates,
Bosnian/Serbian/Croatian
1 Introduction
In Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (BCS), the standard varieties have a typologically
relatively rare contrast between “hard” post-alveolar affricates (/tṣ, dẓ/, compare
the transcription of Polish hard post-alveolars in Ladefoged & Disner (2012), or
Slavic transcription /tš, dž) and alveolo-palatal affricates (IPA transcription /tɕ,
Kristina Mihajlović & Małgorzata Ćavar. 2018. Perception of
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian sibilants: Heritage U.S. vs. homeland speakers. A
pilot study. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.),
Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 265–288. Berlin: Language Science Press.
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dʑ/).1, 2 BCS has also hard-post-alveolar fricatives but no parallel alveolo-palatal
fricatives. The inventory of sibilants in standard BCS is represented in Table 1.
Table 1: Sibilants of standard varieties of Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian
(phonetic symbols with Latin orthography between slashes)
Manner Dental Post-alveolar Alveolo-palatal
Fricatives [s] [z] [ṣ] [ẓ]
/s/ /z/ /š/ /ž/
Affricates [t͡s] [t͡ṣ] [d͡ẓ] [t͡ɕ] [d͡ʑ]
/c/ /č/ /dž/ /ć/ /đ/
The contrast is cross-linguistically rare and, in fact, many dialectal varieties of
BCS show different levels of merger of the two posterior places of articulation.
Themerging areas included Istria, northern Dalmatia, Dubrovnik, Boka Kotarska,
the varieties spoken by theMuslims in Bosnia andHercegovina, Catholics of east-
ern and northern Slavonia, areas of Banat and Timok-Lužnik, the dialect spoken
in the capital of Croatia, Zagreb (Stankiewicz 1986:107, and references therein,
Ivić 1958: 296, Żygis 2003 after Ivić 1958). Included, because, given the changed
geopolitical situation after the Yugoslav war, the expansion of dialects at the
cost of Čakavian, and the increased prestige of Kajkavian (spoken in the area of
Zagreb), the situation described in before mentioned publications has evolved
substantially. However, the authors of the current publication are not aware of
any new comprehensive study of the current distribution of merging varieties.
Other dialectal areas of BCS, such as Western Hercegovina, resist the merger en-
tirely. Due to mobility of speakers between different dialectal areas, the current
sociolinguistic situation is that of a daily interaction between speakers realizing
the contrast in different ways and those not realizing the contrast.This is also the
situation for the heritage language as spoken in the U.S., which we investigate in
this study. The influence of English can potentially further facilitate the merger
1The hard post-alveolars are notoriously ambiguous, not only because of the variation in their
realization in BCS. If there is no merger, phonetically they are neither sensu stricto retroflexes
(though compare phonological arguments in Hamann 2003, e.g. for Polish) nor typical pala-
toalveolars – although the sounds that have undergone merger are probably to be described as
palatoalveoalars. We identify the non-merged, hard post-alveolars as /tṣ, dẓ/, symbols used in
Ladefoged & Disner (2012: 169) to describe Polish hard post-alveolars, where the authors made
a strong case for using a non-IPA symbol distinct from the available symbols.
2Wewill continue using the Slavic symbols for the post-alveolar series for typographic reasons.
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because one posterior place of articulation in English (palatoalveolar /t͡ʃ, d͡ʒ/) cor-
responds to a two-way place of articulation contrast in BCS (alveolo-palatal /tɕ,
dʑ/ and post-alveolar /tš, dž/). The current study contributes to our better un-
derstanding of the merger processes and language change in general but also
informs us of the strategies that native speakers adopt, first, when in close con-
tact with different dialects and, second, with a dominant foreign language with
conflicting phonological patterns.
§2 situates our study in the broader context of heritage language research. In
section §3, the homeland situation is sketched. §4 is devoted to the methodology
of the research and §5 provides the results. §6 relates the results back to the
hypotheses and discusses the overall significance of the study while the paper is
concluded in §7.
2 Heritage language studies context
The variety of BCS our study focuses on is the language of the Bosnian, Croatian,
and Serbian diaspora in the United States (in particular, Chicago and the sur-
rounding areas, including Northern Indiana). Previous research on heritage lan-
guages suggests that the language of heritage communities differs in systematic
ways from the language as spoken in the homeland communities. One factor here
is the interaction between the L1 and L2 (in our case, the L2 is English) sound sys-
tems (Polinsky 2018 and references therein). Additionally, in heritage language
communities, the close contact of different dialects must be considered. Due to
several factors, such as heritage speakers’ geographical separation from home-
land speech, there is less pressure from the standard language(s). This allows
natural language change to proceed unimpeded (or impeded to a much lesser
degree) by prescriptive grammars, formal schooling and official media. Finally,
it is often the case that heritage speakers do not reach the level of competence
in their heritage language that would be comparable with competence of home-
land speakers (Scontras et al. 2015). The language of the homeland is often not
sufficient to serve as a universal communication tool in a different social context
of the new country. Compensation strategies are developed to accommodate the
needs of speakers, for example, code-switching. We believe that the situation of
increased variation facilitates and accelerates language change.
In heritage language studies, there is no consensus concerning the definition
of a heritage language and heritage speaker. Polinsky (2018) and Kelleher (2010)
provide overviews of several definitions of heritage speakers and heritage lan-
guage. Scontras et al. (2015: 1) describe heritage speakers as “unbalanced bilin-
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guals, simultaneous or sequential, who shifted early in childhood from one lan-
guage (their heritage language) to their dominant language (the language of their
speech community).”The definition of a heritage language can include a language
that is acquired naturally at home, yet may be treated as a minority language
outside of the home (Polinsky 2018; see Kupisch et al. 2014 for further discussion
of the definition of a heritage speaker). On the other hand, the term “heritage
speaker” may also be used exclusively to describe bilinguals who were raised in
a monolingual home (e.g., Polinsky & Kagan 2007).
The current study will operate with the definition of a homeland speaker as
an individual who natively speaks language A and still resides in their homeland
country in which language A is widely spoken. On the other hand, we define
a heritage speaker as someone who has lived in a new country in which their
native language A is not widely spoken for a substantial amount of time, with
the focus of their life interest moved to the new country;3 if they do speak their
heritage language, it is usually reduced to being spoken in the home or with other
speakers in a close-knit community. Heritage speakers are usually immigrants or
displaced persons who have moved to a new country and their heritage language
skills often range widely, from fluent monolingualism or bilingualism to total
language loss through attrition (Scontras et al. 2015).This study includes speakers
from each end of this spectrum as well as many who fall somewhere along the
middle with respect to language attainment.
Another issue in heritage studies is the observed diachronic generation-to-
generation change (Otheguy et al. 2007). In our study, we have identified Gen-
eration 1 as speakers who acquired their heritage language in the homeland na-
tively, and Generation 2 as speakers who have primarily learned their heritage
language in the new country. We also included speakers who immigrated to the
U.S. as very young children before the onset of formal education in the Genera-
tion 2 category.
Further, Polinsky (2018) maintains that cross-linguistically, “immigrant and
heritage varieties, separated from the ongoing change in the homeland, tend to
retain features that are (or are perceived as) conservative” (Polinsky 2018: 129).
Whether or not the language changes within the same generation is also an area
of interest. In our study we ask if the language change is a function of time the
speaker has spent within the new country. For example, in a large-scale anal-
ysis conducted using U.S. Census data of Spanish speakers living in the United
3For the purpose of our study, we adopted an arbitrary 7-year residence condition in the U.S. for
the speakers of Generation 1 to exclude those new immigrants who would not have substantial
exposure to English and the heritage language in the new country community.
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States, Veltman (2000) found that “longer residence in the United States is associ-
ated with greater language shift.” (Veltman 2000: 66) In the context of our study,
we will readdress these questions, the cross-generation differences and linguistic
conservatism, in the discussion section.
Addressing the issue of conflicting phonological systems, Polinsky (2018) as-
sumes that heritage speakers generally use “the knowledge of contrasts from one
language to the other only when such contrasts are useful,” and suppress such
differences when unnecessary (Polinsky 2018: 115). Using the concept of a dis-
tinction being “useful”, we are forced to adopt a perspective of a uni-directional
influence of the dominant language influencing the heritage language. In the con-
text of the current study, this means that we would expect heritage BCS speakers
with English exposure to suppress their categorical distinction of alveolo-palatal
vs. post-alveolar sibilants because English lacks this place of articulation distinc-
tion and maintaining this contrast is not “useful” from the point of view of the
acquisition of English. One needs to observe that – although “usefulness” is pri-
marily described in relation to the dominant language of the new country, in
our case the “usefulness” of the contrast in the heritage language itself can play
a role, that is, in its functional load. The contrast between post-alveolars and
alveolo-palatals has a low functional load in BCS.
3 Sibilants of homeland speakers
BCS is a language continuum (called “macrolanguage” in Ethnologue) spoken
in Croatia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, and Montenegro with an estimated
15,260,000 speakers worldwide with considerable diaspora populations in the
United States, Canada, and Australia (Simons & Fennig 2017). Figure 1 shows
the geographical area where the homeland BCS speakers are located in Eastern
Europe.4
As shown in Table 1, standard varieties of BCS contrast two posterior places
of articulation for affricates. Conservative alveolo-palatals of BCS are articulated
with an extreme raising of the tongue in the prepalatal area, while post-alveolars
have the point of maximum constriction in the area of the alveolar ridge and just
behind it, with the tongue body displaying no raising behind the constriction, see
Figure 2. This is different from English where the palatoalveolars are articulated
with a raised convex tongue but the raising is considerably less pronounced that
in BCS alveolo-palatal sounds.
4Figure 1 is based on https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/3/31/Balkan_Peninsula.
svg by https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:SilentResident CC-BY-SA.
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Figure 1: Southeastern Europe: Areas where homeland
Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian is spoken
Figure 2: Alveolo-palatals (left) and post-alveolars (right) in a non-
merging variety (here: Serbian; adapted from Miletić 1958)
Škarić (2009), describing standard Croatian, distinguishes between three pro-
nunciation types. First, the classical, virtually non-existent pronunciation type
preserves a clear contrast. Second, the received pronunciation, characterizes care-
ful speech of educated speakers with remnants of the contrast, in particular, COG
values partly overlapping for the two places of articulation.5 Finally, the gen-
erally accepted pronunciation is that the places of articulation are completely
merged. One has to bear in mind that the measures presented in Škarić (2009)
5COG (Center of Gravity) is in acoustics a measure for how high the frequencies in a spectrum
are on average (at a particular point of time). COG provides a convenient dimension of com-
parison for sounds with a noise component. For example, denti-alveolar fricatives have their
COG in higher frequencies and posterior fricatives.
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represent the speech of speakers recorded in Zagreb, thus in the merging dialec-
tal area. The rendition of the standard may be heavily influenced by the local
dialect and, thus, the picture might differ if the measurements were to include
speakers in other Croatian major cities. Whatever the details are, the point we
want to stress is that some varieties of the homeland speech have merger or
merger in progress, and that there is a lot of variation in the realization of the
two posterior places of articulation for speakers of BCS in Europe.
In our understanding of the “homeland” perception of the contrast between the
two posterior places of articulation, we rely heavily on an earlier study by Ćavar
& Hamann (2011), who tested speakers from Croatia and Bosnia and Hercegov-
ina (to the exclusion of speakers from Serbia).The study was, however, guided by
different research questions from those that we investigate today and used a dif-
ferent software and tokens recorded by a different speaker. In particular, Ćavar
& Hamann (2011) was a study of inter-language perception and used tokens
produced by a Polish native-speaker. On the other hand, Polish alveolo-palatal
affricates are very similar, if not identical, to the Croatian ones as articulated
in non-merging dialects of Hercegovina. The tokens have also included alveolo-
palatal fricatives, which are absent from Croatian, to test if Croatian speakers
can use their ability to discriminate between alveolo-palatal affricates and hard
post-alveolar affricates to perceive the contrast between Polish alveolo-palatal
fricatives and post-alveolar fricatives. Unlike for the German control group, Croa-
tian participants perceived all contrasts – including those absent from BCS – at
the level comparable with Polish participants; see Figure 3. Four subjects out of
twenty reached 100% accuracy in perception.The project also contained a produc-
pp1 pp2 pp3 pp4 pp5 pp6 pp7 pp8 pp9 pp10 pp11 pp12 pp13 pp14 pp15 pp16 pp17 pp18 pp19pp200
50
100 100 98 98 99 92 92 88 96
97 100 96 95 96 89
98 100 99 99 100 97
0 2 2 1
8 8 12 4 3 0 4 5 4
11
2 0 1 1 0 3
%
Accurate Mistakes
Figure 3: Perception of alveolo-palatals versus hard post-alveolars in
a forced-choice identification task (Ćavar & Hamann 2008)
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tion component.6 The same Croatian participants were recorded reading word
lists containing Croatian sibilants. The highest ratio of mistakes in perception
(up to 12%) was observed in subjects who do not produce a stable contrast be-
tween soft and hard affricate series in Croatian. Both subjects with the relatively
highest error level come from the same area (of Zadar). Interestingly, the relation
is not reciprocal: not all participants who do not produce consistent contrast have
a higher ratio of mistakes in perception.
The rendition of the posterior place contrast showed a lot of inter- and intra-
speaker variation. One speaker was switching between a more standard pronun-
ciation and the dialectal pronunciation fromPag, where standard alveolo-palatals
are realized as palatal stops. Out of twenty participants, ten articulated a stable
contrast, for five participants the contrast was not realized in a reliable fashion,
and five others did not have the contrast. Table 2 shows the geographical origins
of speakers.7
Table 2: Homeland Croatian speakers by dialectal area
Štokavian (coast) Štokavian (Slavonia) Čakavian Kajkavian
14 2 2 2
For those speakers whose pronunciation was not standard-like with two com-
pletely distinct categories, impressionistically five participants produced “hard”
post-alveolars as more soft, four had alveolo-palatals shifted towards the “harder”
series, three had variation in the production depending on whether the follow-
ing vowel was front or back (only contexts of [e] and [a] were recorded). While
only impressionistic descriptions are available at this point for all the original
participants of the production study, it is clear that in homeland Croatian the
perception of the contrast is surprisingly good given the high ratio of speakers
with either complete merger or inconsistent rendering.
The contrast between alveolo-palatal and another post-alveolar place of artic-
ulation is relatively rare cross-linguistically (Maddieson 1984). The two sound
series contrast, for example, in Chinese languages, in Polish, Serbo-Croatian and
Lower Sorbian, in Ubykh and Abkhaz (cf. Ladefoged & Maddieson 1996). Some
languages exhibit the contrast limited to individual manner of articulation and
6This was a study conducted by Ćavar & Hamann (2008).
7Another useful consideration is how many of the speakers of either generation were speakers
of a border variety of BCS – that is, a variety spoken near a political border. We did not collect
this type of information and therefore cannot comment on this.
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phonation type and/or enhance it with additional secondary articulations. From
the functional point of view, it might be beneficial to merge the two series. Alve-
olo-palatals involve higher level of raising from the neutral position than palato-
alveolars (e.g. in English), in contrast, “hard” post-alveolars require amuch flatter
tongue position than for the palato-alveolars, thus, a high degree of articulatory
precision is necessary to maintain the contrast. Further, the two series are rel-
atively similar auditorily. For example, in the interlanguage forced-choice iden-
tification task by Ćavar & Hamann (2011), untrained German native speakers
achieved only 55% accuracy.
Additionally, in BCS languages the contrast has a relatively low functional
load. To our knowledge, there are no studies focusing on the functional load of
the contrast, but homeland(s) grammars (such as e.g. Brozović 1991) cite usually
only a couple of relevant minimal pairs.8 The frequency of letters in Croatian
generated by a character counter lists the letters đ, ć, č, (d)ž among the least fre-
quent in Croatian – not counting the foreign letters y, w, x, and f – with the
following percentages in Croatian: đ at 0.20%, ć at 0.49%, č at 0.92%, ž at 0.47%,
all this bearing in mind that ć occurs in some frequent function words like hoću
‘will.1sg’.9 While the frequency of the letters in a written corpus cannot be in-
terpreted directly to evaluate the frequency of sounds (for example, because ž
is used in the representation of both the fricative ([ž]) and affricate ([dž]), it in-
dicates that the sounds represented by the letters are at the bottom rank with
regards to their functional load. No striking differences are expected between
Croatian and other standard varieties. It is our understanding that low functional
load might potentially facilitate the merger (cf. Wedel et al. 2013).
4 Methodology
The study was guided by a number of research questions. First, we are interested,
given the intra-language structural pressure and the influence from the contact
language, whether or not Generation 2 merges more than Generation 1.
H1: Second-generation speakers merge more than first-generation speakers.
8E.g. spavaćica ‘pajamas’ vs. spavačica ‘woman, sleeping’. Other minimal pairs include posećen
‘visited’ vs. posečen ‘cut’, veće ‘bigger’ vs. veče ‘evening’ (Serbian), kuće ‘houses’ vs. kuče ‘puppy’
(Bosnian), and ćar ‘benefit’, ‘gain’ (Bosnian) vs. čar ‘charm’; data retrieved from https://forum.
unilang.org/viewtopic.php?t=3028.
9We used the following character counter: https://www.sttmedia.com/characterfrequency-
croatian.
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Further, we are also interested in the influence of the dominant English on the
speech of Generation 1 heritage speakers, in particular we have assumed that for
Generation 1 there will be a correlation between the length of the stay in the U.S.
and the amount of merger:
H2: First-generation speakers are more likely to perceptually merge the two
categories the longer they have spent in the United States.
Finally, we want to verify earlier findings from a pilot study of Ćavar et al.
(2016) that hard post-alveolars tend to be realized as (more) soft while alveolo-
palatals are relatively stable in the merger; see (1a). The other possible scenario
in this merger process would be that both categories move towards the halfway
point between alveolo-palatals and original post-alveolars (e.g. in terms of COG)
to produce a palato-alveolar sound, as in (1b).
(1) Merger scenarios
a. alveolo-palatals → alveolo-palatal
hard post-alveolars → alveolo-palatal
b. alveolo-palatals → palatoalveolars
Hard post-alveolars → palatoalveolars
H3: In the merging contrast, alveolo-palatals are more salient perceptually and
are perceived with greater accuracy than post-alveolars.
The study included a production part (a reading task) and a perceptual exper-
iment. This paper reports the preliminary results of the perceptual study.
In the perception study, participants were asked to listen to syllables contain-
ing one sibilant in various vowel contexts, either VC, CV, or VCV. Participants
were asked to listen to syllables containing one of six sibilant sounds and then
forced to identify which sound of a pair they perceived it to be. By utilizing a
forced representation task in the experiment, participants were required to make
a decision on their perception of the sound regardless of how confident they feel
on their decision. During the experiment, the reaction time was also recorded,
but so-far not analyzed.
The tokens were recorded by a female native speaker from Hercegovina who
produces a stable contrast between alveolo-palatal and post-alveolar places of ar-
ticulation in her speech. The native speaker read a list of nonce words composed
of a sibilant sound surrounded by the same vowel on either side (e.g. /eće/, /eče/,
/eše/, etc.). The data were obtained through a forced-choice identification task
made with Paradigm (experiment adapted from Lee & Jongman 2016) and ran on
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a Lenovo laptop with headphones on. Table 3 details the methods used to derive
the 36 stimuli for the experiment; 6 stimuli came from each of the 6 sounds in the
first column. Each stimulus was repeated once for a total of 72 tokens.10 The final
column gives the spliced stimuli which were used in the perception experiment.
Table 3: Stimuli used in the perception experiment
















č CV, VC, VCV identical as ć identical as ć če, ča, eč, ač,
eče, ača
đ CV, VC, VCV identical as ć identical as ć đe, đa, eđ, ađ,
eđe, ađa







CV_V# seše V_V eše
Tokens were presented using headphones connected to a computer. Partici-
pants were taskedwith indicatingwhat they hear by clicking either the left arrow
for /ć/, /đ/ or /c/, or the right arrow for /č/, /dž/ or /š/, as shown in Figure 4.
10/c/ and /š/ were included in the perception experiment to act as a control set to contrast with
the merging series. As such, the stimuli used for /c/ came from a different native speakers’
recording and the sound was extracted independently with no surrounding vowel information.
The stimuli for /š/ came from the original native speaker, but less environments were included.
As expected, the perception of both sounds was perfect for all speakers across all dialects and
all generations (see Table 6) because neither /c/ nor /š/ are merging in any variety of BCS we
are aware of.
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ć or đ or c
(Left Arrow) 
č or dž or š
(Right Arrow)
Figure 4: Perception experiment design
The symbols correspond to standard orthographic form in the Latinica (Latin-
based) alphabet. While the post-alveolar sounds in the merging series (/č, dž/)
were grouped together and the alveolo-palatal sounds (/ć, đ/) were grouped to-
gether, there was no other correspondence between the direction of the arrow
and any phonetic characteristic of the sound, especially in the arbitrary case of /c/
and /š/. Participants were asked to complete a brief demographic questionnaire
in which they provided information, for example, on the language background




3. first languages (“ones you’ve spoken since you can remember”),
4. birth city, state, and country,
5. childhood home (“Where did you spend your childhood, if different than
the above?”),
6. year of arrival to United States (“If you moved to the U.S., when did you
come and to what city and state?”),
7. parents’ home (“Where did your parents/guardians spend their childhood
(city, state, and country)?”),
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8. other homes (“other cities which you have visited/lived formore than three
consecutive months”), including location (city, state, country), duration,
and age.
Then for each language/dialect known (including native), participants were
asked to provide
9. age of acquisition,
10. years of experience with this language, and
11. usage questions such as: “What percent of the time do you use this lan-
guage?”, “Who do you typically speak this language with? (please list your
relationship with people, but no names)”, “Where are these people usually
from?”, “In what environment(s) do you usually use this language? (Or
when do you usually get a chance to speak this language?)”, “How impor-
tant do you think it is for you to speak this language?”, “Please indicate
your abilities in each of the four areas in this language:” Areas: Speaking,
Listening, Reading, Writing; Abilities: Poor, Fair, Good, or (Near)-Native?
A complete copy of the questionnaire is available upon request from the first
author.
We defined first generation (Gen1) speakers (N = 11) as those who moved
to the United States at seven years of age or older because children start their
formal education in the homeland at the age of 7 and from that time on they
become increasingly exposed to normative language education. Generation 2, in
contrast, includes speakers who emigrated as very young children (before formal
schooling began), as well as those who learned their heritage language in the
current country of residence from their Generation 1 parents. In our study, we
have investigated only Generation 1 and Generation 2 speakers.
20 speakers participated in the study, most of them (N = 18) women.The age of
participants ranged from 20 to 78 and was correlated with their generation (Gen-
eration 1 versus Generation 2), where Generation 1 was older and Generation 2
was younger. Generation 1 was comprised of 11 participants while Generation 2
was comprised of 9 participants. We divided the participant group into Bosnians,
Croatians, and Serbians, based on the place of birth, or the place of birth of the
parents (for Generation 2). Half of all participants (N = 10) were included in
the Serbian group, six in the Bosnian and Herzegovinian group, and four in the
Croatian group. Table 4 provides a summary of speaker breakdown.11
11Gen 1 age mean: 45.73 (SD 18.91); Gen 2 age mean: 25.00 (SD 11.36).
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Table 4: Participants overview; B = Bosnian, C = Croatian, S = Serbian
Generation 1 Generation 2
female/male count F = 10, M = 1 F = 8, M = 1
age range 20–57 20–78
dialect breakdown 2 B, 3 C, 6 S 4 B, 1 C, 4 S
5 Results
The following sections present the findings. §5.1 presents the basic descriptive
statistics, §5.2 compares the results for Generation 1 and Generation 2 speakers.
In §5.3, the results of the current study are compared with the available results of
homeland speakers in Ćavar & Hamann (2011). §5.3 addresses the length of stay
in the U.S. as a potential factor influencing the merger in the first generation
of immigrants and §5.4 looks at the potential differences in the perception of
different categories.
5.1 General results
Let us start with the ratios of incorrect responses for the three sub-groups of
participants depending on the area of origin across the two generations. The
data is further divided with respect to the type of sound – non-merging hard
post-alveolars (/š/), merging hard post-alveolars (/tš, dž/), and merging alveolo-
palatals (/ć, đ/).
Due to the complex geolinguistic situation in the countries of former Yugo-
slavia, it was sometimes impossible to unambiguously identify the exact dialect
spoken by participants in Generation 1, instead we use the area of origin as the
variable. Generalized Linear Mixed Model (GLMM) analysis was conducted and
the area of origin did not turn out to be a significant predictor in our data with
p = 0.24 (model also includes generation, sound type, sound environment, age,
and number of years since the acquisition of English). Croatian-origin partici-
pants’ responses are marginally different from the Serbian group (p = 0.099).
However, when looking at raw percentages, certain tendencies in the data can
be observed. In particular, in the first generation Croatian-origin participants
merge more than other groups. This difference is levelled in second generation.
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Table 5: Percent of incorrect answers by area of origin, generation and
sound type
Area of origin Sound group Gen1 Gen2
Serbia Non-merging hard post-alveolars 2.8% 0.0%
Merging hard post-alveolars 4.2% 41.7%
Merging alveolo-palatals 6.9% 33.3%
All 4.6% 25.0%
Bosnia Non-merging hard post-alveolars 0.0% 4.2%
Merging hard post-alveolars 4.2% 52.0%
Merging alveolo-palatals 4.2% 47.9%
All 2.8% 34.0%
Croatia Non-merging hard post-alveolars 2.8% 0.0%
Merging hard post-alveolars 30.6% 8.3%
Merging alveolo-palatals 36.1% 83.0%
All 23.1% 30.6%
5.2 Do the second-generation speakers merge more than the
first-generation speakers?
The absolute number of incorrect responses is much higher in Gen2 than in Gen1
in total as well as for each subgroup of participants separately. A GLMM analysis
has been conducted controlling for generation as a factor.The difference between
Gen1 and Gen2 is statistically significant (p = 0.005). For Serbian-origin partici-
pants, the difference between Gen1 and Gen2 is significant withp = 0.046, highly
significant for Bosnian speakers (p = 0.001), however, this difference turned out
to be insignificant for Croatian-origin participants (p = 0.739).
5.3 Does the duration of the stay in the United States influence the
level of merger in Gen1 speakers?
With regards to H2, in which we predicted that the longer the duration of stay
in the United States, the more likely a speaker is to merge the categories. We
found that our results do not support this hypothesis. In fact, the duration of
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stay in the U.S. in Generation 1 speakers had no effect on the level of merger
(p = 1). Figure 5, which was added in response to a reviewer’s request, shows
this lack of correlation between length of stay in the United States and accuracy
of merging tokens. For our purposes, a higher level of merger is indicated by a
lower accuracy of properly identifying merging tokens.




















Figure 5: Length of stay in the U.S. vs. accuracy on merging tokens
5.4 Is either of the merging categories more “difficult”?
Further, we have looked at the identification ratios across sound categories. Post-
alveolars are split into the affricates (potentially merging with alveolo-palatal
series) and fricatives (which do not have corresponding alveolo-palatal fricatives,
thus, do not merge with any other existing category). While the identification
of [š] (a non-merging category) is, as expected, close to 100%, for all heritage
speakers – Generation 1 and 2 – the correct identification of voiceless affricate
categories is only slightly above 80%.
Figure 6 shows the perception accuracy by sound type for voiceless sounds.
In Figure 7, the sound type accuracy for each of the three sound types, alveolo-
palatal merging, post-alveolar non-merging, and post-alveolar merging, is rep-
resented for the two generations separately. The dashed line represents the per-
ception accuracy of Generation 1, while the solid line represents the accuracy
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of Generation 2. The accuracy of the post-alveolar [š] is near 100%, which was
expected as this sound is non-merging.
SoundtypeRC













Figure 6: Perception in heritage speakers: alveolo-palatal (in the above
graph, represented by ‘pre-palatal’ merging = [ć], post-alveolar non-
merging = [š], post-alveolar merging = [č] (all heritage participants)
Sound Type
















Figure 7: Accuracy of sound types. Key: dashed = Gen 1, solid = Gen 2;
Alveolo-palatal (in the above graph, represented by ‘pre-palatal’) merg-
ing = [ć/đ], post-alveolar non-merging = [š], post-alveolar merging =
[č/dž]
Contrary to what was expected, post-alveolar affricates and alveolo-palatal
affricates reached similar level of accuracy in the identification task, however, the
difference in the identification of the two merging categories was not significant,
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neither for Generation 1 nor Generation 2. /š/ is correctly identified more often
than both alveolo-palatal /ć/ and post-alveolar /č/, for both generations and the
difference is statistically relevant, see Table 6.
Table 6: Statistically relevant difference in the perception between
sound type for voiceless sounds (OR = odds ratio, CI = confidence in-
terval)
Gen1 (OR[CI]) Gen2 (OR[CI])
alveolo-palatal merging
& post-alveolar merging





& post-alveolar non merging














The goodness of the perception of alveolo-palatals is not statistically better
or worse than the perception of post-alveolar affricates. This finding does not
support the hypothesis that alveolo-palatals are more stable than post-alveolar
merging affricates, which was based on the pilot data from an articulatory study
by Ćavar et al. (2016). Non-merging categories (posterior fricatives) are sticking
away from the rest in terms of accuracy of identification. Non-merging post-
alveolars are approx. 7.49 times more likely to be identified correctly than merg-
ing post-alveolars and approx. 10.96 times more likely to be identified correctly
than alveolopalatals.
6 Discussion
Hypothesis 1, which states that Generation 2 speakers would merge more than
Generation 1 speakers, is supported by our perception data. This result is not
surprising. Merging is expected both because of intra-language tendencies, given
that the contrast is typologically relatively uncommon, and second, because of
the potential pressure from English, which also has only one place of articulation
in the posterior area instead of two.
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Since length of stay in the United States is not correlated to accuracy, hypothe-
sis H2 is not supported by our findings.This is contrary to Veltman’s finding from
large-scale Spanish data conducted using U.S. Census data that longer residence
in the United States is linked with greater language shift (Veltman 2000: 66). We
believe that the tendency to merge might be critically influenced by a number of
factors apart from the duration of stay in the new country, e.g. relatively high
proportion of the use of BCS in Generation 1.
We encountered variation in the usage of BCS by generation of speakers. Gen-
eration 1 speakers, on average, report using BCS 42% of the time compared to
only 20% for Generation 2 speakers. The more extensive usage in Generation
1 speakers may be a result of the relative language skills in the two languages.
Generation 2 speakers, on the other hand, report using English 80% of the time
compared to only 58% for Generation 1 speakers. We argue that this increased
use of English, among other factors helps also to account for the lower accuracy
results in Generation 2 speakers versus Generation 1 speakers. Further, the con-
trast between alveolo-palatals and post-alveolars is hard-coded into BCS spelling
and with any level of education in BCS, it is very prominent and not likely to be
obliterated once it is there for a speaker. Generation 2 speakers, per our defi-
nition, did not have a chance to participate in the formal education in Croatia-
Bosnia-Serbia and were either not exposed or exposed to a lesser degree to the
prescriptive norm of the homeland language. The other factors contributing to
the lower performance in Generation 2 might include the level of formality in
the interaction with the dominant language and the education in the dominant
language.
Lastly, with regards to hypothesis H3, the difference between the “goodness”
of perception between post-alveolars and alveolo-palatals is not statistically rel-
evant, which does not provide support for the hypothesis in Ćavar et al. (2016).
On the other hand, given the statistically relevant difference between merging
and non-merging hard post-alveolars, our data provide strong evidence for the
progress of merger.
Our results do not support the claim advocated by Polinsky (2018) that im-
migrant and heritage language varieties tend to retain conservative features, as
was the case with early American English being more conservative than British
English.12 Perhaps the deciding factor is the fact that the process of merger had
started already in the homeland speech and was “imported” to the U.S. Our re-
12This situation of conservatism exists in several languages. See Kang & Nagy (2012) for a dis-
cussion of Seoul Korean homeland and heritage speakers exhibiting the expected pattern of
conservatism in the aspirated/lenis distinction in stops. Additionally, Thepboriruk (2015) gives
an account from heritageThai in which heritage teen speakers were consistently more conser-
vative than their parents with respect to voiceless aspirated stop affrication.
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sults support the opposite claim – that language change is facilitated in the her-
itage language context. Our study does not, however, provide much evidence as
to what may be the factors behind the language change, whether the accelerating
factor is the influence of the dominant language, or if it is unimpeded language-
internal systemic pressures that contribute to the faster-rate language change. A
difference between the Croatian/Bosnian heritage speakers with a higher level
of merger and, on the other hand, Serbian heritage speakers with a lower level
of merger indicates that this is due to the homeland dialectal differences, and
then, that for the change to be accelerated in the heritage language, it has to be
already well in progress in the homeland speech. A study of a heritage language
with a similar contrast but no merger in progress in the homeland speech would
provide some evidence to support either analysis.
Polinsky (2018) remarks that features which are “useful” in the dominant lan-
guage tend to be retained in the heritage language. Our study does not contradict
this observation. The distinction between alveolo-palatal and post-alveolar affri-
cates is not utilized in English, thus, heritage speakers can afford to abandon
the contrast. This perspective, however, assumes a uni-directional impact of the
dominant language on the heritage language, a claim which is problematic. As
some studies indicate, e.g. Łyskawa (2016), the dominant language of Generation
2 heritage speakers is different from the language spoken by monolingual native
speakers of the dominant language, that is, the heritage speech influences the
dominant language. The issue deserves further investigation.
The most obvious question is whether heritage speakers merge more than
homeland speakers and the answer to this question is that we cannot be sure.
Raw numbers comparison indicates that the combined group of both Genera-
tion 1 and Generation 2 heritage speakers merge more than “homeland” speak-
ers in the study of Ćavar & Hamann (2011) on the perception of Croatian and
Bosnian/Hercegovinian speakers.This is surprising to some extent because Ćavar
& Hamann (2011) targeted the areas with the strongest merging dialects to the
exclusion of areas with less merging dialectal areas. If we exclude the heritage
speakers of Serbian origin, Bosnian/Croatian heritage participants in both Gen-
eration 1 and Generation 2 seem to perform worse than Bosnian/Croatian partic-
ipants in Ćavar & Hamann (2011); see Table 7.13
One of the reviewers commented that the results of the two studies cannot
be compared for the sake of the differences in the methodology, primarily for
two reasons: first, because the tokens used in the Ćavar & Hamann (2011) study
included Polish sounds, and second, because the homeland study did not include
13The homeland speaker data in Table 7 are from Ćavar & Hamann (2011).
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Table 7: Accuracy of responses
Correct Incorrect
Serbian Gen1 94.9% 5.1%
Serbian Gen2 65.4% 34.6%
Bosnian/Croatian Gen1 85.1% 14.9%
Bosnian/Croatian Gen 2 52.4% 47.6%
Homeland speakers of Bosnian/Croatian 97.8% 2.2%
participants from Serbia.14 As for the former criticism, Ćavar & Hamann (2011)
have demonstrated that Croatian speakers perceive a categorical difference be-
tween hard and soft categories exceptionally well, and this is also the gist of
the current heritage study. The Polish contrast between alveolo-palatal affrica-
tes and post-alveolars is rendered in a strikingly similar if not identical way as
the prototypical rendition of the Croatian contrast, that is, the one from the non-
mergingHercegovina areas.This is to be expected. Phonological inventories with
comparable number of phonemes with comparable contrasts tend to be rendered
phonetically in a similar way, as discussed, for example, in Boersma & Hamann
(2008) and demonstrated by their simulation of the development of sibilant in-
ventories. We admit that the strength of the effect might be attributed to the
difference of focus and methodology between the current study and the home-
land study. However, we are convinced that the numbers are indicative of a ten-
dency, especially because they are also consistent with the comparison between
heritage Generation 1 and Generation 2.
7 Conclusions
This paper discussed the results from a perceptual study with 20 heritage speak-
ers of Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian living in the United States. Our study has shown
that heritage speakers have a high ratio of merger. The ratio of merger in the
heritage speech is potentially higher than in that of homeland population, but a
direct comparison is impossible given the available set of data. A difference has
14Like in the current study, Ćavar & Hamann used a forced identification task. They used Praat
experiment environment instead of Paradigm, and the tokens were fricatives and affricates of
Polish (Boersma & Weenink 2016). The arrangement of the responses on the screen was also
the same, with “soft” consonant categories on one side and “hard” consonant responses on the
other.
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been observed between Generation 1 speakers with lower ratio of merger and
Generation 2 with a higher level of merger. No direct correlation between the
years of residence and the level of merger has been discovered for Generation
1. The findings of this pilot study contribute to the discussion surrounding her-
itage speakers and language change. Further research on the production of the
merging sound will shed light on the interaction between perception and produc-
tion in the bilingual heritage speakers. Finally, additional studies on the heritage
speakers of other languages with a similar consonantal inventory will provide a
commentary on the role of typological factors in the sibilant merger in heritage
BCS in the U.S., as opposed to the role of English as the dominant language.
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Chapter 13
General-factual perfectives: On an
asymmetry in aspect choice between
western and eastern Slavic languages
Olav Mueller-Reichau
University of Leipzig
The paper addresses the issue of microvariation within Slavic aspect. Specifically,
it investigates perfective general-factuals, which appear in Czech and Polish but
not in Russian. It is shown that perfective aspect is used in Czech and Polish when
the semantics of the VP of the sentence is such that reference is limited to unique
events, or when reference to a unique event is contextually determined. Assuming
that semantic aspects operate over VP-meanings, it is then argued that the seman-
tics of perfective aspect in Polish and Czech includes a completedness condition
and a uniqueness condition whereas the semantics of the Russian perfective, more
strongly, encodes target state validity. This difference categorically bans perfective
aspect from general-factual contexts in Russian, but not in Czech and Polish.
Keywords:microvariation, perfective, general-factual, target state, uniqueness, VP
1 Introduction
The present paper contributes to the discussion of microvariation within the
realm of Slavic aspect. As is well-documented, the distribution of perfective and
imperfective verb forms among contexts is not constant within the Slavic family
(see, among others, Stunová 1991; 1993; Breu 2000; Petruchina 2000; Dickey 2000;
2015; Dickey 2018; Gehrke 2002; Wiemer 2008; Rivero & Arregui 2010; Alves-
tad 2013; Gattnar 2013; Berger 2013; Arregui et al. 2014; Dübbers 2015; Fortuin
& Kamphuis 2015; 2018). Although there is typological reason to speak of “the
Slavic-style aspect” (e.g. Dahl 1985; Plungjan 2011), it would be utterly wrong to
consider the aspectual systems of the Slavic languages all the same.
Olav Mueller-Reichau. 2018. General-factual perfectives: On an asymmetry in aspect
choice between western and eastern Slavic languages. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland
Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016,
289–311. Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545531
Olav Mueller-Reichau
The pioneering study on microvariation of aspect in Slavic is Dickey (2000).
Based on disagreeing patterns of aspect choice (perfective / imperfective), Dickey
analyzes the Slavic languages as clustering around two poles on a scale.Thewest-
ern languages represent one pole, the eastern languages the other one. Polish
and Serbian and Croatian are diagnozed as occupying an intermediate region, as
these languages share properties with languages of the western as well as with
languages of the eastern group, see Table 1.








Dickey (2015) presents a revision of the 2000 picture. The most important inno-
vation is that the South Slavic languages (apart from Slovene) are no longer clas-
sified as members of the western or eastern groups, but are classified separately,
see Table 2.
In this paper, I will be concerned with Czech, Polish and Russian. For the
present purposes, therefore, the move from Dickey (2000) to Dickey (2015) is
by and large irrelevant. What matters is that Czech is treated as a member of the
western group, that Russian is counted as an instance of the eastern group, and
that Polish is treated as a language sharing properties with both these groups.
More specifically, I will look at the aspectual behavior of these three languages
in general-factual usage. General-factual contexts are particularly interesting
from a comparative point of view. The Russian-biased general wisdom is that
general-factuals call for imperfective aspect. As has been observed, among others,
by Dickey (2000), however, there are certain general-factual contexts in which
Czech speakers, for instance, resort to perfective forms. The aim of the present
study is twofold. The first goal is to describe the kinds of contexts in which the
western language Czech displays general-factual perfectives, whereas the east-
ern language Russian displays general-factual imperfectives. Since the theoret-
ical prediction for “transitional” Polish is unclear, we will always have a look
at the choice that speakers of Polish make in the respective cases. As we will
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see, and as noted in Dickey (2000: 101), with respect to aspect choice in general-
factual contexts Polish is not “in between”, but follows the Czech pattern. The
second goal, in turn, is to explain the described differences by tracing them back
to differences in the underlying semantics of perfectivity.
The paper is structured as follows: In §2 I will introduce the phenomenon of
perfective general-factuals in Czech and Polish. In §3 I will discuss and reject
the hypothesis (proposed by Dickey 2000) that these cases can be traced back
to underlying achievement verbs. In §4 I will discuss and reject the hypothesis
(suggested by Cummins 1987) that the decisive factor is lack of volition. In §5
I will discuss and reject the hypothesis (brought up by myself) that perfective
general-factuals are explicable in terms of event uniqueness. In §6, however, I
will argue that the uniqueness hypothesis is not entirely on the wrong track,
showing that it will produce correct results if it is relativized to the syntactic
domain of the VP. In §7 the situation in Russian will be taken into account. I
will explain why general-factual contexts are per se incompatible with perfective
aspect in Russian, and what this reveals about differences in the semantics of the
respective aspectual categories in thewestern and eastern Slavic languages under




Somewhere in the world wide web, a young Russian-speaking lady tells us ten
facts about herself.1 We are invited to read that she prefers to drink tea without
sugar (fact 1), that she is 18 years old but feels like 16 (fact 8), that she once
started piano lessons but soon quit in favor of choreography (fact 3), and so on.
Of relevance for us is fact 6. The young woman is telling us that she has once









‘I (once) fell from a tree.’
This is a canonic instance of a Russian general-factual imperfective. A similar









‘I was (once) hit by a piece of roof.’
Russian general-factuals are characterized by reference to a single completed
event only vaguely located in past time, with verbal morphology always being
imperfective.3 What is interesting is that, if our young lady was Czech-speaking,













‘As a child I (once) fell from a tree’











‘As a child I (once) fell from a tree.’
1https://ask.fm/Nailyuta
2I reduce grammatical information in the gloss to a relevant minimum. ipf is for imperfective,
pf is for perfective aspect. Other abbreviations are explained at the end of the paper.
3Note that the definition of general-factuals used here does not cover cases of ‘presuppositional’
(Grønn 2004) / ‘actional’ (Padučeva 1996) / ‘anaphoric’ (Mehlig 2011) imperfectives. Note fur-
thermore that I restrict the scope of the term to past tense contexts, which is debatable.
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The following pair of examples contrasting Polish general-factual perfectives (5)
























‘Have you ever lost your briefcase?’
The kind of data discussed so far are described in Dickey (2000: 95ff.). It is im-
portant not to overlook that in other cases of general-factuals, Czech and Polish






























‘Have you ever milked a cow?’
We saw that Czech and Polish form perfective general-factuals, but that they do
not always do so. It is only for a subset of general-factuals that these languages
deviate from the imperfective coding holding in Russian throughout. The ques-
tion that arises is: what precisely characterizes the contexts in which speakers
of Czech and Polish use perfective forms to denote completed past events only
vaguely located in time?
3 Achievements?
The first hypothesis to be discussed stems from Dickey (2000), reemphasized in
Dickey (2018). According to Dickey, the use of imperfective aspect in the lan-
guages of the western group presupposes a temporal extension of the denoted
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event. Given this, speakers will have to resort to perfective aspect whenever the
predicate of the sentence is based on an achievement verb: “In the west […] the
impv forms of achievement verbs are unacceptable in contexts where one other-
wise expects the impfv” (Dickey 2000: 124).
The idea may be restated in terms of the following hypothesis.
(10) Hypothesis H1: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
verb is an achievement verb because achievement verbs do not supply the
temporally extended events required by imperfective aspect in Czech and
Polish.
This builds on Dickey’s general conclusions about aspectual semantic differences
between western and eastern languages. According to Dickey (2000: 107–109),
the western imperfective expresses the notion of qantitative temporal in-
definiteness, characterized as “the assignability of a situation to several points
in time”. The eastern imperfective, by contrast, expresses the notion of qalita-
tive temporal indefiniteness, which is described as “the non-assignment of a
situation to a unique location relative to other states of affairs”.
Consider example (4), for instance. Here the predicate is formed on the basis of
a lexical verb which is arguably analyzable as characterizing achievement events.
Being an achievement, the verb does not supply “several points in time”, which is,
according to Dickey, a prerequisite for using the western imperfective.Therefore,
in this case, the choice of imperfective aspect is no option for the speaker of
Polish, and she has to use the perfective instead.
There is, however, counterevidence to Dickey’s proposal. To see why, consider


























‘Yes, if I am not mistaken, it once froze over.’
As can be seen and as expected, Russian speakers use imperfective aspect here.
Now, as can be seen in (12) and (13), speakers of Czech and speakers of Polish






















































‘Yes, if I am not mistaken, it once froze over.’
Above we saw that, according to Dickey’s explanation of general-factual perfec-
tives, the respective predicates are perfective because of a conflict between the
meaning of the imperfective and the lexical meaning of the verb, and that the
conflict arises with achievement verbs. Accordingly, the reason why (12) and
(13) have perfective predicates should be that these predicates are formed from
achievement verbs lacking a process component in their lexical-semantic struc-
ture. The problem is that, if (12) and (13) were based on verbs lacking such a
component, we would not expect these verbs to be (easily) used for denoting on-
going processes. As a matter of fact, however, they may be used in that function,





‘The lake is freezing over.’
The sentence can be found on the internet, written above a photograph that
shows a half-frozen lake. It is further elaborated by the following text:4
Po raz pierwszy tej zimy woda w Jeziorze Tarnobrzeskim zaczęła zamarzać
dalej niż tylko kilkadziesiąt centymetrów od brzegu.
[‘This winter for the first time the water of Lake Tarnobrzeg froze further
than for just some dozens of centimetres from the lakeside.’]
Example (14) proves that the Polish predicate meaning ‘freeze over’ character-
izes temporally extended events. Thus, it does supply “several points in time”.
According to Dickey’s reasoning, this implies that the predicate should be lexi-
cally capable of taking on imperfective morphology. But then, why does it not




One might, of course, object that the argument misses the point because Pol-
ish is not classified as a genuine western language within Dickey’s system. Fair







‘The lake is freezing over (right now).’
There is an alternative way of understanding Dickey’s proposal.5 Maybe the
claim is that the sentences (12) and (13) denote achievements because they are
perfective. Following this suggestion, we should perhaps restate H1:
(16) Hypothesis H1’: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
speaker wants to refer to an achievement event because the use of the
imperfective in Czech and Polish is restricted to reference to temporally
extended events.
Yet the problem remains. Note that the situations referred to in (12) and (13) are
temporally extended. As a matter of fact, the freezing over of a waterfall does
never happen all of a sudden. It is a very time-consuming process indeed. Given
that “in the default conceptualization there is a process component in these situ-
ations” (Dickey 2018: 78), H1’ predicts that the natural translation of the Russian
(11) into Czech or Polish should make use of an imperfective verb form. What is
actually chosen, however, is a perfective verb form. This raises the unanswered
question: why should the speaker want to present the freezing of the Niagara
Falls as an instantaneous event?
I think that it is fair to conclude that, without further modification, Dickey’s
solution to the puzzle of general-factual perfectives fails to explain cases like (12)
and (13).6
4 Volition?
The next idea to be discussed has been stated by Cummins (1987) as a generaliza-
tion to account for the situation in Czech:7
5Thanks to an anonymous reviewer for pointing that out to me.
6Fortuin & Kamphuis (2015) raise a similar concern about Dickey’s analysis of the western
imperfective.




Czech absolutely prohibits the general-factual imperfective in all low-voli-
tional predicates.This restriction admits no exception […]: all Czech general-
factual imperfectives have predicates with high agentivity.
(Cummins 1987:41)
For the sake of the argument let us suppose an intuitive understanding of volition,
according to which it is “the cognitive process by which an individual decides on
and commits to a particular course of action.”8 Given that, Cummins’ law may
suggest the following hypothesis.
(17) Hypothesis H2: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
speaker wants to refer to a non-volitional event because (for some unclear
reason) general-factual imperfectives in Czech and Polish are restricted to
volitional actions.
Thismay, indeed, account for the cases that we came across with so far. Sentences
like (3) report on accidental events, and accidents are by definiton not accompa-
nied by the individual’s decision on the course of events. Also sentences like (12)
may be accounted for, as the event participant is inanimate and, hence, void of
volition.
Nevertheless, the approach as it stands is not tenable. This has been shown in




























‘Have you ever jumped from that diving board?’
These sentences clearly report on volitional actions, and yet the perfective form
is used. If lack of volition was the explanation for the use of perfective aspect in
general-factual contexts, as the hypothesis H2 suggests, examples like Czech (18)
and Polish (19) should not exist. So appealing as it may seem at first sight, we





The third hypothesis that I would like to check may be stated as follows:
(20) Hypothesis H3: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
speaker wants to refer to an event which is unique in the relevant con-
text because perfectivity semantically expresses uniqueness in Czech and
Polish.
To make sense of that, let us assume that the aspectual operators in Czech and
Polish have the following semantics:9
(21) JIPFK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e © t]JPFK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e ⊆ t ∧ ¬∃e ′[P(e ′) ∧ e ′ , e]]
Informally speaking, the PF-operator includes a completedness requirement (e ⊆
t ) as well as a uniqueness condition (¬∃e ′[P(e ′) ∧ e ′ , e]). The former requires
that the denoted event must have reached its culmination point, and the latter
requires that there is no possibility or, at least, no expectancy of a second event
realization of the same type in the discourse context. The IPF-operator, by con-
trast, imposes only a very vague condition on interpretation (e © t ). All that it
requires is that the event time should, in this or that way, overlap the reference
time (cf. Grønn 2004).
Given these assumptions, why do unique events call for perfectivity? Note
that the two operators in (21) are of the same semantic type, differing only in
specificity of content (every event that fulfills e ⊆ t is an event that fulfills e© t ).
Therefore, the two aspectual operators may legitimately be analyzed as forming
a Horn-scale (Sonnenhauser 2006; 2007). As they are located on a Horn-scale,
the use of the less specific imperfective marker will trigger the conversational
implicature that the speaker lacks evidence for using the more specific perfective
marker. If the speaker wanted to avoid inviting this inference, because she does
have sufficient evidence for categorizing the event as completed and unique, she
would have to use the perfective. The use of the imperfective would otherwise
misinform the hearer by suggesting that the event is either non-unique or non-
completed. Taking into account that the latter option is out in general-factual
contexts (as general-factuals always report on completed events, see above), we
may rewrite H3 as H3’:
9For ease of readability, I will not indicate Krifka’s (1998) temporal trace function τ (e), which
maps events onto their run time.Thus, wherever e is related to t in the semantic representations
to follow, this is meant to express that τ (e) is related to t .
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(22) Hypothesis H3’: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
speaker wants to refer to an event which is unique in the relevant context
because imperfectivity in Czech and Polish general-factuals implies refer-
ence to non-unique events.
Note, by the way, that if accidental events imply uniqueness (and I shall argue
that they do), Cummins’ law (“Czech absolutely prohibits the general-factual im-
perfective in all low-volitional predicates”) may be viewed as a special case: If
the expression of a unique, completed event attracts perfective aspect, and if
accidents represent a special kind of unique events, then the expression of an
accident should likewise attract perfective aspect.
Hypothesis H3 gains further plausibility in view of the fact that necessarily
unique events (i.e. caseswhereworld knowledgemakes event repetition unlikely)
require perfective aspect. Note that these sentences do not represent cases of
general-factuals, as general-factuals require the event property to be in principle
































‘When I was young, I felled our one and only tree.’
And yet H3 and H3’ are, like the previous hypotheses, confronted with coun-




















‘Yes, his appendix has been removed.’
What A and B are talking about here is a non-repeatable, i.e. unique event (ev-
erything else would enforce the conceptualization of an absurd scenario where a
formerly removed appendix is re-implanted). According to hypothesis H3’, this
should rule out imperfective aspect in favour of the perfective. Contra to that
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prediction, however, the imperfective appears to be well suited to figure in the
Czech example (25).
According to a comment by an anonymous reviewer, the situation in Polish











‘Has his appendix been removed?’
Here, too, it is possible to use an imperfective verb form under reference to a
completed event, which is in conflict with H3/H3’.10
We have to conclude that, as it stands, the uniqueness hypothesis seems to be
falsified.
6 Uniqueness!
In this section, I elaborate on hypothesis H3. The idea is to take the syntactic
structure of the sentence into account and relativize the semantic uniqueness
condition to the domain of the AspP. The new hypothesis (which is actually not
“new” but merely more precise) will then be (27).
(27) Hypothesis H4: Perfective aspect is used in general-factuals whenever the
speaker wants to refer to an event which is unique in the relevant context
because perfectivity semantically expressesAspP-uniqueness in Czech and
Polish.
Let me explain. Above I proposed the denotations stated in (28).
(28) JIPFK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e © t]JPFK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e ⊆ t ∧ ¬∃e ′[P(e ′) ∧ e ′ , e]]
Now I remind of that these semantic assumptions presuppose the syntactic as-
sumptions stated in (29):
(29) [… [AspP {PF/IPF} [VP … V … ]]]
10According to the reviewer, the use of the perfective form leads to an interpretation involving
target state relevance (see §7). It needs to be checked whether target state relevance is indeed
obligatory when the perfective is used in (26). If yes: Does it follow from the semantics of the
perfective? Then Polish would approximate the Russian pattern. Or does it rather follow from




What (28) basically says is that the use of a perfective formwill always impose on
interpretation the conditions of completedness and uniqueness. What (29) adds
to that is that these interpretive conditions enter in above the syntactic level of
VP (see Tatevosov 2011; 2015 for a defense). It is thus the semantics of the VP that
the functions PF and IPF operate on. Several consequences follow from this kind
of grammatical architecture.
The first consequence to be noted here is that if the VP-property entails event
uniqueness, perfective aspect will have to be used. This prediction seems to be
















‘When I was young, I felled our one and only tree.’
In (30), the VP-property is one that can be realized only once in a given world.
The VP thus narrows down the denotation set to unique events. According to (28)
and (29), this strictly calls for the perfective (when presupposing completedness)
because the speaker cannot but refer to a unique event. This prediction is in line
with the use of perfective aspect observed in (30).
Let me now turn to the second consequence that follows from the above made
assumptions, specifically concerning general-factuals. If the VP does not restrict
denotation to unique events, then on semantic grounds alone the perfective is
neither required nor excluded. Perfective aspect may be used, but if it is used,
the expression of event uniqueness introduced by it should be pragmatically mo-
tivated. Below I present three contexts in which the pragmatic felicity of per-
fective use is met because expressing uniqueness is what the speaker wants to
convey (the list is not meant to be exhaustive).
Context 1: The choice of the perfective expressing uniqueness is felicitous be-














‘As a child I (once) fell from a tree’
In (31), the speaker reports on an accidental event. It lies in the very concept
of an accident that it is unexpected. If, unexpectedly, an accident happens to
occur once (twice…), it will not be expected to occur a second time (third time…).
Given this, communicating the existence of an accident, as in (31), or requesting
the existence of an accidental event, as in (5) from above, will always invite an
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inference of uniqueness. It follows from hypothesis H4 that the perfective is to
be used because otherwise the event would be understood as non-unique and,
hence, as non-accidental.
Context 2: The choice of the perfective is felicitous because the speaker refers
to an action that requires unusual skills. (32), for instance, refers to a dare. It

















‘As a child I (once) jumped from that diving board.’
Here, arguably, the speaker answers the question of whether she has performed
an action that (from the point of view of the questioner at least) requires extraor-
dinary courage of those who perform it. Given this, the speaker may assume that
the addressee (= questioner) takes the occurrence of such an action as unlikely.
Similar to the case of accidents, it then follows that if the speaker states that she
has performed the action once, she may be sure not to be expected to having per-
formed it a second time.Thus, the expression of uniqueness, which H4 attributes
to the use of perfective aspect, is well grounded in the context of (32).
(33) shows a similar example. Again, the kind of event is such that already one














‘Have you ever scored a goal?’
Context 3: The choice of perfective aspect is felicitous because the speaker refers













‘In the last century Niagara Falls froze over.’
It is very difficult to imagine that the Niagara Falls freezes over completely. Thus,
already one such event is unexpected. If it turns out to have taken place, we will
not expect it to take place a second (let alone third, fourth, …) time. Being about
an unlikely event, (34) conveys uniqueness, and the attested choice of perfective
aspect is correctly predicted by H4.














‘Yes, his appendix has been removed.’
As can be seen, I have identified the element mu ‘him.dat’ as being located out-
side of the VP.This might seem debatable, but see Dvořák (2010) for independent
evidence in support of the assumption that benefactive mu is base-generated
above VP. The point is that, if this syntactic decision can be maintained, the VP
of (35) will turn out to supply a property describing a repeatable event. Count-
less appendisectomies are being carried out at the moment in the hospitals of the
world. This does not deny the uniqueness intuition that we feel in view of (35).
The intuition is real, but it arguably comes in by semantic composition taking
place above VP. Since as a matter of fact every person has at most one appendix,
the meaning of mu serves as a referential anchor for the otherwise non-specific
meaning of slepé střevo ‘appendix’. As a consequence, once the semantic contribu-
tion ofmu is taken into account, the appendix will be understood to be a specific
one. This, in turn, referentially anchors the whole event. What is described now
is no longer a repeatable event, but a unique one.
Crucially, our new hypothesis H4 does not dictate perfectivity for (35). Since
H4 incorporates the assumption that the aspectual operators PF and IPF take
VP-meanings as input, and since the VP of (35) does not involve uniqueness, the
use of imperfective aspect is not ruled out on semantic grounds. H4 predicts that
the imperfective can be used in contexts where the uniqueness of the event is
pragmatically irrelevant to what the speaker wants to convey.







‘I’ve already had supper.’
Speakers of Czech may refuse an invitation to supper by uttering (36). The ut-
terance will be felt to address a unique event, and the use of imperfective mor-
phology runs counter to the predictions of H3. Hypothesis H4, by contrast, may
account for why the imperfective is allowed in that case. Again, we have to pay








‘I’ve already had supper.’
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In (37), as in (35), the VP does not describe a unique event. The uniqueness-
expectation associated with the sentence likewise enters in above VP, i.e. on
account of further information provided by the linguistic and non-linguistic con-
text within which the VP appears. The relevant pieces of information stem from:
First, the (dropped) subject, which refers to a specific person as the agent of the
event (the speaker). Secondly, the topic time, which is a specific day (today).
Thirdly, script-knowledge which says that supper is normally taken once per
day. In sum, the VP does not determine the uniqueness of the event in (36), the
use of the perfective is therefore not mandatory, and imperfective aspect remains
an option according to hypothesis H4.
To sum up, the observations made above amount to the following picture for
Czech and Polish (which is valid not only for general-factual contexts):11
• If the VP-property describes a kind of event that allows for one event real-
ization at most, perfective aspect must be used.
• If the VP-property does not limit the event realization to be a singleton,
both perfective and imperfective aspect are in principle possible.
In the latter case it is upon the speaker to decide on pragmatic grounds whether
the denoted event should be understood as unique. If signaling uniqueness was
intended by the speaker (because she perhaps wanted to refer to an accident, to
a dare or to a sensational news event), she would have to use a perfective verb
form. If, on the other hand, uniqueness is not what the speaker wants to signal,
she should use an imperfective verb.
7 Taking Russian into account
As we saw above, Czech/Polish and Russian general-factuals do not pattern alike.
The story told above takes care of the former languages. I have proposed denota-
tions for PF and IPF in Czech and Polish that predict the aspectual choices made
by the speakers of these languages. The open question is: why does Russian de-
viate from Czech/Polish in general-factual contexts?
My answer to that question follows Stunová (1991) who traces the differing dis-
tributions of the aspectual markers in Czech and Russian back to a difference in
semantic content of the respective perfective category, the imperfective category




being treated in Czech as well as in Russian as “an unmarked member of the as-
pectual opposition” (Stunová 1991: 297). Stunová’s (1991) results are summarized
in (38):12
(38) PFCzech ↝ totality
PFRussian ↝ totality + connectedness
I propose to reinterpret the feature of ‘totality’ as comprising the features (condi-
tions) ‘completedness’ and ‘uniqueness’. Given that move, Stunová’s semantics
for the Czech perfective will be in perfect harmony with the conclusions that
I have arrived at. The remarkable thing is that Stunová’s result is derived from
empirical observations based on entirely different linguistic “parameters” (in the
sense of Dickey 2000) than mine. While I am concerned here with the choice of
perfective or imperfective aspect in general-factual contexts, Stunová (1991) dis-
cusses aspect choice in sequences of events, in the historical present, in generics
and in pluractionals.
Stunová’s feature ‘connectedness’ is adopted from Barentsen (outlined in Bar-
entsen 1995; 1998). According to Barentsen’s (1998: 45) informal description, an
event is “connected” if it is viewed from the perspective of the changes that it is
imposing on its environment. Given this, Barentsen’s notion is virtually identical
(or at least very similar) to Grønn’s (2004) pragmatic notion of target state rel-
evance, which he derives from the semantic condition of target state validity.13
The notion of target state validity is formally defined by means of the condition
fEND(t) ⊆ fTARGET(e).14
Given all this, we may rewrite (38) as (39):
(39) PFCzech ↝ completedness + uniqeness
PFRussian ↝ completedness + uniqeness + target state validity
Now, formally, (39) may be stated as (40):
(40) JPFCzechK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e ⊆ t ∧ ¬∃e ′[P(e ′) ∧ e ′ , e]]JPFRussianK = λPλt∃e[P(e)∧e ⊆ t∧¬∃e ′[P(e ′)∧e ′ , e]∧ fEND(t) ⊆ fTARGET(e)]
12It should be noted that the conclusions in Stunová (1993) differ from those in Stunová (1991).
13Here is where the difference between the two notions lies: while target state relevance de-
termines that the event produces an occasion for subsequent events, connectedness is more
broadly construed allowing alternatively for that the event starts from the final state created
by a preceding event; see Dickey (2018: 81ff.) for discussion on that point.




The “semantically unmarked” imperfective will be the same in all of the discussed
languages:15
(41) JIPFK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e © t]
In (40), target state validity is implemented in the Russian perfective operator
as an additional condition besides completedness and uniqueness. It should be
noted, however, that the semantic content of target state validity by itself im-
plies the conditions of uniqueness and completedness (Mittwoch 2008: 342–344).
Accordingly, (40) may be reduced to (42):
(42) JPFCzechK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ e ⊆ t ∧ ¬∃e ′[P(e ′) ∧ e ′ , e]]JPFRussianK = λPλt∃e[P(e) ∧ fEND(t) ⊆ fTARGET(e)]
Now back to the initial question of why Russian deviates from the Czech and
Polish pattern in the way it does.The answer is that, given the Russian perfective
operator as stated in (42), it will be ruled out for semantic reasons in any general-
factual context. The condition of target state validity, and thus the perfective
operator, is per se incompatible with general-factuals. To meet the condition of
target state validity, the event has to have a specific reference time. General-
factuals, by contrast, require the event to be located in a reference time which is
“big and floating” (Grønn 2004: 273; see Mueller-Reichau 2016 for an explanation
as to why this is so).
The incompatibility of general-factual interpretations and target state validity
being associated with perfective aspect is, crucially, independent of whether or
not the denoted event is unique. This is a non-trivial result, as it runs counter to
Dickey (2018)’s claim that “[t]he only way to establish that an event […] is unique
in time is to specify the temporal (and causal) context of the event in question.
And this can only be done by providing information about prior and subsequent
situations”.
An event that has a specific reference time is necessarily unique, but a unique
event does not have to have a specific reference time. This is what sets Russian
apart from Czech and Polish, i.e. why Russian excludes general-factual perfec-
tives, whereas Czech and Polish allow for them under the described circum-
stances.
15I wish to point out that under the proposed analysis (which closely follows Grønn 2004) the
imperfective is, in fact, not unmarked/unspecified, but rather radically underspecified in com-
parison to the perfective. Thus, the approach is not Jakobsonian. The meanings in (40) and (41)




In this paper, I have addressed the variation in aspect choice in general-factual
contexts between Czech, Polish and Russian. I have argued that the asymme-
try between Czech and Polish on the one hand, and Russian on the other hand,
should be related to a difference in the semantics of the respective perfective
operators. While perfectivity in the former languages introduces the condition
that the denoted event is completed and unique, perfectivity in Russian more
strongly requires that the reference time ends when the target state is in force.
The imperfective operator is in each of these languages semantically vague in
that it requires no more than that the reference time overlaps the event time.
I have shown that my conclusions are in line with much of the existing de-
scriptive and theoretical literature on Slavic aspect. Specifically, I have made a
case for the following claims:
• The two aspectual grammemes form a Horn scale, with the imperfective
being semantically less specified than the perfective – in line with Sonnen-
hauser (2006) and Grønn (2004), and reminiscent of traditional explana-
tions based on markedness (e.g. Maslov 1984: 15–16).
• The point just noted does not only hold for Russian, but for Czech and
Polish as well – in line with Fortuin & Kamphuis (2018: 116), but contra
Dickey (2000: 105).
• The perfective operator in Russian entails target state validity – in linewith
Grønn (2004), and arguably compatible with Barentsen (1998) and Dickey
(2000).
• The Russian perfective category has amore specific content than the Czech
perfective category – in line with Stunová (1991) and Dickey (2018).
• Aspect is syntactically located outside of (above) the VP – in line with, e.g.,
Tatevosov (2011).
Still, many questions remain open. How do the generalizations that I derived
from general-factual contexts agree with the patterns of aspectual variation ob-
served in other contexts (“parameters”)?The closeness to Stunová’s results gives
rise to optimism, but these things have to be checked.
I wish to conclude with a further argument that one might bring forward in
support of the story told in this paper. Dickey (2000: 112) reports that the Pol-
ish perfective in (43) is possible given the following scenario: The speaker, who
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had instructed the hearer to air the room beforehand, has entered the room, the
hearer is around, and the (only) window is closed at the moment. This possibility
of perfective aspect is in sharp contrast to the case of Russian, where the use of









‘Did you already open the window?’
Drawing on a suggestion made by Dickey (2018: 84), I speculate that the absence
of target state validity in the Polish perfective operator provides the reason why
the perfective is usable here despite result annullment, and that the significance
of uniqueness (that there is the expectancy of a single event realization) explains
why the perfective is indeed used in the particular context at hand. This points





q polar question marker
refl reflexive
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Gender encoding on hybrid nouns in
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In this paper, we report the results of an experimental study on the possibility of
gender mismatches with ellipsis of a particular type of hybrid nouns in Bosnian /
Croatian / Serbian (henceforth: BCS). Using agreement mismatches under NP ellip-
sis as a diagnostic for gender feature specification of hybrid nouns, we show that
these nouns disallow agreement mismatches under NP ellipsis if natural gender
(and a presupposition that it introduces) is present either in the antecedent or the
ellipsis site. We argue that natural gender feature (masculine in our study) can op-
tionally be present on the hybrid noun, and that its inclusion in ellipsis contexts
leads to a violation of the standard identity requirement between the antecedent
and the ellipsis site, namely Merchant’s (2001) e-givenness.
Keywords: gender features, ellipsis, agreement, mismatches
1 Introduction: Hybrid nouns in BCS
Hybrid nouns have been a challenge for theories of agreement and NP structure
(see Corbett 1991; Wechsler & Zlatić 2003; Alsina & Arsenijević 2012b,a; Peset-
Andrew Murphy, Zorica Puškar & Matías Guzmán Naranjo. 2018. Gender encod-
ing on hybrid nouns in Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian: Experimental evidence from el-
lipsis. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.),
Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 313–336. Berlin: Language Science Press.
DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545533
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sky 2013; Kramer 2015; Landau 2016; Smith 2015; 2016; Arsenijević & Gračanin-
Yuksek 2015; Despić 2017), as it seems that they can simultaneously bear two
types of gender specification: (i) natural gender (reflecting the gender of the ref-
erent) and (ii) grammatical gender (assigned arbitrarily). In this paper, we focus
only on the Class II hybrid nouns in BCS (ending in -a) which have grammatical
feminine gender, but variable natural gender, which depends on the discourse
referent.
Table 1: Some hybrid nouns in BCS
-a -ica -(č)ina
mušterija ‘customer’ varalica ‘cheater’ junačina ‘great hero’
budala ‘fool’ propalica ‘loser, failure’ dobričina ‘very good person’
sudija ‘judge’ pijanica ‘drunkard’ drugarčina ‘a great friend’
tužibaba ‘telltale’ spavalica ‘sleeper’ lažovčina ‘a big liar’
For instance, with a masculine referent, the nounmušterija (‘customer’) can trig-
ger either grammatical feminine (1a)/(1b) or naturalmasculine agreement (1c)/(1d)












































‘A new (male) customer bought a jacket.’














‘Marija is our new customer.’
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One could treat these as so-called “epicene” nouns of the type found e.g. in Brazil-
ian Portuguese and Greek, which can be used with both masculine and feminine
referents without change in form (Bobaljik & Zocca 2011; Merchant 2014; Kramer
2015). It has been proposed that such nouns are simply listed in the lexicon twice,
each with a different gender feature (e.g. Merchant 2014: 19). However, such an
approach to BCS hybrid nouns seems to be problematic, as there is evidence that
these nouns can simultaneously bear natural and grammatical gender. For exam-
ple, in (3) the adjective and determiner target different gender values of the noun,




































‘The eighth fool was a very cool guy, but others were a bit afraid of him.’
These examples raise the question about the structural representation of such
nouns: whether they do contain both types of gender feature simultaneously,
and how exatly they should be represented. In what follows, wewill answer these
questions by using NP ellipsis as a diagnostic for the gender feature specification
of BCS hybrid nouns.
1Relative pronouns can also show different gender values than the attributive modifiers of a


















‘A local drunkard, who’s finished playing football…’
However, as pointed out by a reviewer, whether the relative pronoun agrees directly with
the hybrid noun, or whether agreement is more indirect (since we are dealing with a non-
restrictive relative clause in which the relative pronoun is more akin to regular pronouns,
c.f. de Vries 2006) is an issue that requires further investigation. See Arsenijević & Gračanin-
Yuksek (2015) for further discussion on hybrid agreement with relative pronouns.
2http://magdajanjic.tumblr.com/post/85348961537/budala <accessed 26.11.2016>.
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2 Gender mismatches and NP ellipsis
There is a growing body of literature on the permissibility of gender mismatches
under NP ellipsis (e.g. Nunes&Zocca 2010; Bobaljik &Zocca 2011;Merchant 2014;
Sudo & Spathas 2016; Barrie 2016). Based on whether gender mismatches under
NP ellipsis are allowed or not, previous literature has identified three classes
of nouns. The first type are the two-way alternating nouns (henceforth: the
doctor-class), where a masculine antecedent can license deletion of a noun with
a feminine referent, and vice versa:


















































‘Maria is a good doctor, but Petros is a bad one.’
(Greek; Merchant 2014: 15)
The second type are the non-alternating nouns (henceforth: brother-class),
which do not allow mismatches in either direction:


















































Intended: ‘Petros is a good brother, but Maria is a bad one (sister).’
(Greek; Merchant 2014: 12)
Finally, one-way alternating nouns (or the actor-class) allow a masculine
noun to antecede an elided feminine noun (7a), but a mismatch in the opposite
direction is ungrammatical (7b).
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Intended: ‘Fernanda is an actress and Paulo is (an actor) too.’
(Brazilian Portuguese; Bobaljik & Zocca 2011: 142)
With regard to their tolerance for gender mismatches, these three classes can be
summarized as in Table 2:
Table 2: Classes of predicative nouns under ellipsis (cf. Bobaljik &
Zocca 2011: 162)
Class masc antecedent fem antecedent Typefem ellipsis masc ellipsis
doctor-class 3 3 Two-way alternating
brother-class 7 7 Non-alternating
actor-class 3 7 One-way alternating
Wewould expect that hybrid nouns in BCS pattern with one of these types. How-
ever, the additional complication with hybrid nouns is that there is evidence for
the simultaneous presence of two gender features.Thus, we will try to gain some
insight into their structure by testing the acceptability of gender mismatches





































































‘Marija is his old customer and Milan a new one.’
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3 Experiment
The aim of the experiment was to discover whether an agreement mismatch was
tolerated when masculine agreement was found either the antecedent (8b) or the
ellipsis site (8c), i.e. whether the hybrid nouns under study were two-way alter-
nating, one-way alternating, or allowed no alternation at all when the noun had
natural masculine gender (indicated by the agreement on the adjective). Consid-
ering previous theories (Nunes & Zocca 2010; Bobaljik & Zocca 2011; Merchant
2014; Sudo & Spathas 2016), the (im)possibility of a mismatch should be an indi-
cator of (i) the difference in the quality of gender features (i.e. differences in ther
semantics ormorphosyntactic representation) and (ii) the licensing conditions on
ellipsis (i.e. identity requirements between the antecedent and the ellipsis site).
Finally, sentences in which both adjectives show feminine agreement, regard-
less of the gender of the subject, were expected to be grammatical, as the hybrid
nouns in question have grammatical gender as a formal feature.
In order to verify the grammaticality of gender mismatches under NP ellip-
sis, we ran an online acceptability judgement study.3 The experimental design
involved the factors in (9). The first factor involves the type of agreement the ad-
jective has with a masculine subject and has two levels (grammatical agreement
mf vs. natural agreement mm) (9a), which should serve as an indicator of the type
of gender on the hybrid noun (grammatical vs. natural). The second factor per-
tains to agreement with feminine subjects and has only a single level (ff, both
grammatical and natural agreement) (9b). The final factor regards the position
of the masculine referent and has two levels: in the first clause, or in the second
clause (the one with NP ellipsis) (9c), which should indicate whether natural gen-
der can function as an antecedent for ellipsis and whether it can be found in the
ellipsis site. The 2×2× 1 combination of factors in (9) yield the four experimental
conditions in Table 3.
(9) Factors (manipulated within items)
a. agreement with masculine subject; two levels: grammatical (mf)
and natural (mm)
b. agreement with feminine subject; one level: ff
c. clause; two levels: first and second
Some example test sentences for each condition are given below. Each contains
two clauses coordinated by the conjunction a ‘and’ and an elided noun in the
3For a detailed description of the design and for all the materials see https://osf.io/r3npz.
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Table 3: Experimental conditions
Factors and levels Conditions
m.subj.agr clause f.subj.agr
1 mf first ff mfff
2 mm first ff mmff
3 mf second ff ffmf
4 mm second ff ffmm
second conjunct. Sentences (10) and (12) were expected to be perceived as gram-
































































‘Milica is an occasional customer and Jovan a regular one.’ ffmm
Since masculine agreement with hybrid nouns is not accepted by all speakers, a

















‘Uroš is a regular customer and Tomislav an occasional one.’ mmmm
Furthermore, we included the following additional controls: a grammatical base-
linewith feminine agreement and all feminine referents ffff (15), and an ungram-
matical baseline fmfm, involving masculine agreement with feminine referents
(16).
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‘Stanislava is a big scrooge and Dušanka a more generous one.’ fmfm
A total of 18 controls were included, 6 per combination (all of them the same in
every list, see below). There were 96 test sentences altogether, with 24 sentences
per condition. All lexical items were balanced for proper names (24 male, 24 fe-
male), adjectives (48) and hybrid nouns (6). We used a Latin square design where
the 96 test sentences were distributed in 4 lists, such that each list contained
different items for every condition. Each participant thus saw only items from
one list, i.e. 24 test items, 6 items per condition. The experiment was coded using
LimeSurvey4 and run online via the LimeService platform. Sentences were pre-
sented one-by-one in a random order. Each participant saw 62 sentences (24 test
items + 18 controls + 20 fillers) andwas asked to give a grammaticality judgement
on a 7-point Likert scale (1 = completely bad, 7 = sounds excellent) by dragging a
centered slider either to the left or right to indicate their response (see Figure 1).
The experiment was performed by 164 volunteers, 131 female and 33 male,
aged 16–66. Participants reportedly spoke different varieties of BCS: Bosnian (22
speakers), Croatian (5 speakers) and Serbian (136 speakers). None of the partici-
pants were paid or otherwise compensated for their participation.
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Figure 3: All responses by all participants according to whether the
speaker liked or disliked the sentences in the mmmm condition.
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4 Results
Figure 2 shows the distribution of responses under each condition from all par-
ticipants for the baselines (first column) and our four experimental conditions
(second and third column). The baselines show strong grammaticality effects:
feminine agreement with feminine subjects was rated as grammatical, while mas-
culine agreement was unacceptable. A u-shaped type of distribution for mmmm
(masculine agreement with masculine subjects) suggests that although the ma-
jority of speakers dispreferred it, some speakers clearly did find it grammatical.
With mismatching subjects, feminine agreement (ffmf and mfff) was rated as
grammatical, as shown in the second column. More gradient (un)acceptability
was found for ffmm and mmff (third column).
We compared the responses for all conditions based on whether speakers liked
the mmmm combination (median rating ≥ 4) or disliked it (Figure 3). In total, 51
speakers found the mmmm combination grammatical. The overall picture shows
that the distributions concerning the grammatical patterns are fundamentally the
same, regardless of whether the speaker liked mmmm or not (the first two rows).
However, there was in fact a difference for conditions with low acceptability
scores (ffmm and mmff), as it can be seen in the final row of Figure 3. Speakers
who liked mmmm showed no clear preference or dispreference for either of the
mismatching combinations – they were perceived as equally bad.
Figure 4 shows the four crucial conditions just for those speakers who rated
the mmmm baseline higher than 4. We see that the patterns with feminine agree-
ment throughout were overwhelmingly acceptable and grammatical to these
speakers, while the conditions with mismatches show more variation and re-
ceived comparably lower scores.
To clarify whether the differences in these responses were statistically signifi-
cant, we fitted an ordinal regression model with only condition as a dependent
variable, and participant and hybrid_noun as random effects (see the Appendix
for further details about the model).5
As the plot in Figure 5 shows, the factorswith overlapping confidence intervals
are not statistically different from each other. We see that ffmf and mfff slightly
overlap with 0, which means that they are not statistically different from the
intercept (the grammatical baseline ffff). On the other hand, ffmm and mmff
4https://limesurvey.org
5Ordinal regression assumes an ordered discrete response variable. This is exactly the kind of
data one obtains from grammaticality judgement tasks. In the models, gender and region did
not play a role.
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are statistically worse than the intercept, but not different from each other or
the ungrammatical baseline fmfm.
The conclusion we can draw from this is that gender mismatches are possible
in either direction as long as the adjectival agreement is feminine. This is shown
in (17) and (18).


































‘Milica is an occasional customer and Jovan a regular one.’ ffmf




















































Figure 4: Responses by participants who liked mmmm (median rating ≥ 4)
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Figure 5: Posterior means and 95% confidence intervals for the
Bayesian regression model.
Thus, with regard to the noun classes in Table 2, our hybrid nouns behave like
nouns of the two-way alternating actor-class when there is agreement in gram-
matical gender (feminine), but they behave like non-alternating nouns of the
brother-class if at least one of them bears natural gender (masculine).
5 Analysis
First, let us assume that the identity requirement for elided material involves
Merchant’s (2001) e-givenness (i.e. mutual entailment), as defined in (19), where
existential (∃)-type shifting is “a type-shifting operation that raises the expres-
sions of type t and existentially binds unfilled arguments” while F-closure of α
“is the result of replacing F-marked parts of α with ∃-bound variables of the ap-
propriate type (modulo ∃-type shifting)” (Merchant 2001: 14):
(19) e-givenness (Merchant 2001: 26)
An expression E counts as e-given iff E has a salient antecedent A and,
modulo ∃-type shifting,
(i) A entails F-clo(E), and
(ii) E entails F-clo(A).
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This condition requires that mutual entailment holds between the antecedent
and the ellipsis site.This prevents semantically-equivalent, non-matching ellipsis
sites (20b) Merchant (2001: 27).
(20) a. Abby called Ben an idiot after Mary did 〈call Ben an idiot〉.
(∃x . x called Ben an idiot↔ ∃x . x called Ben an idiot)
b. # Abby called Ben an idiot after Mary did 〈insult Ben〉.
(∃x . x called Ben an idiot↮ ∃x . x insulted Ben)
Following Cooper (1983), it is often assumed that (natural) gender features can
introduce presuppositions (also see Sauerland 2003; 2008; Heim 2008; Kratzer
2009; Spathas 2010; Sudo 2012). In Greek, non-alternating nouns of the brother-
class have been claimed to contain a presupposition about gender of the referent
(21) (Merchant 2014: 19, Sudo & Spathas 2016: 715).
(21) a. JadherfosK = λxe : male(x) . sibling(x)
b. JadherfiK = λxe : female(x) . sibling(x)

















































Intended: ‘Petros is a good brother, but Maria is a bad one (sister).’
(Greek; Merchant 2014: 12)
The elided and antecedent noun have conflicting gender presuppositions, not
mutually-entailing:
(23) ∃x : male(x) . sibling(x)↮ ∃x : female(x) . sibling(x)
In the analysis of two-way alternating “epicene” nouns, however, it is often as-
sumed that they do not contain any lexical presuppositions about gender (24),
and thus ellipsis is licensed (26).
(24) JjatrosK = λxe . doctor(x)
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‘Maria is a good doctor, but Petros is a bad one.’
(Greek; Merchant 2014: 15)
(26) ∃x . doctor(x) ↔ ∃x . doctor(x)
If we adopt a similar approach for hybrid nouns in BCS, then hybrid nouns agree-
ing in grammatical gender (feminine) do not contain any presupposition about
gender, while the hybrid nouns that agree in natural gender (masculine) should
have an additional gender presupposition. Assuming that the grammatical femi-
nine gender of hybrid nouns does not contribute any gender presupposition, this
would make it compatible with male and female referents:
(27) qn[f]y = λPλx . P(x)
For masculine-agreeing hybrid nouns, let us assume that the denotation of natu-
ral gender is a partial identity function restricting the set of customers to the set
of male customers (Cooper 1983).
(28) qn[m]y = λPλx : male(x) . P(x)
The introduction of a gender presupposition with masculine agreeing hybrid






















‘Marija is our new customer.’
(30) Jnovi mušterijaK = λx . customer(x), defined only if x is male
a. J(29a)K = customer(Marija)
6While other theories rule out such examples based on competition with the feminine agreeing
form (e.g. Maximize Presupposition; Bobaljik & Zocca 2011: 148f. or Principle of Gender Com-
petition; Sudo & Spathas 2016: 722), we argue that the syntactic presence of both features is
necessary based on instances of mixed agreement, such as (3).
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b. J(29b)K = customer(Marija), defined only if Marija is male
(presupposition failure!)
Returning to gender mismatches under ellipsis, in an example such as (31), in-
volving feminine agreement in both clauses, both instances ofmušterijawill lack

















‘Milica is an occasional customer and Jovan a regular one.’ ffmf
In order to analyze the ellipsis patterns, we adopt the assumptions of Distributed
Morphology that nouns are built up from a category neutral root and a head n
that categorizes this root as nominal (Halle &Marantz 1993; Harley &Noyer 1999;
Kihm 2005; Acquaviva 2009; Kramer 2015). FollowingKramer (2015), wewill treat
gender for now as a feature introduced by n (although see below for more detail
about the different possibilities of simultaneous separate structural encoding of
natural and grammatical gender on hybrid nouns). We assume further that num-
ber features of nouns are introduced on a NumP. These assumptions yield the
structure for (31) as given in (32), where ellipsis is triggered by an [E] feature on























Importantly, from the point of view of the e-givenness condition in (19), mutual
entailment is trivially satisfied since the elided material is identical.
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∃x . customer(x) ∃x . customer(x)
However, as soon as we have masculine agreement on one of the conjuncts, we
necessarily have the relevant natural gender feature [m] of the referent, making
the ellipsis unacceptable (34). The relevant structure, demonstrating the lack of








































Recall that the masculine feature also introduces the presupposition that the
referent is male. If there is no corresponding feature in the antecedent, then e-







∃x . customer(x) ∃x : male(x) . customer(x)
The same situation holds if masculine agreement obtains in the antecedent:
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‘Jovan is a regular customer and Milica an occasional one.’ mmff
Since mutual entailment is required, the existence of masculine gender at only
one of the conjuncts results in ungrammaticality, since the e-givenness require-






∃x : male(x) . customer(x) ∃x . customer(x)
This accounts for why mismatches in referent gender are not tolerated if the
adjective agrees in masculine in one conjunct only. As we expect, if we have two























∃x : male(x) . customer(x) ∃x : male(x) . customer(x)
Exactly why masculine agreement with hybrid nouns (39) is not possible for all
speakers is an open issue, and we suggest it could be due to not all speakers
having the variant of n containing the additional [m] feature. We leave further
examination of interspeaker variation to future research.
5.1 The encoding of natural and grammatical gender features
Since the nouns addressed in this paper have the possibility to simultaneously
encode both the grammatical feminine and the natural masculine gender (as il-
lustrated by (3), see also Wechsler & Zlatić 2003; Despić 2017; Puškar 2017), a
question that remains open is where exactly these features are encoded in the
DP structure.
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Some accounts (Matushansky 2013; Pesetsky 2013; Landau 2016) assume gram-
matical gender to be encoded low in the noun’s structure, as a property related
to the nominal stem. Natural gender is optionally introduced on a higher func-
tional projection. Under this approach, we would treat the grammatical feminine
gender of our hybrid nouns as a property of n, while natural gender would be in-
troduced at a higher functional projection (e.g. GenP, cf. Picallo 1991). The lower
gender would not introduce any gender presuppositions, while the denotation of
the gender on Gen would be a partial identity function restricting the set of cus-
tomers to the set of male customers (Cooper 1983). If the male-referring hybrid
noun triggers feminine agreement, adjectival concord then targets the grammat-
ical gender feature on n (41).
(41) …






For masculine-agreeing hybrid nouns, the closest target for Agree will be the
higher masculine gender (42).
(42) …
GenP λx : male(x) . customer(x)
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JnPK = λx . customer(x)
JGenPK = JGenK(JnPK)
= [λPλx : male(x) . P(x)](λx . customer(x))
= λx : male(x) . [λx ′ . customer(x ′)](x)
= λx : male(x) . customer(x)
Ellipsis would be licensed if neither the antecendent nor the elided noun project
the GenP, or if both of them do. The existence of GenP and the masculine fea-
ture in either the antecedent or the ellipsis site would lead to a lack of mutual
entailment and the concomitant impossibility of ellipsis, in the manner proposed
above.
Another theoretical option would be to make the GenP the locus of grammat-
ical gender, and the n of the natural one for the hybrid nouns of this particular
type (see Puškar 2017; 2018). A hybrid noun with no natural gender would be rep-
resented as (43), while the noun with the natural gender feature would have the
structure in (44). Under this approach, the natural gender feature ofnwould have
a more complex syntactic representation than the grammatical one. The gender
probe is relativized towards the more complex gender. If this gender is present
on the n, it will be the preferred goal for Agree (44). If it is absent, Agree would






















If this analysis were to be adopted, the ungrammatical sentences would be ruled
out by prohibiting any mismatches between the features of antecedent and those
of the ellipsis site (cf. Merchant 2013).
To sum up, both types of approaches to the structural position of gender fea-
tures would in principle be compatible with the results of our experiment. Future
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research should then be tasked with teasing apart the two and defining the exact
locus of the natural and grammatical gender features. However, what the results
undoubtedly reveal is the necessity to represent the two types of features sep-
arately, as well as that they differ in quality, such that natural gender has an
additional meaning component.
6 Conclusion
This paper has presented new experimental data from NP ellipsis showing that
hybrid nouns in BCS show a split behaviour with regard to gender ellipsis: if
they agree in feminine gender, then mismatches in referent gender are permit-
ted for either the antecedent or elided noun. However, masculine agreement in
either conjunct blocks gender mismatches. We have linked this to the optional
presence of a natural [m] gender feature which represents a target for adjectival
concord and introduces a gender presupposition. It is this gender presupposi-
tion that destroys the mutual entailment relation required by Merchant’s (2001)
e-givenness requirement on ellipsis licensing. Consequently, this study suggest
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Appendix
We use an ordinal Bayesian regression model with the package MCMCglmm (Had-
field 2010) in R (R Core Team 2016). We used non-informative priors (an inverse
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gamma with V=1 and nu=0.002). Table 4 presents the posterior mean estimates,
the confidence intervals and equivalent of a Bayesian p value.The corresponding
posterior estimates of the random effects can be are shown in Table 5.
Table 4: Coefficients for the MCMC model with confidence intervals
and cutpoints.
post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI effect sample pMCMC
(Intercept) 2.7552 2.3839 3.1941 354.0 <0.002 **
condition FFMF 0.3172 −0.1073 0.7484 600.0 0.1433
condition FFMM −1.6084 −2.0599 −1.2233 487.7 <0.002 **
condition FMFM −1.6095 −2.0645 −1.0990 600.0 <0.002 **
condition MFFF 0.3723 −0.0990 0.7610 516.1 0.0933 .
condition MMFF −1.3541 −1.8228 −0.9690 514.2 <0.002 **
Cutpoints:
post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI effect sample
cutpoint trait value.1 0.6284 0.5391 0.7129 90.48
cutpoint trait value.2 1.0485 0.9316 1.1437 62.66
cutpoint trait value.3 1.5598 1.4347 1.6683 30.25
cutpoint trait value.4 1.9236 1.8068 2.0575 29.95
cutpoint trait value.5 2.6803 2.5527 2.8159 43.93
Table 5: Random effects for the MCMC model.
post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI effect sample
participant 0.3557 0.2037 0.512 478.8
post.mean l-95% CI u-95% CI effect sample
hybrid noun 0.06491 0.004233 0.1571 600
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Chapter 15





Bošković (2008; 2012) argues that languages with and without articles differ con-
siderably with respect to the structure of the nominal domain (among other dif-
ferences), leading to a distinction between DP (languages with articles) and NP
(article-less) languages. Namely, DP languages are proposed to have a functional
layer (DP) above the NP where articles are presumed to be positioned, while lack-
ing definite articles indicates the absence of this functional layer in a language,
allowing for bare NPs. This structural difference has semantic and syntactic conse-
quences, one of which is the (im)possibility of left branch extraction (LBE) of ad-
jectives and adjective-like elements out of the nominal domain. Specifically, while
LBE is allowed in NP languages, is it disallowed in DP languages (Bošković 2008;
2012). While (dis)allowing LBE is fairly straightforward in languages in isolation,
here, I extend this test tomixedDP/NP structures resulting fromRomanian/Serbian
code-switching (CS). Following the DP/NP language distinction, I consider Roma-
nian to be a DP language, disallowing LBE, and Serbian an NP language, allowing
LBE. Consequentially, I apply the LBE of adjectives from internal and external ar-
guments of the verb, with switches at various points in the derivation. I show that
LBE is reliable in determining the points where CS occurs, whether we are dealing
with an NP or a DP projection, but also in showing that mixing two languages may
not necessarily result in a uniform system. In other words, through LBE, the struc-
tural flexibility resulting from different points of CS indicates that CS, like LBE, is
highly contextual and sensitive to phases and phasal domains.
Keywords: left branch extraction, code-switching, Romanian, Serbian
Vanessa Petroj. 2018. Extract to unravel: Left branch extraction in Romanian/Serbian
code-switching. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich




Code-switching (CS) represents the alternation of elements from two languages
during a single phrase, clause, or utterance (Poplack 1980; Gonzales Velásquez
1995; MacSwan 1999; Muysken 2000; among others). In this paper, the focus is
on the CS in Romanian-Serbian bilinguals from a small, culturally Romanian
town in the Republic of Serbia. In this paper, CS constructions, just like con-
structions belonging to any other natural language, are undergoing tests based
on grammaticality judgements of bilingual native speakers. Specifically, here I in-
vestigate how relevant CS constructions that contain elements from Romanian
(a DP language) and Serbian (an NP language) fare with respect to left branch
extraction (LBE) of adjectives out of the traditional noun phrase (TNP).1
Given that LBE is allowed in NP but not DP languages (Uriagereka 1988; Boš-
ković 2008; 2012), the combination of elements belonging to the two parameter
settings (DP/NP) has consequences on the (im)possibility of LBE in CS. More
importantly, I show that LBE is a reliable test to (i) identify which parameter
setting prevails in certain environments, (ii) identify points of CS, and (iii) show
that CS, like LBE, is contextual and it depends on the elements that participate
in the switch during a spell-out domain.
The paper is organized as follows. §2 provides the demographics, methods, and
type of data used for this study. In §3, basic assumptions and relevant LBE back-
ground are introduced. §4 gives the background of the relevant CS construction
to introduces the main questions addressed in this paper, and §5 investigates LBE
in CS. Finally, §6 concludes the paper and offers future research directions.
For ease of exposition, I will follow the common practice of marking elements
from the two languages uniformly throughout the paper; in CS examples, Roma-
nian elements will be in bold, and Serbian in italics.
2 Data and methods
Data for this study was gathered in the course of several years. Examples found
in this paper are extracted from speech produced by Romanian-Serbian bilingual
speakers from a culturally Romanian town called Uzdin, in Vojvodina, Serbia.The
1The term traditional noun phrase covers both NP and DP, whichever applies in a given lan-
guage, assuming the so called DP/NP parameter. Under the particular approach of Bošković
(2014), the TNP in languages with articles is DP, and in article-less languages it is NP. TNP
is generally considered a phase, consequently, DP is a phase in DP languages, while NP is a
phase in NP languages.
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methods of data gathering include interviews targeting spontaneous production,
elicitation, and grammaticality judgements.2
Uzdin is one of the several towns in Serbia where the Romanian language,
culture, and customs have been highly preserved and nurtured. The author has
interviewed 8 subjects, with the age mean of 27. All subjects have at least a col-
lege degree, and have attended K-8 grades in Romanian, and high school and
college in Serbian. This Romanian community is highly bilingual with a lot of
code-switching occurring on a daily basis.
3 Relevant background
3.1 General assumptions
There are two underlying assumptions in this paper. The first is broad, referring
to the approach and analysis of CS constructions. As argued by some authors
(Gonzales Velásquez 1995; Bhatia & Ritchie 1996; den Dikken 2011; Bandi-Rao &
den Dikken 2014), I do not assume CS to impose restrictions that apply to CS con-
structions alone. Rather, given that participating languages are natural languages
that adhere to UG principles, I treat CS in the same way. The second assumption
is specific, concerning the language pair in question. Following Bošković (2008;
2012), I consider Romanian and Serbian to differ with respect to whether they
have or lack definite articles, consequently, whether they have or lack the DP
layer.
3.2 DP/NP languages and left branch extraction
According to Bošković (2008; 2012), languages with and without articles differ
in a systematic way. Empirically, having the NP or the DP parameter setting set
has shown to have consequences not only on the structure of the TNP, but on a
number of different syntactic and semantic phenomena, as well.This has allowed
for the investigation of numerous crosslinguistic differences and similarities on a
structural level. Bošković (2008; 2012) presents a number of generalizations that
group languages based on the presence of absence of definite articles. The one
relevant for current purposes is given in (1):
(1) Only languages without articles may allow left branch extraction.




While I will only focus on the generalization in (1), I refer the reader to Bošković
(2008; 2012) for a comprehensive list of generalization with discussions.
As stated, one of the tests used to capture the crosslinguistic asymmetry be-
tween DP and NP languages is LBE of adjectives and adjective-like elements out
of the TNP, with the generalization that LBE may only be allowed in NP lan-
guages Bošković (2008; 2012). Starting with the Slavic language family, only Bul-
garian and Macedonian disallow LBE, and these are the only two languages that
have (definite) articles. In Romance, the only language that allows LBE is Latin,
and this is also the only Romance language that lacks articles. A very impor-
tant example that contributes to the LBE generalization is the case of Finnish,
discussed in Franks (2007). Namely, Finnish is an article-less language and it al-
lows LBE. Interestingly, as articles started to develop in colloquial Finnish, LBE
constructions immediately became very marginal and unacceptable. We see a
similar case of variation among a single language in Ancient Greek, where the
languages belonging to two different periods pattern differently with respect to
the presence of articles, and, therefore, to LBE as well. Koine Greek has articles
and disallows LBE, while LBE was used productively in Homeric Greek – which
lacks articles. There are a few more languages that allow LBE, and these are: Mo-
hawk, Southern Tiwa, Gunwinjguan (Baker 1996), Hindi, Bangla, Angika, and
Magahi. These are all article-less languages. 3
Moving on to concrete examples, while LBE is disallowed in English (a DP
language) (2), and in Spanish (a DP language) (3), it is allowed in Serbian (an NP
language) (4):4
(2) * {Expensive1 / Those1} he saw [NP t1 cars]. (Bošković 2008)

























‘He saw {an expensive / that} car.’ (Bošković 2008)
3There is an additional requirement for a language to allow LBE – and this is agreement be-
tween the noun and the adjective. This, in turn, answers the question of why Chinese, that
has very poor agreement morphology, disallows LBE even though it lacks articles. I will not
be concerned with this requirement in this paper.
4Note that LBE is not possible with non-agreeing adjectives in Serbian (see Bošković 2013).
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As predicted, English (a DP language) disallows, while Serbian (an NP language),
allows LBE. To account for the contrast from above, Bošković (2013; 2014) pro-
poses a contextual approach to phases in which the highest phrase in the ex-
tended domain of a lexical head acts as a phase. NP and DP languages then differ
with respect to the phasal boundaries. Specifically, NP is a phase in NP languages,
while DP is a phase in DP languages. Furthermore, assuming that the edge of
each phase is visible to the next phase (Chomsky 2001), i.e., it can be available
for extraction and movement, the adjective then occupies significantly different
positions relative to the phasal edge in NP and DP languages. This is illustrated
in (5), where the adjective is at the edge the TNP phase in NP languages (5a) and
extraction of the adjective is allowed, versus DP languages in (5b), where DP is
the phase, and the adjective is not at the edge of the TNP phase (the TNP being
DP in this case). In order to be available for movement, the adjective has to move
to DP due to the Phrase Impenetrability Condition (PIC) (Chomsky 2001), but the
movement is blocked by antilocality, which requires the AP movement to cross
a full phrase. In the case of (5b), AP does not cross a full phrase, only a segment.








When this is applied to Romanian and Serbian, the outcome is clear. Serbian (NP)














































Intended: ‘I saw {expensive / the expensive} cars.’ (Petroj in prep)
Structurally, this looks as follows: In Serbian, the LBE of adjectives (located in
SpecNP) takes place through one movement out of the NP, as in (8a). In Roma-
nian, however, a more complex movement is required. First, in order for the ad-
jective to reach SpecDP, the AP (that has previously merged with D0 through
Affix Hopping) has to proceed through SpecDP, which is the edge of the phase;
only then would it be visible for further movement.The first movement, however,
is blocked, by antilocality.5 This is illustrated in (8b).6





















While affairs are clear in Romanian and Serbian in isolation, the mixed parameter
settings in Romanian/Serbian CS poses an important question with respect to
5There are accounts where Romanian APs move to SpecDP (this is why they can precede the
article, see Abney 1987; Dobrovie-Sorin 1993; Ungureanu 2006; a.o.). These accounts face a
problem: if movement to SpecDP is possible, APs should be allowed to move out of DPs, too.
6For the complete analysis of definite article being hosted by the noun or the adjective, I refer
the reader to Petroj (in prep).
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which setting prevails in the relevant CS constructions; DP or NP. To address
these issues, I will examine LBE of adjectives in CS, startingwith simple transitive
constructions. However, before testing LBE, the next section offers facts about
elements participating in the CS TNP that are relevant in understanding the LBE
of adjectives in CS.
4 Relevant code-switching background
Asmentioned, Romanian and Serbian differ with respect to the DP/NP parameter
setting – Romanian being a DP (having articles) and Serbian an NP language
(lacking articles).










Following Bošković (2008; 2012) and the numerous generalizations that group
languages according to the DP/NP parameter, Romanian and Serbian bring two
clashing constructions and parameter settings interacting into combined struc-
tures. Although CS occurs on various levels (cf. Petroj in prep), the relevant con-






In this construction, the elements that participate in CS are the Romanian definite
article -ul, the Serbian noun ispit, and the Serbian adjective teški. The counter-














Being either an NP or a DP language has additional consequences. In this case,
it means different ways in which a language can express definiteness. Specifi-
cally, while Romanian expresses definiteness through definite articles on nouns
(12a) or adjectives (12b), Serbian has an alternative way of obtaining definite ver-
sus indefinite interpretation. As illustrated in Table 1, Serbian has two lexical
forms for adjectives: short form (sf) and long form (lf). These two forms are con-
sidered by some authors (Aljović 2002; Despić 2011; Talić 2014) to correspond
to definite/specific (13a) and indefinite/non-specific (13b) interpretations, respec-
tively.7
Table 1: Serbian shoft form vs. long form adjectives
























What is most striking about the constructions like (10) is the combination of ele-
ments that is not found in either of the participating languages.8 In other words,
7For current purposes, I will simplify matters a bit and will consider the long vs. short form con-
trast to impose a definite vs. indefinite NP interpretation, respectively. For relevant discussion,
see Aljović (2002); Despić (2011); Talić (2014); Stanković (2015); a.o.
8For a comprehensive analysis and account of the CS TNP and the interaction of Romanian
definite articles, Serbian nouns, and Serbian adjectives, I refer the reader to Petroj (in prep).
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the resulting structure is a combination of two definiteness-related elements – a
Romanian definite article and a Serbian long-form (definiteness-imposing) adjec-
tive – in one TNP. Although coming from languages with different architectures,
the elements form a cohesive and productive mixed structure. Given that both
languages can express definiteness separately and that both definite elements are
allowed in a single construction raises the question about the underlying struc-
ture of cases like (10). Specifically, does the resulting construction have the DP
layer like in Romanian, or is it an NP construction like in Serbian?
Although having the definite article in the structure should indicate the pres-
ence of the DP layer, the fact that CS represents a mixture of (in this case) two
parameter settings does not necessarily point towards the dominance of either
one of the participating languages. On the one hand, the presence of the definite
article may indicate that there is, in fact, a DP layer in (10), and that -ul is posi-
tioned in D0. One the other, given that all three elements (D, N, and A) undergo
agreement in CS (Petroj in prep), the definiteness may be licensed by the Serbian
long-form adjective, and the DP layer may not exist.9 One way to confirm that
the DP layer indeed exists in this type of construction is by turning to the con-
textual approach to phases. Recall that this approach says that any phrase can
be a phase, as long as it is the highest in its domain. As seen above, the edge
of the phase is available for further actions, while the rest of the construction
is frozen inside the phase. That being said, there are two possibilities regarding
the status of the CS TNP: (i) if there is no DP and the highest phrase in the TNP
domain is NP, the adjective is in SpecNP and it should be extractable, allowing
for the possibility of LBE; (ii) if there is a DP layer present, i.e. DP is a phase, the
adjective being in SpecNP would make it too deeply embedded for extraction
(only SpecDP being visible as the edge of the phase); LBE, in this case, will not
be allowed.
To test this, the next session focuses on the LBE from the CS TNP from internal
and external arguments respectively.
5 Left branch extraction in code-switching
5.1 Left branch extraction in Romanian and Serbian
As LBE is a reliable test for identifying the DP/NP parameter setting of a natural
language, the same test is applied to CS constructions that include structures like
(10), repeated below as (14).









Recall that as predicted by the generalizations in Bošković (2008), Romanian,
being a DP language, disallows LBE and Serbian, an NP language, allows it. This














































Intended: ‘I saw {expensive / the expensive} cars.’ (Petroj in prep)
As seen above, facts are clear for Romanian and Serbian in isolation. In the re-
mainder of this section, LBE of adjectives will be applied to CS TNPs from tran-
sitive constructions and from the subject.
5.2 Transitive constructions
The paradigm below starts with (17), in which CS occurs within a TNP where
the verb is Romanian, the definite article is Romanian, and the noun and the
adjective are Serbian. As illustrated in (17b), LBE out of this TNP is disallowed.
In (18), the verb is still Romanian, but even a fully Serbian TNP fails the LBE test.
Interestingly, when the Romanian verb is replaced by its Serbian counterpart in
(19), LBE improves drastically. Interestingly, while the Serbian verb can take a DP
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complement in (20a), extraction of the adjective is blocked in (20b), confirming








































































Intended: ‘I passed the difficult exam.’
Based on the above discussion, I take (dis)allowing LBE to indicate the presence
or absence of the DP layer.The ungrammaticality of (18b) and (20b) then indicates
that any Romanian element in the VP domain forcesDP-hood on the object.What
is particularly interesting here is that although the entire TNP is in Serbian, LBE
still cannot take place. This suggests that although no Romanian D element is
present overtly, there is still a DP projection here, which is not the case in (19),
10I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer for noticing the incomplete paradigm and point-
ing out the relevance of the example in (19).
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where LBE improves drastically with a Serbian verb introduced in the structure.
Additionally, the paradigm in (17)–(20) confirms that regardless of the verb being
Romanian or Serbian, the presence of a Romanian element in the object position
will always have the DP layer.
Given that both Romanian and Serbian verbs can occur and take either a Ro-
manian or a Serbian complement in CS, data from above indicates that Romanian
verbs must take a DP complement even in CS as in (21a), while a Serbian verb
























‘I passed {the exam / the exam / an/the exam}.’
We then have the generalization in (22):11
(22) Romanian verbs must take a DP complement, while Serbian verbs can
take either a DP or an NP complement.
I will now test the LBE of adjectives out of a ditransitive construction. Examples
in (23) and (25) represent fully Serbian sentences with the LBE of the possessor
out of the indirect object (IO) in (23b) and direct object (DO) in (25b). As expected,
Serbian being an NP language, LBE is allowed in both cases. In contrast, when a
Romanian object is introduced into the structure in (24) and (26), LBE out of the
Serbian object in (24b) and (26b) leads to ungrammaticality.12
11The pattern of certain elements allowing DP or NP arguments seems to extend beyond the VP
domain, specifically, with respect to CS of conjuncts and coordinated structures. I refer the
reader to Petroj (in prep) for more examples and more detailed explanation.
12Pe in (24) is a dummy preposition assigning the accusative to its complement. It is comparable









‘We saw John.’ (Spanish; Jaeggli 1986)
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Intended: ‘My friend sends her book to my brother.’
(24) and (26) show that when one object is in Romanian and the other in Serbian,
LBE is not allowed even when the LBE is attempted out of the TNP that contains
Serbian elements only. This is especially interesting since LBE was allowed once
a Serbian verb was introduced into the structure in (19). (24) and (26) indicate
that any Romanian element (not just the verb) in the vP/VP domain blocks LBE.
With respect to the DP/NP status, it seems like both objects are DPs when one
object is in Romanian. These examples then indicate that no structural mixing
regarding the categorical status is allowed between the objects in a double object
constructions (where one object would be an NP and one object a DP); if one
object is a DP, both must be DPs. Consequently, if vP is considered a phase, the
following generalization can be made:13
(27) No mixing of the categorical status of the TNP within a spell-out domain,
where the spell-out domain is a phasal complement.
13An anonymous reviewer pointed out an interesting question about the generalization in (27),
namely, that having a Romanian low/VP-adjunct after a Serbian ditransitive construction like
the one in (i) might reveal additional (counter)evidence for the structure of mixing within
the spell-out domain. While the sentence in (i.b) is only marginally acceptable, the subjects
reported challenges in processing the sentence, rather than in grammaticality, which can be







































‘My friend sends her book to my brother via plane.’
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5.3 Subject
Given that having a Romanian element in either IO or DO blocks LBE from the
other object (even when the other object is entirely in Serbian) it is important to
test the extent of influence of the Romanian DP on the rest of the structure.
In the examples below, (28) represents a fully-Serbian example, with the pos-
sessor being extracted from the subject in (28b). This being a fully Serbian con-






























‘You claim that my friend introduces Jovan to Petar.’
Interestingly, when a Romanian element is introduced as the DO in (29) and as











































































‘You claim that my friend sends her book to my brother.’
These data contrast with (24) and (26) where the introduction of a Romanian
internal argument blocked LBE out of the other internal argument. In contrast,
LBE out of the subject is not affected by CS in the internal arguments of the verb.
Based on these examples, the following generalizations can be made:
(31) A Romanian internal DP argument forces DP-hood to the internal
argument of the verb, but not to the external one.
(32) No mixing of the categorical status of the TNP within a spell-out domain,
where the spell-out domain is a phasal complement.
Notice also that a Romanian external DP argument does not force DP-hood on a






















‘The student passed the difficult exam.’
6 Conclusions and further research
Due to the DP/NP difference between Romanian and Serbian, LBE has proven
reliable in determining the points where CS may occur, but also in showing that
mixing two languages may not necessarily result in a homogenous DP or NP
system. In other words, this variant of CS shows flexibility when it comes to ele-
ments that are switched, but also regarding what parameter setting will prevail
depending onwhen CS occurs in the derivation.When it comes to the interaction
between Romanian and Serbian elements, the following generalizations hold:
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1. Romanian verbs must take a DP complement, while Serbian verbs can take
either a DP or NP complements.
2. A Romanian internal DP argument forces DP-hood onto the internal argu-
ment of the verb, but not onto the external one.
Importantly, LBE has also shed light on the flexibility of the CS construction
to navigate through parameters.
3. Nomixing of the categorical status of the TNP is allowedwithin a spell-out
domain, where the spell-out domain is a phasal complement.
We can assume then that the vp/VP spell-out domain may look something like







Finally, more research needs to be done to correctly predict the points of CS in
other langauges with different spell-out domains/phasal boundaries in order to
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Unifying structural and lexical case
assignment in Dependent Case Theory
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Dependent Case Theory argues against case assignment via a functional head (cf.
Chomsky 2000; 2001) and proposes instead that case is a result of a structural rela-
tion between two DPs (Marantz 1991; McFadden 2004; Baker & Vinokurova 2010;
Baker 2015). However, Dependent CaseTheory cannot completely abandon case as-
signment via a syntactic head, as this mechanism accounts for lexical case (e.g. lex-
ical dative). Furthermore, structural and lexical datives are morphologically identi-
cal and often behave similarly, and ‘just where the line should be drawn between
the two is a theoretical matter’ (Baker 2015: 13). We argue for a unified approach
to lexical and structural dative case assignment under Dependent CaseTheory, im-
plemented in a derivational fashion, via the operation Agree. While structural dat
is assigned as a high dependent case in the VP in the presence of a lower (later acc)
DP, lexical dat is assigned in the same configuration, in the VP, in the presence of
another silent or overt co-argument DP.
Keywords: dependent case, Agree, dative
1 Introduction: Dependent Case Theory
TheDependent CaseTheory (henceforth DCT) is a result of the work of (Marantz
1991; McFadden 2004; Baker & Vinokurova 2010; Baker 2012; 2015), among oth-
ers, adopting similar ideas by Yip et al. (1987); Bittner & Hale (1996); Kiparsky
(1992; 2001); Wunderlich (1997); Stiebels (2002). Case assignment in DCT relies
Zorica Puškar &GereonMüller. 2018. Unifying structural and lexical case assignment
in Dependent Case Theory. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka
Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 357–379. Berlin: Language
Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545537
Zorica Puškar & Gereon Müller
primarily on Marantz’s (1991: 24) disjunctive case hierarchy, which distinguishes
between the following types of case:
(1) Lexically governed case ≻ Dependent case (accusative and ergative) ≻
Unmarked case (nominative and absolutive) ≻ Default case
There are several steps in the case assigning process. In Step 1 all DPs selected by
lexical items (verbs, prepositions, etc.) which idiosyncratically assign a particular
case, receive the lexically governed case value from the designated head upon
c-selection. In Step 2, pairs of remaining caseless DPs are inspected in their local
domains. Dependent case is assigned to them according to (a variation of) the
following case assignment rules:
(2) Rules for dependent case assignment (Baker 2015: 48-49)
a. If there are two distinct DPs in the same spell out domain such that
DP1 c-commands DP2, then value the case feature of DP2 as
accusative unless DP1 has already been marked for case (3).
b. If there are two distinct DPs in the same spell out domain such that
DP1 c-commands DP2, then value the case feature of DP1 as ergative
unless DP2 has already been marked for case (4).
These rules lead to a four-way typology of case alignments (Levin & Preminger
2015): The application of only the rule (2a) will lead to nominative-accusative
alignment (3), while (2b) will yield ergative-absolutive alignment (4). If both pa-
rameters are simultaneously present in the same language, this would yield tri-
partite case systems (e.g. Nez Perce, where accusative and ergative can co-occur,
see Baker 2015) and if both parameters are switched off, the language has neither
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In Step 3, the remaining DPs that have not received case by means of competi-
tion with another DP, receive the unmarked case, which depends on the local
domain in which the NP is found (nominative/absolutive in TP/CP, genitive in
DP). Finally, default case is assigned to fragment answers and free-standing
DPs (Who bought the bread? Him./*He.).
One of the evident problems for DCT is that dat can be assigned either in
Step 1, as lexically governed case, or in Step 2, as dependent case. If assigned as
dependent case, dat is considered to be assigned to a higher DP in the VP (Baker
& Vinokurova 2010; Baker 2015), which means that the case feature on a dative
DP can sometimes be supplied by a lexical head and sometimes in a particular
configuration in the VP and even though this feature has two completely differ-
ent sources in the syntax, it is still recognised and realised as the same exponent
by the morphology. We propose instead that assignment of dative via a lexical
head can be abandoned in DCT. We claim that dat can always be treated as de-
pendent case assigned to a higher DP in a VP. In line with proposals by Bittner
& Hale (1996); Baker (2015) (for case assignment in general), Wood (2017) (for
lexical accusative case in Icelandic), and Baker & Bobaljik (2017) (for inherent
ergative case), instead of assuming that a verb comes with a lexical [∗dat∗] case
feature (5), we propose that the verb comes with a covert pseudo co-argument
DP, which enables the assignment of lexical dative as dependent case to a higher
DP in a VP (6).










Furthermore, there is an ongoing debate within the DCT on the timing of case
assignment. While some authors want case assignment to be a syntactic process
(see Preminger 2014 and Baker 2015, who times case assignment at Spell-Out, dur-
ing linearization), others argue that dependent case is assigned at PF (Marantz
1991; McFadden 2004; Bobaljik 2008). In what follows, we will take the syntac-
tic side of the debate and offer a derivational implementation via the operation
Agree between two DPs, which will derive dependent case assignment as a nar-
row syntactic process, and explain the dative puzzle outlined above.
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2 Structural dative in Serbian
In order to derive the assignment of structural dative case in double object con-
structions, this section offers a short empirical introduction on the structural
relations between nom, acc and dat arguments in BCS.The order of the indirect
object (IO) and the direct object (DO) is mostly free in Serbian and both orders






















‘Slavica presented Marko to her sister.’ V ≻ acc ≻ dat
However, there is reason to believe that IO ≻ DO, i.e. (7a) is the base order of the
two objects, while (7b) is derived by A-movement. The evidence from quantifier
scope (Aoun & Li 1989; Frey 1989; Bruening 2001) shows that, while in the V ≻
dat ≻ acc order only the reading where the quantifier in the IO scopes over the
one in the DO is available (8a), the order V ≻ acc ≻ dat allows for both readings
(8b).The availability of the reading where the existential quantifier outscopes the































‘Slavica introduced every boyfriend to a friend.’ ∃ > ∀, ∀ > ∃
Furthermore, maximal focus projection (from a focused NP to the entire clause)
is possible only if we maintain the base word order (Höhle 2018; von Stechow &
Uhmann 1986; Haider 1992). A sentence in which movement has occurred should
not be a good answer to the question What happened?/What’s new?.1 With the
1Stjepanović (1999: 76) offers a similar argument for Serbo-Croatian.
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focus on the DO, if the whole sentence is new information, focus is perceived as
neutral if the sentence has the canonical word order (9a). However, the focus in
(9b) is not necessarily new information focus, as it does not project to the entire
clause; it can be interpreted as contrastive, which indicates that the order is not

























‘Slavica sent a letter to Marko.’ / ‘It was Marko who Slavica sent a
letter to.’
Finally, the order of object clitics in Serbian is always dat ≻ acc, regardless of the
order IO and DO noun phrases. Stjepanović (1999) and Bošković (2001) assume
that clitics move outside of their VP into Agr projections. The strict hierarchy























































‘You sent it to him.
2Even though the word order in (9b) is neutral, as noted in (7b), if the dat argument is focused,
the sentence sounds less neutral than its counterpart in (9a).We thank an anonymous reviewer
for this insight. Moreover, factors such as animacy and givenness may contribute to enabling
other orders in neutral contexts; see recent findings by Titov (2017) for Russian and Velnić
(2017) for Croatian.
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‘You sent it to him.
We conclude from these tests that the base word order of objects in Serbian is IO
≻ DO.
3 A derivational account of dependent case assignment
Following Baker & Vinokurova (2010); Baker (2015); Preminger (2014); Levin &
Preminger (2015), we assume that case is assigned in narrow syntax. We adopt
case feature notations fromLexical DecompositionGrammar, followingKiparsky
(1992; 2001); Joppen & Wunderlich (1995); Wunderlich (1997); Stiebels (2002):
(12) a. acc: [+hr] ‘there is a higher role’
b. dat: [+hr +lr] ‘there is a higher role and there is a lower role’
c. erg: [+lr] ‘there is a lower role’
d. nom/abs: [ ] no case features
The features [+hr] and [+lr] are assigned in the course of the derivation to argu-
ment DPs via the operation Agree. We assume that both standard ‘downward’
Agree and ‘upward’ Agree (see Chomsky 1986; 1991; Kayne 1989; Pollock 1989;
Koopman 2006) are possible options in the grammar (see also Abels 2012: 92f.
as well as Baker’s 2008: 155 Direction of Agreement Parameter). We propose that
Agree applies between two DPs in a c-command relationship. When Downward
Agree (↓Agr↓) applies, the higher of the two DPs in an asymmetric c-command
relation probes down and receives the [+lr] from the lower one (see (13) below),
and byUpwardAgree (↑Agr↑), the lowerDP probes upward and receives its [+hr]
case feature from the higher DP (see (14) below). An important principle is that
case valuation cannot take place if the goal DP already has a valued case feature
(Bittner & Hale 1996; Baker 2015). One DP can participate in multiple Agree op-
erations as a probe and, in principle, this can result in a DP receiving more than
one case feature, as demonstrated shortly below (15). Moreover, in a nom/acc
system, ↓Agr↓ always precedes ↑Agr↑. Finally, in a nominative-accusative align-
ment, assignment of [+lr] in SpecvP must somehow be pre-empted, otherwise
the DP would receive ergative case. We assume that languages with nominative-
accusative alignment have an ergative switch-off parameter, regulated by the fol-
lowing principle: In a nom-acc language the higher DP in a vP cannot be case-
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valued.3 Finally, we assume that the domain in which the proposed operations
apply is the TP.
Let us apply the system to dative case assignment. In a double-object construc-
tion, a verb selects two objects, yielding thereby a VP with two unmarked DPs
in a c-command relationship. Since this is a nom-acc system, ↓Agr↓will always
precede ↑Agr↑. Thus when ↓Agr↓ applies, the higher of the two DPs receives a
[+lr] feature from the lower one. Consequently, ↑Agr↑ does not apply because
the potential goal is already case-valued.









After the external DP3 is introduced in SpecvP, we now have three DPs in the
same domain. The remaining two caseless DPs are DP1 and DP3. When ↓Agr↓
applies between the highest DP3 in the SpecvP and the lowest DP1, no case val-
uation obtains, due to the ergative switch-off parameter, which demands that a
DP in SpecvP cannot be case valued. ↑Agr↑ thus applies afterwards, whereby the
lower DP receives the [+hr] feature from the higher one (14).














3Alternatively, assuming that at the vP level ↑Agr↑ precedes ↓Agr↓ yields the same results.
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However, DP2 and DP3 still fulfil the criteria for case assignment to apply, since
they are in a c-command relationship, and the higher one is not marked for case
(15). Thus ↑Agr↑ applies, providing the lower DP2 with a [+hr] feature (and the
[[+hr], [+lr]] bundle is realised as dative).














This implementation derives the assignment of dependent case bymeans of exist-
ing, independently motivated mechanisms, in a derivational manner. An interest-
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is merged, dative should behave in a similar way as ergative case, as it only bears
a [+lr] feature, as in (13). While we leave this point for further research, note
that similarities between datives and ergatives have been reported in Basque by
Arregi & Nevins (2012), in Indo-Aryan languages by Butt (2006) and even Serbo-
Croatian by Progovac (2013). Another important prediction is that movement of
the DO should not affect acc case assignment, since [+hr] feature still has the
necessary configuration even after movement, as shown by (16). In this process,
DP2 is first assigned the [+lr] feature by ↓Agr↓ with DP1, which is then moved,
and still caseless. After DP3 has been introduced, both DP1 and DP2 will receive
their missing [+hr] features by ↑Agr↑ with it.
4 Lexical dative
4.1 Similarities between structural and lexical dative
As noted in the introduction, the central claim of this paper is that lexical dative
case is assigned just like the structural dative. In order to support this claim,
we first demonstrate that there are indeed similarities between ‘structural’ and
‘lexical’ datives in their syntactic behaviour.
For instance, they act in a similar way in passivisation. In double-object con-
structions, only the accusative object can be passivised, i.e. only the theme argu-

































‘The book was given to Miloš.’
The dative argument, however, cannot be turned into a subject and it never al-
ternates (18).










‘Miloš was given a book.’
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‘Miloš was given a book.’
Unlike in Icelandic (as described by Zaenen et al. 1985), dative cannot bind a
subject oriented anaphor (19a) and it cannot be deleted under subject ellipsis
(19b), hence it is not a subject.




































intended: ‘Miloš was thrown out of the class and he was
reprimanded.’
Parallel to (17) above, some constructions with lexical datives can be pasivised,



















However, Zaenen et al. (1985) subjecthood tests also show that this dative does
not behave like a subject. It does not bind a subject-oriented anaphor (21a) and
it cannot be deleted under subject ellipsis (21b), just like the structural dative in
(19).







































‘Ana did all the tasks and was helped with that.’
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Moreover, as argued by Maling (2001) and shown for German by McFadden
(2004), one of the structural asymmetries betweenDOs and IOs is their behaviour
in nominalisations. DOs appear in genitive when the VP is nominalised (22b),

























i. ‘the giving of Miloš (to someone)’




















i. ‘the belonging of Ana (to someone)’
ii. * ‘the belonging to Ana’
4A reviewer wonders about the status of darivanje Miloša ‘the giving of something to Miloš.gen’
in (22c). We believe that here the genitive of the complement of darivati is lexical. We leave it
to future research to explore how lexical genitive fits into the current proposal.
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Finally, as argued for German by Sternefeld (1985); Bayer et al. (2001); McFadden
(2004), in the so-called ‘topic drop’ constructions, it is possible to omit the acc









































‘Yes, I helped her once.’ lexical dat
From these similarities, we conclude that lexical and structural datives can be
treated as the same type of syntactic objects.5 In the next sections, wewill inspect
different types of lexical datives we have identified in Serbian in turn.
5An additional language specific test that points into the same direction is Left Branch Extrac-
tion, which is allowed out of subjects (i.a) and objects (i.b) in Serbian (see Bošković 2005, and


























































‘Which friend did tie boys help yesterday?’ LBE with datlex
However, the acceptability of the examples varies across different speakers, and it can be
also influenced by factors such as word order. We leave this very interesting issue for future
research.
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4.2 Lexical dative as dependent case
4.2.1 Help-type verbs as underlying ditransitives
Help-type verbs include verbs such as pomoći ‘help’, čestitati ‘congratulate’, ugodi-
ti ‘please’, služiti ‘serve’, verovati ‘believe’, zavideti ‘envy’, doprineti ‘contribute’,
etc. (a partial list from several types of monotransitive constructions identified by
Stipčević 2014). We argue that these verbs are underlyingly ditransitive, where
the DPacc is present, but covert, yet even as such, it serves as a competitor for
dative case assignment. In these constructions, the nom argument is usually an
agent, while the dat can have beneficiary/maleficiary/recipient/goal/tar-
get person theta-role. The unmarked word order of arguments of help-type






















‘The coach congratulated his players.’
A possibly crucial piece of evidence for postulating a silent DPacc is that even














‘Ljubica sponsored her child’s education.’
6Note a similar kind of behaviour of lexical datives in German invoked by (McFadden 2004: 129).
He takes this as a piece of evidence that lexical dative assigned by glauben/helfen-type verbs






















‘He believes his brother’s story.’
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‘The coach congratulated his players on the victory.’
Help-type constructions with lexical datives in Serbian seem to be able to pas-
sivise (forming an impersonal passive construction; recall (20)). Such evidence
suggests that constructions of this type can be treated as double-object construc-
tions, equivalent to those in (7), allowing for treatment of lexical dative as struc-
tural.
We therefore argue that constructions with the help-type verbs are in fact
double-object constructions. The lower acc object is present as a silent DP (see
Wood 2017 for a similar proposal for lexical accusatives in Icelandic and Baker &
Bobaljik 2017 for similar ideas for ergative case). This silent DP can sometimes be
realised overtly, as in (27) above. The ‘lexical’ dative is assigned in the same man-
ner as in ditransitive double-object constructions. The feature [+lr] is assigned to
the higher DP at the VP level via ↓Agr↓. The assignment of [+hr] applies at vP,
by ↑Agr↑, which is established with the nominative DP in SpecvP.












­ acc ¬ dat
­ dat
These constructions are therefore underlyingly true ditransitives, which explains
their striking similarities to regular canonical ditransitive constructions and the
similarities in the syntactic behaviour between the datives in the two.
4.2.2 An extension: Adjust-type verbs as underlying ditransitives
Another type of verbs identified by Stipčević (2014: 300f.) select for dative ob-
jects where the dative argument mostly has a target person/goal theta-role.
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Some of the verbs include: odužiti se ‘pay back’, osvetiti se ‘take revenge’, suprot-
staviti se ‘confront’, predati se ‘give in/give up’, oteti se ‘escape’, priključiti se
‘join’, prilagoditi se ‘adjust’, etc. Most of these verbs contain the morpheme se,
which mostly has a reflexive interpretation. The nominative argument is usually


















‘Srdjan surrendered to the police.’
Another overt acc argument can be added, but in that case the morpheme se
cannot appear in the sentence. Comparing (29a)/(29b) with (30a)/(30b) respec-
tively, we can see that se and acc seem to be in complementary distribution. Se


























‘Srdjan submitted the documents to the police.’
7Passivisation is unfortunately inconclusive as a test. Sentences with an overt accusative can
be passivized regularly (i.a), but the ones without the overt acc argument and with the se





























‘One adjusted to the situation.’
As (i.c) shows, the only possible ‘passive’ form with these constructions is actually impersonal
middle construction, which is expected if these constructions even in the active voice already
involve argument reduction (see Progovac 2013; Marelj 2004).
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The similarities between (30) and (29) above can be captured by the derivations
in (31) and (32). While verbs with ‘structural’ dative contain an overt DP as a DO,
adjust-type verbs contain a silent DP. Crucially, the [+lr] feature is assigned to
the higher of the two DPs in the VP. While in (31) the lower DP receives the [+hr]
feature and thereby acc case upon merging the external argument, in (32), the
lower DP argument in the VP is reduced (or alternatively it starts out as a null
DP) and becomes realised by se.
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4.2.3 Belong-type verbs as unaccusative ditransitives
Belong-type verbs include verbs such as pripadati ‘belong’, zapasti ‘get into/end
up with’, nedostajati ‘miss’, etc. (see also Stipčević 2014). We argue that these
verbs are underlyingly ditransitive as well, but they do not take an external ar-
gument and are, therefore, unaccusative. The nom argument is usually a theme,
while dat is usually interpreted as possessor. The unmarked word order is nom









‘This cap belongs to Ana.’
No additional overt accusative arguments can be added to these verbs and a struc-
ture like this cannot be passivised (34).The impossibility of passivization, the lack
of overt accusative argument and the theme interpretation of the nom argument
suggest therefore that such constructions are essentially unaccusative. The idea
that the nom argument is introduced as the internal argument of the verb, which
is later moved to the sentence-initial position, can be supported by evidence from
quantifier scope. In (35), the possibility for the existential quantifier to outscope
the universal one indicates that the nom argument has been moved and is able




















‘Every cap belongs to one girl.’ ∃ > ∀, ∀ > ∃
In order to derive this type of lexical dative as dependent case, we assume that
the two internal arguments of these verbs are both merged as the arguments of
V, as in (36). In this configuration, ↓Agr↓ applies first and the higher DP receives
the [+lr] feature from the lower one. The lower DP does not receive any case
features at the VP level. Since these verbs are unaccusative, no external argument
is merged in SpecvP. However, the theme argument must move up in order to
8This situation mirrors the one in (8b). Note that since Serbian is a rigid scope language, only
movement can affect quantifier scope, thus the reading here cannot be derived by quantifier
raising of the existential quantifier and must instead involve movement (see Antonyuk 2015).
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become the (derived) subject of the sentence. In order tomove to SpecTP, it has to
move through the vP phase edge (Legate 2003). At the vP edge, this DP can now
serve as a case competitor again. After ↓Agr↓ fails due to the ergative switch-off
parameter that precludes case valuation in SpecvP, ↑Agr↑ succeeds, and [+hr] is
assigned to the dat DP (37).
























In conclusion, treating these constructions as unaccusatives correctly captures
the fact that they cannot passivize and that the DPnom is interpreted as a theme
rather than agent, thereby enabling a unified treatment of lexical and structural
dative as dependent case.
4.3 An extension: (feel)-like-type verbs as unaccusative ditransitives
(Feel)-like-type verbs select for an experiencer-type dative argument, as in (38).
The unmarked word order seems to be dat ≻ nom.
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‘Ana likes the green dress.’
As with the previous group, no additional overt accusative arguments can be









‘It was appealed to Ana.’
The lack of passivization possibility and the overt accusative argument, together
with the theme interpretation of the nom argument suggest that this could be
an unaccusative contruction. The se clitic, however, does not have a reflexive in-
terpretation, but following Progovac (2013), it can be assumed to be an expletive
object pronoun. Based on the fact that these verbs cannot assign accusative and
that the DPnom is ambiguous between subject and object interpretation, Progo-
vac (2013) argues that the structures like these are in fact instances of an ergative-
absolutive pattern in a language like Serbian. Such sentences would be analysed
as in (36) and (37) above. The [+lr] feature is assigned to the higher DP at the VP
level via ↓Agr↓, while the [+hr] feature is assigned at the vP level via ↑Agr↑. We
leave the exact nature of the clitic se in these constructions for future research,
which should be able to tell whether it is an additional silent argument that ab-
sorbs certain case features, or whether it is an expletive.
5 Conclusion
Dependent case assignment can be formalised by means of a derivational ap-
proach, where case features are assigned incrementally, via an Agree operation
which holds between two DPs. dat is assigned as high dependent case in the VP,
while acc is the low dependent case in the vP. We have seen evidence from Ser-
bian that the account of structural dat can be extended to cover the assignment
of lexical dat. Lexical dative is thus assigned in the same configurations: (i) in a
ditransitive double-object construction with a silent DP as DO and a case com-
petitor, (ii) in a double object construction involving an unaccusative verb. In its
strictest form therefore, the Dependent Case Theory can capture assignment of
both lexical and structural dative case as dependent case.
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Evidence from first language acquisition
Teodora Radeva-Bork
University of Potsdam
The paper investigates null objects in early child grammar in light of the Transi-
tivity Requirement approach (Cummins & Roberge 2005), which states that transi-
tivity is not dependent on the lexical features of the verb but is a universal gram-
matical property. I review naturalistic and experimental child data from sixteen
typologically different languages (including five Slavic representatives) and show
that the predictions of the Transitivity Requirement approach are not borne out.
Instead, the results suggest that early object omissions reflect the presence of (op-
tional) object drop in the target grammar. Children seem to omit objects only if
the target grammar allows for this option, as it is the case, for example, in Russian,
Ukrainian and Polish.
Keywords: null objects, child grammar, Transitivity Requirement, Slavic, crosslin-
guistic data
1 Introduction and preliminaries
While the study of null subjects in Slavic has received much attention (Franks
1995, Lindseth 1998, Fehrmann & Junghanns 2008, Müller 2006, among others),
null / missing / implicit direct objects still constitute an under-researched area
and the distribution of object drop is still not uniformly capturable. Object drop
has not been used extensively as a way to classify languages in a typology. In
other words, whereas it is common to talk about pro-drop or null subject lan-
guages, references to “object drop languages” or “null object languages” aremuch
less frequent in the literature. One important reason for this classificatory asym-
metry is that object drop appears to be much more variable than subject drop.
Most attempts to identify a common denominator for null objects have failed in
Teodora Radeva-Bork. 2018. Transitivity Requirement revisited: Evidence from first
language acquisition. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szuc-
sich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 381–400. Berlin: Language Sci-
ence Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545539
Teodora Radeva-Bork
cross-linguistic terms. Possible restrictions on object drop have been discussed
previously, such as, for instance, overt morphological verb-object agreement,
which holds for Swahili or Georgian but not for Russian or Chinese; topic drop,
holding for German but not for other null-object languages; as well as other con-
ditions like specific structural contexts favouring the appearance of null objects
(e.g. sequence of verbs or imperatives). Generally, it is assumed that null objects
are a licit option in the grammars of Russian, Polish, to some extent German,
European and Brazilian Portuguese, and Chinese, among other languages. Lan-
guages such as Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian or Spanish, on the other hand, disallow
null objects.
In this paper, I examine the omission of referential, definite objects as in (1),
a type that happens to be ungrammatical in English (1a), but grammatical in
other languages, such as Russian (1b). What I leave aside are non-referential null
objects, illustrated by (2). For a discussion of the licensing of object drop of indef-
inite DPs in European Spanish, Modern Greek, and Bulgarian see Campos (1986),
Giannakidou & Merchant (1997), and Dimitriadis (1994). See also Dvořák (2017)
for a recent in-depth discussion of indefinite and generic null objects in Czech.
For the sake of terminological clarity, I use null objects to refer to the phono-
logical non-realisation of direct objects in transitive contexts, as in (1). (Other
common terms include “object omission” or “object drop”.)
(1) Referential/Definite null object
a. A: What did you do with the newspaper?
























(2) Non-referential/Indefinite null object
A: What are you going to do while you wait?
B: I’ll buy a newspaper and I’ll read Ø.
Object realization or omission have both a syntactic component (what kinds of
mechanisms govern the licensing and recoverability of null objects) and a lexical
component (what types of verbs allow optional realization of their direct object
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argument). In this paper, I concentrate on a syntactic approach to transitivity,
based on the so-called Transitivity Reqirement (TR) proposed by Cummins
& Roberge (2005). In parallel to the Extended Projection Principle (EPP) for
subjects, it suggests that the direct-object position is given byUniversal Grammar
and is not dependent on the lexical features of the verb. The syntactic analysis
of null objects is particularly appealing as it provides very concrete and testable
predictions about transitivity development in first language acquisition. Under
the TR, null objects are predicted to be a part of the default initial setting for
acquisition purposes. This view is advocated in Pérez-Leroux et al. (2008), who
suggest that children start out with a null cognate object default, and that the
initial referential properties of this null cognate object are broader than in the
target grammar.1 Experience serves to block, or narrow down, the referential se-
mantics of the null default. It follows from this that we should be able to find
evidence of object omissions in the early stages of language development in ty-
pologically different languages, irrespective of the availability of null objects in
the target grammar.
The main agenda of this paper is to evaluate the empirical validity of the TR
by examining acquisition data from sixteen typologically different languages, in-
cluding five Slavic representatives; see Table 1 and Table 2. I review the results
from studies carried out on these languages with the aim to examine the object
(non)omission in the early stages of grammar, especially in light of the TR. Such
a secondary approach to primary data is justified since as more research on a
given topic within a particular language family emerges, it is valuable to have
research that consolidates the studies and elucidates similarities and differences
across language families. The Slavic perspective is particularly interesting since
Slavic languages varywith respect to the availability of object drop although they
share a number of common morphosyntactic features. Additionally, language ac-
quisition in Slavic is still under-researched compared to other languages, and this
paper aims to contribute to the cross-linguistic investigation of the early devel-
opment of objects by presenting and reviewing child data from Slavic.
The paper is organised as follows. §2 sketches some theoretical approaches to
object omission, focusing on the discussion of the syntactic transitivity approach
1Since different languages have different conditions as to where objects are allowed to remain
unpronounced, Pérez-Leroux et al.’s (2008) approach is to seek for a common denominator in
null object constructions. On the basis of French and English data, they identify a null bare
N object to be the common denominator in English and French. The authors suggest that by
postulating this common denominator as the minimal default, they can make inferences about




by Cummins & Roberge (2005) and outlining the predictions of this analysis for
the acquisition of objects, with respect to the object omissions children are pre-
dicted to show. In §3, I discuss experimental and naturalistic child data from
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, Polish, Ukrainian, French, English, Spanish,
Catalan, Italian, European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Romanian, Stan-
dard Modern Greek, Cypriot Greek, and Chinese. The participants in the stud-
ies are typically-developing monolingual children with the core age 2–4 years,
as well as 4–6 years for some languages (for the detailed data description and
methodology, see §3.1). The survey of the data shows that the predictions made
by the TR are not borne out, and null objects are not a default setting in the
early stages of grammar. Based on the empirical findings, I suggest that there is
a strong link between children’s object omissions and the grammaticality of null
objects in the target grammar. This view is compatible with the proposal made
in Varlokosta et al. (2016), suggesting that children generally opt for the weakest
alternative on the scale pronoun > clitic > null, depending on what is available
in their language. Of course, this proposal needs further investigation in studies
that test different types of objects, i.e. full pronouns, clitics and full DPs.
2 The Transitivity Requirement and its predictions for
child grammar
To start off, I briefly sketch the lexically and syntactically motivated approaches
to argument structure, with special emphasis on the syntactic transitivity ap-
proach by Cummins & Roberge (2005) and its prediction for the development of
(direct) objects in the early stages of grammar.
Verbs are flexible as to which and how many argument positions they project
(van Hout 2012: 25). According to the lexical approach, the verb’s flexibility is
incorporated into its lexical representation, i.e. the verb is lexically represented
with more than one representation, each of which is linked to a certain verb sub-
categorization frame (Chomsky 1965; Emonds 1991). In the case of English generic
null objects, Rizzi (1986) assumes that theta roles can be fully saturated in the
lexicon. Other, discourse-motivated approaches, such as Groefsema (1995) and
Fellbaum & Kegl (1989), associate the use of certain null objects such as generic
(non-referential) null objects, cf. (2), with discourse factors and pragmatic con-
siderations.
An alternative analysis is provided by themodular account relying on a strictly
syntactic approach to the occurrence of null objects. The Transitivity Require-
ment (TR) by Cummins & Roberge (2005), parallel to the Extended Projection
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Principle (EPP) for subjects, suggests that the direct-object position is given by
Universal Grammar and is not dependent on the lexical features of the verb.Thus,
the direct-object position is not seen as a characteristic depending on the lexical-
semantic features of the verb, but rather as an integral, essential element of the
predicate. Under the TR, transitivity is viewed as a universal grammatical prop-
erty. Null objects are structurally present, and all VPs (i.e. with transitive, unerga-
tive, unaccusative verbs, etc.), contain an object position that can be overtly ex-
pressed or not (Cummins & Roberge 2005). When an object is not phonologically
realized, it remains as a null object in the VP.
Under the TR, (3) is considered to be a universal structural template for objects
(Cummins & Roberge 2005; Pérez-Leroux et al. 2008). This template is shown in





The main premises of the TR-based approach, namely that (i) transitivity is a
universal grammatical property and (ii) null objects are by default structurally
represented in all languages, provide a fruitful ground for making precise pre-
dictions about the initial states of human grammar. If null objects are present by
default, we should expect children to go through a stage of object optionality (cf.
Pérez-Leroux et al. 2008), irrespective of the object-drop capacity of the specific
target grammars. An overgeneralization of the free availability of null objects
due to a failure to restrict the null structure to the appropriate context is pre-
dicted. Omissions should therefore be found in typologically different languages,
irrespective of the availability of null objects in the target grammar and with-
out reference to the pronominal system of the specific language. For example,
objects are expected to be dropped in the early development of languages with
and without clitic systems (such as Bulgarian and English, for example). Such a
prediction is particularly challenging since clitic pronouns are generally prohib-
ited from dropping. The emerging research question, namely whether children
of all languages go through a null object stage, is addressed in the next section,
presenting empirical data from sixteen languages.
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3 Null objects in child grammar
In order to test the validity of the predictions made by the TR, I turn to the exami-
nation of how children acquiring various languages deal with direct objects in the
acquisition process. The comparison of developmental patterns in typologically
different languages such as Russian, Greek, French, and Chinese, to name only a
few, allows to make hypotheses about universally represented structures at the
starting point of linguistic development and about grammatical elements that
are specific to particular languages. More importantly, a comprehensive survey
of studies conducted on the acquisition of objects in different languages, which
summarizes and compares the derived results, can test the predictions made by
the TR that children of all languages go through a null object stage.
3.1 Data
I review data from experimental studies (see Tables 1 and 2), concerned with both
the production and comprehension of direct objects in elicited and naturalistic
environments. The data stem from the studies on sixteen typologically different
languages. The focus of the present paper is on the five Slavic representatives:
Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, Polish and Ukrainian, but the data are also
Table 1: Reviewed studies on the acquisition of objects
(Slavic languages)











Polish Tryzna (2015) spontaneous 2;1–2;9
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Table 2: Reviewed studies on the acquisition of objects
(non-Slavic languages)
Language Studies Type of data Age
French Hamann et al. (1996); Jakubowicz &
Rigaut (2000); Pérez-Leroux et al.
(2008)
elicited and spontaneous 2;0–6;0
Grüter (2006) comprehension
English Bloom (1990) spontaneous 2;0–3;0
Grüter (2006) elicited comprehension 2;0–6;0
Pérez-Leroux et al. (2008) elicited 2;9–5;11
Spanish Wexler et al. (2004); Stiasny (2006);
Castilla et al. (2008)
elicited and spontaneous 2;0–5;0
Mateu (2015) comprehension 2;0–4;0
Catalan Wexler et al. (2004) elicited 2;0–4;0
Italian Guasti (1993); Cardinaletti & Starke
(2000); Schaeffer (2010);










Lopes (2008; 2009) spontaneous 1;8–3;7
Romanian Babyonyshev & Marin (2006) elicited and spontaneous 2;0–3;10
Standard
modern Greek
Stephany (1997); Marinis (2000) spontaneous 1;9–2;9
Tsakali & Wexler (2003) elicited 1;9–2;9
Cypriot Greek Grohmann et al. (2010); Petinou &
Terzi (2002); Neokleous (2011)
elicited and spontaneous 3;0–5;11
Chinese Wang & Lillo-Martin (1992) elicited 3;0–4;0
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placed in a cross-linguistic context by comparing the five Slavic languages to
eleven other languages, for which object drop has been studied, namely French,
English, Spanish, Catalan, Italian, European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese,
Romanian, Standard Modern Greek, Cypriot Greek, and Chinese. Tables 1 and
2 give an overview of the languages and the conducted studies, including infor-
mation about the type of data, i.e. elicited or/and spontaneous, as well as about
the ages of tested children.2 For French, English, Spanish, and Italian, there is a
greater number of studies than for other languages, so only a selection of the
most recent and representative studies could be included here.
The overview of studies shows that the acquisition of objects has been well
examined over the last three decades, with studies covering a vast number of
languages and providing both spontaneous and elicited child data from produc-
tion and comprehension, something which is rather rare in the assessment of
acquisition of other grammatical phenomena. This is particularly beneficial for
the present goals, since the TR-based approach predicts object drop in the early
stages of language acquisition irrespectively of typological differences found in
individual language systems.
Here, I analyse production and comprehension data from Polish, French, En-
glish, and Spanish. For Russian, Serbo-Croatian, Bulgarian, Ukrainian, Catalan,
Italian, European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Romanian, Standard Mod-
ern Greek, Cypriot Greek, and Chinese, I deal with production data in elicited
and spontaneous contexts. The core age of the participants in the studies lies be-
tween two to four years, with some languages (Russian, Polish, French, English,
and European Portuguese) including older children, four to six year old, in some
of the studies. In the majority of the studies participants are controlled for gen-
der. The subjects are typically-developing, monolingual children, recruited from
day cares or schools.
The comparison of results from the included studies is legitimate due to the
use of a conform and highly comparable experimental methodology, which is de-
scribed in the next paragraph. In fact, in a recent analysis of meta-megastudies,
Myers (2016) shows that methodological differences across studies seem gener-
ally insufficient to explain large differences in results, and that what seems to
have a bigger effect are typological differences between languages. Whereas a
detailed discussion of methodological effects in object elicitation tasks is beyond
the scope of this paper, I hold that it is legitimate to compare the results from the
2Ages are given in years and months, i.e. 1;9 indicates 1 year and 9 months of age.
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presently included studies mainly due to the use of a common elicitation proce-
dure. However, see Varlokosta et al. (2016), who argue for an effect of the used
elicitation methodology on the production of clitic objects in experimental tasks.
Studies on the acquisition of objects employ a standard elicited production
task (Schaeffer 2010; Pérez-Leroux et al. 2008; Radeva-Bork 2012; among others)
to examine how children use direct objects in transitive contexts of the kind
found in (4), where (4a) is a licit option in the adult grammar of some languages,
such as Russian or Polish, but not in others, such as Bulgarian or Serbo-Croatian.
Examples (4b) and (4c) represent the grammatical choices for Bulgarian, making
use of a full NP/pronoun or a clitic, respectively.























In such elicitation tasks, participants are shown simple act-outs with toys and
props, or picture cards illustrating simple activities, such as kicking a ball, draw-
ing a flower, or building a house. Every activity represents a transitive scenario
with a subject and an object. The studies involve a big number of test items, usu-
ally between six and twelve. After the visual prompt, participants hear a control
question of the kind What did X do? without the target object being mentioned.
Depending on the specificities of the language, target answers contain a transi-
tive structure with an overt object or with its omission, cf. (4). Transitive verbs
such as kick, draw, build, give, hug, drink, hit, push etc. are elicited in the tasks. A
screening prior to the study guarantees that the children understand the object
nouns and the verbs denoting the actions in the tasks. An example of a model
elicitation of a direct object is given in (5). The use of an overt object is obligatory
here. Similar tasks have been used in the elicitation studies presented in Tables
1 and 2. For the spontaneous data, recordings and transcripts are used.
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(5) Model elicitation of direct objects in Bulgarian
Experimenter 1:
‘This is Maria. This here is her favourite doll. The doll’s hair is so















‘She combed the doll.’ (adapted from Radeva-Bork 2012: 79)
3.2 Results
An analysis of the obtained results shows that there is a high degree of variation
across languages when it comes to object omission in early grammars. Since it is
impossible to give a detailed presentation of the results from the individual stud-
ies in this paper, I focus on the Slavic data (marked in bold in Table 3), and present
the results from the other languages for the sake of cross-linguistic comparison.
Table 3: General results for the spread of object (non)omission.




E. Portuguese Modern Greek




Generally, we find evidence of object omission in Russian, Ukrainian, Polish,
European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Chinese, Italian, and Catalan, but
not in Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Modern Greek, Cypriot Greek, and
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Romanian. Children in the latter group produce their obligatory objects in tran-
sitive contexts from the early stages of language development in a target-like
manner. In contrast, Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, European Portuguese, Brazilian
Portuguese, Chinese, Italian, and Catalan undergo a stage of object omission, in
which obligatory transitive contexts do not yield an object in the early stages
of first language acquisition. Regrettably, I had to put French and English aside,
since the individual studies on each of these languages yielded contrasting re-
sults with respect to how much object omission was found in children. Table 3
summarizes the main results from the studies on the sixteen languages under
analysis.
Let me discuss the results in more detail. Although results from individual
studies on Spanish vary as to how much omission is found in the early stages, all
of the studies support the view that Spanish objects are acquired early, around
the age of two to three years. On the basis of the elicitation data from 28 chil-
dren, Wexler et al. (2004) show that two-year-olds literally never omit objects
(omission is at 0%). These results are consistent with the spontaneous data pro-
vided in Stiasny (2006). In contrast to Spanish, for Catalan Wexler et al. (2004)
find high rates of object omission. Two-year-olds omit objects 74% of the time.
The object omission remits as age progresses but does not disappear by the age
of four years.
Italian patterns with Catalan with respect to object omission – the rate of ob-
ject omission is high in both languages for ages two to four. Object omissions
in Italian have been evidenced both in spontaneous speech (a.o. Guasti 1993) as
well as in elicitation data (Schaeffer 2010). The two-year-olds in Schaeffer’s study
omit objects at high rates of up to 64%. Object omission at 15% is still present in
the production of three-year-olds. These findings are confirmed by similar rates
of object omission for the same ages in Tedeschi (2009). It is not before the age
of four that Italian children cease omitting their objects and omissions fall to
0%. So whereas Spanish children produce overt objects from the early on, Italian
children go through an initial phase of object omission (ending at around four
years).
In an experimental study for Romanian, Babyonyshev & Marin (2006) find
that Romanian-speaking children “produce object clitics freely as soon as they
are able to produce utterances that are long enough to contain them” (p. 31). The
authors divide their population into groups according to MLU and not accord-
ing to age.3 The results indicate object omission of 82% for children with MLU
3MLU refers to Mean Length of Utterance, a technique often used in L1 acquisition research to
measure the complexity of a child’s speech by calculating the number of words (or morphemes,
on some approaches) per utterance.
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smaller than two, and omission of 13% for children with MLU greater than two.
Since Babyonyshev and Marin show that object omission in Romanian is due to
production limitations (such as low MLU) instead of a grammatical constraint,
we can conclude that the initial stage of language development in Romanian is
not characterized by object omission.
When it comes to Slavic languages, Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian pattern alike
since the children in the studies did not omit objects (Radeva-Bork 2013; 2015;
Stiasny 2006). No object omission or misplacement has been found in Serbo-
Croatian in either elicited or naturalistic production (Stiasny 2006). The same
holds for Bulgarian; objects do not get omitted and are used in a target-like man-
ner already around the age of 2;3 on (Radeva-Bork 2015). If we compare Italian
and Bulgarian, we see that Italian two-year-olds omit objects 64% of the time
(Schaeffer 2010), whereas their Bulgarian peers omit objects only about 30%, so
about half as much as in Italian. Null objects fully disappear in Bulgarian towards
the end of year three, which is not the case in Italian. Therefore the study results
clearly indicate the lack of object omission in the acquisition of Bulgarian. In con-
trast, in Polish, Ukrainian and Russian, null objects are the preferred option for
children (Tryzna 2015; Mykhaylyk & Sopata 2016; Gordishevsky & Avrutin 2004;
Frolova 2016). In Polish and Ukrainian, children prefer to use null arguments up
to the age of five. At the age of three they omit objects at 89% in Polish and at 68%
in Ukrainian (Mykhaylyk & Sopata 2016). The onset of direct object use seems to
be semantically affected since around the age of five, clitics/pronouns are used
more often for animate referents, and it is only around the age of six that they
start being used also for inanimate objects (Mykhaylyk & Sopata 2016).
In Russian, Ukrainian, and Polish, children do not only omit direct objects in
obligatory transitive contexts, but they overproduce the null option when com-
pared to adults (in the contexts where NO is allowed). This holds particularly
for Russian, where three- to six-year old children produce more null objects
than adults in the contexts where object omission is a grammatical possibility.
Object omission at around 80% was found for the age of three years (Frolova
2016). Even at the age of five, Russian children omit referential objects at 73%
and non-referential ones at 54%. As Frolova (submitted) shows, Russian children
even omit direct objects in strongly transitive (perfective) contexts where adults
tend to use overt nouns but where the null object is still grammatical. Generally,
production of null objects in Russian is attested at a similar rate across all age
groups up to the age of six, and it is higher than for adults (Frolova 2016). In
non-referential contexts, a gradual decrease in object drop, an increase in lexi-
cal object (i.e., full DP object) use and a low production of pronouns is observed
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with the age progression. The rate of null objects is higher in referential con-
texts, where we rarely find lexical objects while the percentage of pronouns is
higher. Similarly to their Russian peers, children acquiring Polish overuse null
objects in comparison with adults, and the omission rate decreases as language
development progresses (Mykhaylyk & Sopata 2016; Tryzna 2015).
From a cross-linguistic perspective, Chinese, European Portuguese, Brazilian
Portuguese, Italian, and Catalan pattern with Russian, Ukrainian, and Polish in
terms of the attested object omission in the early stages (for ages two to four
and above). Spanish, Modern Greek, Cypriot Greek, and Romanian behave like
Bulgarian and Serbo-Croatian in that they are not characterized by object drop
in the acquisition process, and objects are present already at the age of two. The
latter finding is in contradiction with the predictions made by the Transitivity
Requirement (see §2).
3.3 Discussion and implications
The data survey from sixteen typologically different languages (including five
Slavic representatives: Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Russian, Ukrainian, and Pol-
ish) challenges the obligatory structural presence of null objects postulated by
the TR, and calls for re-evaluation of this theoretical analysis of the null object
phenomenon in adult grammars. The prediction made by the Transitivity Re-
quirement that children of all languages should go through a null-object stage
is not borne out – out of the sixteen languages, eight allow object omission in
early grammar, six languages do not, and two languages (French and English)
show conflicting results. Therefore, there is no evidence that null objects are a
default initial setting for acquisition purposes. Instead, there seems to be a clear
division between languages with and without object drop already in the early
stages.
How can the division between languages in terms of object (non)omission be
accounted for? Based on the results presented in §3.2, a parallel between chil-
dren’s performance and the actual permission or prohibition of object drop in
the target grammars emerges. Children omit objects only if their target gram-
mar provides the null object option, which is the case for Russian, Ukrainian,
Polish, European Portuguese, Brazilian Portuguese, Italian, Catalan, and Chinese.
In contrast, Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish, Modern Greek, Cypriot Greek,
and Romanian do not allow object drop, in the sense of example (1), and children
seem to act according to the target grammar rules and produce objects from early
on. Hence, early object omissions seem to reflect the presence of (optional) ob-
ject drop in the target grammar. Children overgeneralize novel intransitives out
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of novel transitives and drop objects at higher rates than adults, provided that
their target grammar has that option. They seem to be faithful to the syntax of
the input. This observation is generally supported by experimental evidence in
the language acquisition literature, indicating strong input sensitivity in acqui-
sition and target-like omissions in spontaneous data (Ingham 1993). In addition,
the data discussed here supply support to the proposal in Varlokosta et al. (2016)
that children generally opt for the weakest alternative, in accordance with the
scale pronoun > clitic > null, depending on what is available in their language.
Children seem to be faithful to the syntax of the input as their object drop
reflects the presence of (optional) object drop in the target grammar and gives
no evidence that null objects are a default setting for all languages. Furthermore,
for the languages in which children omit objects, they seem to overgeneralize
the null option. Data from Chinese as well as from European and Brazilian Por-
tuguese confirm that children tend to overuse the option of object-dropping, li-
censed by their target grammar in some contexts, as late as at the age of five
(Wang & Lillo-Martin 1992, Costa et al. 2012, Lopes 2009). In addition, it seems
that if a null argument is available in the grammar, the discourse-pragmatic or
semantic features of the direct object referent play an important role in argument
realization. This is supported by studies showing a semantic effect on the use of
direct objects, for example in Polish, where overt objects (clitics/pronouns) are
used more often for animate referents around the age of five. Around the age of
six, they are used for inanimate referents. It may be the case that null objects are
different from null subjects in that semantic and discourse factors play a greater
role in the presence and interpretation of the null object. This, however, needs
further investigation.
4 Conclusion
Theaim of this paperwas to investigate object omission in early child grammar in
light of the Transitivity Requirement (TR) approach (Cummins & Roberge 2005),
which states that transitivity is not dependent on the lexical features of the verb
but is a universal grammatical property. Within this approach, null objects are
predicted to be a default initial setting for language acquisition. If null objects
are indeed default, we expect to find evidence for object drop in the early stage
of development in various languages, irrespective of the (non)omission capacity
of the specific target grammars.
The paper reviewed naturalistic and experimental child data from sixteen ty-
pologically different languages and showed that out of the sixteen languages,
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eight languages (Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, European Portuguese, Brazilian Por-
tuguese, Italian, Catalan and Chinese) allow object omission in early grammar,
six languages (Bulgarian, Serbo-Croatian, Spanish,ModernGreek, Cypriot Greek,
and Romanian) do not, and two (French and English) show conflicting results.
The predictions of the TR approach are not borne out and the idea of null objects
being a default setting in the early child grammar is invalidated. Instead, there
is a clear division between languages with and without object drop in the early
stages. In fact, the results from the studies suggest that early object omissions re-
flect the presence of (optional) object drop in the target grammar. In other words,
children seem to omit objects only if their target grammar allows for this option,
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Chapter 18




This paper looks at two cases of number agreement mismatch in Russian numeral
phrases and offers a unified syntactic analysis for both. One case relates to exam-
ples where a higher numeral that typically selects a plural NP fails to do so when
the head noun lacks a singular lexical form. Instead, an NP headed by a noun that
lacks a plural lexical form is chosen despite the selectional requirement of the nu-
meral. The second case concerns data discussed in Franks & House (1982) that in-
volve topicalization of a complement of a lower numeral, which consistently selects
a singular NP, with the topicalized NP unexpectedly appearing in the plural form.
Keywords: Russian numeral phrases, number agreement, syntax, morphology, con-
trastive topicalization, information structure
1 Genitive of quantification
Russian numerals are traditionally subcategorized into two groups depending on
the number feature carried by the head of the NP they select. The first group of
the so-called lower numerals includes numerals from 2 to 4, which consistently
select a complement headed by a noun in the singular genitive form, as in (1).The
second group of higher numerals includes numerals from 5 and above, which
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‘a/the group of students’
The present paper is concerned with both types of numeral phrases given in (1)
and (2) but we start by looking at constructions involving higher numerals, as in
(2).The traditional way of analysing (2) is to say that the higher numeral behaves
like a noun in the genitive construction, as in (3). That is, the numeral is the head
of the NumP taking the quantified NP as its complement and assigning genitive
















Curiously, the parallel in the case and number features observed inNumPs headed
by a higher numeral and genitive constructions in (2) and (3), respectively, only
holds for those NP complements whose head noun has both lexical number forms
1Although (4) represents the most standard approach to NumPs headed by a higher numeral,
other analyses exist. One such analysis assumes that the higher numeral is merged in the high-
est position within the NP and moves to D (Pesetsky 2013). As postulation of the D layer for
Russian NPs is rather controversial (see Bošković 2008; 2010), I adopt amore standard represen-
tation of NumPs that essentially assumes the same surface hierarchical structure. Whether the
numeral has moved to its surface position fromwithin the NP or is generated in it is immaterial
for the present analysis. Another analysis proposed in the literature is based on the observation
that a higher numeral can undergo left-branch extraction, and can also receive a case from the
outside when its complement receives genitive (as in the Russian po-construction). To account
for this observation, it has been proposed that the numeral is located in the Specifier of a null
head, which itself assigns genitive (Franks 1995, Bailyn 2004). For the purpose of the present
analysis, it is immaterial whether the numeral is the head of the numeral phrase that assigns
genitive, as in (4), or if it is located in the Specifier of a null head that assigns genitive. The
analysis in (4) is adopted here mainly for the ease of exposition.
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– plural and singular. Although such nouns constitute the overwhelming ma-
jority of Russian nouns, there are exceptions. Thus, the Russian noun čelovek
‘person’ only has a singular lexical form, whereas the noun ljudi ‘people’ only
has a plural lexical form.2 As expected, the case-assigning noun in the genitive
construction in (6) can select an NP headed by the noun that only has a plural
lexical form, see (6a), but not the noun that only has a singular lexical form, see
(6b). What is unexpected is that the NumP headed by a higher numeral behaves
in the exactly opposite way, see (7). Despite the fact that the higher numeral
typically takes a plural NP complement, this NP cannot be headed by a noun
that lacks a singular lexical form, see (7a). Instead, an NP headed by a noun that
lacks a plural lexical form is selected, see (7b). As a result, the selected NP fails
to carry the genitive plural features, and the noun surfaces in the form that is
morphologically identical to the default nominative singular form.3
2Due to the fact that čelovek and ljudi have distinct roots and are historically derived from dis-
tinct nouns, I assume that they are distinct lexical items. Importantly, an analysis that assumes
that ljudi involves contextual root allomorphy of čelovek in the context of a higher numeral
cannot be sustained because in some contexts, either of the two nouns can surface (see foot-
notes 13 and 14).
3The fact that the noun in (7b) surfaces in the form identical to the nominative singular form is
in line with the idea that nominative is a morphological default (Marantz 1991, Schütze 1997;
2001). Although languages may differ in the realization of default case, in Russian it is indeed
nominative. Thus, the Russian variant of the English phrase Me intelligent⁈ can only contain
a nominative noun. Plausibly, the morphological form of the noun in (7b) is a historical rem-
nant of the old declension paradigm from the time when čelovek had both number forms, with
the nominative singular and the genitive plural forms coinciding. However, since in modern
Russian the plural form is no longer available for čelovek, the morphological form of this noun
in the context of a higher numeral must have been reanalysed as the default nominative sin-
gular form that surfaces due to the morphological deficiency of čelovek (see the notation in
(7b)). Additional support for this view comes from the fact that čelovek is not the only noun
that is reanalysed in modern Russian as nominative due to the genitive-nominative syncretism.
Russian feminine nouns whose nominative plural and genitive singular forms coincide can be
construed as nominative plural in the context of a lower numeral thereby affecting the choice
of case form of the modifying adjective, see (i.a). The genitive singular form is also available















Since both lexical number forms, singular and plural, are available for the noun devočka in
modern Russian, both structures in (i) are possible. Logically, if one of the lexical number forms
disappeared, only one structure in (i) would remain. Plausibly, this is exactly what happened























The difference in the choice of the noun form illustrated in (6) and (7) strongly
suggests that the structural case assigned by a higher numeral is not identical
to the lexical case assigned by a noun in the genitive construction. It has been
proposed in the linguistic literature that Russian higher numerals assign the so-
called genitive of qantification (GQ) rather than simple genitive (Bošković
2006). If so, we can hypothesise that GQ places a specific requirement on the
head of the NP, which results in the pattern observed in (7). In particular, being
a quantificational case, GQ may require that the NP receiving it is headed by a
noun that has a lexically realised unit for counting, see (8). Nouns that do not
have a singular lexical form will, then, be expected to fail to head an NP that
receives GQ, as such nouns lack a lexically realised unit for counting.4
4The hypothesis put forward in (8) is additionally supported by data involving mass nouns, as
in (i) and nouns belonging to the group of pluralia tantum, as in (ii). Both types of nouns lack
a unit for counting and, hence, fail to head the NP that received GQ from the higher numeral,
see (i.a) and (ii.a). The only way these nouns can occur in NumPs headed by a higher numeral
is when they head an NP that receives genitive from the noun that has a lexical singular form
and therefore can head the NP that receives GQ from the higher numeral, as in (i.b) and (ii.b).










‘eight glasses of tea’










‘eight pairs of scissors’
It is of course true that in English pluralia tantum also fail to head NP complements to numer-
als. However, since the present paper is on Russian, a discussion of English is left for future
research. Another issue that has to be left for future research is that although structures like
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(8) NPs headed by a noun that lacks a unit for counting are unable to carry
GQ.5
If the rule given in (8) is correct, Russian higher numerals have a difficult time
dealing with nouns that lack one of the lexical number forms. We have seen in
(2) that higher numerals require plural agreement with their NP complement. At
the same time, (8) demands that the relevant NP is headed by a noun that has a
singular lexical form. When the head noun has both lexical number forms, both
of these requirements can be obeyed, as in (2). Conversely, when the head noun
has only one of the number forms, as is the case with čelovek and ljudi in (7), a
choice must be made as to which requirement is obeyed at the cost of violating
the other, given that both of them cannot be obeyed simultaneously. The data
in (7) demonstrate that Russian choses to obey (8) at the cost of violating the
requirement for plural agreement. That is, the noun in the well-formed structure
in (7b) has a singular form. The NP it heads can therefore receive structural GQ
from the numeral. However, this noun lacks a plural form. It therefore fails to re-
alise the genitive plural features required for agreement with the higher numeral
and surfaces in the default nominative singular form.
Following Bobaljik (2008), I assume that morphological case (m-case) must be
distinguished from structural case, with m-case being treated as a morphologi-
cal phenomenon applying at PF and structural case as syntactic NP licensing (see
also Harley 1995, Marantz 2000, McFadden 2004, Schütze 1997, Sigurðsson 1991,
Sigurðsson 2003, Yip et al. 1987, Zaenen et al. 1985). Assuming that the proper
place of agreement, which is dependent on m-case, is the morphological compo-
nent that is a part of the PF interpretation of structural descriptions (Bobaljik
2008), we can argue that in (7) the choice is made between the requirement for
the NP complement to Num to be syntactically licensed through structural GQ,
(ii.a) are never used in formal register and are perceived as ungrammatical by my consultants
and myself, they can be found in colloquial Russian. A possible explanation for this occurrence
is that speakers that allow (ii.a) analyse the noun heading the NP complement to the numeral
in (ii.b) as an optionally null classifier due to its invariable form (i.e., no other noun can be
used with pluralia tantum).
5This rule refers to nouns that lack a lexically realised unit for counting. This includes mass
nouns, collective nouns, pluralia tantum and countable nouns that lack a non-suppletive lex-
ical singular form. Importantly, nouns like deti ‘children’ do not fall under this category de-
spite having a suppletive singular form rebjonok ‘child’ in modern Russian. This is because
the non-suppletive form ditja ‘child’ still exists in the language even though it is perceived as
stylistically marked and somewhat archaic. The noun ljudi ‘people’, conversely, has never had
a non-suppletive lexical singular form as it was historically derived from a collective noun, i.e.,
ljud ‘people, folk’ (Chumakina et al. 2004) that already lacked a unit for counting.
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and the requirement for it to realise plural features at PF. The data in (7) sug-
gest that syntactic well-formedness is a stronger requirement. That is, what we
observe in (7b) is that a well-formed syntactic representation containing a struc-
turally licensed NP is generated, but when this representation reaches PF, the
latter fails to realize the genitive plural features on the defective noun (i.e., the
noun that lacks a plural lexical form).6
2 The numeral-classifier construction
The pattern observed in (7) breaks down in constructions involving modification
or topicalization, see (9) and (10), creating an apparent counterexample to (8).
That is, once a modifier interferes between the numeral and the noun, selecting
an NP headed by a noun that lacks a singular lexical form becomes possible, as
in (9b), in an apparent violation of (8), whereas using a noun that lacks a plural
lexical form, as in (9a), is not acceptable to all native speakers of Russian.7













Similarly, when the NP is topicalized, as in (10c), a noun lacking a singular lexical
form is selected in an apparent violation of (8). A noun lacking a plural lexical
6The present analysis assumes a competition of syntactic and PF constraints, with syntactic
constraints winning the competition. I do not propose an Optimality Theoretical account for
this competition because I do not take syntactic constraints to be violable.
7Although Russian prescriptive grammars state that (9a) is ungrammatical, I have come across
speakers that accept it. I have therefore used questionnaires in order to establish which form
in (9) is more acceptable to native speakers of Russian (judged on the scale from 1 to 5, with
5 being fully grammatical and 1 fully ungrammatical). Out of forty-six native speakers ques-
tioned, four favoured (9a) and forty-two favoured (9b). Out of the group of speakers that favour
(9a), two speakers clarified that since the phrase in (7a) is ungrammatical, it should be ungram-
matical even in the presence of modification, while the other two speakers did not explain
their preference. Out of the group of speakers that favour (9b), eight speakers found (9a) fully
ungrammatical (in line with my own judgement as a native speaker of Russian), whereas the
remaining thirty-four speakers found it marginally acceptable (none of them gave it a five or a
four) but degraded with respect to (9b) (two speakers have independently suggested that (9a)
is restricted to contexts involving contrast).
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form, on the other hand, cannot be used in topicalized NPs (see (10b)) despite


































‘As for people, there were eight of them in the room.’
The data in (9) and (10) present a challenge for (8). In particular, if the higher nu-
meral assigns GQ to its NP complement and thus places the restriction in (8) on
it, (9b) should be impossible, as it seemingly contains a syntactically unlicensed
NP. Similarly, in (10c) the topicalized NP is expected to reconstruct but it cannot
reconstruct into the position where it receives GQ, as in (10a), because recon-
struction to this position of the NP headed by a noun that lacks a singular lexical
form, as in (10c), violates (8). A logical solution for (10) would be to assume that
the topicalized NP in (10c) reconstructs to some other position, where it receives
some case other than GQ. If so, this position might also be the position that hosts
the NP in (9b). Let us use this assumption as our working hypothesis and try to
establish what this position is and what case is assigned to the NPs in (9b) and
(10c) and by what head.
As a starting point let us look at (11). We have hypothesised in (8) that a noun
lacking a unit for counting cannot head an NP that receives GQ. We have based
this hypothesis on (7a) but we expect it to apply to any noun that lacks a unit for
counting, including mass nouns. This prediction is indeed borne out in (11).9 It is
nevertheless possible to express the meaning of (11) with a grammatical sentence
as long as the NP headed by a mass noun receives genitive or partitive case from













8(10b) is marginally acceptable under the interpretation of approximate inversion (although this
word order still feels like resulting from a production error) but not under the interpretation
and intonation associated with the topicalization of the NP.
9The ungrammaticality of (11) cannot be due to the lack of plural agreement with the higher

















‘There were eight glasses of tea on the table.’
The assignment of GQ is possible in (12) because the NP that receives it is headed
by a countable noun that has both lexical number forms. The availability of a
singular lexical form ensures that there is no violation of (8), while the availability















In (13), themass noun that cannot headNP1, which receives GQ from the numeral,
can nevertheless head NP2, which is contained in the NumP and c-commanded
by the numeral. The crucial hypothesis that I would like to put forward is that













In (14) the NP2 headed by the noun that lacks a singular lexical form receives
genitive plural from a phonologically null qantifying expression (QE) that
heads NP1 carrying GQ.10 The questions that will be addressed in this section
10The idea that numeral phrases may contain phonologically null nouns has also been proposed
in Kayne (2005).
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are the following. What is the nature of the QE in (14)? Can it be overt? What
licenses its covert status?
I would like to propose that the head of NP1 in (14) is the lexical variant of
the noun ‘person/people’ that only has a singular lexical form, as in (15). (In the















‘As for pretty people, there were eight of them in the room.’
The structure for (15) is given in (16).This construction has been referred to in the
linguistic literature as the numeral-classifier construction (NCC) (see Sus-
sex 1976, Yadroff 1999 and Pesetsky 2013). It is forced in structures with approx-
imate inversion involving modification of the type čelovek pjat’ krasivyx ljudej
‘approximately five pretty people’.11 Following Yadroff (1999), I assume that the
11In the absence of modification, inversion can take place in a structure that does not contain
the QE čelovek; see (i). However, if the noun is modified, any type of movement to pre-numeric
position – be it just the noun inverted, as in (ii.b), just the adjective inverted, as in (ii.c), or
both words inverted, as in (ii.d) and (ii.e) – is ungrammatical. In this case, the structure in (16)



















b. * muzykantov pjat’ talantlivyx
c. * talantlivyx pjat’ muzykantov
d. * talantlivyx muzykantov pjat’









‘approximately five talented musicians’
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QE in constructions of the type given in (16) is not a normal noun but a classi-
fier and assign it to a category that Yadroff calls Measure. As can be seen from
(15) and (16), the QE that heads the MeasureP can be overt. The option of being
covert, on the other hand, is plausibly licensed by the limited semantic function
and the semantic recoverability of the QE. To be precise, the QE in (16) has no
other semantic function but to pick out a certain number of individuals from the














The set denoted by the NP is a subset to the set denoted by the QE. In other words,
the set denoted by the NP interpretively restricts the set denoted by the QE. Con-
sequently, the QE consistently represents the superset to the set represented by
its NP complement. Plausibly, the default superset construal is one of the fac-
tors contributing to the semantic recoverability of the QE. However, as we will
see in §4, this is not a sufficient factor and additional restrictions on semantic
recoverability apply.
If we are right in assuming that the interpretation of the superset to the set
represented by the NP is a crucial factor for the semantic recoverability of the QE,
we expect that when čelovek does not take an NP complement, it must be overt
and the set it represents is unrestricted. This is indeed the case in (7b), where
12If the QE is allowed to be covert due to its limited semantic function, we expect that when it
performs an additional semantic function, it must be overt.This is indeed the case in structures
















‘five pretty people’ (not: ‘approximately five pretty people’)
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čelovek takes no NP complement. It therefore refers to an open set of people and
is obligatorily overt.
The analysis in (16) entails that Russian higher numerals consistently assign
GQ to their complements and that (8) always holds, whereas the NP headed by
the noun ljudi never ends up in the position receiving GQ. Instead, this NP is
consistently selected by an optionally null QE that assigns genitive plural to it.
This assumption captures the problematic data in (9) and (10). Yet, the reader
might wonder why the structure in (16) is not used in (7a), which should make
it well formed. I would like to argue that the structure in (16) is indeed available
for (7a) but employment of this structure results in semantic oddness. Indeed, the
structure in (7a) is as semantically odd as the one in (17), where the QE is overt,
because in both examples the open set of people represented by the QE (covert
or overt) is not restricted by a more specific subset of people denoted by its NP
complement. The NP is interpreted as referring to an open set of people but an
open set of people is already denoted by the QE. We have argued that the QE can
only take an NP complement that restricts its set. That is, given that in (16) the
QE denotes an open set of people, the NP must refer to a set of people with some
specific features or qualities, such as ‘pretty people’ in (9b). Whenever the QE
takes an NP complement that represents exactly the same open set, this results
in redundancy and subsequent semantic oddness; see (7a) and (17).13
13As expected, (7a) improves when the set represented by the QE is semantically restricted, as
in (i). The acceptability of (i) strongly suggests that (7) cannot be accounted for by assum-
ing a morpho-phonological constraint that bans linear adjacency between vosem’ and ljudej.
Furthermore, linear adjacency is possible in a coordinate structure with the interpretation ‘a
group of (approximately) 8 individuals some of which are men and some hobbits’; see (ii.a). As
can be seen from (ii), when the QE selects a coordinate NP that represents two sets – a set of
people and a set of hobbits, no semantic oddness obtains because the set denoted by the QE is










































Crucially, whenever theNP that is complement to theQE is topicalized, as in (10c),
semantic oddness disappears, strongly suggesting that the topicalized NP refers
to a more specific set than the one denoted by the QE. In the next section, we
discuss the nature of this set and discover why the structure in (16) is obligatory
for (10c).
3 The plurality requirement
We have argued that modification makes it possible for higher numerals to take
MeasureP complements headed by an optionally null classifier that in turn takes
an NP complement that can be headed by the noun ljudi; see (9b) and (16). We
have maintained that this option is determined by the semantics of the NP. In
particular, the NP must restrict the set denoted by the classifier. In the absence
of such a restriction, the NCC cannot be formed (see (7a) and (17)), whereas mod-
ification makes such a restriction possible. At the same time, we have seen that
the structure with čelovek in (9a) is acceptable to some speakers but not others
(see footnote 7). Let us consider the grammar of both types of speakers. Plausibly,
speakers who (like myself) find (9a) ill formed interpret the noun čelovek in (9a)
as a classifier due to its impoverished morphological form.This is because nouns
that have both lexical number forms surface in the nominative singular form
when used as classifiers (see (18a)) but in the plural genitive form required for
agreement with the higher numeral when used as heads of NPs (see (18b)). When
the noun is nominative singular and hence construed as a classifier, modification
is impossible (see (18c)) in line with the observation that classifiers generally re-
sist modification. By hypothesis, speakers of my variety transfer the classifier
analysis to any noun that surfaces in the nominative singular form in the con-
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The fact that nominative singular classifiers generally resist modification is plau-
sibly due to a φ-feature conflict that results from the adjective realising the case
and number features required for agreement with the higher numeral and the














Since the adjective in (9a) and (19) is part of the NP that enters into an agreement
relationwith the numeral, it must realise the genitive plural features. Incidentally,
no other morphological form of the adjective but genitive plural can surface in
NPs receiving GQ from a higher numeral.15 The classifier, conversely, surfaces in
what appears to be the default nominative singular form.This, in turn, generates
a conflict within the NP resulting from a mismatch in the case and number fea-
tures between the head and the modifier; see (19).16 Plausibly, it is this mismatch
that results in the ill-formedness of (9a) for speakers of my variety. Naturally, a
14The ungrammaticality of (9a) cannot be due to modification as such, as modifiers that do not












‘eight people with pretty faces’
15 Unlike Serbo-Croatian, Russian does not have uninflected ‘indeclinable’ modifiers.
16 It appears that the crucial violation here is the case feature mismatch, as a number feature
mismatch is tolerated in Russian NPs that are complements to lower numerals. Pesetsky (2013)
accounts for the number feature mismatch found in contexts of paucals by assuming that the
adjective merges with N or a projection of N and agrees with the closest number-bearing
element, which is the [–singular] paucal. The noun, on the other hand, enters syntax bearing
no number feature (NBR) and immediately merges with the paucal, which is a free-standing
instance of NBR rather than a numeral. As a result, the adjective is [−singular], whereas the
noun is not specified for the [−singular] feature.
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structure with a plural noun, as in (9b), does not suffer from a φ-feature conflict.
However, the NP in (9b) cannot carry GQ as it is headed by a noun that lacks a
singular lexical form; see (8). Hence, the NCC in (16) must be formed for (9b). To
rephrase, (16) is licensed by the plurality requirement placed on the noun by the
adjective in my variety of Russian.17
Conversely, speakers that accept (9a) must be insensitive to the aforemen-
tioned φ-feature conflict. This might be because, even in the absence of modi-
fication, such NumPs involve a φ-feature violation that is tolerated, i.e., the noun
in (7b) does not realise the genitive plural features required for the agreement
with the higher numeral. By hypothesis, insensitivity to the φ-feature conflict
between the adjective and the noun allows these speakers to interpret čelovek as
a full noun rather than a classifier despite its impoverished morphological form.
If so, the structure in (4) is generated in the grammar of these speakers for the
numeration in (9a), while the NCC in (16) is generated whenever the simpler
structure in (4) is unavailable, as in (9b). We would, then, expect to find speakers
that favour (9a) over (9b) due to its simplicity along with speakers that accept
both structures to a certain degree but assign distinct contextual interpretations
to them. This prediction appears to be borne out (see footnote 7).
Since for speakers of my variety, (9a) is ill formed due to a plurality require-
ment placed on the noun, which in turn triggers the structure in (16), it is not com-
pletely outlandish to assume that (10b) is ill formed for a similar reason. Namely,
a plurality requirement is placed on the topic NP, which rules out the structure
with a noun that lacks a plural lexical form. I would like to propose that the rel-
evant plurality requirement follows from the interpretive properties of NumPs
that contain a trace of a topic NP. Let us consider these properties. The sentence
in (10c) has a typical Top/Foc structure, with the topic NP construed as a con-
trastive topic (CT) and the numeral constituting the narrow focus of the
17In the absence of a plurality requirement, the formation of the NNC is possible only when the






























‘In the orchestra work five violinists and six wind-players.’
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sentence. Thus, (10c) most naturally occurs in a context that asks about the quan-
tity of individuals present in the room and therefore licenses narrow focus on
the numeral, as in (20). It is, however, incompatible with a context that licenses
focus on the entire NumP, as in (21). (Sentences marked with ‘#’ are grammatical












































‘As for people, there were eight of them in the room.’
The question (20Q) can be answered by a simpler sentence that does not contain






















‘In the room there were five people.’
However, the replies (20A) and (22A) are not only structurally different, their
interpretation is also distinct: while (22A) merely answers the question about
the quantity of people in the room, (20A) additionally conveys that people were
not the only individuals present in the room that are relevant for the discus-
sion at hand but they were the only individuals for whom the quantity (i.e., the
focus value) is known. Since for other individuals in the room the quantity is un-
known, the sentence is perceived as providing incomplete information. The in-
terpretation of incompleteness is what characterizes the information-structural
(IS) category of CT (Büring 2003), strongly suggesting that the topic NP in (20A)
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and (10c) is a CT.18 This conclusion is further supported by the observation that
(10c) has the prosodic pattern typical of CT/Foc sentences, with the rising topic
contour IK3 on the topicalized NP and the falling contour IK1 on the focused
numeral (Bryzgunova 1971; 1981, Titov 2013).
The set introduced by the CT in (20A) and (10c) is a subset of a set of indi-
viduals that were present in the room. That is, even when the CT refers back to
an identical discourse-antecedent, as in (20), the sentence itself activates the su-
perset construal, as it conveys that just a subset of the set of individuals in the
room that are relevant for the discourse at hand are people. This means that the
superset for the set of people becomes salient at the point the sentence is uttered.
The above observation provides an answer to the question we posed in the
previous section. Recall that while the sentences in (7a) and (17) are semantically
odd because the QE in these examples takes an NP complement that represents
exactly the same open set, the sentence in (10c) does not suffer from semantic
oddness. We have suggested that this is because the topicalized NP refers not
to an open set of people but to some other set that restricts the set introduced
by the QE. Indeed, contrastive construal of the topicalized NP in (10c) results in
the interpretation according to which this NP belongs to a contextually closed
set of individuals that were present in the room, for some of whom the quantity
is unknown. In other words, the CT in (10c) does not represent an open set of
people but a subset of individuals that were present in the room. Plausibly, this
contextual restriction of the set to which the NP belongs eliminates redundancy
and semantic oddness that we observe in (7a) and (17).
Another crucial observation as regards the interpretive properties of (10c) is
that the NumP here is obligatorily non-referential. This is because the verb here
is in the default third person singular form.The availability of default agreement
is due to NumPs in Russian being construed by syntax either as NPs or QPs
(Pesetsky 1982). In the former case, the verb agrees with the nominative NP, as
in (23a), and the NP allows for definite/specific reading, while in the latter case,
agreement cannot take place and the QP is interpreted as a non-specific indefinite
(see (23b)) (Titov 2012).19
18To be interpreted as a CT, the relevant NP must linearly precede the focus in Russian (Titov
2013).
19The fact that NumPs in sentences with default agreement cannot be referential is further sup-
ported by the observation that they cannot take an apparent wide scope typical of specific
indefinites; compare (i) and (ii) below. While the sentence in (ii) allows for the reading where
two specific students failed all of the exams, (i) can only mean that for each exam there were
two students that failed it.
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We have seen that the sentence in (10c) has narrow focus on the numeral. Plau-
sibly, this IS partitioning forces syntax to interpret the NumP as a QP rather
than an NP, as the sentence in (10c) cannot contain an agreeing verb (see (24)),


























‘As for people, there were (*these) eight of them in the room.’
Due to the non-specific construal, the NumP in (10c) cannot refer to a specific set
of eight people. Instead the focused numeral selects a subset of eight people from
the set introduced by the CT (i.e., the NP), strongly suggesting that we are dealing
with the so-called set partitive interpretation of the NumP.20 Given that only
NPs that can denote sets of entities are allowed in set partitives, such NPs must
contain plural nouns (de Hoop 1997). Hence, it is the set partitive construal of
the NumP that places a plurality requirement on the topic NP in (10c), rendering
(10b) ungrammatical.21
It has been suggested that the quantifier in partitive constructions is followed















[∀ > ∃; *∃ > ∀]















[∀ > ∃; ?∃ > ∀]
‘They say that every exam was failed by two students.’
20Numerals cannot occur in entity partitives.
21Following Barker (1998), I assume that partitives are anti-uniqe. Due to anti-uniqueness,
partitives are inherently non-specific indefinites, resulting in DP partitive constructions being




cart 1987, Delsing 1988; 1993, Ramos 1992, Cardinaletti & Giusti 1992; 2006, Slee-
man 1996, Doetjes 1997, Barker 1998, Brucart & Rigau 2002, Ionin et al. 2006).
This assumption is motivated by the observation that a partitive construction of
the type given in (10c) denotes two sets (here it is a general set of people and a
set of eight people present in the room). The Catalan example in (26a), where e
is lexically identical to homes ‘men’, illustrates this idea.




























In (26a), the partitive construction refers to two sets of men: the set of those men
and the set of threemen, the latter being a subset of the former.TheNumP in (26b)
has an overt noun inserted between the quantifier and the PP and is grammatical,
albeit odd and redundant to a native speaker. The NumP in (26c) has an empty
noun holding the final noun position. Overall, this is taken as evidence that an
empty noun category should be posited to license a partitive meaning. In line
with this observation, the present analysis assumes the structure in (16) for the
partitive NumP in (10c), where an optionally null classifier occurs between the
numeral and the genitive NP.
In this section, we have argued that a plurality requirement placed on a noun
forces the structure in (16) whenever this noun lacks a singular lexical form and
can therefore not head an NP that receives GQ from a higher numeral; see (8).
Economy considerations predict that the more complex NCC is generated for
NumPs that do not have an overt QE if and only if a plurality requirement forces
plural features on the noun but the NP this noun heads fails to be generated in
the complement to the numeral position, for instance because of (8). In this case,
and this case alone, the simpler structure in (4) is not available for the given nu-
meration. In all other cases, (4) is chosen by the grammar as the more economical
structure.
4 Franks & House (1982)
Further evidence for the NCC analysis comes from the data discussed in Franks
& House (1982) that involve topicalization of an NP in the genitive plural form
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t1. (Franks & House 1982: 157)






















The head of the numeral phrase in (27) is a lower numeral that consistently takes
a genitive singular NP complement, as in (28a). A genitive plural NP cannot be
licensed in the complement to lower numeral position; see (28b). Yet, while the
topicalized NP romanov ‘novels’ in (27) carries a genitive case marker, it is, sur-
prisingly, in a plural form. Franks & House maintain that the topic NP cannot
have been extracted from the argument dva ‘two’ because the latter assigns the
genitive singular, not the genitive plural. Hence, they propose that the genitive
NP is an external topic that forms a constituent with a covert quantifier, which
accounts for the genitive case marking. The overt quantifier raises at LF, licens-
ing the null quantifier of the genitive constituent. However, as Franks & House
point out, the genitive topic in (27) is different from other attested external topics
in Russian (i.e., nominative topics) in that the former is not obligatorily followed
by a pause. Moreover, the genitive topic in (27) requires a numeral in the clause
that refers back to the genitive NP. This, of course, cannot be said about other
external topics. And finally, Franks & House’s analysis of the number agreement
mismatch in (27) cannot be applied to the cases of number agreement inconsis-
tencies discussed above that do not involve topicalization.
Hence, the NCC analysis appears to be better suited for (27). On this account,
the sentence in (27) contains an optionally null QE whose semantic set is re-
stricted by the topic NP, as in (29) and (30). The structure in (30), just like the one
in (16), is licensed by two conditions: (i) the plurality requirement placed on the
CT (i.e., NP) that moves out of a non-specific NumPwith a set partitive construal,
and (ii) the impossibility of reconstruction of the plural NP to the complement to
Num position. In the case of (16), the latter condition results from (8). In the case
of (30), it results from the fact that a lower numeral cannot take a plural NP com-
plement; see (1) and (28b). Importantly, the generation of the more complex NCC
is possible only when the two conditions prevent the generation of the simpler
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structure in (4). In all other cases, economy rules out the NCC and the structure




























By analogy with (16), the head of the MeasureP in (30) is optionally null. As the
set represented by the QE is consistently a superset to the set introduced by its
NP complement, the QE is semantically recoverable, in the sense that when it is
null, it can be interpreted as representing any set of which the set denoted by the
NP is a subset. In (30) the overt QE denotes a set of volumes on the table out of
which a set of novels is a subset, but the set represented by the QE can be even
more open and denote a set of books on the table out of which a set of novels is













‘As for novels, there were two books on the table.’
Typically, the set represented by the QE is contextually specified, as in (32) where
it is given as the superset in the contextual question. That is, depending on
whether the items on the table out of which the set of novels is selected are books
or different kinds of reading materials (e.g. novels, newspapers, magazines, jour-
nals etc.) or different kinds of unrelated items (e.g. novels, apples, plates, flowers
etc.), the set can be as open as to include all inanimate entities, as long as the




















































‘There were two books of novels on the table, three (books of) poems
and four (books of) dictionaries.’
It is, however, plausible that when the QE in (30) is phonologically null and the
context does not specify the nature of the set it denotes, it is interpreted as rep-
resenting the most open set out of which the set denoted by its NP complement
is a subset. We have seen that the most open superset for individuals is a set of
people represented by the noun čelovek. Similarly, in (30) the most open superset














‘As for novels, there were two items on the table.’
In (33), the noun štuka ‘item/thing’ selects a certain number of entities from a
set of novels in exactly the same fashion as the noun čelovek ‘person’ selects a
number of individuals from a set of pretty people in (15) so that the only difference
in the construal of the QEs in (33) and (15) lies in the features [±animate] and
[±human].23 In other words, štuka represents the most open set of entities, while
čelovek denotes the most open set of individuals. Plausibly, in the absence of a
contextual disambiguation, the null QEs in NCCs are interpreted as referring to
these open sets.
22The QE in (31)–(33) cannot be phonologically null when Num carries feminine gender features
required for agreement with the feminine MeasureP. When the QE is null, Num agrees in
gender with the masculine NP. As the MeasureP and the NP in (31)–(33) have distinct gender
features, the constructions with an overt and a covert QE have distinct agreement features on
the numeral.
23Yadroff (1999) analyses the nouns štuka and čelovek used in NCCs as pleonastic noun classifiers.
He argues that the class of classifiers found in NCCs is closed, with štuk ‘items.gen.pl’ replaced
with èkzempljárov ‘copies.gen.pl’ in formal register, and čelovek ‘person.nom.sg’ replaced with
duš ‘souls.gen.pl’ in archaic texts. However, as can be seen from (29)–(32), it is possible to
have other nouns performing the role of the QE as long as they represent a superset to the set
denoted by the NP complement. Just like any other classifier mentioned by Yadroff, the QEs in











‘approximately five books/volumes of historical novels’
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Above, we mentioned that the superset construal of the QE is not sufficient
for it to remain null and that additional restrictions on semantic recoverability
apply. To be precise, while QE in (30) can remain covert in structures involving

























Plausibly, the option of remaining covert in (27) is due to the IS partitioning of the
non-referential NumP into focus on the Num and CT on the NP, which results
in a set partitive construal of the NumP, which in turn requires the presence of
the QE (null or overt) in order for the partitive construction to denote two sets.
It follows, then, that partitive construal itself presupposes the NCC containing
the QE. Conversely, in (34b), it is impossible for the NumP to have the corre-
sponding CT/Foc partitioning because the NP does not move across the numeral
(Titov 2013). Hence, in the absence of contrastive topicalization, the QE must be
overt. Yet, there is one exception to this rule, i.e., the QE can stay covert and be
recovered when it refers to the same set as denoted by the head of its NP comple-
ment, as in (9b) where both heads select out of a set of people; see (16). This rare
occurrence is due to the deficient lexical number forms of the two nouns, which
allows them to co-occur as long as there is a restriction of the set represented by
the QE by the set denoted by its NP complement that can be achieved either via
modification or topicalization. Since both heads in (16) denote the same set, the
referent of the QE is recoverable from the referent of the head of the NP.
5 Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed two types of number agreement mismatch in
Russian numeral phrases. We have proposed a unified syntactic account for both
phenomena that assumes the NCC in (16) and (30) where the plural NP is a com-
plement to an optionally null QE. We have argued that the structure is forced by
a plurality requirement placed on the head of the NP, and either the selectional
requirement of a lower numeral, as in (27), or by (8), as in (9) and (10). We have
maintained that the optionally covert status of the QE results from its limited se-
mantic function, and its semantic recoverability. The latter obtains in two cases,
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the most common of which involves contrastive topicalization and partitive con-
strual that results in the salience of the set represented by the QE.The other case
is restricted to nouns that lack one of the lexical number forms, in which case the
referent of the QE is identical to the referent of the head of its NP complement,
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Russian case inflection: Processing costs
and benefits
Maria D. Vasilyeva
Lomonosov Moscow State University
Mechanisms underlying the processing and storage of morphological case are still
debatable in psycholinguistics. The key questions concern the nature of the special
status of the nominative, the homogeneity/heterogeneity of oblique case forms,
the impact of case syncretism and paradigmatic relations on nominal processing
and the organization of the mental lexicon. We investigate these issues turning to
Russian nominal processing. We performed two experiments with feminine and
masculine nouns in different cases (experiment 1: nouns in singular, experiment
2: nouns in plural) using the visual lexical decision task. In this task, we measure
the speed and accuracy with which the participant classifies sequences of letters
as words or non-words. Evidence from both experiments indicates that differences
in processing exist not only between the nominative and the other case forms,
but also among the obliques. Experiment 1 points to the influence of wordform
and exponent ambiguity, while experiment 2 reveals effects that are specific for
case per se. We discuss the role of zero vs. overt phonological form, grammatical
features, (non-)accidental homonymy, context, frequency, inflectional and relative
entropy in case recognition.
Keywords: Russian, case, processing, experiment, lexical decision task
1 Introduction
The role of frequency and regularity in processing of inflectional morphology
has for long been of utmost concern for psycholinguists. Meanwhile, it is still
not clear whether grammatical features that an inflectional marker conveys play
an additional role in wordform processing. For instance, if we are speaking about
nouns, a natural question to ask is how case influences nominal recognition.
Maria D. Vasilyeva. 2018. Russian case inflection: Processing costs and bene-
fits. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.), Ad-
vances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 427–453. Berlin: Language Science Press.
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Maria D. Vasilyeva
Studies of isolated wordform processing suggest that nominative wordforms
are processed faster than other case forms (see, e.g. Lukatela et al. 1978 for Ser-
bian; Niemi et al. 1994 for Finnish; Abulizi et al. 2016 for Uyghur; Gor et al. 2017
for Russian). Yet, there is no uniform explanation of this fact. Likewise, it is de-
batable whether oblique cases entail equal processing costs or not.
Finnish and Uyghur researchers provide only the pooled mean for all the in-
flectional variants, comparing it to the nominative and do not inspect contrasts
between oblique forms, though they usually use more than one oblique case in
their experiments (Niemi et al. 1991; 1994; Hyönä et al. 1995; Laine & Koivisto
1998; Laine et al. 1999; Abulizi et al. 2016). As the nominative has zero inflection
in these languages, oblique processing cost is attributed to a morphological de-
composition procedure that is obligatory for inflected obliques, but absent in the
non-inflected nominative.
This explanation is unsatisfactory for several reasons. Firstly, the nominative
advantage disappears when case forms are embedded in context (Bertram et al.
2000; Hyönä et al. 2002). Bertram et al. (2000) andHyönä et al. (2002) suggest that
oblique processing disadvantage in a context-less environment arises not due to
the decomposition cost, but precisely due to the lack of an appropriate context.
Yet, they do not examine if all oblique cases suffer from the lack of context or
benefit from its presence to the same extent. Secondly, processing of zero inflec-
tion receives a benefit in recognition speed only if the zero is associated with
the nominative, but not with an oblique case (Gor et al. 2017). Finally, phonolog-
ically zero and overt nominatives appear not to differ in processing speed (see,
e.g., Lukatela et al. 1980 for Serbian; Gor et al. 2017 for Russian). Thus, it is not
the zero inflection that makes Finnish and Uyghur nominative wordforms spe-
cial, but the the nominative case itself.
Early Serbian studies did compare processing of oblique cases, but mainly
failed to find significant differences in response latencies (Lukatela et al. 1978;
1980; 1987; Katz et al. 1987; Kostić & Katz 1987; Feldman & Fowler 1987). These
results, starting with Lukatela et al. (1980), were analyzed within the satellite
model. The nominative form represents the nucleus of the nominal paradigm,
while oblique case forms surround it as satellites. Satellites are assumed to be
equidistant from the nucleus (Feldman & Fowler 1987). Deviations from the pre-
dictions of this model were attributed to specific experimental settings in case
of nouns (Feldman & Fowler 1987; Todorović 1988); differences in adjectival case
processing were assumed to rely on different mechanisms (Kostić & Katz 1987).
However, not more than three case forms belonging to one number were com-
pared at once. It is likely that some effects that could show up in a more elaborate
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design were obscured. Moreover, ambiguity of case forms that is present in Ser-
bian declension did not receive enough attention.
According to subsequent Serbian studies, processing speed of a wordform cor-
relates positively with the number of syntactic functions/meanings that its inflec-
tional ending encompasses (Kostić 1991; 1995; Kostić et al. 2003; Filipović Đurđe-
vić & Kostić 2003; Ševa & Kostić 2003), which hints at oblique processing differ-
ences. The proposed methodology of calculating syntactic functions/meanings
is not flawless, since the authors bring under this umbrella term both syntactic
notions such as subject or complement and semantic notions such as instrument
or goal. Furthermore, it is not taken into account that lexemes in the same case
have different probabilities of expressing the same thematic role, e.g. ‘girl-ins’ is
less likely to be an instrument than ‘hammer-ins’. Likewise, as all homonymous
forms are treated equally, differences between accidental and non-accidental am-
biguity is disregarded.
Later on, this problematic measure was abandoned, and the focus was shifted
to paradigmatic relations between wordforms captured by inflectional and rela-
tive entropy measures (see, e.g. Milin et al. 2009). The inflectional entropy H (P)
reflects the amount of information associated with the inflectional paradigm of
the target lexeme (see (1)), where f stands for frequency, the wordform wi be-
longs to the paradigm P of a lexeme w) and correlates negatively with response
latencies: when a lexeme has a higher value of the inflectional entropy, its word-
forms are processed faster, and vice versa (Moscoso del Prado Martín et al. 2004).
The relative entropy D(IP | |IC) captures the divergence between the frequency
distribution of the target lexeme w and the frequency distribution of its inflec-
tional class IC (see (2)), where ei stands for inflectional exponent), and it corre-
lates positively with response latencies: wordforms belonging to paradigms with
higher values of relative entropy are processed more slowly (Milin et al. 2009).
When surface and lemma frequency combined with entropy measures are taken
into account, case differences appear to play no additional role (Milin et al. 2009);
yet, this claim was made on a small subset of wordform: wordforms in -u ‘acc.sg’
and -e ‘gen.sg’/‘nom/acc.pl’ for feminine nouns, wordforms in -om ‘ins.sg’ and
-u ‘dat/loc.sg’ for masculine nouns.
(1)















f (wi )/f (w)
f (ei )/f (e)
Another viewpoint predicting differences in oblique case processing and pay-
ing attention to wordform ambiguity was developed primarily by Clahsen et al.
(2001). They adopted minimalist principles in morphology (see, e.g., Wunderlich
1996), suggesting that in the mental lexicon, the meaning of a case exponent is
represented as a set of binary features. Non-accidental ambiguous inflectional
markers receive underspecified representations. Along with this “natural” un-
derspecification, radical underspecification is assumed to be present as well: only
positive values are stored in the mental lexicon, while negative ones are deduced
from paradigmatic oppositions. Hence, a direct implication for the psycholinguis-
tic models of wordform processing arises. The number of specified (positive) fea-
tures should determine the processing ease: the more information a form carries,
the longer it takes to be recognized.
Main evidence supporting this claim comes from studies on German adjectival
declension. Adjectival case forms with more specified representations are recog-
nized slower in the lexical decision task (Clahsen et al. 2001). Such case forms
show reduced priming effects under cross-modal priming if the adjective serv-
ing as a prime does not share all the positive features with the target (Clahsen
et al. 2001). Similar priming effects are to a certain extent replicable even with
highly proficient L2-German speakers (Bosch & Clahsen 2016; Bosch et al. 2017).
As far as sentence processing is concerned, when an ungrammatical sentence
contains an adjective or a determiner that is compatible with the context by its
feature specification, this does not lead to an ungrammaticality effect in a sen-
tence matching task, observed for ungrammatical sentences where specificity is
violated, i.e. when the feature set of the wordform mismatches context require-
ments (Penke et al. 2004). These two types of ungrammatical sentences result in
distinct ERP responses (Opitz et al. 2013).
If the radical underspecification hypothesis is true, the same principles should
hold for nominal case inflection in other languages as well. Yet, prior studies on
case processing shed doubts on its tenability, and additional evidence is needed.
2 Present study
The present study aims to verify whether case form processing is determined
by the grammatical features, nominative vs. oblique dichotomy, or context. We
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addressed this issue in two lexical decision task experiments employing Russian
data: experiment 1 with singular nouns and experiment 2 with plural nouns.
Russian was not chosen incidentally, but due to its particular pattern of case
syncretism (convergence of inflectional exponents in different paradigmatic cells).
Russian has six major cases and several inflectional classes of nouns. We will re-
strict ourselves to inanimate nouns and discuss only two most productive inflec-
tional classes (Wiese 2004): feminine nouns with the nominative ending -a and
masculine nouns with the nominative ending -. As is evident from Table 1, the
two classes of nouns choose uniform endings in plural (except for genitive), but
behave differently in singular.
Table 1: Russian case endings for the two most productive inflectional
classes
Nom Acc Gen Dat Loc Ins
Singular Feminine -a -u -y -e -e -ojMasculine - - -a -u -e -om
Plural Feminine -y -y - -am -ax -amiMasculine -y -y -ov -am -ax -ami
2.1 Context
Presenting case forms in isolation, we can test whether all oblique case forms
rely equally on the context. Russian data is particularly suitable for resolving this
issue, as there is a special case in Russian, namely locative (also called preposi-
tional), which, unlike other cases, is always governed by a preposition. If the con-
text is crucial for efficient oblique case recognition, locative wordforms should
be processed longer compared to other oblique cases, since the latter do not need
any preceding context on the left (e.g., if they occur at the beginning of a sen-
tence). This hypothesis is partly supported by Vasilyeva et al.’s (2014) finding:
masculine locative singular wordforms are processed as slowly as pseudowords
with the same syllabic structure, and they are often qualified as nonwords. How-
ever, in the singular form, this processing cost could be caused by the homonymy
of -e ‘loc.masc’ with -e ‘dat/loc.fem’. If the effect is induced by the lack of prior
preposition activation, locative plural processing should also be impaired. If loca-
tive plural processing is not more difficult than processing of other obliques, dif-
ficulty of masculine locative singular can not be explained by the absence of an
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appropriate preposition alone and, in general, the context-based hypothesis is
not tenable.
2.2 Plural: case features vs. exponent frequency
As oblique plural exponents are non-ambiguous, these data are fruitful for ex-
ploring the role of case in nominal processing. If surface and lemma frequency
are accounted for and differences in oblique case processing still arise, they could
be attributed either to exponent frequencies or to the set of grammatical features
associated with the particular case. Frequency counts provided in Samojlova &
Slioussar (2014) suggest a hierarchy in (3a). Different approaches to Russian de-
clension employ different sets of features and, thus, give conflicting predictions
see (3b)–(3e), where we arrange oblique cases according to the number of posi-
tive features they express (as suggested by Clahsen et al. 2001).
(3) a. frequency: Gen < Ins < Loc < Dat (34% < 11% < 10.3% < 4.7%)
b. Müller 2004: Loc < Dat ≈ Ins < Gen (〈+obl〉 < 〈+obl, +gov〉 ≈ 〈+obl,
+subj〉 < 〈+obl, +gov, +subj〉)
c. Wiese 2004: Loc < Ins ≈ Dat ≈ Gen (〈+obl〉 < 〈+obl, +inst〉 ≈ 〈+obl,
+dat〉 ≈ 〈+obl, +gen〉)
d. Wunderlich 1996: Gen < Dat < Loc < Ins (〈+hrN 〉 < 〈+hr, +lr〉 < 〈 +hr
& additional semantic features 〉 < 〈 semantic features〉) )
e. Caha 2008: Gen < Loc < Dat < Ins
2.2.1 Zero oblique inflection
Gor et al.’s (2017) study demonstrated that oblique overt and zero inflection trig-
ger similar processing costs. But their conclusion was based on the comparison
of feminine - ‘gen.pl’ to masculine -a ‘gen.sg’. A comparison with masculine
-ov ‘gen.pl’ is needed to support their claim.
2.2.2 Nominative ambiguity
Feminine -y ‘nom.pl’ coincides with ‘gen.sg’. According to the approach advo-
cated by Kostić (1991), etc., such ambiguous wordforms should benefit from their
wider syntactic distribution and be recognized faster than their unambiguous
masculine counterparts -y ‘nom.pl’.
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2.3 Singular: case syncretism
Even if we obtain no significant differences in plural oblique processing, differ-
ences in singular oblique processing might arise due to ambiguity. Comparing
instrumental wordforms, which are non-ambiguous, to other obliques, we can
determine how interparadigmatic and intraparadigmatic syncretism influences
wordform recognition. Furthermore, comparisons of wordforms with the same
exponents, but belonging to different inflectional classes might help to resolve
the debates concerning accidental vs. non-accidental homonymy in Russian sin-
gular declension.
If the two -u-s are accidentally homonymous (Wiese 2004), ‘acc.fem’ is ex-
pected to be processed faster than‘dat.masc’. If the two -e-s are accidentally
homonymous (Müller 2004), ‘dat./loc.fem’ is expected to be processed faster
than ‘loc.masc’.
We also decided to compare -e ‘dat/loc.fem’ to -u ’dat.masc’. If the dative
reading is dominant for -e, there should be no difference between these two con-
ditions. Finally, we compared feminine and masculine instrumental wordforms.
These endings are also used in adjectives of the respective gender, but their dis-
tribution is different: feminine -oj covers all oblique cases, while masculine -om
is used in locative only. This difference might lead to an advantage of feminine
instrumental over masculine instrumental.1
2.3.1 Zero nominative inflection
Russian overt and non-overt nominative inflection (-a ‘nom.fem’and -‘nom.acc.
masc’) was already compared in Gor et al. (2017), and no difference was observed.
However, their study employed an auditory lexical decision task, and it is unclear
whether their results are modality-neutral.
3 Method
3.1 Participants
Ninety-six Russian native speakers, all right-handed (aged 17–25 years) were
tested. Half of them participated in experiment 1, the other half in experiment 2.
1Since feminine genitive singular -y is homonymous with nominative plural, we did not com-




We used all six case forms of inanimate nouns belonging to two declensional
classes (54 feminine nouns ending in -a and 54 masculine nouns ending in -
matched for lemma frequency). All stimuli were base nouns, they did not undergo
any stem alternations and had fixed stress on the stem (the 1a inflectional class ac-
cording to Zaliznyak 1977). Length in nominative differed from 4 to 6 (each group
comprised one third of words with each length). 108 nouns with pseudoendings
and 108 inflected pseudostems served as nonwords. In experiment 1, nouns were
presented in singular; in experiment 2, in plural. Latin-square design was em-
ployed with the number of lists corresponding to the number of case forms.
3.3 Procedure
Each participant was assigned to one of the six experimental lists and was tested
individually. Experimentswere run usingDMDX software (Forster, Forster, 2003).
Before the test phase (324 trials), participants received written instructions and
performed a practice phase (20 trials). In each trial, participants had to decide
whether the string of letters presented on the screen was a real Russian word
or not. They were instructed to respond as fast and accurately as possible. Each
trial started with a fixation sign (+) that was displayed on the screen for 600 ms.
The stimulus remained on the screen until response or time-out (2500 ms). The
interstimulus interval was set to 2500 ms.
3.4 Data analysis
We used linear mixed-effects modeling for the analysis of reaction times and lo-
gistic mixed regression for the accuracy data (Baayen 2008). Statistical analysis
was implemented in the package lme4 (Bates et al. 2014) in the statistical soft-
ware R (R Core Team 2014). T -values, z-values, p-values, and standard errors
were determined using the package lmerTest (Kuznetsova et al. 2017). Fixed and
random effects were included only if they significantly improved the model fit
in a backward stepwise model selection procedure. Models were selected using
Chi-square log-likelihood ratio tests with regular maximum likelihood parame-
ter estimation.
Subject and lexeme were treated as random effects. Lemma and wordform fre-
quency, length in letters and syllables, mean Levenstein distance to the nearest
20 lexeme-neighbors, inflectional and relative entropy measures were addition-
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ally included as covariates.2, 3, 4 Trial order (z transformation on log numbers)
was included to control for longitudinal task effects such as fatigue or habitua-
tion. All these covariates were log-transformed. To avoid multicollineriarity, all
counts except for trial were transformed into 5 principal components, explaining
93.5% of variance (Baayen 2008). The first principal component (PC1) captured
orthographic characteristics of the stimulus. The second component (PC2) was
inversely related to frequency. The third component (PC3) was inversely related
to relative entropy and positively related to inflectional entropy. Paired contrasts
were carried out in the package lsmeans (Lenth 2016). For planned comparisons,
FDR adjusted p-values are reported (Benjamini & Hochberg 1995).
As our words were presented without context, case labels for ambiguous end-
ings (feminine -y and -e, masculine -y and -) are somewhat arbitrary. Hence,
we do not expect any differences between feminine locative and dative -e, nor
between masculine nominative and accusative -. However, this is needed for
counterbalancing issues, as patterns of syncretism do not coincide across our
two noun groups. In the statistical analysis, the mean pooled over the two “con-
ditions” will be used.
4 Results
Two participants in experiment 1 and two participants in experiment 2 gave
fewer than 75% correct answers to word stimuli, so we recruited four additional
people to replace them. We excluded from further statistical analysis two lex-
emes in experiment 1 and one lexeme in experiment 2 due to low mean accuracy
score.
Reaction time (RT) data were analyzed as follows. Incorrect responses were
removed from the analysis (7.1% of all data in experiment 1, 7.9% in experiment
2). Too fast (< 300 ms) or too slow responses (> 1 500 ms) were likewise excluded
from further analysis. We applied log-transformation to reduce the positive skew.
2Lemma frequency was taken from the frequency dictionary (Lyashevskaya & Sharoff 2009).
Wordform frequency was manually extracted from the main undisambiguated subcorpus of
Russian national corpora http://ruscorpora.ru; for ambiguous endings the cumulative fre-
quency was taken, relying on Milin et al.’s (2009) experience. To avoid zero frequencies, one
was added to all counts, as suggested by Brysbaert & Diependaele (2013).
3The Levenstein distance was calculated in the vwr package (Keuleers 2013) in the R software
(R Core Team 2014).
4In order to calculate relative entropy, frequency of exponents was taken form the database
created by Samojlova & Slioussar (2014).
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After that, remaining outliers were cut off via interquartile trimming.5 In sum,
3.9% of correct responses were removed in experiment 1 and 5.7% in experiment 2.
Raw RTs and error rates (ER) are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Mean RT (in ms) and ER (in %) to feminine and masculine
nouns in different cases and numbers (SD is provided in brackets)
Nom Acc Gen Dat Loc Ins
Experiment 1: singular
f RT 738 (181) 782 (198) 764 (195) 805 (203) 770 (194)
ER 1.7 (12.9) 4.8 (21.4) 4.6 (20.9) 9.3 (29) 3.9 (19.3)
m RT 719 (176) 838 (228) 799 (203) 850 (231) 803 (219)
ER 2.3 (15) 8.3 (27.7) 6.3 (24.2) 20.8 (40.7) 2.3 (15.1)
Experiment 2: plural
f RT 818 (202) 894 (225) 900 (226) 873 (216) 894 (230)
ER 4.6 (21) 22.4 (41.7) 7.5 (26.4) 8.5 (27.9) 7.3 (26.1)
m RT 821 (196) 875 (209) 904 (235) 879 (212) 932 (234)
ER 5.1 (22) 4.2 (20) 7.4 (26.2) 7.4 (26.2) 7.2 (25.8)
Final models for RTs and accuracy included the following factors: PC2, PC3,
case, gender, a case by gender interaction and a PC3 by gender interaction. The
model accounting for RTs in experiment 1 also included trial. All other predic-
tors and interactions turned out to be insignificant. Full model specifications are
presented in the Appendix (see Table 5 for experiment 1 and Table 6 for experi-
ment 2).
4.1 Experiment 1: Singular
Trial had a facilitative effect on RTs (B = −0.012, t(4541) = −4.45, p < .001). PC2
(inversely related to frequency) had a facilitative effect on RTs and accuracy rate
(B = 0.018, t(121) = 6.03, p < .001, respectively and B = −0.364, z = −5.86,
p < .001, respectively).
PC3 (entropy meausures) affected differently the two types of nouns (B =
0.024, t(103) = 3.2, p = .002 and B = −0.472, z = −3.628, p < .001, respectively):
5We kept only those RTs, which satisfied the following formula Q1 – (2.5 × IQR) < RT < Q3 +
(2.5 × IQR), by participants, items (lexemes), gender and case (Q1 stands for first quartile, Q3
for third quartile, and IQR = Q3 – Q1 for interquartile range).
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there was a facilitation for feminine nouns (B = −0.022, t(103) = −3.68, p < .001
and B = 0.509, z = 4.89, p < .001, respectively) and no effect on masculine
nouns (B = 0.002, t(103) = 0.48, p = .633 and B = −0.11, z = 0.481, p = .631,
respectively).
4.1.1 Paired contrasts for different cases
Paired contrasts are summarized in Table 3 (for statistical details see Table 7).
Apart from nominative vs. oblique differences, we observe differences between
oblique case forms. Instrumental and the -u form (‘acc.fem’ and ‘dat.masc’)
are “easy” obliques with faster responses and higher accuracy scores. The -e
forms (‘dat/loc.fem’ and ‘loc.masc’) constitute the “difficult” oblique group
with slower responses and lower accuracy scores. Feminine genitive falls into
the “easy” group, while masculine genitive patterns with the difficult -e ‘loc’
form.6
Table 3: Experiment 1 (singular nouns): summary of paired contrasts
analysis for feminine and masculine singular nouns in different cases
RTs accuracy
f Nom < Ins ≈ Gen ≈ Acc < -e Nom < Gen ≈ Acc < -e,
Nom ≈ Ins, Gen ≈ Ins ≈ Acc, Ins < -e
m - < Ins ≈ Dat < Gen ≈ Loc - ≈ Ins < Dat ≈ Gen < Loc
In the analysis of accuracy, in contrast to the RT data, we fail to observe the
nominative superiority over instrumental in any noun group. What is more, ac-
cording to the accuracy analysis, masculine genitive yields higher accuracy rate
than the masculine locative.
4.1.2 Paired contrasts for gender
(for statistical details see Table 7). There was no general gender effect either in
the RT or accuracy analysis. Feminine -e forms (‘dat/loc.fem’) are recognized
faster and more accurately than masculine -e forms (‘loc.masc’). Feminine in-
strumental wordforms are recognized faster than masculine ones, but there is
no effect in the accuracy analysis. Feminine nominative is responded to slower
6In Table 3 and further “<” stands for significantly faster or significantly more accurate re-
sponses, “≈” stands for no significant difference.
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than masculine - forms (‘nom/acc.masc’); no effect shows up in the accuracy
analysis. Feminine -e forms (‘dat/loc.fem’) are recognized less accurately than
masculine -u forms (‘dat.masc’), but there is no significant difference in the RT
analysis. There is no significant difference between feminine and masculine -u
forms (‘acc.fem’ and ‘dat.masc’, respectively).
4.2 Experiment 2: Plural
PC2 (inversely related to frequency) had a facilitative effect on RTs and accuracy
rates (B = 0.019, t(126) = 4.98, p < .001 and B = −0.285, z = −4.21, p < .001,
respectively).
PC3 (entropy measures) affected differently the two types of nouns (B = 0.021,
t(107) = 2.28, p = .025 and B = −0.423, z = −2.727, p = .006, respectively):
there was a facilitation for feminine nouns (B = −0.022, t(111) = −2.91, p = .004
and B = .442, z = 3.7, p < .001, respectively), but no effect on masculine nouns
(B = −0.0004, t(101) = −0.06, p = .949 and B = 0.019, z = 0.19, p = .847,
respectively).
4.2.1 Paired contrasts for case
Paired contrasts for case are summarized in Table 4 (for statistical details see Ta-
ble 8). According to the RT analysis, we observe a tripartite division of oblique
forms: locative as the easiest, dative in the middle and instrumental as the most
difficult. Genitive is recognized significantly faster than instrumental, but differs
neither from locative, nor from dative.
In the accuracy analysis, only two contrasts are retained: between the -y form
(‘nom/acc’) and instrumental and the difference between the -y form (‘nom/acc’)
and genitive.
Table 4: Experiment 2 (plural nouns): summary of paired contrasts anal-
ysis for plural nouns in different cases
RTs accuracy
-y < Loc < Dat < Ins, -y < Gen ≈ Ins
Gen < Ins, -y ≈ Loc ≈ Dat
Gen ≈ Loc, Gen ≈ Dat Loc ≈ Dat ≈ Gen ≈ Ins
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4.2.2 Paired contrasts for gender
(see Table 7 for statistical details). There was no difference between two groups
of nouns either in the RT or accuracy analysis. In genitive, feminine nouns have
higher odds to be recognized incorrectly thanmasculine nouns; no significant dif-
ference shows up in the RT analysis. Feminine andmasculine -y forms (‘nom/acc’)
differ neither in the RT analysis, nor in the accuracy analysis.
5 Discussion
Results of our two experiments replicate the nominative/oblique dichotomy ef-
fect, previously reported for Russian and other languages (see §1). Apart from
this trivial finding, we obtained several significant differences between oblique
case processing both in singular and in plural. As we took into account lemma
and surface frequency of a wordfom, such oblique case processing differences
should stem from the properties of the inflectional exponents.
5.1 Inflectional and relative entropy
We considered inflectional and relative entropy among potential covariates in
the statistical analysis, as these factors were assumed to be highly predictive of
nominal processing in Serbian (Milin et al. 2009). Prior to the analysis, we trans-
formed our counts into principal components. PC3 capturing these twomeasures
emerged in the statistical analysis of RTs and accuracy in both experiments. Un-
fortunately, the influence of PC3 was attested for feminine nouns only.The effect
lies in the same direction as reported by Milin, Filipović Đurđević & Moscoso del
Prado Martín (2009), but in the Serbian study masculine and feminine nouns
were equally sensitive to entropy measures. However, to calculate the entropy
values, they used frequencies of feminine exponents, as this inflectional class is
assumed to be dominant in Serbian. In Russian, masculine - nouns are slightly
more frequent than feminine -a nouns (Samojlova & Slioussar 2014) and, thus,
might be considered dominant. However, as the patterns of syncretism in these
two noun groups do not coincide, we decided against using dominant class fre-
quencies and employed feminine frequencies for feminine nouns and masculine
frequencies for masculine nouns. This decision might be a possible reason for
the observed discrepancies with Milin et al. (2009), but a more refined study is
needed in order to make more solid conclusions.
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5.2 Context: the locative issue
Initially, we hypothesized that if absence of context is an important source of
oblique processing cost, preposition-less locatives should suffer the most, both
in singular and in plural. Although masculine locative singular was one of the
most difficult forms to recognize, plural locative was processed faster than all
other obliques.Thus, we conclude that context-based explanations do not receive
support at least for wordforms with non-ambiguous case markers. Influence of
context on forms with ambiguous case exponents will be discussed below.
5.3 Plural
The hierarchy of plural case processing speed (4a) does not follow the order of
exponent frequency: otherwise, instrumental would have been the easiest to
process. So we can conclude that exponent frequency does not play a major
role in the case form recognition. Nor does this hierarchy agree with the pre-
dictions derived from the frequency of exponents and feature sets proposed by
Müller (2004); Wiese (2004); Wunderlich (2004). Interestingly, it roughly resem-
bles Caha’s (2008) nanosyntactic approach to Russian case, see (4b).
(4) a. -y < Loc < Dat < Ins, Loc ≈ Gen ≈ Dat, Gen < Ins (our data: exp. 2)
b. [Ins [Dat [Loc [Gen [Acc [Nom]]]]]]
Here, the only diverging case is genitive. Unlike all other cases in plural, it is
spelled out differently for our two target inflectional classes. Hence, at the check-
ing or licensing stage (see, e.g., Bertram et al. 2000), which follows the decom-
position of the wordform into morphemes, it is verified whether the inflectional
class of the lexeme matches the inflectional class of the ending. For other oblique
case forms, such a procedure is not needed, as they are uniform for both classes.
As a consequence, we observe longer reaction times than those that could be
expected if genitive plural meaning was expressed in only one way.
5.3.1 Zero oblique inflection
In line with Gor et al. (2017), response latencies for the zero oblique ‘gen.pl’ did
not differ significantly from the overt oblique -ov ‘gen.pl’. Yet, the zero genitive
yielded higher error rates than the overt genitive. We doubt that low accuracy
stems from a greater processing cost associated with zero inflection compared
to overt inflection, especially as this is not attested in the RT analysis. A more
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plausible source for the high error rate is homonymy. Feminine genitive plural
wordforms having a phonologically null ending are ambiguous with the stem
itself. This homonymy might lead to a competition in the recognition process: if
thewordform readingwins, the correct answer is produced in the lexical decision
task; if the stem reading wins, non-word answer is selected, as Russian does not
allow for bare stems.
5.3.2 Nominative ambiguity
We failed to find evidence supporting the claim that the ambiguous feminine -y
‘nom.pl’/‘gen.sg’ is easier to be recognized than the non-ambiguous masculine
-y ‘nom.pl’ due to its wider distribution.
5.4 Singular
In singular, the following generalization holds for both nouns:
(5) Nom < Ins ≈ -u < -e, , where -u corresponds to ‘acc.fem’/‘dat.masc’ and
-e corresponds to ‘dat/loc.fem’/‘loc.masc’
5.4.1 Instrumental
Instrumental singular wordforms, despite their relatively low frequency (Samo-
jlova & Slioussar 2014), are one of the easiest obliques to be recognized due to
their unambiguity. In §2, we hypothesized that feminine instrumental -oj could
be processed faster than masculine instrumental -om due to their homonymy
with adjectival endings, and this prediction was borne out. Masculine -ommarks
different cases in nouns and adjectives (‘ins’ vs. ‘loc’, respectively), and this fea-
ture mismatch might negatively affect their processing. Feminine adjectival -oj,
on the other hand, includes ‘ins’ as one of its possible interpretations; conse-
quently, no conflict arises.
5.4.2 -U forms
The -u forms (‘acc.fem’ and ‘dat.masc’) behave similarly to the unambiguous
instrumentals, but this does not signify that their homonymy is accidental. The
lack of significant difference in the processing speed of the two forms is compat-
ible with the hypothesis of a shared underspecified representation, as suggested
in Müller (2004); Wunderlich (2004). However, this evidence is not enough to
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reject the accidental homonymy hypothesis. A better insight into this problem
might be gained if we compare the processing of dative -u in the accusative en-
vironment and vice versa. If there is one shared representation for the two -u-s
in the mental lexicon, such sentences, following Penke et al. (2004); Opitz et al.
(2013), should show reduced ungrammaticality effects, if any.
5.4.3 -E forms
The -e forms (‘dat/loc.fem’ vs. ‘loc.masc’) are most difficult to process in both
noun groups, triggering longer RTs and lower accuracy, masculine -e being even
more difficult with the slowest reaction times and the highest error rates. Fem-
inine -e is largely believed to have a shared semantic representation for its two
interpretations (Müller 2004; Wiese 2004; Wunderlich 2004). But a shared rep-
resentation on its own is not a plausible source for such a processing cost. Mas-
culine -e wordforms, on the contrary, are not ambiguous, but they are always
governed by a preposition, and in the present study locatives were presented
preposition-less in the experimental conditions. In experiment 2, locative plural,
which is also preposition-dependent, actually, turned out to be one of the easiest
oblique cases. Thus, absence of the preposition is not the main reason for poor
participants’ performance on singular masculine locatives.
We suggest that this finding could be accounted for in a model of Russian
case where all -e-s have one shared representation. The features distinguishing
between two cases compete with each other during wordform processing. Loca-
tive, as the more frequent reading (Samojlova & Slioussar 2014), has by default
more weight, while dative gets more weight in the appropriate context, i.e. in the
preposition-less environment. This competition slows down the recognition pro-
cess. If we assume that the context cue prevails over the frequency cue, then for
feminine nouns the dative reading succeeds. With masculine nouns, the context
cue will lead to the incorrect selection of the dative features and cause non-word
answers. The reanalysis of -e as ‘loc’ is, thus, warranted. As any reanalysis, it
requires additional time cost, which explains the superiority of feminine -e forms
over masculine -e forms in the processing speed.
5.4.4 Genitive
Genitive wordforms behave differently in the two inflectional classes. Masculine
genitive pattern together with the difficult -e in the RT analysis. Feminine geni-
tive falls in the “easier” oblique group. Both genitive endings are homonymous:
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feminine genitive -y coincides with nominative plural, masculine genitive -a –
with the feminine nominative -a.
As far as the masculine genitive -a is concerned, an analysis similar to the anal-
ysis of -e forms is plausible. Two -a-s (‘gen.masc’ and ‘nom.fem’) have a shared
representation in the mental lexicon. In a context-less condition, the nominative
reading is preferred . Shared representation for these morphemes was previously
proposed by Müller (2004); Wunderlich (2004). However, this analysis does not
capture the fact that masculine genitive is processed more accurately than mas-
culine locative.
As for feminine genitive in -y, the unanimous position (Müller 2004; Wunder-
lich 2004; Wiese 2004) stands for accidental homonymy. Genitive singular -y is
more frequent than nominative plural (Samojlova & Slioussar 2014). Thus, full-
form storage is more likely for nominative plural, following the suggestion by
Bertram et al. (2000). Fullform access is assumed to be faster than the decom-
position route (i.e., Bertram et al. 2000), yet we do not have enough evidence
to claim that our -y forms were always processed as nominative plurals. In the
singular environment of experiment 1, the singular reading might be chosen due
to interstimulus priming. Nevertheless, whichever interpretation is chosen, it is
easier to process than the ambiguous -e.
5.4.5 Zero nominative inflection
The visual lexical decision task hints at a processing advantage for the phonolog-
ically non-overt inflection (- ‘nom/acc.masc’) over the phonologically overt
inflection (-a ‘nom.fem’). This contrasts with the null effect obtained previously
in the auditory modality (Gor et al. 2017); note that non-significant effects are ac-
tually misleading, as they do not allow to conclude anything. Strictly speaking,
these two forms differ not only in phonological overtness, but also in ambiguity:
the -a wordform is unambiguous, while the - wordform also marks accusative
in the discussed set of nouns. So this finding should be treated with caution.
6 Conclusion
The results of our two experiments disagree with previous findings in Finnish,
Uyghur, and Serbian, suggesting that differences in oblique case processing exist.
Moreover, these differences arise both in transparent systems of case marking




Data from the experiment with plural nouns suggests that case processing
might be guided by Caha’s (2008) functional case sequence. Results for singular
nouns imply that different types of ambiguity are present in Russian declension.
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Appendix A: Experimental items
Lemma frequency counts are given in brackets.
Feminine nouns (47.39)
anketa ‘questionnaire’ (14.4), arfa ‘harp’ (2.6), astra ‘aster’ (3.8), aura ‘aura’ (5.1),
beseda ‘conversation’ (87.5), bukva ‘letter. character’ (63.5), data ‘date’ (49.5), doza
‘dose’ (22.4), dyuna ‘dune’ (2), fleita ‘flute’ (5.8), gazeta ‘newspaper’ (237.5), gi-
tara ‘guitar’ (22.2), kareta ‘carriage’ (9.4), karta ‘map’ (103), kassa ‘cashier’s desk’
(20.9), klumba ‘flower-bed’ (8.7), klyaksa ‘blot’ (4.5), kofta ‘jacket’ (7.7), lampa
‘lamp’ (34), lapa ‘paw’ (39.7), lenta ‘ribbon’ (35.9), lira ‘lyre’ (8), lyustra ‘lustre’
(9.9), mera ‘measure’ (284.3), minuta ‘minute’ (344.2), moneta ‘coin’ (17.5), norma
‘norm’ (111.3), orbita ‘orbite’ (15), pal’ma ‘palm tree’ (14.3), pasta ‘paste’ (6.3),
pochva ‘soil’ (56.2), poza ‘pose’ (29.8), raketa ‘rocket’ (62.9), rama ‘frame’ (21.2),
rana ‘wound’ (29.4), rasa ‘race’ (5.9), rifma ‘rhyme’ (8.5), roza ‘rose’ (42.7), shakhta
‘pit’ (20.7), shina ‘tire’ (15.3), shirma ‘folding-screen’ (5.3), shkola ‘school’ (316),
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shlyapa ‘hat’ (34.2), shuba ‘furcoat’ (18.7), shvabra ‘mop’ (3.4), summa ‘sum’ (130.6),
trassa ‘route’ (32.5), travma ‘trauma’ (19.6), tsifra ‘numeric’ (62.2), tsitata ‘citation’
(21.5), tykva ‘pumpkin’ (5), vaza ‘vase’ (14.3), yakhta ‘yacht’ (9.5), yurta ‘yurt’ (2.7)
Masculine nouns (47.37)
al’bom ‘album’ (23.7), ananas ‘pineapple’ (3.6), aromat ‘aroma’ (22.9), aspekt ‘as-
pect’ (35.6), atom ‘atom’ (20.5), banan ‘banana’ (7.3), baton ‘loaf (of bread)’ (5.3),
bufet ‘buffet’ (20), buton ‘bud’ (4.6), desert ‘dessert’ (4), diplom ‘diploma’ (25.8),
divan ‘sofa’ (60.1), dzhip ‘jeep’ (14.7), fontan ‘fountain’ (18.4), frukt ‘fruit’ (21.6),
gimn ‘hymn’ (14.8), ideal ‘ideal’ (36), kanat ‘rope’ (9), kapriz ‘caprice’ (7.1), kedr
‘cedar’ (6.1), khalat ‘bathrobe’ (36.1), klad ‘treasure’ (7.5), komod ‘dresser’ (5.2),
kontur ‘contour’ (15.3), kostyum ‘costume. suit’ (81.3), kurort ‘resort’ (12.8),metall
‘metal’ (57.5),moment ‘moment’ (306.8), nrav ‘temper’ (17.8), ofis ‘office’ (34.1), pe-
riod ‘period’ (204.2), plan ‘plan’ (235.3), pled ‘plaid’ (4.8), reis ‘flight. voyage’ (22),
remont ‘reparation’ (64.2), ritm ‘rhythm’ (30.6), romb ‘rhombus’ (1.8), rulon ‘roll’
(4.3), servis ‘service’ (14.6), sezon ‘season’ (69.2), shram ‘scar’ (10.7), shtraf ‘forfeit’
(32.3), simvol ‘symbol’ (46.4), sous ‘sauce’ (10.8), syuzhet ‘storyline’ (56.6), teatr
‘theater’ (305.3), tekst ‘text’ (146.2), temp ‘tempo’ (49), tovar ‘item of goods’ (115.5),
tsikl ‘cycle’ (43.6), virus ‘virus’ (106.5), vulkan ‘volcano’ (6), yarus ‘tier. layer’ (6.5),
zhanr ‘genre’ (36)























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Table 7: Experiment 1 (singular nouns): paired contrasts for feminine
and masculine nouns in different cases (analyses with p ≤ .05 are
given in bold)
RTs accuracy
Δ df t p Δ z p
f Nom vs. Gen −0.048 4565 −3.72 <0.001 1.356 3.05 0.006
Acc −0.067 4538 −5.22 <0.001 1.282 2.9 0.008
Ins −0.042 4472 −3.32 0.002 0.952 2.1 0.055
-e −0.094 4495 −8.44 <0.001 1.99 5.02 <0.001
Gen vs. Acc −0.019 4497 −1.48 0.174 −0.074 −0.22 0.836
Ins 0.006 4565 0.47 0.666 −0.404 −1.16 0.321
-e −0.046 4561 −4.06 <0.001 0.633 2.36 0.032
Acc vs. Ins 0.025 4516 1.95 0.07 −0.33 −0.96 0.421
-e −0.027 4503 −2.38 0.027 0.708 2.68 0.015
Ins vs. -e −0.052 4476 −4.65 <0.001 1.037 3.65 0.001
m - vs. Gen −0.154 4505 −13.8 <0.001 1.587 5.39 <0.001
Dat −0.104 4524 −9.42 <0.001 1.089 3.54 <0.001
Ins −0.103 4472 −9.53 <0.001 0.1 0.25 0.836
Loc −0.176 4491 −14.69 <0.001 2.675 9.98 <0.001
Gen vs. Dat 0.049 4557 3.77 <0.001 −0.499 −1.85 0.092
Ins 0.051 4494 3.98 <0.001 −1.488 −4.1 <0.001
Loc −0.022 4514 −1.6 0.141 1.088 4.95 <0.001
Dat vs. Ins 0.002 4506 0.13 0.899 −0.989 −2.64 0.015
Loc −0.071 4498 −5.2 <0.001 1.586 6.65 <0.001
Ins vs. Loc −0.073 4483 −5.41 <0.001 2.575 7.54 <0.001
f vs. m −0.005 100 −0.59 0.608 −0.035 −0.21 0.836
Ins f vs. m −0.034 830 −2.4 0.027 −0.534 −1.29 0.27
-uf vs. -um −0.01 836 −0.7 0.548 0.125 0.39 0.786
-ef vs. -em −0.054 739 −3.99 <0.001 1.004 5.14 <0.001
-ef vs. -um 0.017 589 1.31 0.226 −0.583 −2.34 0.032
-af vs. -m 0.027 551 2.16 0.045 0.318 0.71 0.566
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Table 8: Experiment 2 (plural nouns): paired contrasts for feminine and
masculine nouns in different cases (analyses with p ≤ .05 are given
in bold)
RTs accuracy
Δ df t p Δ z p
-y vs. Gen −0.068 4096 −7.7 <0.001 0.72 4 <0.001
Dat −0.082 3367 −9.26 <0.001 0.27 1.51 0.245
Ins −0.105 4400 −12.39 <0.001 0.459 2.62 0.038
Loc −0.056 4134 −6.48 <0.001 0.399 2.29 0.058
Gen vs. Dat −0.014 4409 −1.41 0.229 −0.45 −2.38 0.057
Ins −0.036 4439 −3.58 0.001 −0.261 −1.36 0.251
Loc 0.012 4380 1.25 0.276 −0.321 −1.72 0.186
Dat vs. Ins −0.022 4290 −2.2 0.046 0.189 0.98 0.424
Loc 0.026 4390 2.71 0.013 0.129 0.7 0.575
Ins vs. Loc 0.049 4440 4.9 <0.001 −0.06 −0.32 0.785
f vs. m −0.005 102 −0.48 0.686 −0.232 −1.4 0.251
-y f vs. m −0.005 255 −0.4 0.692 0.07 0.27 0.785
Gen f vs. m 0.008 644 0.49 0.686 −1.704 −5.68 <0.001
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A puzzle about adverbials in
simultaneous readings of present and
past-under-past in Russian
Ekaterina Vostrikova
University of Massachusetts, Amherst
The present and past tense can both get the simultaneous interpretation in comple-
ment clauses when they are embedded under the past tense in Russian. However,
I observe that the adverbials that are allowed with present tense in such contexts
(for example, sejčas ‘now’) are not allowed with the past tense and vice verse (for
example, togda ‘then’ is not allowed with the present). I show that simply restrict-
ing the meaning of those adverbials does not help due to the fact that tenses can
be interpreted de re. In de re construals, tenses are interpreted outside of the clause
they originate in, so no meaning conflict between the tense and the adverbial in
the embedded clause is predicted. I propose that when a tense is interpreted de re,
an adverbial has to be interpreted de re together with it. I show that under this
assumption the observed restriction follows in a direct way.
Keywords: present tense, past tense, past-under-past, present-under-past, de re,
attitude reports, temporal adverbials
1 Introduction
1.1 Simultaneous readings of present-under-past and past-under-past
in Russian
In this paper I will discuss simultaneous readings that the present tense and the
past tense can receive in complement clauses embedded under the past tense in
Russian. I will point out that there are some restrictions on adverbials that can
occur in such clauses and I will attempt to explain those restrictions.
Ekaterina Vostrikova. 2018. A puzzle about adverbials in simultaneous readings of
present and past-under-past in Russian. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek
Šimík & Luka Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 455–477.
Berlin: Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545545
Ekaterina Vostrikova
In Russian, the simultaneous reading of past tense in a complement clause em-
bedded under past tense in amain clause is in principle available (Altshuler 2008).
Usually, the simultaneous reading is not the most salient one. For example, the
most salient reading of the sentence in (1), is the back shifted reading: according
to Tanja, Putin was a president some time in the past with respect to 2016, the





















‘In 2016 Tanja said that Putin was the president of Russia.’
The simultaneous reading of past-under-past in (1) can be enforced by some ad-
verbials, such as togda ‘then’.2 In (2) togda anaphorically refers to 2016 and the
interpretation where the event of saying and the state of being the president of























‘In 2016 Tanja said that Putin was the president of Russia then.’
Like Hebrew (Ogihara & Sharvit 2012), Russian also has a relative present tense.
For example (3), where the verb in the embedded clause has the present tense
features and the verb in the main clause has the past tense features, expresses the
idea that Tanja said that Putin was president at the time when she pronounced





















‘In 2016 Tanja said that Putin was the president of Russia.’
1.2 The adverbial puzzle
Past-under-past and present-under-past in Russian both seem to be able to ex-
press the simultaneity of the time of the eventuality described by a complement
1The Russian judgment reported in this paper are my own judgments confirmed with other
native speakers of Russian.
2In this respect, Russian behaves like Hebrew, as it was reported in Ogihara & Sharvit (2012).
3Note that present tense copula (indicated by  and glossed as be.pres) is silent in Russian.
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clause and the time when the embedded claim was made. However, even though
togda really enforces the simultaneous reading of past-under-past as we saw in
(2), it is completely unacceptable in a complement clause with the present tense























Intended: ‘In 2016 Tanja said that Putin was the president of Russia
then.’
If past-under-past and present-under-past can get the same interpretation, why
is then possible in the embedded clause in the first case, but not in the second?
On the other hand, there are some adverbials, such as sejčas ‘now’, that are
compatible with present-under-past in Russian (5), but not with past-under-past
(6). Thus, the presence of sejčas in (6) makes it ill-formed, whereas without sejčas































‘When I talked to her three years ago, Tanja told me that she was































(Intended:) ‘When I talked to her three years ago, Tanja told me that she
was pregnant (at that time).’
This is the adverbial puzzle that I will address in this paper. The fact that not all
tenses are compatible with all adverbials has been previously noticed in the litera-
ture (for example, see the discussion in Hornstein 1990).What is special about the
4The symbol # is used, when the sentence or expression is ill-formed due to meaning.
5I do not translate (5) into English as ‘When I talked to her 3 years ago, Tanja told me that she
is pregnant now’ because this English sentence does not have the relevant reading due to the
fact that there is no relative present in English and now is indexical, unlike sejčas ‘now’.
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embedded contexts considered here is that past-under-past and present-under-
past seem to be able to contribute the same meaning. Thus, it is not clear why
there would be a meaning clash between an adverbial and the tense in one case
but not in the other. Moreover, as I show in this paper, togda is an anaphoric
element, and as such, it can pick different time intervals. There are many adver-
bial that denote a specific time interval and that are compatible with the present
tense. However, there is something about the meaning of togda that makes it im-
possible for this element to pick the time intervals denoted by those adverbials.
Another novel, to my knowledge, observation that I make in this paper is that
the fact that togda and sejčas are distributed the way they are in the embedded
contexts is not predicted by the existing theories of embedded tenses.
The discussion will go as follows. In §2 I will show that togda ‘then’ does not
require past tense. Then I will provide the semantics of togda that accounts for
the restriction on its use with present tense in Russian. I will suggest that togda
carries a presupposition that the time intervals it picks are not equal to the eval-
uation time and will show how this presupposition accounts for the observed
restrictions.
I will introduce my assumptions about the structure of the embedded clauses
and the relative present in Russian and will show how the semantics of togda
presented here correctly predicts the restrictions on its use in embedded contexts.
For the simultaneous reading of past-under-past I will adopt the classical de re
approach (Abusch 1997; Heim 1994). I will show that the presupposition of togda
that I am introducing is weak enough to make it compatible with the simultane-
ous reading of past-under-past.
In §3 I will show that the de re analysis of the simultaneous reading of past-
under-past incorrectly predicts that Russian sejčas ‘now’ should be able to appear
in such a context. Since under the de re analysis the tense moves out of the em-
bedded clause and is interpreted separately from the adverbial, no meaning clash
is predicted between the past tense and the present-oriented adverbial sejčas. I
will propose that this problem can be solved if we adopt an assumption that a
tense and an adverbial are interpreted together. Since, when past tense gets the
simultaneous reading under past in believe/say contexts, it is interpreted outside
of the embedded clause, the adverbial sejčas has to be interpreted outside of the
embedded clause as well.
In §4 I will show that a similar problem arises in English then is predicted to
be compatible with the de re interpretation of the present tense (which derives
the so-called double access reading). §5 summarizes the findings.
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2 Why togda is not compatible with the present tense
2.1 Togda is not compatible with the present tense in matrix and
embedded contexts
Togda is an anaphoric element, in the sense that it makes a reference to a time
interval that has been mentioned in the previous discourse. Thus in (7), it makes
reference to the interval picked by v prošlom godu ‘last year’. In (8) it is anaphoric






















































‘In three years my son will be in the first grade. He will learn to read then.’
However, example (9), where togda ‘then’ appears in a clause with present tense,
is not acceptable. The reason for this must be that togda cannot pick the time



























(Intended:) ‘This year my son is in the second grade. He studies math
(this year).’
There is some general principle that restricts the use of adverbialswith the present
tense both in English and in Russian. For example, the sentence in (10) does not
mean that I am running now and it is 5am now.6 It is felicitous only on the
planned future interpretation.7
6See Kamp & Reyle (1993) for a pragmatic explanation for this fact.
7As an anonymous reviewer points out, those sentences can be used felicitouslywith the present
tense interpretation in some contexts. For example, (10) can be used if the previous discourse


























Intended: ‘Putin is president now and it is 2018.’
I would like to leave this more general problem out of the scope of the discus-
sion here. In order to do so, I will compare togda with those adverbials that are
completely compatible with the present tense.
One example of such adverbial is ‘this year’, as shown in (9). The question I
will be focusing on is why in sentences like (9) togda cannot pick the same time
interval as the one denoted by ‘this year’ and be compatible with the present
tense given that it can easily pick the interval denoted by ‘last year’ in (7) and
‘in three years’ in (8).
We can see from the well-formedness of (12), where ‘this year’ occurs in the
embedded clause (with the embedded present tense) and is anaphoric to ‘2016’
of the main clause, that v ėtom godu ‘this year’ in Russian can pick a year that is
current with respect to the local evaluation time (Tanja’s ‘now’ at the time when































‘In 2016 Tanja told me that that year her son was in the hospital.’
In (13) v ėtom godu ‘this year’ occurs in the main clause and the sentence without
togda has the simultaneous reading. The presence of togda makes this sentence
ill-formed. Since v ėtom godu ‘this year’ is perfectly compatible with the present
tense (embedded, as in (12) and unembedded, as in (14)), the badness of togda in









































(Intended:) ‘I talked with Tanja this year and she told me that her son was
still in the hospital (then).’
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‘Tanja’s son is still in hospital this year.’
In principle, togda can pick an interval that is inside the interval denoted by ‘this
year’ as it is shown in (15), where it occurs with the past tense embedded under










































‘I talked to Tanja this year and she told me that her son was still in the
hospital then.’
The question I will address here is why togda cannot denote a time interval that
is compatible with present tense.
2.2 Togda does not require past tense
I will start this discussion by ruling out the simple idea that Russian togda re-
quires past tense in the same clause to be licensed. One implementation of such
an idea would be that togda has to agree with past tense and the agreement rela-
tion can only be established locally.
In Russian, there are several adverbials that have a meaning similar to togda
and can occur in subordinate clauses with past tense embedded under past. They









































































‘I talked to Tanja this year and she told me that her son was in the
hospital {at that time / at that moment / by that moment}.’
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Intended: ‘I talked to Tanja this year and she told me that her son was in
the hospital {at that time / at that moment / by that moment}.’
A strong argument against the hypothesis that all of those elements have to be
licensed by past tense comes from the fact that all of them are in fact compatible
with future tense in the same clause. One example where togda occurred in a
matrix clause with a future tense was given in (8). In (19) I show that all of the
adverbials given in (16) are compatible with an embedded future. The antecedent
for togda or na tot moment ‘at that moment’ in (19) is given in a previous sentence



































‘We discussed 2019. Tanja said that {by that moment / at that moment /
then} Medvedev would be the president.’
We can conclude that it is not the case that togda (as well as other anaphoric ele-
ments that are compatible with past-under-past and incompatible with present-
under-past) needs to be licensed by the past tense in the same clause.
2.3 The semantics of togda
I suggest that togda has the semantics given in (20). Togda carries an index that is
mapped to a contextually given time interval (an interval togda is anaphoric to). It
denotes a function of type 〈i, t〉: a function that takes a time interval and returns
truth if that interval surrounds the contextually given time (translating this into
the set-talk: it denotes a set of time intervals that surround the contextually given
interval). The key part of this semantics is the presupposition that togda carries:
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the time intervals it picks cannot be equal to the evaluation time with respect to
which togda is interpreted.
(20) Jtogda5Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ : t ′ , t .д(5) ⊆ t ′
A stronger presupposition that would also prevent togda from picking the time
interval denoted by ‘this year’ would be that the time interval it picks does not
overlap with the evaluation time. However, this would incorrectly predict that
togda is incompatible with the simultaneous reading of past-under-past.
Let us consider what happens if we try to make togda to be anaphoric to the
time interval denoted by ‘this year’. The index 5 is mapped to the year long in-
terval surrounding the evaluation time.
(21) д(5) = the year of t
Given those assumptions, the resultingmeaning of togdawith the index 5 is given
in (22).
(22) Jtogda5Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ : t ′ , t . the year of t ⊆ t ′
If we put together the semantics of togda given in (22) and present tense in a
matrix context we will get a contradiction.
I will demonstrate this on the example of the second sentence of (9) that is









(Intended:) ‘He studies math (now).’
(24) [IP [I PRES4] [vP′ [AdvP togda5] [vP he7 [VP studies math]]]]
I will assume that VPs like ‘studies math’ denote functions of type 〈e, 〈i, t〉〉.Thus,
the vP gets the denotation of type 〈i, t〉. Let’s assume that the assignment func-
tion д maps the index 7 to John.
(25) JvP(24)Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ . John studies math at t ′
Since temporal adverbials like togda also denote functions of type 〈i, t〉 (predi-
cates of times), they can combine with vPs via predicate modification. The result
of this is given in (26).
(26) JvP′(24)Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ : t ′ , t . the year of t ⊆ t ′ & John studies math at t ′
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I will adopt the pronominal semantics for tenses (Partee 1973). Tenses carry in-
dices, thus, like other pronouns, they get their denotation via the assignment
function д. The semantics for present tense that I will assume is given in (27). It
simply denotes a specific time interval and presupposes that this time interval is
equal to the evaluation time.
(27) JPRES4Kw,t,д,c = д(4)JPRES4Kw,t,д,c is only defined if д(4) = t
The predicate of times in (26) combines with the present tense via function-
argument application. The predicted denotation for (24) is given in (28). Togda
carries a presupposition that the time intervals it selects are not equal to the
evaluation time. Present tense carries a presupposition that the time interval it
denotes is equal to the evaluation time.What follows from this is that when togda
and the present tense combine there will be a contradiction.This accounts for the
infelicity of togda with present tense in matrix contexts.
(28) JIP(24)Kw,t,д,c = T iff John studies math at д(4) and the year of t ⊆ д(4)JIP(24)Kw,t,д,c is defined only if д(4) = t and д(4) , t
Note that nothing prevents togda from picking a time interval within the current
year as long as it is in the past or future with respect to the evaluation time. This
is a good prediction because we still want to account for the well-formedness of
(15).
The contradiction is predicted to arise when togda is used in embedded clauses
with the present tense as well.
In languages where present-under-past can get the simultaneous reading, it is
standardly interpreted as a relative present: a tense that denotes a local evalua-
tion time (Ogihara 1989; von Stechow 1995; Ogihara & Sharvit 2012).
The denotation for the relative present is given in (29): essentially it has the
same denotation as the regular present in Russian.
(29) JPRES-REL1Kw,t,д,c = д(1)JPRES-REL1Kw,t,д,c is only defined if д(1) = t
I will make the following assumptions about the structure and the interpreta-
tion of embedded clauses in belief reports. Intensional verbs are quantifiers over
world–time pairs.The intensional verb ‘say’ combineswith its complement clause
via a version of the rule of Intensional Functional Application (Heim & Kratzer
1998). An intension of an expression XP is computed as shown in (30).
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(30) λw ′λt ′ . JXPKw ′,t ′,д,c
I will make my point by using the example given in (31). The LF for the embedded




























(Intended:) ‘Tanja told me this year that her son was in the hospital (at
that time).’
(32) [IP [I PRES-REL1] [vP′ [AdvP togda5] [vP her7 son be in hospital]]]
With these assumptions, I predict that the embedded clause with togda in our
problematic sentence (31) will have the intension given in (33).
(33) λw ′λt ′ : t ′ , t ′ . Tanja’s son is in hospital inw ′ at t ′ & the year of t ′ ⊆ t ′
This intension includes a contradictory presupposition, thus the infelicity of togda
is predicted.
One natural question arising at this point is whether the presence of this pre-
supposition is predicted to block the use of togda in simultaneous reading of
past-under-past as well because this would not be the desired result, as the well-
formedness of (2) shows.This is the question I will address in the next subsection.
2.4 Togda and the simultaneous reading of past-under-past in Russian
In order to account for the restriction on the use of togda with embedded and
matrix present tense in Russian, I suggested that togda in Russian comes with a
presupposition that the time intervals it picks are not equal to the local evaluation
time.
The simultaneous reading of past-under-past in complement clauses in princi-
ple can be derived at least in two ways. One option is a past tense deletion rule.
In this system, the past features on the embedded past are not interpreted and
an embedded past is interpreted as a relative tense (Ogihara 1989; 1995). A rel-
ative tense is interpreted as a local evaluation time, thus, in this system, given
the definition I proposed for togda, togda is predicted to be infelicitous with the
simultaneous reading of the past tense.
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But this is not the only way past tense could get the simultaneous interpreta-
tion. Another standardly assumed way of deriving the simultaneous reading is
the de re construal (Abusch 1997; Heim 1994; Ogihara & Sharvit 2012). In what fol-
lows I will introduce the classic analysis of the de re construal and I will show that
the presupposition of togda that I am proposing is not predicted to be in a conflict
with the simultaneous reading of past-under-past in complement clauses.
Thus, I will assume that when togda is acceptable with the simultaneous read-
ing of past-under-past, the simultaneous reading is derived via the de re con-
strual.























‘In 2016 Tanja said that Putin was the president of Russia then.’
Abusch proposed to extend the de re analysis for singular terms developed by
Kaplan (1969), Lewis (1979) and Cresswell & von Stechow (1982) to the analysis
of tenses in intensional contexts. In my exposition of the temporal de re construal
I will use Cable’s (2015) exposition of this system, which relies on Heim’s (1994)
implementation.
The past tense undergoes movement within the lower clause, leaving a trace
t4 and triggering lambda abstraction, indicated by 4 in Figure 1. The result of this
movement is a predicate of times in the embedded clause.
After that, the past tense undergoes another short movement that is called the
res-movement (Heim 1994). This type of movement is special because the moved
element does not leave a trace and does not move to a c-commanding position.8
It moves to the position of the sister of the verb say. Thus, this tense will be
interpreted outside of the clause where it originates.
Intensional verbs like say are ambiguous between their regular denotation and
the denotation given in (35).
8Due to those properties res-movement is highly controversial from the syntactic perspective.
There is a less controversial way of deriving de re readings (developed for individual arguments)
via concept generators that was proposed by Percus & Sauerland (2003).
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togda7 Putin is president
Figure 1: LF of (34)
(35) JsayKw,t,д,c =
λti the object of believe (res)
λQ 〈s, 〈i, 〈i,t 〉〉〉 the intension of the predicate of times
λye the attitude holder
λt ′i the time of saying
∃P 〈s, 〈i, 〈i,t 〉〉〉[t = the time z such that P(w)(t ′)(z) &
∀〈w ′′, t ′′〉 ∈ SAY-ALT(y,w, t ′) : Q(w ′′)(t ′′)(the z such
that P(w ′′)(t ′′)(z)) = T]
The function denoted by say first combines with the tense that has been moved
from the lower clause and now is its sister. Then it combines with the intension
of the predicate of times created by the movement. After that, it takes an individ-
ual (the subject) and the time argument of the higher clause. Intensional verbs
contribute quantification over time-concepts (relations between a world, time
and another time). Those time-concepts should be understood as descriptions by
which a believer represents a time interval to herself.
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The denotation for v 2016 godu ‘in 2016’ is given in (36): it denotes a set of
intervals within 2016.
(36) Jv 2016 goduKw,t,д,c = λt ′ . t ′ ⊆ 2016
Togda in (34) can either anaphorically refer to 2016 or the time in 2016 when
Tanja said the words. I will assume the first option (but nothing hinges on this
choice): the assignment function д maps index 7 on togda to the set of intervals
in 2016. Togda will denote the set of intervals that surround 2016.
(37) Jtogda7Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ : t ′ , t .д(7) ⊆ t ′
= λt ′ : t ′ , t . 2016 ⊆ t ′
The intension of the predicate of times is computed in (38). In this system, the
time of Putin’s presidency (in Tanja’s say-alternatives) and the local evaluation
time are two distinct times. Togda contributes the presupposition that those two
intervals are not equal to each other.9
(38) λwλt . J4 [t4 [togda7 Putin be president] …]Kw,t,д,c
= λwλtλt ′ : t ′ , t . Putin is the president inw at t ′ & 2016 ⊆ t ′
The resulting semantics for the entire sentence is given in (39).
(39) JFigure 1Kw,t,д,c = T iff
∃P : д(4) = the time z such that P(w)(д(2))(z) & д(2) ⊆ 2016 &
∀〈w ′′, t ’’〉 ∈ SAY-ALT(Tanja,w,д(2)) : [λt ′ : t ′ , t ′′ . Putin is the president
inw ′′ at t ′ & 2016 ⊆ t ′](the z such that P(w ′′)(t ′′)(z)) = TJFigure 1Kw,t,д,c is defined only if д(2) < t and д(4) < t
This sentence is predicted to be true in case there is a time concept P that relates
the particular time in the past when Tanja pronounced those words in the actual
9The full de re analysis requires another presupposition in the embedded clause that the time
of the state or eventuality described in the embedded clause is not in the future with respect
to the local evaluation time (the upper limit constraint; cf. Abusch 1997). The full intension
of the embedded clause is shown in (i). This presupposition is responsible for the fact that
past-under-past cannot have the forward shifted reading.
(i) λwλt . J4 [t4 [togda7 Putin be president] …]Kw,t,д,c
= λwλtλt ′ : t ′ , t&¬t ′ > t . Putin is the president inw at t ′ & 2016 ⊆ t ′
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world and the past moment denoted by the moved past tense such that the same
relation also holds between the time when Tanja located herself in her doxas-
tic alternatives (her local now) and the time when Putin is the president in her
doxastic alternatives.
One such possible time concept in the case under consideration is given in
(40).
(40) λwλt ′λt ′′ . t ′′ is a year-long interval that surrounds t ′ inw
The two intervals this concept relates are not equal to each other: one surrounds
the other one, thus the presupposition introduced by togda is satisfied. The ex-
istence of the concept given in (40) can make the entire formula in (39) true.
The presupposition requires that д(4) and д(2) are in the past. Given this time-
concept, the first conjunct in (39) is as follows (41).
(41) д(4) = the time z such that z is a year-long interval that covers
the time д(2) (the time when Tanja said those words) & д(2) ⊆ 2016
The second conjunct is also true: in all of Tanja’s doxastic alternatives, Putin is
president at the time z such that z is a year-long interval that surrounds her local
‘now’ (at the time when she said the words) and 2016 ⊆ z.
Since the temporal de re construal derives the simultaneous reading of past-
under-past without requiring that the two time intervals are exactly equal, the
presupposition that togda carries is not going to be harmful for the meaning of
the sentence. Thus, the presupposition that I am proposing is strong enough to
rule out togdawith present-under-past, but is weak enough tomake it compatible
with a simultaneous reading of past-under-past.
The semantics (39) also accounts for the fact that togda enforces the simulta-
neous reading.10
Togda picks the intervals that surround the time it is anaphoric to. When togda
is in an embedded say-context and it is anaphoric to the time of saying, it is pre-
dicted to contribute the claim that what is described by the embedded sentence
is happening at the time that surrounds the time of saying (from the speaker’s
perspective).
10I would like to thank an anonymous reviewer who made this point.
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3 Sejčas in simultaneous readings of past-under-past in
Russian
The set of assumptions that made it possible for us to derive the compatibility of
togda with the simultaneous reading of past-under-past in complement clauses,
leads to the prediction that sejčas (‘now’) should be acceptable in those contexts

































‘When I talked to her three years ago, Tanja told me that she was































(Intended:) ‘When I talked to her three years ago, Tanja told me that she
was pregnant (at that time).’
In (42) sejčas ‘now’ is acceptable, which means that sejčas is not an unshiftable in-
dexical in Russian. In (42) sejčas picks the time interval three years ago when the
conversation happened.Thus I will treat sejčas as sensitive to the evaluation time
and not to the context time as shown in (44): sejčas denotes a predicate of times
that is true of intervals that surround the local evaluation time. (If instead of sur-
rounding we chose a relation of being equal to, it would not have any significant
effect on the final outcome of the system.)
(44) JsejčasKw,t,д,c = λt ′ . t ⊆ t ′
Under those assumptions the fact that sejčas is acceptable in (42) follows straight-
forwardly (with the assumption that present tense in Russian can be interpreted
as a relative present).
The main interest for us here is the example (43) and the fact that sejčas is
not acceptable in this context. Again I will assume the de re construal for the
simultaneous reading of past-under-past in (43). The LF that will be interpreted
here, namely Figure 2, is structurally identical to the one given in Figure 1 (but
the lexical items are different).
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sejčas she7 is pregnant
Figure 2: LF of the relevant part of (43)
Again, the attitude verb combines with its res-argument (the tense that was
moved from the lower clause), the intension of the predicate of times created by
the movement, an individual (the matrix subject), and the time argument of the
matrix clause. The intension of the embedded clause is given in (45) (under the
assumption that д maps index 7 to Tanja).
(45) λwλt . J4 [t4 [sejčas she7 is pregnant]]Kw,t,д,c
= λwλtλt ′ . t ⊆ t ′ & Tanja is pregnant inw at t ′
The resulting semantics for the entire sentence is given in (46).
(46) JFigure 2Kw,t,д,c = T iff
∃P : д(4) = the time z such that P(w)(д(2))(z) & д(2) is a time 3 years ago
& ∀〈w ′′, t ′′〉 ∈ SAY-ALT(Tanja,w,д(2)) : [λt ′ . t ′′ ⊆ t ′ & Tanja is pregnant
inw ′′ at t ′](the z such that P(w ′′)(t ′′)(z)) = TJFigure 2Kw,t,д,c is defined only if д(2) < t and д(4) < t
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The contribution that sejčas ends upmaking is that the time of the state described
by the embedded clause (Tanja’s pregnancy) surrounds the time when Tanja lo-
cates herself in her doxastic alternatives at the time of saying. This should give
us the simultaneous reading.
One possible concept that will be suitable in this case is given in (47).
(47) λwλt ′λt ′′ . t ′′ is a 9-month interval that surrounds t ′ inw
In the actual world, д(4) (past time from the embedded clause) is the z such that
it is the 9-month interval that surrounds д(2) (past time of saying). In Tanja’s
alternatives Tanja is pregnant at the time z such that z is the 9-month interval
that surrounds her local now.
Intuitively it is clear that the clash happens because sejčas has a present tense
orientation and it is not compatible with the past tense. However, the past tense
under the de re analysis of the simultaneous reading of past-under-past is not
interpreted in the same clause as sejčas, thus no clash is predicted. Moreover
the presence of sejčas in the sentence is predicted to enforce the simultaneous
reading of past-under-past the way ‘then’ enforces it, due to the fact that sejčas
picks intervals that surround the local evaluation time.
In order to account for the fact observed in (43) I suggest that when tense is
interpreted outside of the embedded clause, sejčas is interpreted together with it.
This can be implemented in a system where tense and the adverbial undergo
the res-movement together. To move sejčas together with tense, I will allow tense
to combine with adverbials directly: I will change the denotation of tenses and
suggest that they take predicates of times (like the one denoted by sejčas or togda)
as their first arguments (48). I will consider tense pronouns to be definite articles
of times: they combine with a predicate of times and return a specific time inter-
val. In doing so I do not derail in a significant way from the pronominal semantics
of tense. I adopt the idea that all pronouns are definite articles (Elbourne 2005).
The pronominal element is still there in the semantics of tense suggested in (48).
In this system, just like in the classic pronominal approach to the semantics of
tense, past tense denotes a particular interval of time. An adverbial acts like a
restrictor on the possible intervals that the tense can denote.
(48) JPAST2Kw,t,д,c = λP 〈i,t 〉 . ιt ′ P(t ′) = T & t ′ = д(2)JPAST2Kw,t,д,c is defined only if д(2) < t
If sejčas undergoes res-movement to the matrix clause together with the past
tense, the restriction on the use of sejčas in simultaneous readings of past-under-
past that we observe in (43) follows directly. The predicted result of applying
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past to sejčas is given in (49). This is because given our definition in (44) the time
interval denoted by sejčas has to surround the evaluation time, which for the
matrix clause is the time of evaluation of the entire sentence, i.e. now. The time
interval denoted by the past has to strictly precede the evaluation time. There is
no interval that is simultaneously strictly in the past with respect to the current
moment and surrounds it. Thus the clash between the past tense and sejčas is
predicted.
(49) JPAST2Kw,t,д,c (JsejčasKw,t,д,c ) = ιt ′ t ⊆ t ′ & t ′ = д(2)JPAST2Kw,t,д,c (JsejčasKw,t,д,c ) is defined only if д(2) < t
4 Then with present-under-past in English
In English, present-under-past in complement clauses cannot get the simultane-
ous reading.The English present tense cannot be interpreted as a relative present.
The absence of the relative present reading in (50) shows that the English present
tense is sensitive to the context time and not the evaluation time. In (50) present-
under-past gets only the so-called double access reading.
(50) This year Tanja said that Putin is the president of Russia.
This reading requires that if what Tanja said was true when she said it, then Putin
must be the president of Russia now. This reading requires the embedded claim
to be true at both the matrix utterance time and at the time of the doxastic alter-
natives. Abusch (1997) has shown that this reading can be derived if we interpret
present tense of the embedded clause in (50) de re.
The present tense undergoes res-movement (Heim 1994). This creates the LF
structurally similar to the one given in Figure 1. Again, given the semantics for
say in (35) there is a parallelism requirement on the relation between the present
tense moved from the embedded clause and the past moment of saying on the
one hand and the relation between the time of the presidency in Tanja’s say-
alternatives and the time when she locates herself on the other. Due to a con-
straint on the interpretation of embedded tenses called the upper limit constraint
– the idea that tense of an embedded clause cannot be a future directed concept –
this cannot be the relation of the past preceding present and Putin’s presidency
being in the future with respect to Tanja’s local now (Abusch 1997). The only
other option is the relation of the surrounding, where the interval denoted by
the present tense surrounds the one denoted by the past.
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In English then is also not compatible with present-under-past (51).
(51) #This year Tanja said that Putin is the president of Russia then.
Even if English then has the same denotation as Russian togda and carries the
relevant presupposition, the restriction observed in (51) does not follow unless
we make an assumption that the adverbial has to undergo the res-movement
together with the present tense. This is the same problem as the one we saw
with the Russian sejčas in de re construals.
In a de re construal tense moves out of the clause it originates in. The presup-
position of the non equality between the evaluation time and the time intervals
then picks will translate in this system into the requirement of non-identity of
the time of presidency and the time when Tanja locates herself. This is not prob-
lematic, given that relation between them is the relation of surrounding.This year
is an adverbial that is compatible with the present tense in English, thus if then
can be anaphoric to this adverbial, no clash is predicted between then and the
present tense.
The restriction we observe in (51) is straightforwardly predicted in the system
where the English then has the same denotation as the Russian togda, shown in
(52), and tense adverbials are interpreted together with tense. If tense undergoes
the res-movement, the adverbial has to move with it.
(52) Jthen5Kw,t,д,c = λt ′ : t ′ , t .д(5) ⊆ t ′
If we extend the analysis suggested here for the Russian sejčas-cases to English
caseswith then, the fact observed in (51) followswithout any further assumptions.
Present tense takes then as its argument. The result of this is shown (53). Since
then moves together with the tense and is also interpreted in the matrix clause,
there is predicted to be a clash between the presupposition of the present tense
(that it denotes the time interval equal to the context time that equals to the
matrix evaluation time) and the presupposition of then (that the intervals it picks
are not equal to the evaluation time). This is shown in (53).
(53) JPRES2Kw,t,д,c (Jthen5Kw,t,д,c ) = ιt ′ д(5) ⊆ t ′ & t ′ = д(2)JPRES2Kw,t,д,c (Jthen5Kw,t,д,c ) is defined only if д(2) = tc and д(2) , t
Thus if we extend the analysis suggested here for the Russian sejčas-cases with
the embedded past to English then-cases with the embedded present, the ill-
formedness of (51) follows without any further assumptions.
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5 Conclusion
In this paper, I looked at simultaneous readings of present-under-past and past-
under-past in complement clauses in Russian. I have formulated the adverbial
puzzle: there are adverbials like togda ‘then’ that can enforce the simultaneous
reading of past-under-past but are completely infelicitous with present-under-
past; and there are adverbials like sejčas ‘now’ that are compatible with an em-
bedded relative present, but not with past-under-past.
I suggested that the restriction on the use of togda in Russian can be explained
if togda carries a presupposition that the time intervals it picks are not equal to
the evaluation time. I have shown that this presupposition is strong enough to
make togda incompatible with the relative present, however weak enough to be
compatible with the simultaneous reading of past-under-past.The reason for this
is that the simultaneous reading of past-under-past in Russian is derived via de
re construal and the meaning resulting from this construal does not require that
the two intervals are equal, it is enough for them to simply overlap.
I have demonstrated that the fact that sejčas is felicitous with present-under-
past in Russian and is not acceptable with the simultaneous reading of past-
under-past does not follow from the classic de re analysis of simultaneous read-
ings of past-under-past. The reason for this is that since the past tense moves out
of the embedded clause, no meaning clash is predicted between the meaning of
the present oriented adverbial sejčas and the past tense. I have shown that the
fact that sejčas is infelicitous with past-under-past in Russian follows straight-
forwardly if we allow it to be interpreted de re together with an embedded past
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How factive is the perfective?
On the interaction between perfectivity
and factivity in Polish
Karolina Zuchewicz
Leibniz-Zentrum Allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft &
Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin
This paper aims to provide evidence for a systematic correlation between the per-
fective aspect of the matrix verb and the factive interpretation of embedded object
sentences in Polish. Embedding by perfective matrix verbs makes propositions sys-
tematically ‘more factive’ than embedding by their imperfective counterparts. The
strength of the inference depends on the semantic class the verb belongs to. The
perfective operator introduces a nearly undefined truthfulness feature, which is
specified as factive, veridical or reliable depending on the relation between the
truth of the proposition expressed by the embedded clause and the event described
by the matrix verb.
Keywords: perfectivity, factivity, veridicality, presupposition, entailment, implica-
ture
1 Introduction
There is no one simple way to define factivity, and especially the truth-related
inferences in general. In this paper, I will adopt assumptions which can be used
to describe perfectivity-dependent truthfulness in Polish. It should be pointed
out that the whole spectrum of the literature available is much broader.
According to Kiparsky & Kiparsky (1970), a verb V that takes a that-clause
p is called factive if asserting Vp presupposes the truth of the complement p
(but see also Karttunen 1971 for a discussion of the presuppositional account).
Following Egré (2008: 101), a verb V is called veridical if it entails the truth of
Karolina Zuchewicz. 2018. How factive is the perfective? On the interaction between
perfectivity and factivity in Polish. In Denisa Lenertová, Roland Meyer, Radek Šimík
& Luka Szucsich (eds.), Advances in formal Slavic linguistics 2016, 479–494. Berlin:
Language Science Press. DOI:10.5281/zenodo.2545547
Karolina Zuchewicz
its complement when used in the positive declarative form, more precisely if it
satisfies the scheme Vp → p for all p, where p is a that-clause.
I will refer to the first option as truth presupposition (factivity in a common
sense). It holds when the inference remains under negation or after the insertion
of a modal adverbial (for a semantic definition of presupposition, see Strawson
1950). Truth presupposition concerns for instance perfective przewidzieć, as can



















‘Ola did not predict / probably predicted that Marek fears ghosts.’



















‘Ola was not predicting / was probably predicting that Marek fears
ghosts.’≫̸ Marek fears ghosts.
Examples (1) and (2) consist of an aspectual minimal pair exhibiting complemen-
tary behavior of the feature [±perfective] with respect to the enforcing of a fac-
tive interpretation of their complement sentences. Whereas the perfective vari-
ant presupposes the truth of its sentential argument, the imperfective one does
not. After the insertion of a sentence negation or a modal adverbial, (1) implicates
that Marek fears ghosts. Sentence (2) only says that Ola was guessing / tried to
predict that Marek fears ghosts, but it leaves it open whether she was correct or
not.
The second option will be called truth entailment. Truth entailment results
in an occurrence of a veridical meaning of the proposition expressed by the sub-
ordinate clause. Here, the inference is present in affirmative sentences, but it
does not project. We can find it for example in the perfective potwierdzić. I will
use ‘→’ to mark entailment.
1All embedded verbs are marked for the imperfective aspect and used in the present tense in or-
der to exclude the influence of perfectivity and past tense morphology within the subordinate
clause on the truth inferences observed.
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‘The commissioner was confirming that Marek fears ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
Truth entailment can be found in potwierdzić and is absent in potwierdzać; where-
as it seems to follow from (3) that Marek fears ghosts, (4) states that this is a
possible, but not an obligatory interpretation.The inference presented in (3) does



















‘The commissioner did not confirm / probably confirmed that Marek fears
ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
The third and weakest option is the truth implicature (see also Hacquard 2006
for the so-called actuality implicature, as illustrated in (9)). I will use this term
to refer to an inference which cannot be captured by factivity or veridicality (it
is clearly pragmatic, since it can be canceled). Here, the proposition embedded
under a perfective communication verb is taken for granted due to the reliability
of the sentence subject (cf. Schlenker 2010 for the factivity of announcements).
The same proposition embedded under a particular imperfective counterpart is
neutral with respect to the reliability condition. Consider examples (6a) and (6b).


























‘Ela was saying that she is at work.’↝̸ Ela is at work.
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In the perfective variant (6a), the speaker takes the truth of what the sentence
subject said for granted; Ela is considered reliable and she is expected to tell the
truth. In the imperfective variant (6b), the speaker does not want to commit her-
self to the truth of the proposition. It is left open whether the speaker considers
the sentence subject reliable. As a result, there is no implicature that Ela is at
work. The reliability effect seems to correlate with fulfilling all the parts of the
speech act (see §4.3), which is necessarily the case when using the perfective and
which does not have to be the case when using the imperfective (see Cohen &
Krifka 2014; Krifka 2015 for commitment space semantics).
We could refer to the abovementioned inferences as a truthfulness scale.
The strongest inference – truth presupposition – represents the highest value on
that scale, while truth implicature stands for the lowest one. Between them there
is the medium strength inference – truth entailment. A more detailed classifica-
tion may be developed after more conclusive research has been done.
Perfectivity-dependent truthfulness needs to be distinguished from the truth-
fulness of inherently factive imperfectives, where the perfectivizing operation
only results in the specification of a temporal boundary of an event, for instance:
żałować ‘regret.ipfv’ vs. pożałować ‘start regretting.pfv’ (cf. Egré 2008 for an in-
teresting discussion about regret, though), unless the meaning of the derivate be-
comes non-compositional (wiedzieć ‘know.ipfv’ + factive vs. powiedzieć ‘say.pfv’
+ non-factive). In contrast, all truth inferences which originate from the perfec-
tive do not occur in the case of the respective imperfective counterparts.
At this point, I would like tomake an important remark concerning the tense of
the matrix verb. I use the past tense in all examples, because it is available for any
verbal stem regardless of the aspectual marking. The present tense morphology
results in future reference in the case of the perfective, whereas both present
tense and the periphrastic future construction are available for the imperfective.
Because the analyzed sentences are supposed to be minimal pairs (differing only
in the aspectual marking on the matrix verb), using the past tense was the only
option.
In this paper, I will examine different verbs falling into class 1 (truth presup-
position), class 2 (truth entailment) and class 3 (truth implicature). I provide an
account of perfectivity-dependent truth inferences in Polish, which will be pre-
sented in §5. Before coming to that, I will briefly discuss the influence of aspect
on the interpretation of nominal arguments, which serves as a starting point for
an investigation of the correlation between the perfectivity of the matrix verb
and the interpretation of complement sentences.
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2 Aspect and the interpretation of nominal arguments
It has been pointed out by Wierzbicka (1967) that in perfective sentences in Pol-
ish the direct object is interpreted as definite, while in imperfective ones it is









‘He ate all of the nuts / was eating (some) nuts.’
In the case of zjadł, the reference is to a definite group of entities – the nuts. The
object is completely affected by the verbal process (as a result, there are no more
nuts left). In contrast, neither the definite nor the totality reading is enforced
when using jadł. Here, the partitive interpretation is available amongst others,
corresponding to ‘some of the nuts’.
However, Filip (2005: 128) shows that perfective aspect does not always re-
quire that bare nominal arguments in its scope refer to one whole and specific
individual (consider for instance the perfective Czech and Polish equivalents of
the English verb bring). That means that not only aspect, but also verb semantics
and especially the thematic relation between the nominal object and the verb
determine the referential properties of the entire predicate.
The crucial point is that the perfective operator can take scope over both the
matrix verb and its nominal complement. A formal analysis of this correlation
has been developed by Krifka (1989a,b; 1992; 1998). Different theoretical imple-
mentations are possible; because it is not the main focus of this paper, I will not
discuss them in greater detail.
According to Krifka, complex verbal expressions (verb plus direct object) have
either a cumulative or a quantized reference. We can define them in terms of the
sum operation: x ⊔ y ‘the sum of x and y’. For example, the sum of two events of
‘eating grapes’ still yields an event of ‘eating grapes’.The predicate ‘eating grapes’
has a cumulative reference –we can apply it not only to the single events, but also
to the sum of them. In contrast, the joining of two events of ‘eating two grapes’
can no longer be described with ‘eating two grapes’, because ‘eating two grapes’
plus ‘eating two grapes’ does not equal ‘eating two grapes’. The predicate ‘eating
two grapes’ has a quantized reference – we can apply it to the single events, but
not to the sum of them. Apart from the sum operation, the proper part relation
can be defined: x < y ↔ x ⊑ y and x , y. For example, there is no proper part
of an event ‘eating two grapes’ which is an event of ‘eating two grapes’. This
illustrates another property of the quantized reference.
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Krifka assumes that the perfective operator presupposes the quantization of
the entire predicate, whereas the imperfective operator requires its cumulativity.
This correlation primarily (but not exclusively, cf. Krifka 1998) holds for pred-
icates which allow mapping of objects to events and vice versa (the so-called
homomorphism of objects to events). Certainly, it cannot be considered a 1:1
relationship (cf. Filip 1996; 2005 or Borik 2006). In Polish, the verbal predicate
marked with the perfective aspect is quantized iff the whole verbal complex re-
ceives a telic interpretation, particularly in the case of predicates with nominal
objects that are incremental themes. On the other hand, we get the combination
of features [+perfective] and [–telic] after adding the delimitative prefix po- to
the imperfective stem; in these cases the predicate is to be interpreted as atelic
despite the perfective marking on the verb. Thus, the following generalization
holds for Polish: telicity implies quantization, but perfectivity does not imply
telicity (see also Gehrke 2008). As will become clear later, the truth inference of
a sentential complement is triggered by perfectivity.
3 Cross-linguistic evidence for the interaction between
perfectivity and factivity
The influence of the perfective aspect of a matrix verb on the factive interpreta-
tion of complement clauses has already been observed. Hacquard (2006) shows
that both actuality entailment and actuality implicature can be found in some
modal constructions in French, when a modal is marked with the perfective.
Actuality entailment refers to the uncancelable inference stating that the propo-
sition expressed by the complement clause holds in the actual world.2 Consider



























‘Jane could lift this table, but she did not lift it.’
Example (9) demonstrates an actuality implicature (adapted from ibid. 16).
2Bhatt (1999) observed the correlation between perfectivity marked on ability modals and the
presence of the actuality entailment in Greek and Hindi.
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‘Darcy had the possibility to meet Lizzie.’
When used with the perfective, (9) strongly suggests (but does not entail) that
Darcy did meet Lizzie.
The correlation between perfectivity and factivity can also be seen in Hungar-
ian; it concerns the influence of embedding verbs of saying on the interpretation
of their sentential complements. Whereas megmond ‘say.pfv’ requires the argu-
ment to be true, mond ‘say.ipfv’ does not (see Kiefer 1986). Even though aspect
is not grammaticalized in Hungarian (it is not obligatory for every verb to have
its (im)perfective twin), informal investigations among speakers show that we
can observe clear aspect-dependent differences with respect to the truthfulness
of propositions embedded under verbs marked as perfective.
In the next section I am going to present Polish data showing a systematic in-
teraction between perfectivity and truthfulness. In Polish, the category of aspect
is fully grammaticalized, which allows us to take a closer look at the abovemen-
tioned dependency.
4 Aspect-dependent truth inferences in Polish
4.1 Case 1: Truth presupposition
One group of verbs where the truth presupposition of the perfective can be found
is verbs of guessing.3 From (10) it follows that the proposition from the embedded
clause – Marek fears ghosts – is true. Example (11) demonstrates that this infer-


















‘Jan guessed that Marek fears ghosts.’
≫ Marek fears ghosts.
3The strength of the inference may also depend on aktionsart. For example, a resultative verb
wyczuć ‘sense.pfv’ is factive, whereas the inchoative poczuć ‘start feeling.pfv’ is not (a similar
observation holds for Czech, Radek Šimík, p.c.). It seems that inchoativity does not give rise























‘Jan did not guess / probably guessed that Marek fears ghosts.’
≫ Marek fears ghosts.
Contrary to this, no such inference appears with the particular imperfective
counterparts. Example (12) shows that there is no entailment, let alone presuppo-
sition, that Marek fears ghosts when the subordinate clause is embedded under

















‘Jan supposed that Marek fears ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
As expected, the truth inference is also absent under negation and after the in-





















‘Jan did not suppose / probably supposed that Marek fears ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
Examples (12) and (13) leave it open whether it is true that Marek fears ghosts.
Other members of this class are: odkryć, odkrywać ‘discover’, rozgryźć, rozgryzać
‘figure out’, and rozpoznać, rozpoznawać ‘identify’.
4.2 Case 2: Truth entailment
Many perfective matrix verbs show an implicative behavior with respect to the
truth inference of the proposition from the subordinate clause. For instance, verbs
of proving seem to entail that their sentential argument is true, which can be
seen in (14). Udowodnić and wykazać are much stronger in their veridicality than
pokazać however.
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‘Jan proved / revealed / showed that Marek fears ghosts.’
→Marek fears ghosts.
Interestingly, this inference is apparently cancelable in particular contexts. Con-



























‘Jan proved to Basia that Marek fears ghosts, but Krzysiek doubts that.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
All the predicates in (14) allow an overt experiencer, which makes veridicality
questionable. (15) says that Jan succeeded in convincing Basia that Marek fears
ghosts, but he did not manage to convince Krzysiek. As a result, the lexical entry
of the matrix predicate corresponds more to convince than to prove.
The ‘weak entailment’ from (14) does not project under negation or after the























‘Jan did not prove / reveal / show / probably proved / revealed / showed
that Marek fears ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
Example (16) only says that Jan did not succeed / that Jan probably succeeded in
providing arguments for Marek’s fear of ghosts, but it leaves it open whether the
complement sentence is true or not.
We have just seen that the weak truth entailment in the case of perfective
verbs of proving can disappear in particular contexts, especially after an overt
realization of an experiencer. Furthermore, the significance or trustworthiness
of the authority also plays a role in acknowledging a complement proposition as
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veridical. No projection pattern can be observed, which means that we are not
dealing with a presupposition here.
Particular imperfective forms lack any kind of truth-contributing potential.



















‘Jan was proving / revealing / showing that Marek fears ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
Example (17) asserts that Jan was trying to prove / reveal / show that Marek
fears ghosts, but it does not make any statement about the final results of Jan’s
investigations. As expected, no truth inference can be found under negation or























‘Jan was not / probably proving / revealing / showing that Marek fears
ghosts.’
↛Marek fears ghosts.
Example (18) demonstrates possible modifications of the likelihood of Jan having
tried to prove / reveal / show that Marek fears ghosts. No contribution to the
truth-related meaning of the complement sentence can be observed. Another
member of this group is for instance przekonać, przekonywać ‘convince’.
4.3 Case 3: Truth implicature
Truth implicature refers especially to the perfective communication verbs, which
differ from their imperfective counterparts in that the former, but not the latter,
entail the complete realization of all parts of the speech act. Austin (1962) de-
fines a speech act as consisting of three partial acts. The first one, a locutionary
act, is the act of uttering itself. The second one, an illocutionary act, affects the
area of the speaker’s intention. Finally, a perlocutionary act describes an actual
effect the particular speech act had on the hearer. A speech act is presumed to
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be completely realized only if all three parts have been fulfilled. In Polish, per-
fective communication verbs, in contrast to imperfective ones, enforce complete



























‘Iza has just informed / was just informing him about that, but he
interrupted her in the middle of the sentence.’
Only poinformowała entails that the hearer received the information.
5 Perfectivity-dependent truthfulness
First of all, a short note on telicity should be made. My object of investigation is
embedding predicates, which are transitive verbs.They all require a direct object,
realized as a sentential complement; for the purpose of my analysis, I consider
that-clause a definite argument. For this reason, the whole complex predicate re-
ceives a telic interpretation, independently of the (im)perfective marking on the
verb. The truth inference is present when the matrix predicate has the features
[+telic,+perfective], and it is absent when the matrix predicate has the features
[+telic, –perfective].
Based on the influence of aspect on the interpretation of nominal arguments, I
also assume a dependency between aspect and a propositional argument. The as-
pectual operator PFV introduces a further undefined truthfulness feature, which
is specified as factive, veridical or reliable via the dependency between the truth
of p (where p stands for the proposition expressed by the that-clause) and an
event e described by the matrix verb. For now, the three truthfulness-realizations
can be formalized as follows:5
(20) For a VP with a propositional complement p
a. PFV(λe .JVPK(e) such that the truth of p is independent of e)
→ p is factive
4I would like to thank Manfred Krifka for inspiring this idea.
5The operations are based on the semantics of the perfective and not on the formation patterns.




b. PFV (λe .JVPK(e) such that the truth of p is dependent on e)
→ p is veridical
c. PFV (λe .JVPK(e) such that the truth of p is communicated by e)
→ p is reliable
Truth presupposition comes about when the truth of p is independent of the
truth of e . Here, no incremental creation of belief can be observed. For example,
the truth of propositions embedded under zgadnąć or przewidzieć holds indepen-
dently of the process of guessing or predicting. In contrast, the truth of proposi-
tions embedded under udowodnić,wykazać or pokazać does depend on the result
of the proving-process; we have an incremental creation of belief. This explains
why the authority of an experiencer or its overt realization are crucial for judg-
ing complement sentences as veridical. In the case of truth implicature, the truth
of p is ‘only’ communicated by e .
The question remains whether ‘being reliable’ should be considered a feature
at all, or if it should be labeled as ‘no feature present’. In the latter case, truthful-
ness set up by the perfective operator would remain unrealized if the inference
was an implicature. Another open question concerns the role of morphology in
determining the strength of the inference. It seems that perfective underlying
forms tend to enforce factive meaning of the proposition expressed by the subor-
dinate clause. Additionally, verb semantics and argument structure may also be
taken into consideration, since specifying an experiencer can influence the en-
tailment pattern. In general, the semantic type of the matrix verb could be used
to distinguish between different verb classes and to establish a more fine-grained
truthfulness scale. All this will be the subject of further investigations.
In the last section of this paper I will briefly discuss the inherently factive im-
perfectives and their perfective counterparts. It will be shown that they consti-
tute a unique group with factivity being an aspect-independent, lexical property
of the root form, which automatically projects to the perfective derivate.
6 Remark on inherently factive imperfectives
As has been mentioned before, inherently factive imperfectives (for example















‘Ania was happy / started being happy about the fact that the summer
was coming.’
≫The summer was coming.
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The only difference between cieszyła and ucieszyła lies in the marking of the be-
ginning of a state in the case of the latter. The underlying imperfective form is
inherently factive (lexical factivity), so it remains factive when perfectivized. In
the case of inherently factive imperfectives the perfectivizing operation leads to
themarking of a temporal boundary of an event, but it does not enforce or change
the truth inference of the proposition from the embedded clause (see also §1).This
pattern needs to be distinguished from the ones discussed in §4 and §5, where
the truth inference ascribed to the perfective was absent in the particular imper-
fective forms. Other inherently factive imperfectives are rozumieć ‘understand’
and kapować ‘get’.
7 Conclusion
In this paper, I demonstrated three kinds of perfectivity-dependent truth infer-
ences in Polish: truth presupposition, truth entailment and truth implicature. In
the case of truth presupposition, the proposition from the embedded clause re-
ceives a factive interpretation. The inference remains under negation or after the
insertion of amodal adverbial. In the case of truth entailment, a veridical interpre-
tation of the complement sentence can be observed; only the positive sentence
is interpreted as true. In the case of truth implicature, the inference in question
is neither factivity nor veridicality. It is due to a pragmatic principle giving pref-
erence to the perfective verb if the speaker assumes that the sentence subject is
reliable (speaker commitment to the truth of p).
Despite the differences in the strength of particular inferences, the truthful-
ness of the proposition from the embedded clause is only due to perfectivity – it
is absent with imperfective forms. Embedding by imperfective matrix verbs re-
sults in the occurrence of a neutral interpretation of a that-clause with respect to
its truthfulness, provided that the embedding imperfective verb is not inherently
factive.The aspectual operator PFV introduces a truthfulness feature, which is re-
alized as factive, veridical or reliable depending on the relation between the truth
of the proposition expressed by the embedded clause and an event described by
the matrix verb.
The question remains as to how truthfulness interacts with perfectivity itself.
In the case of communication verbs, the completedness condition of the perfec-
tive enforces the complete performance of the speech act denoted by the matrix
verb. The speaker of the sentence chooses the perfective if she considers the
speaker of the speech act reliable. As a result, the proposition expressed by the
that-clause is understood to be true. In the case of verbs of proving, the com-
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pletedness effect of the perfective interacts with the incrementality, which is a
part of lexical verb semantics. A proof is a proof after its final step is completed.
For verbs of guessing, the truth presupposition is triggered in combination with
the integration of the proposition ‘someone guessed something’ into the com-
mon ground. The speaker uses the perfective in order to demonstrate that the
guessing event has been completely realized. The cooperative hearer accepts the
proposition as true, which triggers the presupposition rooted in the lexical verb
semantics.6
In future work, a detailed study with different semantic groups of verbs will be
conducted. In addition the type of embedding is to be controlled for, since it may
be involved in determining the strength of the inference available. An interesting
observation concerns perfective verbs of saying which embed wh-phrases; they
seem to function as exhaustivity triggers. Thus, exhaustivity could also be used
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